Remember thee ?
Yea, from the Table of my Memory,
He wipe away all tnViall fond Records,
Allfawes ofbookes,ali rormes,alI prefTures pafl.
That youth and obfervation coppied there | ,
And thy Commandment all alone (hall live
Wichin the bookeand Volume of my braine,
Vnmixt with bafer matter; ^^yes, by heaven :
Ohmoft pemiciousjwoman { ; -r^*,^
Oh ViIla»ne,VilIairie, fmilingdamned Villaine 1
MyT.3bIes, my Tables: meet it is I fetit downe,
That one may fmile, and fm ile and be a Villaine ;
At lead I'm fure it may be To in Denmaj-ke|.
So Vnckle there you are: now to my word;
Itfs ,• Adue, Adue, Rem ember me: I havefworn't.
f{cr, ^ MMT. within. My Lord, my Lordi
'Eytur HvrAtio andi-M^nrcellt^*^ ^-^ "Vw^J
(JMar. Lord Hamlet!
^

Hor. Heavenfecure him.
CMar. So be it.
HoT' lilo, ho, ho/my Lord/
Bam. Hillo, ho, ho, boy ; com^bjrd^ come«
Mar. How ift't,my Noble Lord " '
<- ^ f^:^
MOT. What newes, my Lord?
JIam. Oh wonderfull!
JJor. Good my Lord,tell it.
Ham. Noyou'll reveale it.

ffa7nZet. Adl.-Scem^.

Taje 27S. CohiTrvn.!.

XJV~aher!li^,'L^:JJ. tMia Street. Ccm&S- Sire&.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
I T has been from no desire unduly to extend this
work that I have gTafted upon it so many extracts
from other books and articles on the same subject.
I n doing" so my motive has been that in speaking* of
the writing's of others I might ensure^ if possible, a
faultless accuracy, a point of gTeat imj)ortance in
a work which is at once critical and controversial. Nor have I rested satisfied with mere
accuracy in quotation 3 but in all other respects I
have sedulously endeavoured to g-ive a complete
view of the whole Shakspere Controversy, including",
as far as my means of knowledg"e and my ability
extend, (1) a narrative of the discovery of each
volume or document in question, (2) a faithful
description of its appearance and contents, and (3)
an impartial discussion of each case in all its bearing's, palseographic and critical. I have, accordingly, not scrupled to reprint such portions of my own
previous publication. The Shalispeare Fabrications, as
I found expedient for the completeness of the ease
against the authenticity and g-enuineness of the manuscript annotations of the Perkins Folio.
Readers or reviewers who may be disposed to impute it as a fault that I have to so great an extent
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traversed old ground, are reminded, that if it be a
fault, it is a fault incident to the design of the work,
and not to its execution. If, as my publishers believe, a succinct and exact account of the whole
question is a desideratum, it can be no fault in such
a work that it is thorough-going', leaving no period
or feature of the Controversy unrepresented or unappreciated.
I n the attempt to be strictly impartial, it is very
likely that I have failed. It is true that I am personally a stranger to Mr. Collier, and I have no
private interest in common with the staff of the Department of Manuscripts of the British Museum, nor
have I any connexion with the officers of the Public
Record Office : yet it may well be that my love for
the works of Shakspere has warped my judgment.
I have, however, endeavoured to follow the trail of
evidence, and, as far as I know myself, I have not
been induced to deviate from the course of impartiality which I have prescribed for myself, by the
stimulus of personal motives of any kind.
That a case like the present, which rests entirely
on circumstantial evidence, should affect all minds
alike, is not to be expected. No evidence of a literary
forgery has ever been found " as subtle as Arachne's
woof." There has ever been some ^^ orifex,'"
through which a crotchetty, partial, or sceptical
mind might escape the necessity of conviction. After
the forgeries of Macpherson, Chatterton, and Ireland, there remained critics who having committed
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themselves to an opinion in favour of the authenticity
or genuineness of the matter to which spuriousness
was imputed, held with consistent tenacity to their
original opinion, even after the spuriousness had
been estabhshed beyond a rational doubt. I n the late
case of the forgeries of Constantino Simonides, Sir
Thomas Philhps remained a convert to the genuineness of the two Greek manuscripts which he had purchased of Simonides (viz. one consisting of the poems
of Hesiod, and another of portions of Homer), even
after Sir F- Madden had pronounced against them,
and Simonides had expiated one of his crimes in the
dungeons of Berhn. And quite lately Mr. Mayer of
Liverpool shewed his confidence in the integi'ity of
the arch-forger by entrusting him with the unrolling
of the papyri of a Greek manuscript which had been
brought from Thebes. The result was as might have
been anticipated. Simonides evolved from the folds
of the papyri parts of three leaves of a papyrus
scroll containing the 19th chapter of the Gospel of
St. Matthew,—with new readings, of course ! Simonides' skill in simulating a palimpsest is only too
well known, as is also his craft in secreting what he
intends to discover. Yet it would surprise no one
who is acquainted with the history of literary frauds
if Mr. Mayer should remain all his life a believer in
the newly evolved papyrus and in the integTity of
the famous Greek impostor.
The supreme importance of the questions arising
out of the Perkius FoKo, over all the other cases
A 2
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of forgery has obliged me to deal ^vith that single
case in a far more elaborate manner than with any
of the others. It has been my aim to furnish a
complete and nearl}' exhaustive analysis of the
Perkins case, in all its aspects. The reader must not
be offended with the apparent unimportance of some
of the details. He must remember that the evidence
is cumulative, and that in the chain v\'ith which I here
present him the smallest link augments the weight
of the inteo-ral mass that g-oes either to annihilate
the authenticity and genuineness of the manuscript
notes and emendations, or to identify their sponsor
and their fabricator.
It would be dising'enuous in me if I did not confess
in limine my own hearty conviction of the spuiiousness of all the annotations, and, with two exceptions,
of all the documents which form the subject of the
following examination 3 and further, my own opinion
that at present Mr. Collier's character has not been
vindicated fi'om the presumption of complicity in so
numerous and important a series of frauds. But in
each case I have stated both sides of the question,
and have not been slow to give full weight to such
circumstances as have any tendency to reheve Mr.
Collier from the suspicions ^^'llich attach to his dealings with the matters in dispute. It is not, however,
any part of my design to play the part of apologist
or advocate for Mr. Collier, though, for matter of
that, I have no doubt I could fill even that 'role with
far more benefit to him than some of his blind
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adherents and partisans, who, to save him from
the imputations of dishonesty, have not hesitated to
do their best to blacken his reputation as an author,
an editor, and a man of sense.^ But while I repudiate
the task of defending Mr. Collier, I must assure my
readers that, out of the interests of truth, I have no
inducement to impute discreditable conduct to one
whose good faith I never doubted till the year before
last, and whose services to literature, after deducting
from his works those parts which relate to the
alleged fabrications, I cannot but admit to be gTeat
and important.
With the exception of the facsimile from Hamlet,
which faces the title-page, and is the work of Mr.
Frederick G. Netherclift, the facsimiles from the
Perkins Folio have been approved by a competent
judge appointed for that purpose by the Duke of
Devonshire, and are published with his Grace's express sanction.
M}^ best thanks are hereby presented to the noble
Didce for the permission to take and publish numerous
and various facsimiles from the Perkins Folio, and for
the means he has taken to ensure their fidelity—to
the Earl of EUesmere for unrestrained access to the
manuscript treasures of the library at Bridgewater
House, and for permission to take and publish numerous facsimiles therefrom—to the Governors of
Dulwich College for a like permission in respect of
^ I allude in particular to certain writers in " The Edinburgh Eeview " and " The Saturday Eeview."
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the manuscripts in the library of that seminary—
and in particular to the Master of the College for
the trouble he has taken to afford my facsimiHst
access to the manuscripts—to Sir Francis Palgrave for a like permission in respect of the Petition of the Blackfi'iars Players to the Privy Council,
which is in the State Paper Office—and to Mr.
Francis Charles P a r r y for the use of his own
memoranda of his interviews with Mr. Collier.
I n order to enable my readers to see at a glance
all the English literature relating* to the Shakspere controversy, I have appended to this work a
bibliogTaphical list of separate publications, and
of articles and reviews in periodicals, comprising
nearly everj^thing of interest (except mere letters
and paragraphs), which has been published in this
country on the subject of the alleged Shakspere forp-eries. That list contains also some few American
publications. I regret that I am not in possession of
the means of making- the list more complete in
respect of works published out of England.
C. M. I .
Valentines, Ilford.
Oct. lOtb, 1860.
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since July 2, 1859, on which day Mr. Warmth of
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the Contro-

N. E. S. A. Hamilton's first letter appeared in ^^ The versy.
Times," a literary controversy of more than usual
importance has been maintained with an eagerness
and a warmth which rarely extend beyond the sphere
of private and personal disputes. While men of emi- ^^^^'^i^^
nence in letters are found ranged on both sides of this graphists.
controversy, it is note-worthy that the professional
palseographists are not divided on the palseographic
questions; but, on the contrary, that class of literary
men, independently of any community of interest, are
unanimous against the genuineness of the disputed
documents.
Meanwhile the unskilled public look on in wonder- Cause of the
ment at the exhibition of so much animosity about a mus,
mere dry literary question. Some manuscript annotations are discovered in two printed books, and
many manuscript documents are discovered bearingmore or less on the contents of those books. The
writing in the printed books and in the manuscripts is pronounced to be a modern fabrication, i.e.
executed in modern times with afi-audulentpurpose.
It certainly seems at first sight that here there can
be little or nothing to stir up personal strife : and
I will take upon mj^self to affirm that if no reflections
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on moral character had been involved in the mere
literary question, very few persons would have been
found to defend the genuineness either of the annotations or of the documents ; and that if controversy
had been provoked, the discussion would have been
conducted with the most respectable frigidity. The
question of the genuineness of old-looking writing,
or of the authenticity of the matter so written, could
hardly have disturbed the moral equilibrium of
palseographists, critics or reviewers. But simply
because Mr. Collier was the discoverer of the annotations and of all the manuscripts whose genuineness is questioned, and because he has to a great
extent identified his reputation with these alleged
discoveries, it became difficult to prevent the intrusion of a personal animus into the literary question :
and when Mr. Collier's connexion with these annotations and documents assumed a more serious complexion than that of their discoverer, or even their
sponsor, the controversy on both sides became
leavened with a bitterness which I do not believe
to have had any other source than jealousy for the
purity of our Elizabethan Literature on the one
hand, and jealousy for the good name of Mr.
Collier on the other.
Indifference
From the first promulgation of the notes and
of the perio-

dieal press to emeudatious found on the margins of the Perkins
Shakspere's Folio down to the present time nothing has moved
text.
j^g gQ much as the absolute indifference of nearly
all the contributors to the periodical press of E n g -
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land to the purity of the text of England's greatest ^
author. Judg-ing from the indiscriminate praise
which has been lavished on Mr. Collier's manuscript
corrector, both while the question of the genuineness
of the old writing had received no attempt at a
solution, as well as since the publication of a mass
of evidence against its genuineness comprised in
the works of Mr. Hamilton and myself, it is difficult ]
to believe that the majority of men of letters cared as ?
much for having the text of Shakspere pure, as for
having it intelligible. It is characteristic of the Cause of the
Englishman to be impatient alike of doubt, as of nate praise
obscurity. He takes up his Shakspere, and reads ij^i-^*^^
some such sentence as the following:—
awarded to
°
And yet the spacious breadth of this division
Admits no orifex for a point, as subtle
As Ariaehne's broken woof, to enter.^

If he thinks at all, he must certainly wonder how
a point can be as subtle as a broken woof. How
eagerly then does he accept any relief, that comes
even in the shape of a conjecture, such as that of
Mr. Keightley,^ who would read.
And yet the spacious breadth of this division,
As subtle as Arachne's broken woof,
Admits no orifex for a point to enter.

But what if the relief come in the shape of conjecture, confirmed by a manuscript emendation in a
1 Troilus and Cressida, Act V. sc. 2.
2 Notes and Queries, 2nd Series, vol. ix. p. 358.

the "old
corrector."
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handwriting of the middle of the 17th century?
Common sense is satisfied, criticism is disarmed,
doubt is removed, and g-rumbling- is appeased. The
Englishman can now read his Shakspere without a
hitch or halt. That is too great a comfort for him
to trouble himself about the purity of the text.
The necesBut plainly our Eng-lishman is but gulled. How
liminary
IS it that he Omitted the precaution of ascertaining,
S^M^^S^ to the best of his skill, whether the writing was of that
overlooked ^Q^^Q ^Q ^hich its antique form appeared to belong.
Specimens of the corrections in the Bridgewater Folio
were made public in 1841, and a vast number of the
notes and emendations of the Perkins FoHo were, as I
have said, promulgated in 1852; yet, notwithstanding the recommendation of Mr. Charles Knight^ and
that of Mr.Halliwell,^ no palseographic examination
The interests of the Perkins Folio or of the Bridgewater Folio took
jeopardised placc till the middle of 1859. Perhaps, on the whole,
pJomiJed?""' i* ^'^^ b^^^ favourable to our literature that the
scrutiny was postponed', for in the meantime the
notes and emendations, coming recommended by
manuscript authority and, for the most part, endorsed
by Mr. Collier, obtained a more favourable hearing
than mere conjectm-es could have done; and the text
of Shakspere received, in consequence, a thorough
revision at the hands of verbal critics. But inasmuch
as their judgment was, for the most part, adverse
not only to the authority but also to the excellence
2 Old Lamps or New, p. lix.
* Observations on the Shakspeariau Forgeries, &c. p. 8.
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of the emendations, even when so recommended and
endorsed, it may be very satisfactorily concluded that
few, if any, of these claimants on their favour and
patronag-e would have enjoyed the most ephemeral
reign in the text of the great Bard, had they, from
the first, stood on their own intrinsic merits only.
The documents discovered by Mr. Collier in Bridere- W^^^^^^^^J^
-^ .

n 1

water House, like the manuscript notes or the two
folios, long escaped palseographic examination. They
were made known to the public by him in 1835 and
1836; but it was not till 1853 that their genuineness
was debated. The reason for the delay in this case was
probably similar to that in the former case. Readers
of the various biographies of Shakspere, knowing- how
scanty were the facts which formed the structure of
those narratives, naturally devoured with eag-erness
any further materials, however meag-re and unimportant, and, I may add, however AVanting in authenticity. The JVew Facts, 1835, ]Ve7v Particulars,
1836, and Further Particulars, 1839, of Mr. Colher
alike fed the popular craving, and the name of that
editor was generally regarded as a guarantee of the
g-enuineness of the materials communicated by him.
Nor did Mr. HalliAvell's two pamphlets^ succeed
in aAvakening the suspicions of the public. It was
not, in fact, till evidence had been adduced against the
g-enuineness of the manuscript notes of the Perkins
^ Observations on the Shakspeariau Forgeries, 1853, and
Curiosities of Modern Shaksperiau Criticism, 1853.

House MSS,
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Folio that the public took any interest whatever in
the other questions.
TUe DiUyich Most of the Dulwich documents Avhich now lie
CoUegeMSS.

, .

n- i

i i
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under suspicion of forgery Avere published by Mr.
Collier in his Memoirs of Edward Alleyn, 1841,
and his History of English Dramatic Poetry, 1831.
And these were not submitted to the scrutiny of
palseographic experts till the autumn of 1859, and,
as to some, not till the spring of the present year.
Petition of
The Petition of the Blackfriars Players to the
the Black-

friarsPiayers Privy Couucil, which is ill the State Paper Office,
CouncU.^^^^ was first published by Mr. Collier in his History of
English Dramatic Poetry, vol. i. pp. 297-300. No
palseographic examination of it took place till the
spring' of the joresent year.
The supposi- The remaining" documents of which I have sriA^en
titiousMSS.
. ^^
, .
,
^
an account m the penultimate chapter, are not
known to have had any existence, except from the
statements of Mr. CoUier: the fact being that they
are not in the depositories where he professes to
have found them.

COMPLETE VIEW

THE SHAKSPERE CONTROVERSY.
CHAPTER L
T H E BEIDQEAVATER F O L I O .

within the last score years, the only pre- Authority
sumed authority to which editors of Shakspere's copies.
Avorks had recourse, for the reg-ulation or emendation
of the text, was the printed text of the early quarto
and folio editions of his plays, and the early impressions of his poems and sonnets. The text of a
play founded on one of the folios, or on a quarto, was
received as, in a certain sense, authoritative; and an
eclectic text, formed on several early editions of the
same play, though perhaps looked upon with some
suspicion, was still regarded as having some claim
to authority.
Beyond such quasi-authoritative
sources of the text, lay nothing but the region of
conjecture.
Conjecture, it is true, especially in the
case of such a critic as LcAvis Theobald, from the
singular felicity and discretion with Avhich it Avas
employed, or from the perfect and absolute fitness
of a proposed reading- to the utmost exigence of the
context, Avas a very frequent source of readings
TILL

B
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Avhich maintained an unquestioned place in the text
of Shakspere, and were regarded Avith as much admiration and respect as the most authoritative
readings—in a AA'^ord, they Avere received as authentic.
State of the
To enable my readers to understand the condition
testoftheold ,

copies.

„

.,

n c^^ i

111 which an old editor round the text ol fehakspere,
it is necessary that I should call his attention to a
few details of only technical interest. Shakspere
Avrote for the boards, and not for the table. The
Globe Theatre Avas his book ', and his admirers used
their ears and eyes conjointly in the perusal of
his immortal dramas. H e died, and made no sign
indicative of a care for the preservation of his works
as classics for posterity. Up to and inclusive of
the 3'ear 1622 fourteen of his plaj'^s had been
published in quarto editions—viz.
n'
Hamlet.
Much ado about nothino-.
Richard I I .
1. Hen. 1 7
Richard I I I .
I L Hen. I Y .
Romeo and Juliet.
Kino- Lear.
Titus Andronicus.
Love's Labour's Lost.
Troilus and Cressida.
Merchant of Venice.
Othello.^
Midsummer-night's
Dream.
1 I ought to add that Mr. Collier mentions (Notes and
Queries, 1st S. vol. viii. p. 74.) a unique 4to. of The Taming of
the Shrew, "which came out some years before the folio 1623."
H e subsequently wrote, *' Only three copies of this 4to. have
yet come to light: one, (among CapeU's books at Cambridge)
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All these plays were published once or oftener in
Shakspere's life-time, except Othello, which did not
appear in print till 1622, i. e. six years after Shakspere's death,
There were also published in his lifetime six
plays, bearing- the names of Hen. V., King John (in
tAvo parts). The Merry Wives of Windsor, The
Taming of a Shrew, and The Contention of the
two Houses of York and Lancaster, which last
is in general equivalent to Parts I I . and I I I . of
Hen. YI. These answer to six of Shakspere's authentic plays; but in fact are different. The old
plays of Hen. V and TJie Merry Wives of Windsor,
appear to be merely early sketches of the authentic
has the title page with the imprint of I . Smithwicke 1681:
another (in the British Museum) has only a fragment of that
title page, without the imprint; and the third (in the hands of
the editor) has no title-page at all, but a memorandum in manuscript at the top of the first page (sign. A. 2), the upper half
of which has been cropped away by a careless binder, so that
only the lower half of the figures and letters remains ; enough,
however, to enable us to read, as well as the inscription can be
made out, " 1607 stayed by the author." The date may be 1609,
but the top of the six, and of the seven or nine has faUen a
sacrifice to the shears. What we are probably to understand
is, that the publication of the comedy in 1607 or 1609 had been
in some way stayed by the intervention of the author, on
behalf of himself and the company to which he belouged; and
that having in consequence been laid aside for a number of
years, some copies of it, remaining in the hands of Smithwicke
the Stationer, were issued in 1631, as if it had then been first
published."—Collier's Ed, of Shakespeare, 1858, vol. ii. p, 437,
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plays, like the Hamlet of 1603, and the Romeo and
Jidiet of 1697
I n the same year, his fellows Hemino-e and Condell issued the first folio edition of his plays complete, with the exception of Pericles, and The Two
Noble Kinsmen, of considerable parts of which he
Avas unquestionably the author. These plays could
not have been excluded on the principle of including
only those of his plays of Avhich he Avas the undiAdded author; for the plays of I I . Hen. Y I .
and I I I . Hen. Y I . as well as Hen. Y I I I . appear in
that collection, and in the first tAvo it is certain
that Shakspere Avorked up another man's labours,^
Avhile in the last it is highly probable that Fletcher
Avorked upon an unfinished play of Shakspere's.^
Of this first folio edition of Shakspere, but one
copy is knoAvn to be extant bearing- the date 1622 ',
all the other knoAA^n copies bear the date 1623 3 and
the edition is generally quoted as of the latter year.
A second edition of Heminge and Condell's collection
appeared in 1632 3 a third in 1663, and this third
edition Avas re-issued, with the addition of seven spurious plays, in 1664. A fourth edition, comprizing
these spurious plays, Avas published in 1685. These
are the only early folio editions of Shakspere's plays.
The folio 1623 contained (a) the above mentioned
2 See Boswell's Variorum Ed. 1821, vol. ii. p. 315, As to
I. Hen, VI. and Titus Andronicus, the probability is that Shakspere had no hand in either of them,
•'' See Gentleman's Magazine, August, 1850.
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fourteen authentic plays of Shakspere, (jS) the six
authentic plays corresponding with the six older
pla} s, and (7) sixteen plays Avhich had not been
previously published, in all thirty-six plays. The
value of the first foho edition is, in fact^ principally due
to the circumstance of its being the earliest known
edition of sixteen authentic plays of Shakspere.
Of its value on any other ground, there is a re- "Value of the
markable difference of opinion. I t is one of those
questions on which critics must necessarily differ,
pretty much in proportion to their knowledg-e of the
facts of the case. B y Mr. Knight, the foho of
1623 was originally regarded as an extremely well
printed book for the time it Avas issued, and a text
of unquestionable authenticity. But after the publication of his first Pictorial Edition, he saw how impossible it Avas to found a text upon the first folio
edition only. Accordingly, in his National Edition,
he Avas necessitated to deviate very considerably from
the text of the folio; and I can only regret that in
doing- so he should have, not unfrequently, omitted
to indicate by a foot-note his desertion of the folio
reading and his adoption of that of the quarto.* Mr.
Collier has pronounced it, Avith one exception, as
Avell printed as any contemporary Avork of the kind.^
* Lest it should be thought that I overstate the case against
Mr. Knight, I beg to refer the reader, for example, to the text
of Hamlet, in the National Edition, In the first Act of that playhe will find ten instances of silent deviation from the folios,
and adoption of the quartos,
5 Letter in The Athenreum, March 27th, 1852.
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Professor Craik puts forAvard the most extravagant
pretensions for this edition, and appears to regard
it as one of the most accurately printed books of
the period.^ Mr. Bolton Corney, Avhose opinion is
of more value than that of either of the last named
gentlemen, has enacted^ that ^^ the text of the plays,
errors excepted (!) shall," in all future editions, ^^ be
that of 1623, collated with that of such of the plays
as had been published in a finished state." NOAV,
Avithout cavilling- at the very wide signification of
such a phrase as ^^ errors excepted," I can by no
means admit the canon in question: for this reason;
that the execution of the edition of 1623 does not
aiiSAver to the professions of Heminge and CondeU.
The entire text of the plays is certainly not derived,
as, from their preface, they Avould lead their readers
to believe, from any manuscripts of Shakspere's;
nor indeed from any playhouse copies. The text of
those plays Avhich ^^ had been published in a finished
state," before 1623, is, in the folio edition of that
date, generally based u]jon the early quartos. This
is especially observable in the First and Second
Parts of Henry IV., Love's Labour's Lost, 3Ierchant of Venice, Midsummer Night's Dream, Much
ado about nothing, Richard IL, Titus Andronicus,
and Troilus and Cressida. I n each of these pla3's
"there is," says the accurate, but clumsy Capell,
" an almost strict conformity betAveen the two im6 The English of Shakspere,
'' Notes and Queries, 1st S. vol. vi. p. 2.
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pressions: some additions there are in the second,
and some omissions 3 but the faults and errors of
the quartos are all preserved in the folioj and
others added to them."
This fact excludes the supposition that the editors
of the folio had a manuscript authority for their text
of these nine plays, or in fact any more trustworthy
copies of them to print from, than the quartos Avhich
have come doAvn to us. These remarks are true in
a less degree of all the other five plays which Ave
possess in early quarto editions. However, the facts,
that the editors of 1623 printed additions to the
quarto texts, and omitted passages from their folio
Avhich are contained in the quartos, are of great interest and importance for all future editors : but that
no editor can be bound by the " text of the plays,
errors excepted," as they are given in the folio of
1623, is a negative principle AA-^hich does not admit
of a rational doubt. As to the readings which are
first found in the second, third, or fourth folio, it is
self-evident that they can hardly carry more weight
than the most recent conjectural emendations.^
The conclusion from these premises is incAdtably Province of
this, that we possess no authoritative text at all;
and, of course, the door is open to leg-itimate conjecture as to the readings to be adopted, wherever the
defective state of the text of the quartos or first folio
renders emendation expedient. Let it be understood
8 See Mr, HaUiweU's tract on " Who smothers her with
painting," 1852, pp. 6-8, where this point is ably discussed.
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that a text shall be held to be defective, so long as
the sense, if any, Avhich it conveys is not such as it
is probable a man like Shakspere would have put
into the mouth of the speaker on the particular occasion in question. Hie labor, hoc opus! I t will thus
be evident to my readers that a very wide latitude is
allowed to conjecture; in fact that nothing- should
be held to disqualify conjecture, but an ignorance in
the conjecturer of the peculiar manners and customs,
and the special idioms of the dramatic language of
Shakspere's day.
However widely the opinions of competent and
well-informed critics may differ as to what is to be
taken as such a defective state of the text as to justify
emendation, it is unfortunately true that in an enormous number of instances, the text of Shakspere,
Avhether Ave find it in the quartos or the folio, is in
such an abominably corrupt state, that emendation
is a necessity, and must be acknoAvledged to be so
even by those who regard it as an evil, and would
never alloAV it Avhere any hind of sense can be tortured out of the original Avords. Innumerable are
the phrases out of Avhich no possible sense can be tortured, by any kind of exegetical manoeuvre. Every
editor has his own favourite nostrums for many of
these: but some cases are so hopeless, that it is an
almost universal custom for editors to print the
nonsense of the original text, in sheer despair of
superseding- it by any plausible emendations. Of
these almost hopeless cruces the number does not
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exceed tAventy-five. I n some the difficulty lies in the
construction of the sentence; in others, in the use of
Avords which have not, and probably never had, any
meaning. But these form but a drop in the " multitudinous seas" of misprints Avith which the text of
quartos and folios are alike overwhelmed. I n fact,
it is not going- too far to affirm the very reverse of
Professor Craik's dictum, and aver that the first folio
edition of Shakspere is the Avorse printed work,
of any pretensions to permanent interest, dramatic
or otherwise, that the first half of the seventeenth
century produced.
Accordingly, the editors and conjectural critics of Extremes of
the two editions cum notis variorum, not unnaturally fell into the extreme of loose conjecture', they
Avere more anxious to reform, than to understand :
and the editions of our OAvn day afford abundant
evidence of a reaction upon that laxness of criticism,
and almost universally err in the extreme of a too
close adherence to the old copies. Ag-ainst this bliml
deference to the printed authorities, the foUoAvingprotest of Mr. W N . Lettsom cannot be too often
repeated:—
" The earlier editors were no doubt far too ready to tamper
with the original text; some of their successors have run into
the other extreme ; they perversely maintain the most ridiculous blunders of the old copies, and almost seem disposed to
place conjectural criticism on a level with hap-hazard guess
work. What is called conjecture, however, is neither more nor i
less than a particular application of circumstantial evidence, and '
if we receive such evidence when property or life is at stake,
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surely we should not reject it when we are sitting in judgment
merely on words or syllables. At any rate, we should be sadly
disappointed if we expected to escape the hazards of conjecture
by a servile adherence to old copies. Scholars and critics are
not the only persons who tamper with texts. Correctors,
transcribers, and compositors have been much too ready to
alter whatever they were unable to understand ; their stupid
sophistications have too often overlaid the genuine readings,
and have been blindly received, as of paramount authority, by
the unsuspecting simplicity of over-cautious commentators.
I t would be weU if the latter stopped here j unfortunately
they are not satisfied with retaining corruptions; they must
needs attempt to defend and explain them. I n consequence
they get into a bad habit of wresting and straining language,
and finally become thorough proficients in the bewildering art
of forcing any sense out of any words. I n their desperate
efforts to extract sense from nonsense, the poet himself has
been too often sacrificed to the printer, and has thus gained a
character for obscurity to a degree far beyond his deserts."^

Epoch of
I n 1841 Avas published Mr. Collier's ^^ Reasons for
rity!
" a New Edition of Shakespeare's Works, containing
notices of the defects of former impressions and pointing- out the lately acquired means of illustrating the
plays, poems, and biography of the poet."
This tract forms an epoch in Shaksperiau criticism.
I t Avas here that Mr. Collier first appealed to manuscript authority for the regulation and emendation of
the text of Shakspere. W e are here first introduced
to a folio with manuscript corrections, viz. the first
folio of the late Lord EUesmere, (then Lord Francis
Egerton.) This copy of the 1623 edition is perhaps
9 Shakspeare's Versification, by W- Sidney Walker.
face, p. xiv.

Pre-
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the finest extant. I t s general condition is superior,
and its margins larger than those of any other knoAvn
copy ', in fact it is in every respect in the same condition in which it was when it came from the printers
in 1623 into the hands of Lord Chancellor Egerton,
saA'^e only that a few deficient leaves have been supplied from an inferior COT^J,^^ and that its margins
have some manuscript notes. The copy was known i
to bibliographers long before Mr. Collier had access
to the Bridgewater Library. But no manuscript
corrections had previously been seen upon its margins. Mr. CoUier, to AA'hom Lord F . Egerton had
lent the volume, announces the discovery of these
corrections in the foUoAAdng AA^ords:—
" certain corrections, in the margin of the printed portion of
the folio, are probably as old as the reign of Charles I. Whether
they were merely conjectural, or were made from original
manuscripts of the plays, to which the individual might have
had access, it is not perhaps possible to ascertain. * * * * these
verba], and sometimes literal, annotations are only found in
a few of the plays in the commencement of the volume ; and
from what follows, it will be a matter of deep regret that the
corrector of the text carried his labours no farther."ii

Mr. Collier then proceeds to give five examples of
these emendations. As the w^hole of the corrections
in the volume number only thirty-two, with pencil
suggestions for two others, I Avill g-ivethem all, premising- that they Avill, most of them, be found in the
notes to Mr. Collier's edition, 1841-1844.
1" Mr, Collier says " supplied by manuscript."
this manuscript now ?
^' Keasons, 2nd edition, p. 14.
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111 the table given by Mr. Hamilton (Inquiry,
1850, pp. 74 and 75) entitled, " Manuscript Corrections in the BridgeAvater FoHo, 1623," there are
only eighteen of those corrections, fourteen beingomitted.^^
In July, 1859,1 called on Sir F Madden, at the PaiseograBritish Museum, for the express purpose of urging tion on the
him to obtain the loan of the Bridgewater Foho, in ^^®- ''''*'''•
order to submit it to a palseographic scrutiny. I
need not detail the purport of our conversation: suffice it to say, that by one of those curious coincidences, Avhich happen so often, and yet always strike
one as so A'ery unlikely, as I left the Museum Lord
EUesmere, accompanied by Dr. Kingsley, entered
it, carrying- with him the very folio in question,
^2 Mr. Collier has not been slow to avail himself of this circumstance, in his reply to Mr, Hamilton's charges against him
of publishing scarcely half the emendations of the Perkins Eolio,
in his so-called " List of every Manuscript Note and Emendation in Mr. Collier's copy of Shakespeare's AVorks, folio, 1632,"
But Mr, Collier, in retaliating on his opponent, charitably reduces the number of Mr, Hamilton's omissions to two. (Seply,
p, 23, note.) The fact is, as stated by Mr. Collier, that " few
things are more difficult than to be utterly faultless in such
extracts." But how that admission can help Mr. Collier's case,
I do not perceive, since he tells us that he never dreamed at any
time of including many of the corrections : yet he calls his List
of 1856, " A List of every Manuscript Note and Emendation,
&c," and challenges his readers to point out any sin of omission
in his " Notes and Emendations," 1853, except two corrections
which he specifies. (Preface to " Seven Lectures of Coleridge,"
&c. 1.S5G, p, 79.)
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which he had broug-ht with the view of eliciting
Sir F. Madden's opinion as to the genuineness of
the Avriting in Avhich the corrections are made.
Accordingly the writing had the benefit of a palseographic scrutiny sur le coup, by Sir F. Madden and
Mr. Hamilton, and that same morning it was discovered that in four cases of correction, viz. this, a,
handled, and as, (vide foregoing table) pencil marks
Avere more or less traceable," to an extent which
shewed that each of these emendations had been
AATitten in pencil, before they Avere inked in. Of course
the inference is that others of the corrections had
been inserted on a like principle. Furthermore, Sir
F- Madden and Mr. Hamilton came to the conclusion that the ink-writing Avas not in a genuine, but
a simulated character, and belonged, not to the time
of the CommonAvealth, but to the 19th century.
These circumstances Avill have greater sig*nificance
as we advance in our examination of the general
question. At present I simply call attention to them,
in order to preserve the order of chronology in the
history of each suspected document.
13 Hamilton's Inquiry, pp. 72—75.
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T H E P E E K I N S EOLIO : ITS PUECHASE AND EXAMINATION
BT M E .

COLLIEE.

B E S I D E S the manuscript corrections of the Bridge- Mr. CoiHer'
Avater Folio, 162P3, it Avas found that a copy of the folio,
1685, AAhich had belong-ed to the poet Southerne,
had a considerable number of manuscript notes. For
a period of ten 3^ears from the publication of Mr. Collier's New Facts, these were the only manuscript
sources from Avhich any changes were publicly made
in the text of Shakspere. Most of the corrections of
the BridgcAvater Folio and several of the annotations of Southerne's Folio were published by Mr.
CoUier in the text and notes of his edition of Shakspere, 1841-1844. Nothing more was heard of manuscript corrections till the year 1852. In " The
Athenseum" for January 31,in that year, appeared
a communication from Mr. Collier, dated ^^ Maidenhead, Jan. 17," in Avhich he gave the followingaccount of a "find" Avhich it had been his fortune to
make:
" A short time before the death of the late Mr. Eodd, of
Newport Street, I happened to be in his shop when a considerable parcel of books arrived from the country. H e told me
that they had been bought for him at an auction,—I think, in
Bedfordshire; but I did not look on it as a matter of any im-
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portance to observe from whence they came. H e unpacked
them in my presence ; and I cast my eyes on several that did
not appear to me very inviting;—as they were entirely out of
my line of reading. There were two, however, that attracted
my attention:—one being a fine copy of Elorio's Italian Dictionary, of the Edition of 161L,—and the other a muchthumbed, abused, and imperfect copy of the second Eolio of
Shakespeare in 1632. The first I did not possess,—and the last
I was willing to buy, inasmuch as I apprehended it would add
some missing leaves to a copy of the same impression which I
had had for some time on my shelves. As was his usual course,
Mr. Eodd required a very reasonable price for both:—for the
first, I remember, I gave 125,,—and for the last, only £ 1 . 10^.
Tour readers are no doubt aware that the second folio of
Shakespeare, in 1632, is never, even when in good condition, a
very dear book; but this copy was without the title-page
(consequently without the portrait),—wanted several sheets at
the end,—and was imperfect in the middle of the volume.
With this last circumstance I was not acquainted at the time,
—for I saw only the commencement and the conclusion; but
I observed that some of the leaves were blotted and dirty,—
and that although the rough calf binding was evidently the
original, it was greasy and shabby. On the outside of one of
the covers was inscribed,—" Tho. Perkins, his booke,"
When the volume reached my house, I employed a person
to ascertain whether any of the leaves in it would supply the
deficiency in my other copy. Eluding that I was disappointed
in this respect (except as far as regarded two torn and stained
pages), I put the book away in a closet,—somewhat vexed that
I had mis-spent my money. I did not look at it again until
shortly before I removed to this place; when I selected such
books as I chose to take with me from those which I meant to
leave behind in the Pantechnicon. Then it was that I for the
first time remarked that the folio of 1682 which I had bought
from Mr. Sodd contained manuscript alterations of the text as
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it stood printed in that early edition. These alterations were
in an old handwriting—probably not of a later date than the
Protectorate,—and applied (as I afterwards found, on going
through the volume here) to every play. There was hardly a
page without emendations of more or less importance and
interest,—and some of them appeared to me highly valuable.
The punctuation, on which of course so much of the author's
meaning depends, was corrected in, I may say, thousands of
places.
I did not come into possession of this volume—much less
examine it minutely—until some years after I had completed
the Shakespeare which I superintended through the press,—
otherwise I should unquestionably have made great use of it in
the notes ;—and in particular instances the changes appear to
me not merely so plausible, but so self-evident, that in spite of
the principle I adopted of a close adherence to the old printed
copies, I cannot help thinking that I should have availed myself
of a few of these manuscript alterations in the text. Some of
them may have been purely arbitrary or conjectural; but
others seem to have been justified either by occasional resort
to better manuscripts than those employed by the old playereditors, or as is not improbable, by the recital of the text at one
of our old theatres when the corrector of my folio of 1632
was present, and of which recital he afterwards availed himself."

[Mr. Collier then giA^es a great number of examples of the old Corrector's " fanc}^," concluding his
letter thus] : —
" I t is my intention to place this relic before, and at the
disposal of, the Council of the Shakespeare Society at its next
meeting. The members will then be better able to judge of the
date and of the peculiarity and importance of the alterations
suggested on nearly every page; and if they agree with me,
they will, in due time and as their funds allow, print such a
selection of the manuscript notes as may best serve to explain,
C
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illustrate, pr amend the acknowledged defects of the text of
the plays of our greatest Dramatic Poet.
J.

PATNE

COLLIEK."

In "The Athenseum" for February 7, 1852,
appeared a second communication from Mr. Colher
on the subject of the manuscript corrections in his
" foho of 1632 / ' he here remarks : —
" I t is to me yet quite uncertain what character they [the
corrections] really deserve,—that is to say, on what authority
they were made:—whether they were adopted from purer
manuscripts,—whether they Avere introduced by a person who
had heard a better text recited on the stage than was given in
the folios,—or whether they were merely conjectural. Perhaps
all three methods were followed, as opportunity presented
itself; and I cannot help thinking that the amendment in
act i. sc. 1 of * Othello,' which came last in my former letter,
was an instance of speculative alteration, such as would occur
to a person on reading the play. My chief reason is this :—
that one of the words proposed, by the Manuscript Corrector
of my folio of 1632, to be changed, seems to me on further
reflexion clearly wrong. I n the folios of 1623 and 1632, and
in aU the later editions that I have the means of consulting,
the line stands thus :
' Who trimm'd in forms and visages of duty.' ^
My folio of 1632 recommends the foUowing change :—
' Who learn'd in forms and usages of duty.'
Now it strikes me forcibly, and it has struck friends of mine
1 The context is this:
* Others there are,
Who trimm'd in forms and visages of duty,
Keep yet their hearts attending on themselves.'
Othello, act L, sc. 1.
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whom I consulted, that " learn'd " is not the true word of the
poet,—and that he must have written
' Who trained in forms and usages of duty.'
The word " trimm'd " for trairCd is not only an easier misprint,
but trained is the very word most fitted for the place, and
which Shakespeare could hardly have avoided. If my corrector
had employed a better manuscript than that used for the folios
(the second being little more than a reprint of ^<S) firsi), he
would, I think, have seen in it trained for " trimm'd " as well as
usages for "visages,"—but his sagacity does not appear to have
suggested it to him. Still it is very possible that even a better
manuscript contained this error of learn d for trained, while it
showed, nevertheless, that usages ought to be substituted for
visages," ^

Mr. Collier then gives a further instalment of
corrections from his "folio of 1682." In "The
Athenseum," for March 27, 1852, is a third communication from Mr. Collier on the same subject.
He Avrites:—
" Although I produced my copy of the folio of 1632 before
a full assembly of the Council of the Shakespeare Society, and
at a recent meeting of the Society of Antiquaries, I am informed—and can readily believe—that many members of the
latter either had not an opportunity of examining it at all,
or were able only to examine it so hastUy that they wish to be
3 A Correspondent of " The Athenseum," for March 6,1852,
affirms (but without any citation in support of his position)
that in this place, visages means " observances or eye-service."
" Their eye of observance," he writes, " is to their masters,
but their hearts are kept waiting on themselves," Mr. Staunton
more correctly explains the line to mean *' Who dressed in
shapes and maslcs of duty."— Ed. vol. iii, p. 648.
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allowed to inspect it again, under more favourable circumstances. I can have no hesitation in complying; because my
desire is, that all who are interested should be gratified as far
as possible, and enjoy the means of judging for themselves of
the value and curiosity of the book. Therefore, if any of the
Eellows of the Society of Antiquaries will do me the favour to
meet me in the Library at Somerset House on Eriday next,
between the hours of 12 and 2, I shall have great pleasure in
showing the volume to them. I need hardly add, that as the
book is old and in a bad state of preservation, it wUl be necessary to be careful and cautious in handling it,—particularly as
not a few of the emendations in the text are on the outer
margins of the leaves. I t must also be distinctly understood
that no gentleman is at liberty to make memoranda, or in any
way to give publicity to the notes or changes which he may
inspect.
I have already mentioned, that this corrected copy of the folio
1632 unfortunately did not come into my hands tmtU some years
after I had completed and published my edition of the works of
our great dramatist. I n that edition I proceeded on the principle
of adhering scrupulously to the text of the ancient printed
Copies wherever it was possible to extract a meaning from i t ;
and I ought perhaps to say here, that my coi-rected folio of
1632 does not remove by any means, all the difiiculties of particular passages. Some it passes over, and others it erases,—
although it alters and explains a great number of them. I
have already given a variety of instances in former communications ; but in consequence of a letter to which I have only
replied this morning, I am tempted to add another,—and thus
stiU farther to establish how incorrectly the first folio (followed
by the second) of 1623 was printed, notwithstanding I am convinced that it was at least as well done as any book of the kind
of that age, with one exception."

Mr. Collier then gives the now celebrated emendation bisson multitude, for " bosom multiplied," in
Coriolanus.
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The publication of these letters gave rise to a
controversy on the value of these specimens of the
old corrector's craft, both in " The Athenseum " and
in " Notes and Queries.'^
I n the summer of 1852 Mr. Collier superintended Mr, CoUier's
through the press a volume entitled " Notes and EmendaEmendations to the text of Shakespeare's Pla3^s, ^*''"*"
from early manuscript corrections in a copy of the
folio, 1632, in the possession of J . Payne Collier,
Esq. F.S.A. forming- a sujiplemental volume to
the Works of Shakespeare by the same editor, in
eight volumes, octavo. London : Printed for the
Shakespeare Society. 1852."
A part of this impression Avas circulated among
the members of the Shakespeare Society, but the
Avork Avas not published till January, 1853,^ Avhen it
Avas issued Avith a ncAV title-page, and at the foot,
"London, Whittaker & Co., Ave Maria Lane.
1853." These facts are inconsistent Avith the concludino' statement in an article in " The Critic,"
of Aug. 27 th, 1852, and Avhich I have ascertained
to have been written by Mr. F, Guest Tomlins,
Avho Avas the Secretary and Treasurer of the Shakespeare Society. Mr. Tomlins Avrites:—•
" I n 1852 Mr. Collier, being director of the Shakespeare
Society, produced the book to the council, and promised to let
the society have the printing of a selection of the emendations,
and his offer was cordially accepted. The emendations having

3 I state this on the authority of Messrs. Whittaker & Co.
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by this time excited much curiosity, the publishers of Mr.
Collier's eight-volume Shakespeare were desirous to publish it
as a supplemental volume, feeling that it was very likely to
have a great effect on the sale of that edition. This was
brought under Mr. ColUer's notice, and mentioned by the
secretary of the society to the councU, who at once urged Mr.
CoUier to accept the publisher's offer, as it would put a hundred and twenty pounds in his pocket; whereas if the society
published it, he would only get his trouble of editing for his
pains, all the works of the society being edited gratuitously.
Mr. Collier for a long time resisted any such arrangement;
but the society insisting upon it, it was agreed, very handsomely on the part of the publishers, that they would let the
society have the requisite number of copies for their subscribers
at bare cost price, and thus in 1852 the society issued it with
their title-page simultaneously with the public edition."

I t is in reference to this explanation of Mr.
Tomlins that Mr. Collier thus speaks in his Reply
(p. 8 7 ) : " I t [" The Critic " ] has only done me justice in the matter ;
and I thank it, in perfect ignorance, as far as my own knowledge is concerned, of what it may have said about me at other
times and on other subjects."

What kind of ignorance a person may have, Avhich
is not a Avant of knoAAdedg-e in him, Mr. Collier does
not explain : nor does he tell his readers that a personal ally is couched under the nom de guerre of his
deadly opponent, " The Critic."
The Introduction to the first edition of Mr. Collier's Notes and Enendations contains a narrative of
the purchase of the Perkins Folio and discovery of
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the manuscript notes in it, which differs from the foregoing- but very slig-htly in one or t^vo particulars,
omitting- the allusion to the amanuensis, and adding
to the facts narrated in " The Athenseum " the circumstances of the volume being taken home by Mr.
Collier, and his parting AA ith the copy of the second
folio, on the chance of completing which he had purchased the Perkins Folio. There is, however, in this
Introduction a candid retractation of his first judgment as to the date of the binding. These few remarks being premised, Mr. Collier shall speak for
himself:—
" I n the history of the volume to which I have been thus
indebted, I can offer little that may serve to give it authenticity.
I t is very certain that the manuscript notes in its margins were
made before it was subjected to aU the ill-usage it has experienced. When it first came into my hands, and indeed for
some time afterwards, I imagined that the binding was the original rough calf in which many books of about the same date
were clothed; but more recent examination has convinced me,
that this was at least the second coat it had worn. I t is, nevertheless, in a very shabby condition, quite inconsistent with the
state of the interior, where, besides the loss of some leaves, as
already mentioned, and the loosening of others, many stains of
wine, beer, and other Uquids are observable: here and there,
holes have been burned in the paper, either by the falling of
the lighted snuff of a candle, or by the ashes of tobacco.
I n several places it is torn and disfigured by blots and dirt,
and every margin bears evidence to frequent and careless
perusal. In short, to a choice collector, no book could well present a more forbidding appearance.
I was tempted only by its cheapness to buy it, under the
following circumstances:—In the spring of 1849 I happened
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to be in the shop of the late Mr, Bodd of Great Newportstreet, at the time when a package of books arrived from the
country : my impression is that it came from Bedfordshire, but
I am not at all certain upon a point which I looked upon as a
matter of no importance. H e opened the parcel in my presence, as he had often done before in the course of my thirty
or forty years' acquaintance with him, and looking at the backs
and title-pages of several volumes, I saw that they were chiefly
works of Httle interest to me. Two folios, however, attracted
my attention, one of them gilt on the sides, and the other in
rough calf: the first was an excellent copy of Florio's " N e w
World of Words," 1611, with the name of Henry Osborn
(whom I mistook at the moment for his celebrated namesake,
Erancis) upon the first leaf; and the other a copy of the
second folio of Shakespeare's Plays, much cropped, the covers
old and greasy, and, as I saw at a glance on opening them, imperfect at the beginning and end. Concluding hastily that the
latter would complete another poor copy of the second folio,
which I had bought of the same bookseller, and which I had
had for some years in my possession, and wanting the former
for my use, I bought them both, the Elorio for twelve, and the
Shakespeare for thirty shillings.
As it turned out, I at first repented my bargain as regarded the Shakespeare, because when I took it home, it
appeared that two leaves which I wanted were unfit for
my purpose, not merely by being too short, but damaged
and defaced: thus disappointed, I threw it by, and did not
see it again, until I made a selection of books I would take
with me on quitting London. I n the mean time, finding that
I could not readily remedy the deficiencies in my other copy
of the folio, 1632,1 had parted with i t ; and when I removed
into the country, with my family, in the spring of 1850, in
order that I might not be without some copy of the second
folio for the purpose of reference, I took with me that which
is the foundation of the present work.
I t was while puttiug my bocks together for removal, that I
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first observed some marks in the margin of this folio; but it
was subsequently placed upon an upper shelf, and I did not
take it down until I had occasion to consult it. I t then struck
me that Thomas Perkins, whose name, with the addition of
" his Booke," was upon the cover, might be the old actor who
had performed in Marlowe's " Jew of Malta," on its revival
shortly before 1633. At this time I fancied that the binding
was of about that date, and that the volume might have been
his ; but in the first place, I found that his name was Eichard
Perkins, and in the next I became satisfied that the rough calf
was not the original binding. Still, Thomas Perkins might
have been a descendant of Eichard ; and this circumstance and
others induced me to examine the volume more particularly: I
then discovered, to my surprise, that -there was hardly a page
which did not present, in a handwriting of the time, some
emendations in the pointing or in the text, while on most of
them they were frequent, and on many numerous." *

This account Avas reprinted in the second edition
of Notes and Emendations, which also bears the
date 1853. For this edition, Avhich, up to p. 200,^
is little more than a reprint of the first, Mr. Collier
received £100.^ Of the Preface to this Edition I
shall have to speak hereafter. Hitherto, as we have
seen, Mr. Collier's narratives of the purchase of the
Perkins Folio, and of the discovery of the manuscript
corrections on its margins, are uniform and con4 Notes and Emendations : Introduction, 2nd Ed., pp. xiii—
xvi. 1st Ed., pp. V—vin.
5 I n my little work on " The Shakspeare Fabrications,"
Preface, p. xiii., I stated that the two Editions are identical up
to p. 200, This is not correct.
6 The Critic. Aug. 27th, 1859.
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sistent, containing- only such discrepancies as are
sure to arise when an intellig-ent and A^eracious
Avitness is giving tAvo independent accounts of the
same transactions.
^5i ^??!^^'^ In 1856 Mr. Colher prosecuted Mr. John BusseU
affidavit m

/

_

the matter Smith for the pubhcation of a pseudonymous
CooTcery.
pamphlet, entitled "Literary Cookery, with reference to matter attributed to Coleridge and Shakespeare. 1855."^ The prosecution was founded on
an affidaAdt by Mr. CoUier, dated Jan. 8th, 1856,
from which I Avill make an extract of such parts as
refer to the Perkins Folio :—
" I, John Payne CoUier, of Maidenhead, in the County of
Berks, Esquire, Barrister-at-law, and one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society of Antiquaries of London, make oath
and say:—
1. That in the years 1841, 1842, 1843, and 1844,1 prepared
for the press and published an edition of the Works of Shakespeare :—that in the spring of the year 1849 I purchased of the
late Mr. Eodd, of Grreat Newport Street, bookseUer, a copy of
the second folio of Shakespeare's Plays, bearing the date of,
and which I believe was published in the year 1632; and which
copy contained, when I so purchased it, a great number of
manuscript notes, purporting to be corrections, alterations, and
emendations of the original text, made, as I believe, by the

7 Literary CooTcery, I learn, has been attributed to me by a
writer in " The Critic" for July 21st, 1860, Mr, H . Merivale,
in the "Edinburgh E e v i e w " for April, 1860, seems to have
faUen into the same mistake. The fact is that I did not know
who the author of that pamphlet was till long after the publication of my " Shakspeare Fabrications."
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to the minutest point connected with it, is to charge
him Avith perjuiy. No man of honourable feeling-,
or indeed of common humanit}^, could lightly bring
such a charg-e against a personal enemy, much less
against a time-honoured man of letters,. to whose
learning and patient research, through half a century, the world of letters is indebted for a great
number of publications, illustrating- the Life, Times,
and Works of Shakspere.
The first question one meets with, then, in
harbouring- a doubt of the truth of Mr. Collier's
narrative (aUoAving- for mere inaccuracies of description, or lapses of memor}^, fr^om Avhich no man is
wholly exempt), is this:—Is not Mr. Collier's good
name a sufiicient guarantee of the truth of his
narrative ? I t is the duty of one who assumes the
office of arbitrator on the questions betAveen Mr.
Collier and his opponents, to acquire such information as Avill enable him to alloAV the affirmatiA'e
of that interrogatory, or to meet it conclusively Avith
a negative. The arbitrator is thus involved in a
most invidious inquisition on Mr. Collier's literary
career, if not on his private character.
While
Mr. Collier's partizans obstruct inquiry, it is not
reasonable in Mr. Collier to complain that his opponents " have hunted in every dirty hole and
obscure corner for information" (Reply, p. 5).
However, to set the question at rest, it is not necessary to go back more than twenty years. Far
be it from me to play the part of detective or
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censor of Mr. Collier's moral lapses. But it is
necessary that I should point out that he has, in a
manner, pleaded g'uilty to one act of fraud, of
the heinousness of which I Avill leave the reader to
judge. Be it a serious or a light offence, it clearly
establishes this, that Mr. Collier's good name is not
a sufiicient guarantee of the truth of any statement
of his,—i. e. cannot be held to preclude suspicion and
inquiry into the veracity of the statement. The
facts of the case to Avhich I allude Avill be frUly
investigated in a future chapter: let it here suffice
to say that Mr. Collier tampered with a letter addressed to Edward Alleyn, the actor, by his Avife, to
the extent of interpolating a long- passag-e about
Shakspere Avhich not only is not in the letter (Avhich
may noAV be seen by any one in the library of
DulAA'ich CoUeg-e), but, as no entire line of it is
lost, we are able to affirm never formed any part of
the letter. The motive Avhich induced Mr. Collier
to commit this petty fraud could have been nothingelse than the pruritus of turning to the account of
Shakspere's life an exceeding*ly interesting document Avhich contained nothing- about him. Let the
offence be called venial, if my reader please. But
whatever he may call it, he Avill not go so far as to
say that Mr. Collier's honour is of that scrupulous
character AA'hich can be held to constitute a valid
plea in bar of challenging- the veracity of that
narrative, to Avhich he has deposed on oath : and I
say this with a full recognition of the fact that
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same person, and at a period nearly contemporaneous with the
publication of the said folio itself.
2. I n order that any person interested in the subject might
have an opportunity of inspecting the said book, and examining
the said manuscript notes, I exhibited the said book to and
before the Shakespeare Society, and three times before the
Society of Antiquaries, and it was inspected and examined by
a great number of persons. The said folio has, since the
publication of the volume next hereinafter mentioned, become,
and is now, the property of his Grrace the Duke of Devonshire.
3. I n the year 1852 I published a volume containing some,
but not all, of the said manuscript corrections, alterations, and
emendations, and a facsimile of a part of one page of the said
foUo, with the manuscript emendations thereon; and an
" Introduction," setting forth the circumstances under which I
became possessed of the said folio edition, and which induced
me to publish the said volume.
4. I n the year 1853 I published a second edition of the said
notes and emendations, containing, besides the said '' Introduction," a statement, in the form of a Preface to the lastmentioned edition, of facts and circumstances which occurred
subsequently to the publication of my first edition of the said
" Notes and Emendations,"—a copy of which second edition
is now shewn me and marked with the letter A. And I say,
that all the statements in the said Preface and Introduction,
relative to the discovery, contents, and authenticity of the said
folio copy, and the manuscript notes, corrections, alterations,
and emendations thereof are t r u e ; and that every note, correction, alteration, and emendation in each of the said two
editions, and every word, figure, and sign therein, purporting
or professing to be a note, correction, alteration, or emendation
of the text, is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, a true
and accurate copy of the original manuscript in the said folio
copy of 1632; and that I have not, in either of the said editions, to the best of my knowledge and beHef, inserted a single
word, stop, sign, note, correction, alteration, or emendation of
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the said original text of Shakespeare, which is not a faithful
copy of the said original manuscript, and which I do not
believe to have been written, as aforesaid, not long after the
publication of the said folio copy of the year 1632."

Literary Coohery Avas an able attempt to impugn
the genuineness of the Lectures published by Mr.
Collier in Notes and Queries, in 1855, and in an
octavo volume in 1856, purporting- to be printed fi'om
Mr. CoUier's short-hand notes of those delivered by
Coleridge, in Scots' Corporation Hall, Crane Court,
Fleet Street. But that tract, by a side-wind, thrcAV
imputations on the genuineness of the manuscript
notes of the Perkins Folio. These imputations Mr.
Collier, in the 9th clause of his affidavit, affirms
to be " wholly, and I believe maUciously false."
Having presented my readers with Mr. Collier's
several accounts of his acquisition of the Perkins
Folio and of his discovery of the manuscript
notes therein, (to the truth of one of which he has
deposed upon oath), I noAV proceed to state the exceptions Avhich have been taken to this narrative,
and to examine their validity.
Weight of^ To have doubted the truth of Mr. CoUier's narracharacter. tive prior to his affidavit of its truth, was simply to
charge him Avith gross inaccuracy, or to impute to
him the offence of fabricating an account of his
connexion with the Perkins Folio for a dishonest
purpose. But to doubt the truth of that narrative
after Mr. Collier has deliberately sworn to it, under
circumstances Avhich must have called his attention
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perjury is a greater crime than such a fraud as I
have mentioned can possibly be esteemed.
Mr. Collier's narrative involves several supposi- Examination
tions Avhich, by some of his opponents, have been improbabiUpronounced incredible, by all highly improbable :— ^^ CoUier's
1st. That Mr. Rodd should have sold a foHo ii^n-ative.
Shakspere in such haste that he did not examine it
to see Avhat it contained, but contented himself with
observing that it was defective at the beginning- and
end, and that it Avas ill-conditioned.
It may be assumed that Mr. Rodd did not
discover the missing leaves in the middle; for to
have found out that deficiency he must have carefully examined the book : and that he did not so
examine it is inferable from the circumstance, that
he was not stagg-ered by the quantity of the manuscript notes.
All Avho knew Mr. Rodd kncAV that he Avas a
quick seller : that Avhereas some dealers in old books
treasure up a curiosity, or a fancied curiosity, for
leisurely examination, on the chance of making a
usurious per-centage out of it, Thomas Rodd did
nothing of the kind. He bought and sold, and was
content with his ordinary profit: so that I noAV
attach no Aveight to this objection. That he did not
examine the volume more than cursorily is not in
evidence J and it is hardly a just inference fi-om the
fact that he ignored the notes,—at least, did not
mention them to his purchaser, nor raise his price
on their account. The notes, indeed, are so thick
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on almost every pag-e of the book, that, supposing
those notes have not been added to, since Mr. Rodd
possessed the book, I do not believe he could have
turned it over in the most cursory manner without
observino- them.
But what if he did observe
them ? HoAV do Ave knoAV that the old bibhopole
did not regard them as a blemish ? A bookseller of
my acquaintance once had a Plato, Avith venerable
Greek annotations; but, instead of taking the opinion
of Dr. Donaldson or Prof. Thompson upon their
value, he had them Avashed out before binding !
My readers must remember that in 1849, the alleged
year of the purchase, manuscript notes on folio
Shaksperes had not acquired any prestige, as Avitness Mr. Parry's lost first folio, Mr. Singer's annotated second folio, and several others, Avhich one
never heard of till the Perkins Folio had become
famous.^ I accordingly disalloAV this first alleged
improbability.
2. That Mr. Rodd should have sold the Perkins
^ Nothing can be more unhappy than Mr. CoUier's replies,
when hard pressed by his opponents. To meet the objection
in question, he now affirms that " neither Eodd nor [himself
were] aware of the existence of any manuscript notes in i t "
[the foUo]. (Eeply, p. 8,) That Mr. CoUier, looking only at
the beginning and end of the folio, should have failed to see the
corrections (if they were there) is credible. That Eodd so far
examined the book as to discover the deficiency in the middle,
and yet failed to see some sign of upwards of 20,000 manuscript corrections, is past belief.
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Folio (even alloAving that it contained no manuscript
notes) for so IOAV a price as 305.
I urged this as an improbability in my opusculum
on " The Shakspeare Fabrications."^ But I have
chang-ed my opinion on further knoAvledge, and noAv
reg-ret my hasty expressions on that and some other
points, Avhich it is happily not too late to recall. The
Perkins Folio in 1849, if free from notes, w^ould, in
its present condition, be worth but little more than
SOsf^ that Mr. Rodd would have valued the book
more on account of the few manuscript notes which
he might have observed, I can hardly believe: and
Avhy he should not have sold a book cheap to an old
and valued customer and fi-iend, I cannot see.
3. That Mr. Collier should have examined the
Perkins Folio in Rodd's shop sufficiently closely to
discover that it Avas a copy of the second impression,
and yet should have failed to see the manuscript notes.
This is a point Avhich strikes me as very improbable. Unless Mr. Collier judged hastily, from the size
of a leaf, that this could not be a copy of the first folio,
he must have subjected the volume to a tolerabl}' close
scrutiny, before he could have concluded positively
that it Avas a copy of the second foho j and in that
case he must have seen the manuscript notes.
9 Preface, p. viii.
^^ The Perkins Folio has no title, has lost four leaves at the
end, and in the middle wants pp. 87-88, and 89-90 ( I I . Heu.
I V . ) , pp, 101-102 (I. Hen. V L ) , pp. 111-112 (Ibid.), and
pp. 223-224 (Hen, V I I I . ) : i. e. two leaves in one place, and
one leaf in three, places,
D
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But, on the other hand, he may have taken Mr.
Rodd's word for its being a copy of the edition of
1632- or he may have inferred that from the lowprice.
4. That Mr. Collier haAdng- become the possessor
of the book, and found that it Avould not serve to
supply the deficiency in his other copy of the second
folio, should have put it by in a closet without examination : that when he did at last, after the
lapse of a 3'^ear (or a little more), observe " marks in
the margin," his curiosity should have been so little
excited, that he placed the book upon an upper shelf,
and did not take it doAvn till he had occasion to consult i t : that even then he Avas not struck Avith
the abundance of corrections, but Avith the name of
" Tho. Perkins :" and that he AY as only induced to
examine the corrections by a fancy that " Tho. Perkins" mio-ht be a descendant of Richard Perkins the
actor of the reign of Charles I .
Here, at last, is a case of apparent improbability,
I cannot do otherAvise than allow it to have weight.
5. That within tAvo years Mr. Rodd should have
had two second folios of Shakspere, both Avanting the
title and four leaA'es at the end, and both priced 30.5."
I am disposed to think that this improbability
has been over-rated. Second folios of Shakspere
Ji I n a catalogue of Eodd's, dated January 1st, 1847, appears
the following entry:
" Shakespeare (W,) Comedies, Histories and Ti^agedies,
wanting the title and four leaves at the end, cut and in soiled
condition, £ 1 . 1 0 s .
fol, 1632."
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are very common, and the beginning and end are
just those places in which they are mostly deficient.
If 305 Avere about the price of such a second folio
as the Perkins Folio (without the notes), it Avould
be also about the price of the one specified in
Rodd's catalogue. The only improbability, as it
appears to me, is in the fact of the leaves wanting
at the end of both volumes being the same. Of
course the object, with which this case of improbability has been set up, is to lead to the conclusion
that it is the Perkins Folio which is specified in
Rodd's catalogue of Jan. 1st, 1847 ', and that since
no manuscript notes are mentioned, none (of any consequence) existed in it then • and that, therefore, the
manuscript notes have been added to it since ', and
further to suggest the inference that Mr. Collier fixed
upon a false year of purchase, in order to assure himself of the impossibility of Y^odiUcmgpositive evidence
from Rodd's sale-books. We shall see that there is,
in point of fact, no foundation to support such
serious conclusions. For all we know to the contrary
the copy specified in Rodd's catalogue may have
been the one Avhich Avas sold by auction by Messrs.
Sotheby and Wilkinson, after Mr. Rodd's death. It
is a fact that the auctioneer's books shew that a
copy of the secotid^^ folio of Shakspere, " wanting the
12 It was originaUy entered in the sale catalogue of Eodd's
stock as the first edition, but Mr. Wilkinson (Mr. Eodd's
executor) altered it at the sale to '* second."
D 2
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title and four leaves at the end, soiled," Avas sold on
that occasion to the late Mr. Pickering for 10*. If
we suppose this not to be the copy specified in
Rodd's catalogue, we are then reduced to the necessity of accepting a still more imjwobable position. Adz.:
that Mr. Rodd had on sale, during a period of about
eighteen months, three copies of the second folio edition of Shakspere, each Avanting title and four leaves
at the end. So that here Ave have simply a choice
of improbabilities.'^
6. That those very sale-books of Mr. Rodd, which
contained the entry of the sale of the Perkins Folio,
Avhether purchased in 1847 or 1849, and those only,
should be irrecoverably lost.
The series of sale-books in the hands of Mr.
Wilkinson, Mr. Rodd's executor, are complete to
the end of the year 1846. Mr. Collier, it seems,
had access to the books some years ago, and searched
them for a trace of the sale of the Perkins Folio to
himself in 1849. Finding- no trace of the transaction, he searched the earlier books, but, he says,'*
without success. Subsequently a gentleman of the bar
in Lincoln's Inn, Avho Avas engaged in searching for a
13 "\Yhile I write Messrs. WUlis and Sotheran have on sale
an annotated copy of the second folio of Shakspere, originally
wanting the title, and/oz^r leaves at the end, all of which have
been supplied from other copies. This copy, however, never
belonged to Mr. Eodd.
1^ Notes and Emendations, Introd. p. 7, note.
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missing pedigree, and Avho thought that some traces
of it might be found among Rodd's books, borrowed
his sale-books from 1847 to 1849,inclusive; one Roberts, formerly a clerk of Mr. Rodd's, Avas the agent
for procuring the books for, and the bearer of them to,
the barrister in question, who says that Roberts subsequently took them away, professedly to return
them to Mr. Wilkinson; Roberts himself cannot be
found, nor the books.
To say the least, it is a remarkable coincidence
that the only sale books we Avant to inspect, are the
only sale books lost.'^
My conclusion is that positions 4 and 6 are admissible as probabilities ag-ainst the truth of Mr. CoUier's
narrative.
I n corroboration of that narrative, Mr. Collier ^r. CoUier's
1•
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contents himseli with calling a AAitness, who gives corroborate
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-It his narrative,

his evidence m the most slipshod manner, imally
refuses to be cross-examined, and thus seriously
damages his correspondent's case. I t seems that
Mr. Collier, in consequence of a rumour that had
reached him, wrote to ask Dr. Wellesley, the amiable
and learned Principal of 'New Inn Hall, Oxford,
Avhat he could say to confirm his (Mr. Collier's)
account of the purchase of the Perkins Folio of
Rodd in 1849; and thereupon, the Principal wrote
Mr. Collier the following letter, Avhich is thought,
by Mr. Collier and his partizans, to be as conclusive^
See The Critic, Ap. 21, May 5th and 26th, 1860.
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as a revelation written on the broad back of Fo-Hi's
sea-horse.
" Woodmancote Eectory, Hurstpierpoint,
August 13th, 1859.
" SIB,
Dr. WeUes*
*' Although I do not recollect the precise date, I
1^^CoUier remember some years ago being in the shop of Thomas Eodd
on one occasion when a case of books from the country had
just been opened. One of those books was an imperfect^folio
Shakspeare, with an abundance of manuscript notes in the margins. H e observed to me that it was of little value to collectors
as a copy, and that the price was thirty sliillings. I should have
taken it myself; but, as he stated that he had put it by for another
customer, I did not continue to examine it; nor did I think any
more about it, until I heard afterwards that it had leen found
to possess great literary curiosity and value. In all probability,
Mr. Eodd named you to m e ; but whether he or others did so,
the affair was generally spoken of at the time, and I never heard
it doubted that you had become the possessor of the booh.
I am. Sir,
Tour faithful and obedient servant,
H.

WELLESLEY.

« To J . P. Collier, Esq."

Mr. Collier's conclusion from this is: —
" D r , AVellesley, therefore, saw the Perkins folio, with " a n
abundance of manuscript notes in the margins," in 1849, for
Eodd died in that year;" * * *,

In other words, begging two of the points to
be estabhshed,—that the Perkins Foho was purchased of Mr. Rodd in 1849, and that it was the Perkins Folio that Mr. Rodd shcAved Dr. WeUesley,—it
evidently folioAVS that, as Rodd died in 1849, Dr.
WeUesley must have seen the book in that year.
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I must ask the reader to reperuse the parts Ambiguous
.

, .

points m Dr.

of Dr. WeUesley's letter Avhich I have printed m WeUesley's
italics, and to resolve the foUoAving questions for his
OA^"n satisfaction,—
1st. What does Dr. Wellesley mean by the phrase,
" put it by for another customer ?" Are we to understand by this that it Avas " put by" for another customer to looh at, or that it Avas " put by" for another
customer to purchase (i.e. that it Avas bespoke), or
that it Avas actually sold ?
2nd. Which book Avas it, the one he saw, or some
other, Avhich had been found to possess great literary
curiosity and value? ( " I T " is an ambiguous middle).
3rd. What affair Avas generally spoken of at the
time ?
4th. At Avhat time ? At the time Dr. WeUesley
saAV that folio Shakspere which Mr. Rodd shewed
liiin, or at the time the ambig-uous " I T " had been
found to possess great literary curiosity and value ?
5th. Of AAdiich book had Dr. WeUesley never heard
it doubted that Mr. Collier had become the possessor ?
I say, my readers must determine these points as
best they may : for Dr. Wellesley has unequivocaUy
refused to submit to cross-examination, in a very
polite letter Avhich he has addressed to me. This is
to play the partisan of Mr. Collier Avith an amiable candour. But, in the meantime, Avhat is his evidence Avorth ? Not a rush. I t is Avorthless from
ambiguity and partisanship. I n saying this I do
not intend to insinuate the faintest doubt of Dr.
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WeUesley's veracity : I accept his statement, that he
saAv at Rodd's some years ago an imperfect folio
Shakspere, with an abundance of manuscript notes in
the margins; that he Avished to purchase it, but that
it had been already " put by." But as to whether it
was in, before, or after the year 1849, that he paid
this visit to Rodd's shop,^*^ and as to Avhether it Avas a
first, second, third or fourth folio Shakspere that he
saw there, Ave are quite in the dark. The rest of the
letter is ample evidence to prove that he had mixed
up in his memory the book he had seen there Avith the
book about which he had heard and read so much.
" Nor did I , " he WTites, " think any more about
" I T , " until I aftei-Avards found that " I T " had been
found to possess g-reat literaiy curiosity and value.'^
This is the equivocation that slurs over the fact of
the non-identification of the two books.

^^ Dr. WeUesley, I understand, has since told Mr. Foss that
he should think the circumstances which he relates must have
taken place before 1849.

CHAPTER I I I .
THE PEEKINS FOLIO.—ITS SUPPOSITITIOUS PEDIGEEE.

after the publication of the first edition of ^r. J. Carhis Notes and Emendations, M.v. Collier, who seems letter to Mr.
at the first to have been more struck by the superscription, " Tho. Perkins his Booke," than by the
abundance of the manuscript corrections, was gratified by the receipt of the folioAA'ing letter.^
SOON

" Hyde Park Grate, Kensington,
25th April, 1853.
*« SlE,
Tou will, I trust, forgive one who has not the
honour of knowing you, for intruding on your leisure, when I
state that the subject on which I am about to trouble you is
the copy of the folio 1632 of Shakespeare, with the MS. emendations, which you have lately given to the world, and for which
every lover of Shakspeare is so deeply indebted to you.
The information which I wish to give you may, if followed
up, enable you to trace the ownership of that copy for at least
a century back.
A friend of mine, Mr. Parry, with whom I was lately conversing on your extraordinary and interesting discovery, told
me he many years ago possessed a copy of the folio 1632^ which
had marginal notes in manuscript, and Avhich, being in bad
order, he never consulted. This copy he lost, he did not know
how, and gave himself no concern about it.
When I shewed him the fac-simile of the page out of Henry
1 Mr, CoUier's " Eeply," p. 12.
2 Mr. Parry denies ever having mentioned this, either to Mr.
Moore or Mr. Collier, as the date of his folio; and argues that
he could not have done so, as he had the strongest impression
that it was lettered outside 1623.
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VL, which forms the frontispiece to your work, Mr, Parry told
me he had no doubt that the copy was the same as that which he
lost, as he remembered very well the hand-writing, and the state
of preservation. I pressed him to give me all particulars about
the work, and how it came into his possession. H e told me that
it was given him, with many old books,^by an uncle of the name of
Grey [sic'], who was a literary man, and fond of curious works.'*
Mr. Parry believes that Mr. Grey got the copy at the sale of
the Perkins library ;^ and all I could learn of these Perkins's
is, that they were related to Pope's Arabella Fermor, and that
aU the family were dead when the sale of their library took place.
I urged Mr. Parry to inform you of these circumstances, thinking that they might interest you greatly, and hoping that if
you could once trace the copy into the hands of one of the
name of Perkins upwards, it might be a clue to further discovery. Whether from indolence or from modesty, Mr. Parry,
I find, has not communicated with you ; and I therefore told
him that I assuredly would, as every fragment of information
on such a subject has its value.
Trusting to your indulgence, and your zeal for our great
poet, to excuse the liberty I have taken, believe me to be, sir.
Tour faithful and obedient Servant,
Joni^ CARRIOK MOORE.

" J. Payne CoUier, Esq,"
3 Mr. Parry says that Mr. Gray never gave him any book
besides the folio Shakspere, and that he never misled Mr.
Moore on this point.
* Mr. Parry denies having told Mr. Moore that Mr, Gray
was his uncle, or that he was "fond of curious works." On
the contrary, Mr. Parry says that Mr, Gray was only a distant relation of his mother's : that he was not a book-collector,
and Mr. Parry believes that he parted with the folio Shakspere
and the other books, simply because he had no interest in them.
^ Mr. Parry says that he never believed t h i s ; but merely
threw out an antiquarian suggestion that the folio might have
been obtained from Ufton Court.
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In a letter dated the 4th May, 1853, (i. e. 19 Mr. CoUier's
- nr

nr

, 1

X

1 - 1 letter to Dr.

days after the date ol Mr. Moore s letter) Avhich Ingleby.
Mr. Collier addressed to me, he says,
" Having been called to London in some haste, I did not return hither until last evening, and find your note of the 9th
Inst, awaiting me.
*
*
*
*
*
My chief reason for visiting London was to follow up an
inquiry respecting my folio 1632, which has ended more satisfactorily than I could weU have anticipated : I have seen a
gentleman to whom the book oilonged thirty years ago, if not
more, and who, through a connexion obtained it he beUeves
from the library of a family of the name of Perkins formerly
residing at Ufton Court, in this county. Whether that family
was in any way connected with Eichard Perkins, the actor of
the reign of Charles I . I have yet to ascertain—if I can.
If the possessor of the volume 30 years ago be not mistaken
in his memory, that a distant member of his family procured
the book from TJfton Court library, it will carry back its
history for 120 or 130 years.
I may hereafter be able to carry the question even farther,
but there I am, at present, obliged to stop."

I quote from this private letter, not to tax Mr.
Collier Avith inconsistency in his statements, (for the
letter would not serve this purpose, and if it would
have done so, I should not have made any use of it,)
but to shew how early Mr. Collier had fixed in his
mind that Mr. Parry believed that Mr. Gray obtained his folio from Ufton Court, Avhich Mr. Parry
emphatically denies he ever did, as he does that he
knoAvingly led Mr. Collier or Mr. Moore to believe
that such was his impression.
In " The Athemeum" for June 4th, 1853, Mr. Col- ^^: CoUier's
•'

antiquarian
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speculation lier publishes the foUoAving narrative of the supposed
feum,
pedigree of his corrected folio. I t is an antiquarian
curiosity, in its Avay.
" Tour readers who have taken so lively an interest in the
emendations and alterations of the text of Shakespeare contained in my copy of the folio, 1632, wiU be glad to hear that
I have just advanced an important step towards tracing the
ownership and history of that remarkable book. The proof
that it was in existence, in i t ^ n n o t a t e d state, fifty years ago
is clear and positive; and upM the foundation of strong probabUity I am able to carry it back almost to the period when
the volume was published. The facts are these.—John Carrick
Moore, Esq., of Hyde Park Gate, (nephew to Sir John Moore,
who fell at Corunna, in J a n : 1809), being in possession of a
copy of the ' Notes and Emendations' founded upon my folio,
1632, happened to show it to a friend of the name of Parry,
residing at St, John's Wood. Mr, Parry remarked, that he
had once been the owner of a folio, 1632, [see note ^ p. 53], the
margins of which were much occupied by manuscript notes in an
old handwriting ; and having read my description of the book,
both externally^ and internally, and having looked at the facsimile which accompanied that description, he declared, without a moment's hesitation, that this very copy of the folio,
1632,''' had been given to him, about fifty years since, by Mr.
George Gray, a connexion of his family,—who, he believed, had
procured it, some years before, from the library of a Eoman
Catholic famUy of the name of Perkins, of Ufton Court, Berkshire, one member of which had married Arabella Fermor, the
heroine of' The Eape of the Lock.'

6 Mr. Parry denies having then spoken of the external part
of the book.
7 Mr, Parry denies having used such words as " this very
copy," &c.
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Those particulars were, as kindly as promptly, communicated
to me by Mr. Moore, with whom I was not personally acquainted,—and he urged Mr. Parry also to write to me on the
subject; but that gentleman was prevented from doing so by a
serious fall, which confined him to his bed. Being, of course,
much interested in the question, I soon afterwards took an
opportunity of introducing myself to Mr, Moore; Avho, satisfied
that Mr. Parry had formerly been the proprietor of my copy
of the foUo, 1632, advised me to call upon that gentleman at his
house, HiUEoad, St. John's Wood,—assuring me that he would
be glad to give me all the information in his power,
I was, I think, the first person whom Mr. Parry saw after
his accident,—and in a long interview he repeated to me the
statements he had previously made to Mr. Moore, respecting
the gift of Mr, Gray, half a century ago, and his conviction of
the identity of the volume.^ H e could not prove the fact, but
he had always understood and believed [see note ^ p. 54], that
Mr, Gray had become possessed of it on the dispersion of the
library of the Perkins's famUy at Ufton Court,^ and that it had
been in his hands some years'^'' before the conclusion of the
last century. Mr. Parry had himself had the curiosity to visit
Ufton Court about 1803 or 1804; when a Eoman Catholic
Priest, not less than eighty years old, shewed him the library,
and the then empty shelves, from which the books had been
removed.
On referring subsequently to the ' Magna Britannia' of
Lysons, under the head of " Berkshire," I found various particulars regarding the Perkins family at Ufton Court, between

s This is certainly correct, Mr, Parry did believe in the
identity of the volume, judging solely from the facsimile which
Mr, Moore had shewn him !
9 Mr. Parry now believes that this library had been dispersed
before Mr. Gray was born.
10 Mr. Parry denies having used the expression " some years."
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1635 and 1738; but I did not meet with any mention of
Thomas Perkins, whose name, it will be remembered, is on the
cover of the folio, 1632, in question. The name of the distinguished actor of the reigns of James the First and Charles
the First, was Eichard Perkins; and Ashmole's Collections,
according to Lysons, speak of a Eichard Perkins as the husband of Lady Mervin, of Ufton Court. I t is just possible
that this Eichard Perkins was the actor; for although the
' Historia Histrionica' tells us that he was buried at Clerkenwell, that authority is by no means final: just before it notices
the death of Perkins, it speaks of Lowin as having expired in
great poverty at Brentford, when we know that this " player"
(so designated in the register) was buried at Sb, Clement
Danes, Strand, on the 24th of August 1653. However, it is
a mere speculation that the Eichard Perkins who married
Lady Mervin may have been the actor,—and I am not yet in
possession of any dates or other circumstances to guide me.
Having put in writing the particulars with which Mr.
Parry had so unreservedly favoured me, I took the liberty of
forwarding them to Mr. Moore,—and he returned the manuscript with his full approbation as regarded what had originally
passed between himself and Mr. Parry. After it was in type,
I again waited upon Mr. Parry, only three days ago, in order
that I might read the proof to him and introduce such additions and corrections as he wished to be made. They were
few, but not unimportant; and among them was the fact (confirming the probability that Mr, Gray had obtained this copy
of the folio, 1632, from the Perkins library) that Mr. Gray
resided at Newbury, not far from Ufton Court,—a circumstance which Mr. Parry had proAdously omitted. The connecting link between the book and this library is, therefore
not complete—and we have stiU to ascertain, if we can, who
was Thomas Perkins, and by whom the notes and emendations
were introduced into the folio 1632. A Mr. Francis Perkins
died at Ufton Court in 1635,—and he may have been the first
purchaser, and owner, of this second folio of the works of
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Shakespeare. At all events, however, it is certain that this
very volume was for many years in the possession of Mr. Parry
(how he lost it he knows not),—who obtained it from his
connexion, Mr. George Gray, of Newbury. Mr. Parry was
well acquainted with the fact that various leaves were wanting ;
and he so perfectly recollects its state and condition, the
frequent erasures of passages, as well as the handwriting of the
numerous marginal and other corrections, that when I asked
him, just before I wished him good morning, whether he had
any doubt on the point of his previous ownership, he answered
me most emphatically in these words—" I have no more doubt
about it, than that you are sitting there."
J.

PAYNE

COLLIER.

Maidenhead, May 28.
P.S, I ought not to omit the expression of my warmest
acknowledgments to both Mr. Moore and Mr. Parry, for the
zealous and ready assistance which they have afibrded me. I
hope that if any of the readers of the Athenceum are in possession of information that may tend to the further elucidation
of the subject, they wUl communicate it with equal alacrity.
Since writing what precedes, I am informed by a letter
from a friend, who has just made a search at the Heralds'
College, that in the pedigree of the family of Perkins of Ufton
Court several members are named Thomas, especially in the
earlier dates,—but that latterly Francis was the prevailing
name. Eichard Perkins, who married Lady Mervin, as a
younger son, is not mentioned."

This communication, it Avill be observed, records
only tAvo visits to Mr. Parry, one of Avhich occurred
immediately after his accident', and the other subsequently, when Mr. CoUier read to him the proof
of the Preface to the second edition of Notes and
E7nendations. It has excited universal admiration, Mr, ColUer'i
as Avell it might, that on neither occasion did Mr. omSfon.
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Collier take Avitli him the corrected folio, 1632.
If Mr. CoUier's bona fides is to be defended, we
must presume that the identification of the volume
by Mr. Parry was the very thing Mr, Collier Avanted
to establish. On that identification depended the
Avhole antiquarian fabric that he had been raising;
if the Perkins FoUo, and Mr. Parry's folio Avere tAVO
distinct books, neither Mr. Parry, nor Mr. Gray,
nor Ufton Court hbrary, nor the Perkins's of
Ufton Court, had anything to do Avith Mr. Collier's
book. Now the identification could only be established by one means—viz., the production of the
book to Mr. Parry. Yet, knowing all this, Mr.
Collier twice leaves his house, where the Perkins
Folio is lying on its shelf, and pa3'S two visits to
Mr. Parry, for no other conceivable purpose than to
identify the volume, yet omits to take it Avith him.
At Maidenhead is the folio ; at St. John's Wood
are Mr. Collier and Mr. Parry face to face; and Mr.
Parry who has never seen the book says, " I have
no more doubt [that your corrected folio was once
mine] than that you are sitting there j " and ]\Ir. Collier says " Good morning," and returns to Maidenhead under the strange delusion that Mr. Parry has
identified the volume, and forthAvith proceeds to
publish the second edition of his Notes and Emendations, with a Preface, from Avhich the foUoAving is
an extract:—
Preface to

" John Carrick Moore, Esq., of Hyde Park Gate, Kensing-

Emenda-

^^^

tions.

which he stated tliat a friend of his, a gentleman of the name

*

*

' ^^^ ^mA enough to address a note to me, in

im:

m\Mi

4^

1^
\

Ji
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of Parry, had been at one time in possession of the very folio
upon which I founded my recent volume of " Notes and Emendations "—that Mr. Parry had been well acquainted with the
fact that its margins were filled throughout by manuscript notes,
and that he accurately remembered the hand-writing in which
they were made. On being shown the fac-simUe, which accompanied my first edition, and which is repeated in the present,
he declared his instant conviction that it had been copied from
what had once been his folio, 1632. How or precisely when it
escaped from his custody he knew not, but the description of
it in my " Introduction" exactly corresponded with his recoUection."
I lost no time in thanking Mr. Moore for these tidings, and
in writing to Mr, Parry for all the particulars within his knowledge.'"'^ Unfortunately the latter gentleman, just before he received my note, had met with a serious injury,'^ which confined
him to his bed, so that he was unable to send me any reply.
For about ten days I remained in suspense, but at last I determined to wait upon INIr. Moore to inquire whether he was
aware of any reason why I had not received an answer from
Mr. Parry, H e accounted for the silence of that gentleman on
the ground of his recent accident; and as Mr. Moore was confident that Mr, Parry was correct in the conclusion that my
folio 1632, had formerly belonged to him, he advised me to
call upon him, being sure that he would be glad to satisfy me
upon every point. I accordingly hastened to St John's AVood,
and had the pleasure of an interview with Mr. Parry, who, without the slightest reserve, gave me such an account of the book
as made it certain that it Avas the same which, some fifty years
ago, had been presented to him by a connexion of his family,
^^ This is denied by Mr. Parry.
'* A facsimile of this letter is given on sheet I I I ,
" This was an injury to the knee by a faU which most ominously took place on the 23rd AprU, (1853), Mr. Collier afterwards (Eeply, p. 16) calls this " serious" accident, a " slight"
one.
E
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Mr. George Gray, Mr. Parry described both the exterior
[see note ^, p. 56] and interior of the volume, with its innumerable corrections and its missing leav^es, with so much minuteness that no room was left for doubt.
On the question from whence Mr. Gray, who resided at Newbury, had procured the book, Mr, Parry was not so clear and
positive: he was not in a condition to state any distinct evidence to show out of what library it had come ; but he had
always understood and believed that it had been obtained, with
some other old works (to the collection of which Mr. Gray
was partial), [see note '^, p. 54] from Ufton Court, Berkshire ;
[see note ^, p, 54] formerly, and for many years before the dispersion of the library, the residence of a Eoman Catholic family
of the name of Perkins, one member of which, Francis Perkins,
who died in 1736, was the husband of Arabella Fermor, the
heroine of " The Eape of the Lock."
This information has been communicated to me so recently,
that I have not yet been able to ascertain at what date, and in
what way the books at Ufton Court were disposed of. Mr. Parry
is strongly of opinion that Mr. Gray became the owner of this
copy of the folio, 1632, considerably^* before the end of the last
century; and Mr. Parry was himself at Ufton Court about
fifty years since, when a Eoman CathoUe clergyman, eighty
years of age, who had remembered the books there all his life,^^
shewed him the then empty shelves upon which they had been
placed in the library,
A Mr, Francis Perkins died at Ufton Court three years after
the publication of the folio, 1632 ; and if Mr. Parry's belief be
correct, that the copy which Mr. Gray gave to him had once
been deposited there, it is not impossible that Francis Perkins was the first purchaser of it. If so, we might be led to
the inference, that either he, or one of his immediate descendants was the writer of the emendations ; but, as has been men14 Mr. Parry repudiates both the " considerably," and the
^•« aU his life."
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tioned elsewhere, the present rough calf binding was not the
original coat of the volume; and, as far as my imperfect researches have yet gone, I do not find any Thomas Perkins
recorded as of Ufton Court.
The Christian name of the great actor of the reign of Charles
I . was Eichard ; and a Eichard Perkins, called Esquire in Ashmole's Collections, at a date not stated, married Lady Mervin,
a benefactress of that parish. Why should we deem it impossible that Eichard Perkins, having attained eminence on the
stage, subsequently married a lady of title and property ? However, this and other points, dependent chiefly upon dates, remain to be investigated, and upon any of them I shall be most
thankful for information.
The only facts that I am yet able to establish are, that my
folio, 1632, with its elaborate corrections, about half a century
since came into the possession of Mr, Parry from Mr. George
Gray, who, it is possible, obtained it from Ufton Court (about
eight miles from his residence), where it is unquestionable that
at an early date there was a library, likely to have contained
such a book, which library was afterwards dispersed. The name
of " Tho, Perkins" on the cover ia a strong confirmation of the
opinion, that it once formed part of that library ;^^ and as to the
identity of the volume, and hand-writing of the notes, Mr,
Parry feels absolutely certain."

I have noAV given at length Mr. Collier's tAvo pub- General relished narratives of his excursion in search of a pedi- Mr, ColUer's
gree for his foho. I say of these, as I said of his ^^^^•^*^^"'tAVO published narratives of the purchase of the folio,
^5 This is an amusing example of a vicious circle. Mr. Parry
assuming his folio to be that at Maidenhead, learns that the
latter has the name of " Perkins" on it, and thence suggests that
his folio may have come from Ufton Court the seat of the Perkins ; and the fact that the one at Maidenhead has that name, is,
says Mr. Collier, a strong confirmation of Mr. Parry's suggestion,
E 2
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and discoveiT of the manuscript corrections, that
they are uniform and consistent, and contain only
such discrepancies as are incident to erring human
nature Avhen telling- the same storv tAvice. Looking at these narratives out of connexion AAdth subsequent events, I see nothing in them to excite suspicion of the truthfulness of their author ', but I see
much to excite the gravest doubt as to the accuracy
of the statements, and abundant evidence to shcAV
that the historical explorer has lost himself in the
antiquarian dreamer. When I knoAV that a man of
short sio-ht has ascended a mountain in order to
sketch the surrounding scenery, and yet has not
taken his spectacles Avith him, I should be astonished
if I found that he had actually made the sketch Avith
as much minuteness as if he had taken his glasses
AA^th him : but I should be ten-fold more astonished if
he treated his sketch as authentic; and hoAvever great
might be my respect for his virtues, I am sure I should
not receive his sketch as authentic, thoug-h he made
an affidavit of its truth. Similarly, I must refuse
to accept Mr. Collier's conclusions regarding the pedigree of his folio, AA^hen I find that those conclusions
are dependent on an identification Avhich Mr. Collier had the means of substantiating or of disproving^
and Avhich ^^et he did not take the trouble to employ.^*^
^'^ The only explanations vouchsafed by Mr. Collier of this
strange omission, are that he '' was in haste to get [his] Preface to the printer," (Eeply, p. 16) and that " owing to the late
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Having Aveighed dispassionately Mr. Collier's several narratives, and also Mr. Parry's most valuable
evidence on the questions involved, I can only come
to the conclusion that Mr. CoUier's wish had been
all along- the father of his facts, and that on Mr.
Parry's shoulders must rest a share of the blame, for
having-, through carelessness, incautiousness, and
Avant of precision, done his best to put an F.S.A.
on the scent of a mare's-nest. Most providential is
it that " Mr. Parry has not gone the Avay of the old
bibliopole,"^^ Mr. Rodd ; and much to Mr. Parry's
credit is it that, unlike Dr. Wellesley, he does not
refuse to be cross-examined.
HaAdno- thus g-iven Mr. CoUier's version of his -^^^^^^^^ .,^
_

°

^

,

,

values of Mr.

tAVO visits to Mr. Parry, I will now give Mr. Parry's CoUier's and
version of those events. I am far from Avishing to testunony,
assume that Mr. Collier's memory is Aveak and undate at which I had heard of his [Mr. Parry's] recognition of
the volume by its notes, and to a slight (!) accident which had
befallen him, I was not able to exhibit to him the folio itself,
&c." (The Athenseum, Feb. 18,1860.) One does not very clearly
see how Mr. Collier would have been delayed by bringing the
folio with him from Maidenhead in the first instance ; nor how
Mr. Parry's accident, which did not prevent Mr. Collier visiting
him, and discussing the foUos with him, would have prevented
him looking at the folio itself. To say the least, Mr. Collier's
conduct was not that of a man desirous of ascertaining whether
his folio had ever belonged to Mr. Parry, but rather that of a man
anxious to give his folio a pedigree which, he knew, was not
likely to stand the simple test of identification.
17 The Saturday Eeview for July 23rd, 1859.
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trustworthy, and that Mr. Parry's is retentive and
faithful. But I cannot but think it probable, that
Mr. Collier's judgment as to Avhat passed at those
intervicAvs Avas more likely to be Avarped by his interest in the circumstances surrounding his corrected
folio, than that of Mr. P a r i y Avas by any of the incidents connected Avith his lost book. Mr. Collier
Avas confessedly anxious to find a pedigree for his
folio, if for no other reason, to obviate the risk of
incurring the suspicion of having- fabricated the
manuscript notes himself. H e Avould thus naturally
catch at any hint, hoAvever vag'ue or indefinite,
that could be turned to the account of his folio. Mr.
Parry, on the other hand, could have had no conceivable inducement for heightening- the colour of his
stoiy, or for draAving on his imagination to supply
the defects of his memory. At the same time I can
readily believe that to save trouble he may have
allowed Mr. Collier to draAV inferences from Avhat
Avas actually communicated to him, which may have
put Mr. Collier on a false scent, and that thus Mr.
Parry's silence may have operated as a confirmation
of Mr. Collier's prepossessions.
Mr, Parry's
Mr. Parry's version, Avhich I take from his OAvn
manuscript, is to the foUoAving effect.
Some years before Mr. P a r r y first saw Mr. Collier,
in the course of pruning some trees in his garden, he
cut a branch of holly, and a shoot of barberryThinking they Avould make good Avalking sticks, he
put them aside to dry.
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I n the month of April, 1853, being at the house
of the father of Mr. John Carrick Moore, (No. 9,
Clarges Street,)-Miss Moore shewed him the first edition of Mr. Collier's Notes and Enendations, with
the facsimile of part of a page of Hen. V L Mr. P a r r y
immediately remarked that the facsimile in question
Avas taken from a folio edition of Shakspere that was
once his. The Moores wished him to Avrite to Mr.
Collier about it', but he declined doing so to avoid
trouble, but said he had no objection for Mr. John
Carrick Moore to write to Mr. Collier on the subject,
which he understands he did on the 25th of that
month. Some time before, happening to see the
sticks to which allusion has been made, it occurred
to him to trim and varnish them. H e completed
this labour on the 22nd April; and on the following day he fell and severely hurt his knee.
At the beginning of the month of May, he received a visit from Mr. Collier in his bed-room.
Mr. Collier had no book with him. I n repty to
Mr. Collier's questions, Mr. Parry gave him, to
the best of his memory, an account of the interior
of his lost folio. H e did not speak of this folio as
of any particular date. Mr. Collier did not ask him
any question as to the exterior of the book, nor did
Mr. Parry volunteer any statement about it j but,
had allusion been made to it, his memory would have
served him to tell Mr. Collier that the binding of his
lost folio was darh, clean, and shiny. Of the inside
he could not have spoken Avith as much precision as
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of the outside, as he does not recollect ever having
read a page of it. H e told Mr. Collier, that he believed the facsimile which Miss Moore had shcAvn
him,'^ Avas from his lost folio ', and that the folio in
Mr. CoUier's possession must be that he had lost.
H e inferred this from the facsimile only; and not
dreaming that there Avas more than one annotated
folio Shakspere in the world, he jumped to the conclusion that his folio and Mr. Collier's Avere identical.
H e further told Mr. Collier that his lost folio had
been given him by a relative named George Gray ;
that he did not positively knoAv Avhere Mr. Gray had
obtained i t ; but, as Mr. Collier had informed him
that the folio at Maidenhead had on it the name
of Thomas Perkins, he thought it not unlikely that
his relative might have g-ot his folio from the librar}'at Ufton Court, the seat of the Perkins's', he added
that Mr. Gray must have become the OAvner of the
folio before the end of the last century j and that
it Avas thirty or forty 3'ears since it had been in his
(Mr. Parry s) possession.
On the 25th May, Mr. CoUier paid him a second
visit, on this occasion bringing Avith him the proof
of the Preface to the second edition of Notes and
Emendations.
Mr. Parry did not except, as he

^8 Mr, Parry and Mr. ColUer are at issue too, on the question,
whether Mr. Collier ever shewed Mr. Parry a facsimile. I believe Mr. Parry's memory is, as Mr. CoUier says, at fault here.
(Reply, p. 17.)
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might have done, to some of the statements in it: for
being still under the impression that Mr. Collier had
the folio Avhich he (Mr. Parry) had lost, he did not
think it material to be precise in the details of his
conversation with Mr. Collier on his first visit.
Mr. CoUier's first narrative of his third interview '^^- CoUier's
.

.

.

. , . ,

^, rrn

m-

narratives of

AVith Mr. Parry is given m his letter to " The Times, his street inof July 20th, 1859. After cutting- doAvn his two Mr^ plriy,
visits to Mr. Parr}^, at the house of the latter gentleman, to one, Mr. Collier continues thus:—
" Very soon afterwards [i.e. after the first visit to Mr. Parry
at his house], for greater satisfaction, I brought the corrected
folio of 1632 from Maidenhead to London, and took it to St;
John's-wood, but I failed to meet with Mr, Parry at home. I
therefore paid a third visit to that gentleman, again carrying the
book with me. I met him coming from his house, and I informed
him that I had the corrected folio of 1632 under my arm, and
that I was sorry he could not then examine it, as I wished. H e
replied—" If you will let me see it now, I shall be able to state
at once whether it was ever my book," I therefore shewed it
to him on the spot, and, after looking at it in several places,
he gave it back to me with these words : —" That was my book,
it is the same, but it has been much ill-used since it was in my
possession."

Mr. Collier's second narrative of this third interview is given with still greater detail in his Reply,
p. 16-17. It is necessary to premise that Mr.
Hamilton, in his Inquiry, p. 63, states that
" on the occasion alluded to he [Mr. Parry] Avas, in consequence
of an accident, halting along the road on two crutches, the
management of which occupied both his hands, and must certainly have totally prevented his handling a folio volume."
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Mr. Collier replies thus:—
" I was in haste to get my Preface to the printer, and I did
not, on that occasion, carry the volume itself to St. John's
Wood with me ; but I afterwards did so, and met Mr. Parry
a short distance from his house, walking lame, and aided by a
stick. Mr. Parry has since said he was " using sticks ; " but
this is a sHght mistake, which Mr. HamUton has, possibly only
by error, exaggerated into crutches,—a word employed by nobody. Mr. Parry was walking with a stick; and after expressing my regret at his recent accident,'^ and stating that I had
the Perkins folio under my arm, I said that, under the circumstances, I could not think of asking him to return home in
order to examine i t : he replied, " If you wiU let me see it now,
I shaU be able to state at once, whether it was ever mybook."
I therefore produced it to him on the spot, and held his stick
while he looked at the book in several places, including the
cover : he then returned it to me with these words, " That was
my book; it is the same, but it has been much ill-used since it
was in my possession," I then gave him back his stick, and
thanking him for his most satisfactory assurance, I wished him
good morning.
Very soon after reaching home, that is to say, within a day
or two, it occurred to me that I ought to record Mr. Parry's
expressions, and I did so with a pencil at the foot of page iv. of
my Preface to the second edition of Notes and Emendations,
in these words, which, it wiU be observed, difl'er from those
above used, by having " This" for That, and " mis-used" for
ill-used, but the meaning is of course exactly the same.^
*' ' I afterwards shewed him [i.e. Mr, Parry,] the book itself,
'^ Mr. Collier having already called on him twice since his
accident!
'^ These synonymous emendations have a strong famUy likeness to the proposed correction of contiguity for " continuity,"
in the Seven Lectures, 1856, p. 33.
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and having looked at it in several places, he said " This was
my book : it is the same ; but has been much misused since it
was in my possession.'' "

This is in nearly the same words as Mr. CoUier's
prior account of the same intervicAV in " The Athenseum" of February 18, 1860, Avithsome amplifications. Thus, instead of " including- the cover," Mr.
Collier in " The Athenseum" wrote, " and I am very
sure looked also at the cover." This, however, is a
detail not borne out by Mr. Collier's manuscript note,
Avhich records Mr. Parry's remark AA'ith the simple
introduction, " and having looked at it in several
places." This addition I can only look upon as an
evidence of that eagerness in Mr. Collier to press all
possible contingencies into the service of his folio. I f
such a variation Avere all the discrepancy betAveen
Mr. Collier's narratives and Mr. Parry's version of
the third intervieAA'^, that not over-scrupulous eagerness, which is natural to a man of antiquarian tendencies, Avould serve to explain it away. But unfortunately the difference betAveen Mr. Collier's and Mr.
Parry's versions is one of diametrical opposition ; and
if both accounts had been deposed to on oath, the inevitable inference Avould have been that one of them
had perjwed himself
From Mr. Parry's manuscript I take the follow- ^r- Parry's
.

,

narrative of

ing narrative of that interview:—
that interOne day in the month of June (1853), Mr. Parry, ^^^^'
Avishing to have a little fresh air, (and perhaps Avithout the doctor's leave,) got up, and took the two
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sticks, of Avhich mention has been made, and remarking- that he had prophetically prepared them
against his accident, salUed forth fi-om his house.
Before he had gone far he met Mr. Collier in the
street, and they walked a short distance together,
and entered into conversation. H e well remembers that AA'ith one of his sticks he shoved a stone
out of the path, when Mr. ColUer told him an
anecdote of a friend of his who had been throAvn down
by a stone in the path ', and this was more the subject of their conversation than anything- else during
that short Avalk. Mr. P a r r y sa^^s that, to the best of
his recollection, Mr. Collier had no book with him,
and that he (Mr. Parr}^) certainly should not have
forgotten the incident had he been shewn the corrected folio in the street. H e does not remember any
other than these three intervicAVs Avith Mr. Collier.
What conclusion are Ave to draAV from this most
extraordinary oppugnancy of testimony ? I t is,
indeed, a most painful task that devolves on one Avho
has undertaken to decide upon the merits of this
portion of the controvers}^ I cannot see how it is
possible to reject Mr. Parry's evidence, since he is
not an interested Avitness. Whatever motive Mr.
CoUier may have had in making a false or incorrect
statement as to AAdiat passed at this third interview,
it is plain that Mr. P a n y had none. If his version
be incorrect, it is so by a lapse of memory. But such
a monstrous lapse of memory is quite inconceivable
in a man of i\Ir. Parry's clear faculties. I n his letter
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to Mr. Hamilton, Avhich appeared in " The Times" of
August 1, 1859, Mr. Parry modestly says, " I may
be wrong and Mr. Collier may be right f but that
is the qualification of a man who is as far removed
fi'om dogmatism as the poles are asunder. At the
same time, Mr. Parry has the best possible corroboration of his recollection of what passed at this interview, for, as Ave shall see, when he did see the
Perkins Folio at the British Museum, he saAv a book
AA^hich he Avas certain he had never seen before.
If, then, AA^e accept the other alternative, and sa}^ Evidence of
that Mr. Collier's account is false or inaccurate, we .^^rant of
are bound to inquire whether the facts of the case "^^'^^^^'^icountenance the supposition of a mere freak of memor}^, or of a positive falsification of facts. I am
sorry to have to say that I find in the correspondence in " The Times" the clearest indication of
moral delinquency on Mr. Collier's part. I t is this :
I n his letter to " T h e Times" of July 7th, 1859,
Mr. Collier writes :—
" I have shown and sworn that this very book was in the f
possession of a gentleman named Parry about half a century
ago, given to him by a relation named George Gray.
Mr.
Farry recognized it instantly, annotated as it is noio ;''''

Mr. Collier
first of these
he had sworn
perjury. But
this—A'iz.

may congratulate himself that the
tAvo statements is not correct.
If
to that, he would have committed
the fact is that he simply deposed to

" that all the statements in the said Preface and Introduc-
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tion, relative to the discovery, contents, and authenticity of
the said folio copy, and the manuscript notes, corrections,
alterations, and emendations thereof are true;"

and that Preface did not contain any dogmatic
statement" that this very book was in the possession
of a gentleman named Parry," &c.
But let me call my reader's attention to the sentence which I have printed in italic type. Let him
remember that this is an allusion to facts already
made public. Mr. CoUier is not vouchsafing neAv
facts ', but reverting to old. NOAV it is not the fact
that any of Mr. CoUier's published narratives contained any account of Mr. Parry recognizing the
volume, or of even seeing it. This is, I conceive,
the introduction of the narrow end of the Avedge.
Mr. CoUier weU kncAV that, Avhatever opportunities
Mr. Parry had enjoyed of seeing- the Perkins Folio,
the public had not been made aAvare of au}^ identification of the volume itself, but of afcfcsimile of part
of a page of it only. Knowing this, he seems to
me to be saying to the public in this letter, " You all
knoAV that Mr. Parry saw this volume, and recognized i t ; at any rate you may read all about it in
my preface; and I have sworn to the truth of that."
The rejoinder Avhich the well-informed public Avould
naturally make, and which Mr. Hamilton-^ and others
did make, is to this effect: " W e knoAv all about
your preface and affidavit j but you do not tell us

21 Letter to The Times, July 16th, 1860.
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there that Mr. Parry ever saAv the folio at all."
This opens the Avay for Mr. Collier's second letter to
" The Times" (July 20,1859), Avherein he favours the
public with a circumstantial narrative of the production of the folio to Mr. .Parry in the street, of which
production Mr. Parry has not the most distant recollection.
Mr. Hamilton having unfortunately
hampered Mr. Parry with crutches, so as to prevent
the possibility of his having handled a huge folio,
and " looked at it in several places," Mr. Collier, by
the law of " action and reaction," flies to the other extreme, and reduces Mr. Parry's holly and barberry
sticks to one stick, which he held Avhile Mr. Parry
examined the folio: and then, in order that Mr.
Parry's exact words may not depend on Mr. Collier's
recollection, Ave have an inaccurate (it appears to me
0. purposely inaccurate) version of them fi-om Mr.
Collier's memory, and a verbatim report of them
from Mr. Collier's notes made immediately after the
intervicAv.
All this hangs tog-ether in a perfectly consistent
tale of circumstances. No other hypothesis that
I liaA^e tried will stand the slightest crucial test.
Unfortunately, but none the less indisputably, the
most probable explanation is one that is incompatible AAdth Mr. Collier's truthfulness.
I have now only to record the visit of Mr, Parry Mr. Parry's
to the British Museum, on July 13th, 1859. On the^perkins
this occasion Sir Frederic Madden shcAved Mr.
Parry ewe book —viz. the Perkins Folio, expecting
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that he Avould immediately recognize it. But Mr.
Parry, instead of seeing- a book that had once been
his own, or one that had been shcAvn to him by Mr.
ColUer, saAV one that Avas a perfect stranger to him
in every Avay. Thereupon, he Avrote doAvn, at Sir
Frederic Madden's request, the foUoAving statement :—
" British Museum, July 13th, 1859.
and his evi" On being shewn an old edition of Shakespeare's plays,
dence there- j \};^{ix]i. I can positively say that it is not the book which
upon.
Mr. Gray gave me in or about 1806. Sir Frederick Madden
stated to me that this copy of Shakespeare, which he now produces to me, was once in Mr, Collier's possession.
(Signed)

F E A ? CHAS. P A K K Y . "

Mr. Parry further stated to Sir Frederic Madden,
in the hearing- of Mr. Hamilton (as he has subsequently done to me and others) that he believed that
his " volume Avas of the edition 1623 3 that it Avas in
smooth dark binding-^ Avith a new back lettered Avith
that date ; that it had no writing- on the upper cover,
was not so thick, and had a broader margin."
Mr. CoUier's Mr. CoUicr's modc of meeting- this conclusive eviundermme deucc that Mr. PaiTy had never seen the Perkins
Sncr'"
Folio tiU the 13th July, 1859, is utterly inconsistent
Avith the supposition of his own ingenuousness.
These are Mr. Collier's AVords :—
" H e [Mr. Parry] is, like myself, advanced in years, and certainly little able to compete with the imposing authorities at
the British Museum. When he went there on the 14th (sic)
July last, for the purpose of inspecting the Perkins folio, in
the presence of Sir F . Madden, Mr. Hamilton, Mr. Maskelyne,
and others, he may easily have been confused by the rapid
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passing and repassing of the folios of 1623 and 1632 before his
eyes ; and at last he may not have been able to remember which
edition had really been his own book,*^ * * * and, he may have
been, as it were, cajoled out of his own conviction.""

To this most discreditable charge of playing off"
on the infirmity of an old man, a juggling trick with
tAVO folios, a sort of game of book-rig-, I shall simply giA'e Mr. Parry's own reply addressed to Su* F.
Madden.
''March 12, 1860.
" I have this instant received your note requesting me to say
whether the statement made by Mr. Collier in the Athenceum
of Feb. 18 last, namely, that you had confused me by passing
and repassing foUo Shakespeares before me, was true. I have no
hesitation whatever in flatly contradicting that assertion. While
I was conversing with you on the subject, you brought a large
old book and placed it on the table. I looked at it several times
whilst we were speaking together, and was greatly surprised
when at length you took it up and said that was the book in
question. I felt perfectly assured that I had never seen that
book before. I also now must add that you did not show me
any other book whatever, or speak of any other book on that
occasion.
I am, &c.
(Signed)

F . C. P A E E T . "

Since Avritino- this Mr. Parry found amono- his Eecovery of
papers the loose fly-leaf of his lost folio, and he Mr. Parry s
kindly forwarded it to me for examination. It is a '^ ^^'
quarter of an inch shorter, and about as much
""^ Eeply, p. 18, and The Athenaeum, Feb. 18,1860.
*' Eeply, p. 19.
F
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broader, than the leaves of the Perkins Folio. It is
covered Avith Avriting in a hand of the last century,
and among- other notes is an extract from Pope's preface to his edition of Shakspere.^^
"* The proof sheets containing Mr, Parry's evidence were
revised by him before being sent to press. He is answerable
for every statement I have made about him.

CHAPTER IV.
T H E PERKIXS F O L I O . — M B . COLLIEE'S ACCOUNT o r ITS
MANUSCEIPT N O T E S .

M R . COLLIER'S
•

Notes and Emendations was not Mr. CoUier'a
n

1

•

c ^

Notes and

intended to contain all the manuscript notes oi the EmendaPerkins Folio. The second edition of that work,
after page 200, contains considerable additions to the
corrections published in the first edition. But still
it Avas not put forward as anything else than what
Mr. Tomlins calls " a selection of the emendations."^
For my part, I do not see what could have been
gained by publishing- all the corrections of the
Perkins Folio. Certainly for the reading pubUc a
judicious selection Avas all that could be desired. I
cannot say I think Mr. Collier's selection by any
means judicious. On the contrary, a tenth part of
that selection would have been sufficient for all con- Mr, CoUier's
" List of

ceivable purposes. But Avhen Mr. Collier, in 1856, every manuundertook the publication of a complete Ust of the and^mendamanuscript corrections, he was certainly bound to *^°^'" *^^publish a list which should be as nearly exhaustive
» The Critic, Aug. 27, 1859.
F 2
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as practicable. To Mr. Hamilton is due the merit^
of pointing out and establishing- one of the most
curious facts in the history of book-making, viz. that
Mr. Collier's complete list does not contain half the
manuscript corrections in the Perkins Folio. Of
course this Avould not be remarkable, if Mr. Collier's
advertisement of his list had fairly stated that he had
restricted himself to certain classes of corrections, or
that he purposed to omit from his list a certain class
of corrections. But this Avas not the case.
Mr.
Collier presents his list of 1856 to his readers Avith
this notice :—
,-- ^ ,,. ,
"These ' N o t e s and Emendations' are before the world in
Mr, Collier s
pretension two separate editions ; but as the whole of the alterations and
lor the com- corrections were not included, and as those interested in such
oi
Eieteness
is List.

matters are anxious to see the entire body in the shortest form,
I have appended them to the present volume in one column,
while in the opposite column I have placed the old, or the
received text."^

Again:—*
" I have gone over every emendation in the folio 1632
recently, for the purpose of the last portion of my present
volume;"

and again'^ he Avrites,
" I haA'e often gone over the thousands of marks of all kinds in
its margins; but I will take this opportunity of pointing out two
emendations of considerable importance, which happening not to

2 Inquiry, p. 30.
^ Preface to " Seven Lectures," p. Ix.
' At p. Ixxiii.
^ At p. Ixxix.
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be in the margins, and being written with very pale ink, escaped
my eye until some time after the appearance of my second edition,
as well as of the one-volume Shakspeare. For the purpose of
the later portion of my present work, I have recently re-examined eve^y line and letter of the folio 1632, and I can safely
assert that no other sin of omission on my part can be discovered."

Inasmuch as the Complete List contains a great
man}* corrections which are not in either edition of
the Notes and Emendations, we might infer from
the last extract that the tAVO corrections which he
proceeds to specify are not in that list. But such
an inference would be wrong, as both are there.
So Ave must needs conclude that Mr. Collier puts
forth his list as absolutely exhaustive of the stores
of his " old corrector." The list itself is entitled, " A
list of every manuscript note and emendation in Mr.
Collier's copy of Shakespeare's Works, Folio. 1632.'*
"Yet," says Mr. HamUton,^
" i n spite of these reiterated assertions, the literal fact is,
that the Complete List does not contain one half of the corrections, many of the most significant being among those omitted."

Mr. Hamilton then gives a list of every manu- Mr, HamUscript correction in the play of Hamlet. In this every note"
list, omitting cancels of passages for the purpose of J^?- ^^^^"
shortening the piece, there are, (if I have counted Hamlet,
accurately, which it is not easy to do) 426 corrections. Of these only 125 are said to be in Mr. Collier's complete list. But of these 426, not a few are
3 Inquiry, p. 31,
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cases of corrections obliterated, but still legible,^ and
one is a pencil correction.
But, though I have no doubt Mr. Hamilton's
table (for the collations of Avhich he is indebted to
the more practised eye of Mr. Staunton) is a very
close approximation to accuracy, I do not think it
fairly states the case ag-ainst Mr. Collier. I find that
some corrections, not contained in Mr. Collier's .Complete List, are yet in the Notes and Emendations,
and those are not marked with a " C " in Mr. Hamilton's table. But after making- this addition to the
catalogue of Mr. Collier's acknoAAdedgments, I still
find that, taking into consideration all his AVorks on
these corrections, he has actually ignored altogether
considerably more than two thirds of the manuscript
corrections in Hamlet.
I t would be very strange indeed if, taking- all the plays in the Perkins Folio, it
should be found that Mr. Collier had acknoAvledged
anything- Uke half of the alterations and additions
of his old corrector.
The charge
Now this does appear to me to be a most extrasenSon^^^" Ordinary fact. An editor of high character and poagainst Mr, g-^-JQ^^ jj^ literature announces that he has recently
Corner

stated.

.

.

.

gone ovcr every emendation in his corrected second
folio, expressly for his list,—and (for that and other
publications) has often gone over the thousands of
marks of all kinds in its margins; and has recently
reexamined every line and letter of his folio, arid
7 I have not counted two cases of obliteration, where the corrections cannot be wholly deciphered.
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challenges his readers to bring against him a single
SMi of omission. He then professes to publish a list
of every manuscript note and emendation in his
folio. Such is the flourish of trumpets and prologue.
Then the theme comes on; and we find in the list
less than half the notes and emendations which actually exist in ink, and in a legible state on the
margins and betAveen the lines of his corrected folio !
If this omission were intentional on Mr. CoUier's Mr. CoUier's
part, all I can say is, that society has a very ex- <^^^™'^pressive word to designate such conduct. Among the
Houyhnhmns, it would be called " saying- the thing
which is not," without any imputation of Avilfiil misrepresentation. If the omission were accidental—a
mere oversight—what an editor have Ave here ! Such
is the dilemma, the horns of which are presented to
Mr, Colliery and apparently thinking lightly of
the moral deHnquency, he accepts the first. H e
coolly tells us,® that " many of [" the real or supposed
omissions in Hamlet,"] I never dreamed at any
time of including." I t should be noted here that
there are no " supposed omissions" in Mr. Hamilton's table Avhich are not ^^real."
So Mr. Collier obliges his readers to conclude that he has
made a special point of introducing- his " List" as
a complete and exhaustive one, when he had intentionally omitted a majority of the notes and emendations.
That Mr. ColUer should have done this is, indeed,
8 Eeply, p. 23, note.
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passing strange. But it is fixr more extraordinary
to find him bringing forAvard the fact of i?itentional
omission on his part as his exculiiation for the unexampled shortcomings of his Complete List!
Noprmciple What class of corrections can that be which Mr.
seems to

r\ ^^•

^c

have guided CoUier iievcr dreamed at any time of including ?"
inhisrejec- ^^^
it " l i t e r a l Corrections"—i.e. where there is
*^o^sonly a change of the letter, Avithout change of the
sense ? Certainl}^ n o t ; for the Complete List teems
with such corrections : as usuries for " usances" in

Measure for Measure, and grisled for "grisly"
in Hamlet.
W h y then did he omit honoured for
"honourable" in the latter play? Was i t " changes
of punctuation or spelUng ?" No ', for Mr. Collier
makes a point of such changes in his Notes and
Einendations; and besides, the}^ form but a small
proportion of the " old corrector's" alterations. Nor
could it have been Mr. Collier's intention to omit
only such " corrections" as Avere not UCAV : for in
that case he Avould have omitted more than half those
in his Complete List: and then hoAV are AAC to
account for the omission of such emendations as the
insertion of the word " but," in the line " The suppliance of a minute ', ^ No more." I n one page of the
corrected folio [Hamlet), Mr. Arnold has mentioned^
9 See Eraser's Magazine, Feb, 1860, p. 181, where this point
is very well enforced. See also Mr, HaUiweU's observations
on some of the Manuscript Emendations, &c, p . 11, where the
reader will find a very remarkable instance of Mr. Collier's
default.
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that there are fourteen alterations, of Avhich only five
are given by Mr. Collier; of the nine ignored by
him, the one quoted above is a novelty', another Avas
given by Hanmer; another Avas proposed b}^ Johnson ; and six had been adopted by Mr. Collier in his
edition, 1841-1844, Avithout any note.
In short no guiding- principle of exclusion is discoverable.
Another omission pointed out by Mr. Arnold is Examples of
.,,

I l l

still more remarkable.
1
words:

T

•

1

•

9

discrepan-

1 give that Avriters own cies between

10

the Perkins
Eolio and
Mr. CoUier's
" I n Hen. VLLL., act i. sc. i, where Brandon is enumerating account of it.
to the Duke of Buckingham ' t h e limbs o' the plot' against him, I. Michael
this line occurs, as printed in the foUo :—
^ ° ] f ^ "*
BEAN, A monk of the Chartreux,
BUCK.
Oh! Michael LLopkins ?
BEAN.

He.

I n sc. 2 this same person is, by the Duke's surveyor, called
Nicholas LLenton. Theobald was the first to point out, from
Holingshed's Chronicle, that this person's real name was Nicholas LLopkins, and that he was a monk of a house ' beside Bristow, called Henton.' H e altered the name, however, in both
places, ' for perspicuity's sake,' to Nicholas LLopkins, though he
admitted he might sometimes have been named Henton from
the place, Theobald's alteration has been adopted by modern
editors. Mr, Knight, indeed, retains the reading of the folio,
ingeniously attributing the mistake made by the Duke in the
Christian name to his precipitation; Mr, Collier himself, in his
eight-volume edition, although he professes to adhere so closely
to the old copies, retains Theobald's emendation, and explains
'' Eraser's Magazine, Feb. 1860, p. 182.
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the mistake in a note, though he seems to take the credit of the
discovery to himself. I n the corrected folio, 1632, in the first
cited passage, the name Michael LLopkins is erased and Nicholas Henton is written by the side, so as to make the name correspond with that given in sc. 2, as to which no alteration was
made. Mr. ColUer does not notice this emendation. Why
not ? I t was important, as shewing that, according to the lights
vouchsafed to the ' Old Corrector,' Nicholas Henton was the
proper appellation in both places. The alteration could not have
been overlooked. I t happens, indeed, ' n o t to be in the margin ;' it is in the body of the book, in a blank space, but written
with anything but * very pale ink ;' and being the only alteration on a remarkably clean page it could n o t ' escape the eye' of
any one who merely opened the page, much less of a person
who examined and ' re-examined every line and letter of the
folio,' "

II. Fire v.
sire.

In " Notes and Queries,"^^ Mr. Collier calls the attention of the readers of that periodical to a passag-e
in Pleasure for Measure, act iii. sc. 1 :—
" For thine own bowels, which do call thee, fire
The mere eifusion of thy proper loins,
Do curse the gout, &c,"
" The above," he writes, " is as the passage is given in every
other copy of the folio 1632 I have inspected, but that in my
hands with early manuscript corrections; there the second of
the above Hues stands as follows :
" For thine own bowels, which do call thee sire,"
most clearly and unmistakably printed.
known with the same peculiarity ?"

Is any other copy

This is entirely incorrect. The comma after " thee,"
is cancelled in ink, and the cross of the f is, on the
" First Series, vol. vi. p. 141.
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inside, erased with a knife, and the erasure is as plain
as an erasure can be.
In the same communication Mr. Collier also calls III. Sly v.
attention to a passage in Richard IL act i. sc. 3 :—
" The sly slow hours shaU not determinate
The dateless limit of thy dear exile,"

which he believes to be the reading of " all copies
of the foho 1632, excepting [his]." He continues :
" I t has been customary, I beUeve, to print " sly slow,"
fly-slow, on the example and recommendation of Pope; but
Steevens questions the propriety of doing so, and I, hastily
perhaps, adopted his opinion, from an anxiety to adhere to the old
impressions in all cases where it was possible to make sense out
of the original reading. My folio 1632 did not come into my
possession until long afterwards, and there to my surprise I
found " sly slow" -pTinted fiy slow, the old manuscript-corrector
having, moreover, placed a hyphen between the two words, so as
to make the line read—
" The fly-slow hours shall not determinate."

The statement that " fly slow" is so printed is
incorrect. Mr. Collier himself confesses that " the
cross-stroke from the f to the 1 in "fly-slow" is
rather faint:" I may add that it is unmistakably
Avritten A\dth a pen.
Mr. Hamilton,^^ calls attention to another singular iv. Keeps v
discrepancy. In the line, " Keepes on his wonder, ^®®^®"
keepes himself in cloudes,"^^ the " old corrector " has
cancelled the letters keep; "but," says Mr. Hamilton,
" the margin on Avhich the correction is made has
" Inquiry, p. 48.

" Hamlet, act v. sc. 3.
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been carefully torn aAvay."
these Avords:—

Then foUoAvs a note in

" I n the Complete List we are told by Mr. Collier that the
• corrected' Folio has ' Feeds for keepes ; " Feeds being the reading of the 4tos. Consequently the margin must have been intentionaUy mutilated since 1856, when the List was published,
in order to get rid of the reading of the 4tos! Similar instances of recent mutUation occur throughout the 'Folio.' "

I must confess my utter inability to understand
Avhat a mutilator could propose to himself in tearing
aAvay this emendation. Any one AA ho suspects Mr.
Collier of doing this, must have a very IOAV estimate of that gentleman's Avit. HOAV he was to get
rid of the reading- of the quartos, after he had himself
made it public in his Complete List, surpasses my
comprehension. Still, the mutilation, Avhich no doubt
exists, is a sing'ular fact, and creates a discrepancy
between the book itself and Mr. Collier's account of
it. I f the mutilation have been perpetrated since Mr.
Collier reexamined the page, who, in the household of Mr. Collier, or in that of the Duke of Devonshire did it, and why ?
I f it Avere done before,
Avlience did Mr. Collier obtain the emendation ?
V- The staI n the sixth chapter of my ojmscidum on The
in^wSter's Skakspcare Fabrications, I have given the foUoAving
Tale.
£.^,g cases of " remarkable discrepancies," betAveen the
Perkins Folio and Mr. Collier's account of it. I n
Winter's Tale, act v. sc. 8, occurs this passage,
" Let be, let b e !
AVould I were dead, but that methinks already
What was he that did make it ?"
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Mr. Collier comments thus upon it:—
" * Let, let be !' is addressed to Paulina, who offers to draw
the curtain before the statue of Hermione, as we find from a
manuscript stage direction, and the writer of it, in a vacant
space adjoining, thus supplies a missing line, which we have
printed in italic type :—
Let be, let b e !
Would I were dead, but that, methinks, already
L am but dead, stone looking upon stone.
What was he that did make it ?"

I t should be remarked that there is no comma,
after the Avord " dead," in the manuscript. The
introduction of that comma is an emendation of Mr.
ColUer's on the manuscript line. Besides, the mention of a "vacant place" is disingenuous, for the
space on which the line is Avritten was not altog-ether vacant, and had once been occupied by a previous attempt of the " old corrector," of Avhich the
words " looking- upon deade stone" are still legible,'^
though they have been erased with a penknife.
There can be little doubt that the line which formerly occupied this space was,
" I am but dead looking upon deade stone :"

Upon the erasure of this line, but not coincident Avith
it, has been Avritten this line :
" I am but dead stone looking upon stone."

The merits of this manufacture I shall have to discuss in another place.
" To Sir F, Madden and Mr. Hamilton I am indebted for
deciphering these words.
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In Corlolanus, act iii. sc. 2, occurs this passage :—

V. reproof.
" VoLUMNiA,
Pray be counsell'd ;
I have a heart as little apt as yours.
But yet a brain, that leads my use of anger
To better vantage."

The " old corrector" interpolates a line after "yours,"
" To brook controul without the use of anger."

So, in fact, the line stands in the Perkins Folio;
and so Mr. Collier gave it in Notes and Emendations^^ in the facsimUe which was subsequently made
for private distribution, in his one-volume edition of
Shakespeare, and in his Appendix to the Seven Lectures. And yet with a strange obUviousness, he
thus gives the line in his edition of 1858,^^
" To brook ?'ejp/'oo/" with out the use of anger;"

and tells us in a note,
" This line is from the corrected folio 1632, and is clearly
wanted, since the sense is incomplete without it."

VII, Ee-

serves V. reserve vice

resumes.

In Timon of Athens, act ii. sc. 2, Flavins la, r, , rn*

HieutS t h a t l i m O U

a
takes no account
How things go from him, nor resumes no care
Of what is to continue. Never mind
Was to be so iinwise, to be so kind."

Mr. Collier tells us in his Notes and Emendations^'^
that the " old corrector" reads the passage thus :—
" 1st Ed. pp. xxiv. and 357 ; 2nd Ed. pp. xxxi, and 361.
'" Vol. iv. p. 666 (!)
" 1st Ed. p. 389; 2nd Ed. p, 399,

MR.
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"
Takes no account
How things go from him; no reserve ; no care
Of what is to continue. Never mind
Was surely so unwise, to be so kind."

And so, indeed, it stands hi the Perkins Folio ', but
I must add, that " so" has once been struck through,
and too has been put in the margin, and been partially
erased. Mr. Collier gives the same version of these
two emendations in his one-volume edition of Shakespeare, and in the Appendix to the Seven Lectures.
And yet in his edition of 1858,^^ he gives the passage
thus: —
"
.
takes no account
How things go from him ; no reserves, no care
Of what is to continue ;''i9

In Much ado about Nothing, act ii. sc. 1, Bene- VIII. imdiet speaks of Beatrice "huddling jest upon jest^port^ble
Avith such impossible conveyance." The " old cor- '^-^^ impossirector" appears to have first drawn his pen through
" possible," and in the margin Avritten portable, thus
making the word importable; which is a word in
use in Shakspere's day. But not satisfied with
this, he scratched out the dot of the " i," and turned
the " im" into tin, thus making the Avord importable.
And in remarkable harmony AAdth this work of the
" old corrector," we find that in Notes and Emendations,^^ Mr. Collier tells us that the ^^ old cor'' Vol. V. p. 231.
^'^ This discrepancy, and the last, were first mentioned to me
by Mr. Staunton.
•'0 1st and 2nd Ed, p. 68.
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rector's" word Avas importable; but in the Seven
Lectures,^^ he tells us that the " old corrector's"
AVord is unp>ortable; Avhile in his edition of 1858,^^
he installs importable in the text, and tells us, in a
note, that such is the AVord of the corrected folio
1632. I must say this has the very ugly appearance of Mr. Collier having- forgotten that the " old
corrector" had altered his word, betAveen 1853 and
1856.
I Avill g-ive one more instance of discrepancy.
IX, The I n 2 Hen. VI. act iv- sc. 7, after the stage direcS i l e T v i . tion, '^Re-enter Eebels, with the heads of Lovd Say
and his Son-in-law," Jack Cade says, " But is not
this braver ?—Let them kiss one another, for they
loved well, Avhen they were alive." On this Mr.
ColUer has this note :—^^
" Here the corrected folio 1632, adds as a stage direction,
' Jowl them together,' and no doubt the rebels suited the action
to the word. The fact is related by HoUnshed."
NOAV, Avhere did

Mr. Collier get the word " together" ?
The "corrected folio 1632," has simply Joivle them.
I f we are to regard these cases of discrepancy as
mere errors of deciphering (!) or of citation, I must
regard it as unfortunate that we cannot conjure up
Congreve's ghost, and move him to write a second
treatise, to be entitled " Amendments of Mr. Collier's False and Imperfect Citations, &c. 8vo. 1860,"
instead of 1698, AA'hich is the date of Cong-reve's
retaliation, so entitled.
=" p. 168,

32 Vol. ii. p. 27,

=' Ed, 1858.

CHAPTER V.
THE PEEKTSTS FOLIO.—THE MTJSETJM INQUISITIOIS" ON ITS
MANUSCEIPT NOTES.

T H E preceding three chapters relate merely to Is the inkthe discovery of the folio, its supposititious pedi- gennme
gree, and its contents. The question as to whether i^l^ ^^^^ ^
the manuscript corrections are, what from their ^^^'^'^
character they pretend to be, in a handwriting- of
the 17 th century, or Avhether they are in a handAAriting of the 19th century, intended to simulate
one or more handwritings of the 17th century'-,
remains to be examined.
I t is obvious that there are three kinds of evi- The three
dence Avhich maybe brought to bear on the manuscript evidence
corrections, with a view to the settlement of that ^^^^^^l^question: 1st, That Avhich is called external evidence
—viz. the peculiarities of the forms of the letters and
signs employed, and of the ink or colouring matter
in which they are written ', 2ndly, That which is
called internal evidence—viz. the peculiarities of the
corrections themselves, irrespective of the AATiting;
and 3rdly, That which I may call the collateral
evidence—viz. the peculiarities of the conduct of
some person or persons in respect of the folio, and its
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manuscript corrections. I t is obvious that if the manuscript notes can be proved to be of the 19th centiu-y
by the sagacit}^ of palseographists and record-readers,
(though " the general," Avho know nothing of the
art of paleeog-raphy, may possibly not be convinced
by their testimony,) the notes are at once condemned
forgeries, however free from anachronism the corrections themseh'es may be, and hoAvever free fi'om
the taint of modern dealing by this or that person.
Accordingly, it Avas felt by all persons interested in
the question of the genuineness of the manuscript
notes, that the first thing to be done Avith them Avas
to submit them to a palgeographic scrutiny. While
the volume Avas in Mr. Collier's possession, there
Avere insuperable difficulties in doing this: for that
g-entleman having shewn his folio, under restrictions,
on two occasions to the members of the Shakspere
Society, and at two evening meeting's of the Society
of Antiquaries, and further having invited the Fellows of that Society to inspect it by daylight, under
restrictions,^ considered that he had done all that
could be desired to court and facilitate examination.
Presentation "When the volume had passed into the possession of
of the Per-

^

^

kins Folio to the late, and afterwards had become the property of
the late
Duke
of
^1^^ present Duke of Devonshire, there Avere still
Duke of
Devonshire,
1 See page 32. *' I t must also be distinctly understood that
no gentleman is at liberty to make memoranda," &c. Now
it is only by copious and laborious " memoranda" that a palseographic scrutiny of the Perkins Folio can be performed.
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great obstacles in the way of a palseographic scrutiny. Mr. Herman Merivale, indeed, says,^
" It lay in his Grace's library for two or three years, open
to inspection by respectable persons with very little diflSculty."

But this is simply untrue. I myself was more Difficulty of
than a year, using every means of seeing the book; ^^'^^^^ *° ^**
but the Duke's librarian refused to exhibit it, and the
Duke himself did not know where it was', and I
never could get a sight of it until it had been deposited in the Department of Manuscripts of the
British Museum.
The circumstances which ultimately led to the The occasion
Perkins Folio being submitted to a palseographic gg^jJ^^J^^^s
scrutiny were these : Among other means of getting British
a sight of the once mysterious volume was the
one of calling upon Sir F. Madden, the Keeper of
the Manuscripts of the British Museum, to use
his influence in getting the foho deposited there.
This course was suggested to me by the following incident. In the year 1856 I accidentally
met Mr. W. J. Thoms (the editor of " Notes and
Queries") in a bookseller's shop in the Strand or
Fleet-street, and in the course of half an hour's
pleasant conversation with him, I stated my conviction that the Perkins notes were not genuine.
He replied that he believed them to be so, and fortified his own opinion by citing those of other men
of letters. In particular he assured me that Sir F.
Madden believed the notes to be genuine. Having
' Edinburgh Eeview, April, 1860, vol. CLI. p. 478,
G 2
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great doubts about the correctness of Mr. Thorns'
statement, I went, accompanied by Mr. A. F. Mayo
(the son of Dr. Thomas Mayo), to call on Sir F.
Madden, in order to learn his opinion of the notes
fi-om his own mouth. He told me that he had
never expressed any opinion whatever about the
notes, and had never so much as seen the folio. I
did not mention Mr. Thoms' name in connexion
with the subject. This visit put it into my head
to apply to Sir F. Madden for the use of his influence in procuring the deposit of the Perkins Folio at
the British Museum. Accordingly, in the autumn of
1858, I again called on Sir F Madden. I told him
that I had been unsuccessful in seeing the Perkins
Folio at Devonshire House. I said that judging
from the use of certain words, and from Mr. Collier's
conduct in respect of a stag-e direction in one play
(Hamlet), and an emendation in another {AlVs well
that ends well), I was convinced that the manuscript
notes were spurious. Sir F. Madden's repty was,
that he could not believe that so large a number of
corrections could have been fabricated in modern
times; and added, with some Avarmth, that he was
a fi-iend of Mr. CoUier's, and was satisfied that Mr.
Collier's faith Avas above suspicion. I then inquired whether he (Sir Frederic) Avould have any
objection to write to the Duke of Devonshire, and
ask his Grace for the loan of the folio, in order to
submit it to a palseographic examination. He said
that he had no objection to do so, but that he was
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then so fully occupied that he must postpone for the
present making the apiDlication. I understand that
Mr. Staunton also called on Sir Frederic Madden
with the same object, and received substantially the
same reply. I n consequence of these tAvo applications. Sir Frederic Madden, Avith true courtesy, on
Sept. 6, 1858, addressed a request to Mr. Collier,
(rather than apply immediately to the Duke), that
he would procure him (Sir Frederic) a sight of the
folio. To this request—in fact to the letter in
Avhich it was contained, and which related to other
subjects—Sir Frederic Madden received no ansAver.
Official and other business intervening, he did not act
on his resolution of writing to the Duke till May 1859,
Avhen Professor Bodenstedt Avas introduced to him by
Mr. Watts of the British Museum, and the learned
Bavarian having expressed a g-reat desire to see the
folio. Sir Frederic promised to meet his AA ishes, and
at the same time to give several of his Shaksperiau
fi-iendsan opportunity of examining the volume. Accordingly on May 13th, he Avrote to the Duke requesting the loan of the volume for a short time, and by
his Grace's liberality it was sent to him on the 26th
of the same month, late in the day. I n the evening of the same day Sir Frederic wrote letters to
Professor Bodenstedt, the Bev. A. Dyce, Mr. W . J .
Thoms (a fi-iend of Mr. Collier's), and Mr. Staunton,
inviting them to see the volume.
On the foUoAving morning Sir Frederic Madden Sir F. Madand Mr. Bond proceeded to examine the manuscript Bond
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MS^^nSesl^^ notes ou palseographic grounds, and they were both
struck with the very suspicious character of the
Avriting-—certainly the work of one hand, but presenting varieties of forms assignable to diflerent
periods—the CAident pairiting over of many of the
Sir F, Mad- letters, and the artificial look of the ink. The day
opinion,
had uot passcd before Sir Frederic had quite made up
I his mind that the " old corrector " had never lived in
the 17th century, but that the notes Avere fabricated
The volume at a recent period. On the 28th May, Mr. Dyce
request ^^ camc to SCO the volume in Sir Frederic's study; on
the 30th, Mr. Forster; on the 31st, Professor
Bodenstedt -, and on the 1st and 2nd of June, Mr.
Bruce, a friend of Mr. CoUier's. On the latter day
Mr. Hamilton called his chiefs attention to the
numerous words deleted in the margin, either with
an acid or rubbed out, apparently with the finger,
and many more half efiaced. From the commencement of June not a day passed Avithout the volume
being inspected constantly in Sir F . Madden's
study by literary and other persons, and almost
ahvays in his presence.
On the 4th June I went to the Department of
Manuscripts with Mr. Staunton, and examined a
great number of previously selected passages in Mr.
Hamilton's presence ; but as the time for closing the
Museum had passed, and Sir F . Madden was not
there, I postponed all further examination of the
book till the Monday following, viz. the 6tli June.
On the morning of that day I again visited the
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Department of Manuscripts, and saAv the book in Sir
Frederic Madden's presence. Sir Frederic now told
me that, after a brief examination, he had come to
the conclusion that the manuscript notes were not in
the handwriting- of any known period, but Avere exceeding-ly clumsy imitations of some handwritings
prevalent in the 17th century.
Sir Frederic,
however, still very earnestly expressed his belief in
Mr. Collier's bona fides, and refused to alloAV his
opinion to be publicly expressed, lest such an expression might be used by Mr. Collier's opponents
to prejudice that gentleman's character.
During- this visit, while I Avas very closely ex- Discovery of
amining certain passages in the folio, I was sur- ^^"p^J^^fa.
prised by the appearance of a pencil mark or line ', gleby.
and on tracing it by the eye I concluded, perhaps
hastily, that it passed under the ink AVord. I accordingly directed Sir Frederic Madden's attention
to it. But Sir Frederic Madden did not appear to
attach any importance to the remark, and did not
pursue the inquiry I had suggested.
Within a week after this occm-red Mr. HamUton, Discovery of
while poring over the volume, discovered that its pondencTbemargins were covered Avith minute and half oblite- ^Jf^J Znd^^
rated pencU marks, some of which appeared to^P^^^iiipen/

1

,

^^

cU by Mr,

underlie the ink, and, what was a noAV feature, that HamUton.
all of them appeared to correspond with the ink AATiting.
H e at once called Sir Frederic Madden's
attention to these circumstances. Sir Frederic accordingly again looked through the volume page by
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, page, and Avas inexpressibly astonished to discover
hundreds of marks of punctuation and corrigenda in
pencil, more or less distinct, in an apparently modern
, hand, Avliich Avere evidently intended as a g-uide to
the " old corrector," in nearly all cases followed by
a corresponding- alteration of the text in ink. Entire Avords were also found written in pencil, and to
the eyes of Sir F. Madden, Mr. Bond, and Mr. Hamilton, it seemed clear that some of these penciUings
did underlie the ink.^ Mr. Hamilton writes:—^
Mr, HamU** I n the first place, they have none of the feigned antiquity
*f"lf"*ff°^* about them of the ink corrections, either in form or spelling,
esamiuation They are in a bold, clear handwriting of the present day, are
of the MS. evidently executed by one hand throughout, and have been
placed on the margins to direct the alterations afterwards made
in ink, and with which they invariably correspond. They are of
various kinds. Amongst the mosb common are crosses and ticks,
apparently used to call attention to words or letters requiring
correction. Some of them may, of course, be the " crosses, ticks,
or lines" which Mr, CoUier acknowledges he introduced himself;
but as cases occur where such pencU-ticks actually underlie corrections in ink, some of them at least must have been placed
on the margins before the " Old Corrector" commenced his
labours. The ordinary signs in use to indicate corrigenda for
the press are of common occurrence in the margins, while the
corrections indicated thereby are made in the text in the quasi'
^ To save " Indagators" of the Periodical Press the trouble
of finding a mare's-nest, I beg to call attention to the circumstance that I have derived most of the particulars of this narrative
from Sir Frederic Madden's letter to " The Critic " of the 24th
March, 1860, Avhich is reprinted in the appendix to this book.
* Inquiry, p. 24.
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antique ink.^ Again, whole syllables or words occur in pencil,
partially rubbed out, but stUl legible, and in which the character
of the modem handwriting is plainly visible; while in near
neighbourhood to them, the same syllable or word is repeated in
ink in the antique hand. I n some cases the ink word and the
pencil word occupy the same space in the margin, and are written one upon the other ; and in these instances the naked eye
readUy detects the fact that the pencil has been written prior to
the ink. As, however, the most positive evidence on this head
was desirable, its decision forming one of the turning-points
of the inquiry; Mr. Maskelyne, by permission of the Duke of
Devonshire, undertook to institute a series of microscopic and
chemical experiments on the subject. The importance of the
point lay in this: that since the pencil alterations were undeniably recent * * *, it followed that the ink corrections,
if written subsequently to these, must be modern likewise, however carefully an antique appearance might have been simulated
for them."

Professor Maskelyne's experiments were of three Prof. Maske.

. .

. 7

7

-

7

1

7

.

7

m

lyne's

three

descriptions—optical, chemical, and mecnanicai. 10 classes of exdetermine whether a given pencil line is above or P*^^^"^®^
beneath an ink line, it is necessary to observe whether the former is traceable through the latter AA'here
they cross, Avhich can only be satisfactorily done by
the aid of the microscope; or it is still better to remove the ink, mechanically or chemicaUy (according
to its nature), and then to observe whether the continuity of the pencil line is restored: if so, the pencil
was under the ink -, if not, the ink Avas under the
pencil.
^ See sheet no. IV., where I have presented the reader with
examples of the old corrector's mode of altering the punctuation of the Perkins Folio.
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Prof.Maske- This chemist, in calling- public attention to his
the use of the mode of manipulation, and its results, in " T h e
microscope. Timcs " of July 16th, 1859, s a y s : •' I suggested the use of an instrument which has already
done good service in an analogoixs case (that of the Simonides'
Uranius)—the microscope."

Mr. CoUier, in his Letter to " The Athenseum" of
Feb. 18th, 1860, Avrites thus :—
Mr. Collier " I n this undertaking he [Mr. HamUton] was avowedly aided
sSi^onfdes'^^ by Sir F . Madden and by Mr, Maskelyne, of the Mineral DeUranius for a partment, who brought for their use a microscope bearing the
microscope, imppgi^g a^d scientific name of the Simonides Uranius."

That the public should have mistaken the meaning
of " the Simonides' Uranius," was perhaps not improbable j but it certainly provoked no little ridicule to
find Mr. Collier ignorant of one of the most notorious
literary forgeries that the Avorld has ever knoAvn, and
perpetrating a blunder from Avhich, in the absence
of a knoAvledge of letters, his knoAvledge of English
grammar ought to have saved him. On the mistake
being brought to his notice, he excused himself by
confessing,^ " I have no pretensions to science of
any kind, and I mistook Mr. Maskelyne's parenthesis." " W h y this is a more excellent fatdt than the
other." I t Avas not Mr. Collier's ignorance of science
' that provoked the smile, but his ignorance of an incident in letters Avhich is as widely knoAA^n as his
Perkins FoUo. As Mr. Maskelyne says, it is " an
analogous case." Constantino Simonides, a Greek by
birth, and at present resident in Liverpool, after per6 Eeply, p. 23.
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petrating a long series of forgeries of Greek manuscripts, professed to have discovered a palimpsesf The Uranius
of a history of Egypt by Uranius. I t consisted of Simonides.
71 leaves, and each page comprised tAVo columns. ;
I n all there were 284 columns. That it was a palimpsest Avas evident from the fact that four other
manuscripts had originally been written, apparently
over the obliterated, or partially obliterated, work
of Uranius:—viz. 1. A work of Flavins Josephusj
2. A history of the Virgin Mary ; 3. A work of the
Emperor Constantino ', and 4. A history of St. John
the Baptist. All these were written in a 12th century hand; and through them Simonides pretended
to have discovered an underlying manuscript work
of Uranius. The palimpsest was submitted to the
ablest scholars of Germany j and with the single and
most honourable exception of Alexander von H u m boldt, all of them, including- the erudite Dr. Dindorf,
were completely convinced of the genuineness of the
Uranius manuscript. A large sum of money was
given to Simonides as the price of the palimpsest.
A t last, the suspicions of Professor Lepsius having
been aroused by the extraordinary confirmation AA'hich
Uranius gave throughout to his own system of
Eg-yptian chronoloeT? be called in the aid of Profes- T^^ forgery
^•^^

discovered

sor Ehrenberg, who applied to the manuscript his by the use of
powerful microscope, and at once discovered the fact scope.
' That manuscript is called a palimpsest which has been
written on the papyrus or parchment from which a previously
written manuscript has been expunged.
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that wherever the Avriting of the so-called palimpsest
was crossed by the 12th century writing, the ink of
the apparently old uncial letters in reaUty overlay
the writing of the other Avorks.* The result of this
' discoA'ery to Simonides, Avas his residence for a leng-th
of time in the dungeons of Berlin. The result of
Professor Maskelyne's scrutiny of the manuscript in
the Perkins Foho afiPords, as 3^et, no parallel to the
dungeon catastrophe.
Optically ; Professor Maskelyne reports thus :—
The result of " The microscope reveals the particles of plumbago in the holtue appnca- ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ paper, and in no case that I have yet examined does
microscope it fail to bring this fact forward into incontrovertible reality.
to the Per- gecondly the ink presents a rather singular aspect under the
Kins notes.
.
•'
^
.
o
r
microscope. Its appearance in many cases on, rather than in
the paper, suggested the idea of its being a water-colour paint
' rather than an ink; it has a remarkable lustre, and the distribution of particles of colouring matter in it seems unlike that
in inks, ancient or modern, that I have yet examined."^

The chemical

Chemically; Professor Maskelyne informs us that
the ink has a taste—

" unlike the styptic taste of ordinary inks, which it imparts to
the tongue, and by its substance evidently yielding to the action
of damp." But that "its colouring matter resists the action of
chemical agents which rapidly change inks, ancient or modern,
whose colour is due to iron."

The mecha- Mechanically; Professor Maskelyne informs us
nicaltest. , ^^^^^
^-^^seeming
seemingink—
ink
bat the
proves to be a paint removable, with the exception of a sUght
8 1 take this account from " The Athenseum," Feb. 16, 1856.
9 Letter in The Times of July 16, 1859.
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stain, by mere water," and that " its prevailing character is
tbat of a paint formed perhaps of sepia, or of sepia mixed with
a little Indian ink." " I have nowhere been able to detect the
pencil-mark clearly overlying the ink, though in several places
the pencil stops abruptly at the ink, and some seems to be just
traceable through its translucent substance, whUe lacking there
the generally metallic lustre of the plumbago. But the question
is set at rest by the removal by water of the ink in instances
where the ink and the pencil intersected each other. The first
case I chose for this purpose was a « in Fichard LL., p. 36. A
pencil tick crossed the u, intersecting each limb of that letter.
The pencil was barely visible through the first stroke, and not
at all visible under the second stroke of the u. On damping
off the ink in tbe first stroke, however, the pencU-mark became
much plainer than before, and even when as much of the inkstain as possible was removed the pencil stiU runs through the
ink line in unbroken even continuity. Had the pencil been
superposed on the ink, it must have lain superficially upon
its lustrous surface and have been removed in the washing.
W e must, I think, be led by this to the inference that the pencil
underlies the ink—that is to say, was antecedent to it in its
date ; while, also, it is evident that the " old commentator" had
done his best to rub out the pencU writing before he introduced
its ink substitute.
Now it is clear that evidence of this kind cannot by itself
establish a forgery. I t is on palseographical grounds alone
that the modern character of the penciUings can be established;
but this point once determined in the afiirmative, the result
of the physical inquiry certainly wUl be to make the " old commentator" far less venerable."

'.
Greueral rei^f„g\° i
,'
examination,

;

There are thus tAvo questions, quite independent T^^ ^Y'^ ^
.

7

questions lor

of each other, for the solution of palseographists:— the solution
1st. Are the ink-notes in a genuine 17 th century phists.
hand ?
2nd. Are the penciUings in a modern cursive ?
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Before entering on the consideration of the importance of keeping these questions distinct, a point
which has been fully recognized by the palseographists, but strangely lost sight of by the critics, I
will proceed to consider the features of the Perkins
Folio, of which Sir F. Madden and Mr. Hamilton
took especial cognizance, and Avhich are clearly detailed by the latter gentleman in his letter, published
in " The Times " of July 2nd, 1859. He Avrites :—
ton's account
of the Perkins Eolio,
and its MS.
notes.

" The volume is bound in rough calf (probably about the
middle of Greorge I I . ' s reign), the water-mark of the leaves
pasted inside the cover being a crown surmounting the letters
" G-, B . " {Georgius Rex), and the Dutch lion within a paling,
with the legend pro patrid ; and there is evidence to shew that
the corrections, though intended to resemble a hand of the
middle of the l7th century, could not have been written on the
margins of the volume until after it was bound, and consequently not, at the earliest, until towards the middle of the
18th,
I should enter more minutely into this feature of the case,
did not the corrections themselves, when closely examined, furnish facts so precise and so startling in their character that all
collateral and constructive evidence seems unnecessary and insignificant.
They at first sight seem to be of two kinds,—those, namely,
which have been allowed to remain, and those which have been
obliterated with more or less success, sometimes by erasure
with a penknife or the employment of chymical agency, and
sometimes by tearing and cutting away parts of the margin.
Ttie corrections thus variously obliterated are probably almost
as numerous as those suffered to remain, and in importance
equal to them. Whole lines, entire words, and stage directions,
have been attempted to be got rid of, though in many instances
without success, as a glance at the various readings of a first
portion of Hamlet, which I subjoin, ^\ ill shew.
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Of the corrections allowed to stand, some, on a hasty glance,
might, so far as the handwriting is concerned, pass as genuine,
while others have been strangely tampered with, touched up,
or painted over, a modern character being dexterously altered
by touches of the pen into a more antique form,'" There is,
moreover, a kind of exaggeration in the shape of the letters
throughout, difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile with a belief
in the genuineness of the hand; not to mention the frequent and
strange juxta-position of stiff Chancery capital letters of the
form in use two centuries ago with others of quite a modern
appearance, and it is well here to state that all the corrections
are evidently by one band ; and that, consequently, whatever
invalidates or destroys the credit of a part must be considered
equally damaging and fatal to the whole.
At times the correction first put in the margin has been
obliterated, and a second emendation substituted in its stead,
of which I will mention two examples which occur in Cymbeline
(fol. 1632, p, 400, c o L l ) : —
*' With Oakes unshakeable and roaring Waters,"
where Oakes has first been made into Cliffes, and subsequently
into Roches}^ Again (p, 401, col, 2),
" Whose Roof's as low as ours : Sleepe Boyes, this gate,"
'" As an instance, I may refer to tho play of The Tempest,
where the " old corrector," has first written some ks in modern character, and then, in a different coat of paint, prolonged
the downward strokes, so as to give the letters a more ancient
form. See also Othello, p. 357—where the g of the stage
direction on the ground, has two tails intersecting one another,
" The writer of the article in Notes and Queries, (second
Series, vol. ix, p. 210), asserts that " Clifffes" is written in pencil,
in an antique character, and founds on that fact a charge of disingenuousness against Mr, Hamilton. The assertion only demonstrates the utter incapacity of the writer to tell one kind
of writing from another. A few months apprenticeship to
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on the margin (a pencil cross having been made in the first
instance) Sleepe is corrected into Sweete, afterwards Sweete has
been crossed out, and Stoope written above.
There is scarcely a single page throughout the volume in
which these obliterations do not occur. At the time they were
effected it is possible the obliteration may have appeared complete ; but the action of the atmosphere in the course of some
years seems in the majority of instances to have so far negatived the chymical agency as to enable the corrections to
be readily deciphered.
Examples of these accompany this
letter, and I shall be surprised if in the hands of Shakspearian
critics they do not furnish a clue to the real history of the corrector and his corrections.
I now come to the most astounding result of these investigations, in comparison with which all other facts concerning the
corrected folio become insignificant. On a close examination
of the margins they are found to be covered with an infinite
number of faint pencil marks and corrections, in obedience to
which the supposed old corrector has made his emendations.
These pencU corrections have not even the pretence of antiquity
in character or spelling, but are written in a bold hand of the
present century. A remarkable instance occurs in Bichard
I I I . (fol. 1632, p. 181, coL 2), where the stage direction," with
the body", is written in pencil in a clear modem hand, while
* i.e. on the over* this the ink corrector writes in the antique and smaller
*^P<^^character, "with the dead bodie," the word "dead" being
seemingly inserted to cover over the entire space occupied by
the larger pencil writing, and " bodie" instead of " body" to give
the requisite appearance of antiquity.'^ Further on, in the
tragedy of Hamlet (fol, 1632, p. 187, col. 1),
record-reading might possibly dispel a few of his illusions,
which so happily blind him to every fact which prejudices his
friend Mr, Collier. Truth often suffers from the indiUgence of
an "amiable weakness,"
'* " The Athenseum" of Feb. 18th, 1860, devotes a column and
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" And crooke the pregnant Hindges of the knee,"
"begging," occurs in pencU in the opposite margin in the same
modern hand, evidently with the intention of superseding " preg-

a half of the Eeview of Mr, Hamilton's Lnquirg, to the proof
of the positions that body is an older orthography than bodie
and that the latter mode of spelUng did not come into fashion
tiU the reign of Charles I I .
The establishment of these points is intended as an answer
to the following argument, " Bodie," says our Manuscript
Department, " is an old form. Body a new form of the word.
Ergo, the rascal who wrote " bodie" in ink upon " body" in
pencil must have been a very recent rascal—" still alive" is the
charitable supposition,—and his adoption of the ancient spelling in his ink is neither more nor less than a fraudulent mystification." Having first stated this gloss on Mr. Hamilton's
position, (to prepare the reader's mind!) the reviewer proceeds
to quote Mr. Hamilton's own words. " On a close examination," &c. &c. The reviewer makes it appear that Mr, Hamilton's inference that the pencil writing is recent, is derived
from the modern character of the spelling. But this is not
the case. That inference is solely derived from the fact that
the pencil writing is " i n a bold hand of the present century,"
Now Mr, Maskelyne has established that the ink writing is
over the pencil writing. Therefore the ink writing is of the
present century. But it is in a 17th century hand, (or rather
it is a mixture of several distinct styles of that century,) Therefore the antique character of the ink writing is not genuine.
Now is the spelling consistent with the supposition that the
writer assumed the 17th century hand fraudulently ? Yes.
For while the pencil words are always spelled as they are in
the present day, the spelUng of the ink words corresponding to
such pencil words is sometimes obsolete. Thus where the pencil
word is body, the corresponding ink word is bodie. Such a fabricator would in all probability have preferred the spelUng bodie to
H
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nant" in the text. The entire passage from, " Why should
the poore be flatter'd ?" to " As I doe thee. Something too
much of this" was afterwards struck out. The ink corrector,
probably thrown off his guard by this, neglected to copy over
and afterwards rub out the pencU alteration, according to his
usual plan, and by this oversight we seem to obtain as clear a
view of the modus operandi as if we had looked over the corrector's shoulder and seen the entire work in process of fabrication, I give several further instances where the modern
pencil writing can be distinctly seen underneath the old ink
correction, and I should add that in parts of the volume page
after page occurs, in which commas, notes of admiration and
interrogation, &c,, are deleted, or inserted in obedience to
pencil indications of precisely the same modern character and
appearance as those employed in correcting the press at the
present day. Tivelfth Night (fol. 1632, p. 258, col, 1) :— " I
take these Wisemen, that crow so at these set kind of fooles,
body (in the ink word), 1st, Because the former was the spelling
of the period succeeding the date of the 2nd folio—to which
period the "old corrector" professed to belong. 2nd, Because
by choosing bodie, rather than body, he would obviate an objection which might (however untenable) be derived from body ; for
though body is an archaic form, it is also the most modern:
whereas bodie is an archaism, and is not modern.
This reply is sufficient to rebut the argument of '* The Athenseum," But I might go still farther: I might, consistently
with facts, deny the writer's statement, that the spelling body
is older than bodie. I believe bodie to be the older form. Certainly both were used indifferently in Shakspere's day. Thus
in " Dialogical Discourses of Spirits and Divels," 1601, in the
third dialogue (pp. 64—98, inclusive), bodie occurs one hundred
and twenty three times, and body only j/?t'e times : whUe in " A
Treatise of Specters," &c. 1605, in chapter 5 (pp. 43—49),
bodie occurs twenty five times, and body sixty times.
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no better than the fooles Zanies." The corrector makes it
" to be no better than," &c. Here the antique " to be" is written over a modern pencil *' to b e " stUl clearly legible, A few
lines further down the letter I is added in the margin over a
pencil I.
I n Hamlet (fol. 1632, p. 278, col. 1) :—
" Oh, most pernicious woman !"
is made into—
" Oh, most pernicious and perfidious woman !"
but here, again, the " perfidious" of the corrector can be seen
to be above a pencil "perfidious" written in a perfectly modern
hand,^^
I n Hamlet (fol. 1632, p. 276, col. 2), the Une
" Looke too't, I charge you ; come your way,"
has been altered by the corrector into
" Looke too't, I charge you ; so now come your way,"
in the inner margin. The words " so now," in faint pencil and
in a modern hand, on the outer margin, are distinctly visible.
Immediately below this, and before
" Enter Hamlet, Horatio, Marcellus,"
the corrector has inserted " Sc, 4,"
This would seem to
have been done in obedience to a pencil " iv." in the margin.
I n King John (fol. 1632, p. 6, col 2),
" Austria and France shoot in each other's mouth."
The corrector adds, as a direction, at this line " aside ;" the same
word "aside" occurs likewise in pencil in a modern hand on
the outer margin."

This most excellent description of the actual state
of the Perkins Foho cannot be too often repeated.
'^ See facsimile facing title-page.
H 2
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I t is a picture of the actual fact • and not a statement in it has ever been, or to the best of my
judgment can be, impugned. I have devoted much
time to the examination of the once m^^sterious
volume: and though I could from my own original
resources give an exact and faithful description of
its contents, I am satisfied I could not improve on
Mr. Hamilton's portraiture, and therefore avail myself of his language and examples 3 and his inferences, drawn Avith professional skill, and brought
forward Avith as much modesty as is consistent AAdth
confidence in his own judgment, I most conscientiously endorse.^*
I will simply call attention to the selection of
Avords and phrases Avhich I haAe made from the
manuscript annotations of the Perkins Folio, for the
sheet of facsimiles, no. I V . Here the reader Avill
observe several examples of the pencil-AATiting underIjdng the ink ', and many more would have been
added but for the over-scrupulousness ("hyper^^ I t is noteworthy that in one place, viz. Comedies, p, 278,
the bottom of the page, comprizing nearly the whole margin,
has been cut away with a knife, probably to get rid of some
lengthy addition of which the old corrector had repented. Mr.
Collier speaks of the book as having sufi^ered from " the falling
of the lighted snuff of a candle, or the ashes of tobacco."—(Notes
and Emendations, 1st ed. Introduction, p, vi,) Now at pp, 325-8,
in King Lear, it seems to me that the paper has been wilfully
burnt in order to get rid of some corrections, or still more probably of a suspicious erasure.
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squeamishness," Mr. CoUier would call it) of Mr.
Ashbee, who positively refused to attempt the facsimile of any pencil-writing, however legible, that
was not distinct, and as the reader already knoAVS,
the great mass of the pencil instructions of the folio
are " half obliterated." Mr. CoUier complains^^ of
Mr. Hamilton for having- given only fifteen of the
" infinite number " of pencil AVords and marks. I n stead of that he should have given Mr. Hamilton
and Mr. Frederick G. Netherclift credit for not attempting the representation of pencil-writing which
in thousands of places is very indistinct, even where
it is perfectly legible. The question was not " what
pencil words can be read ?" but, " Avhat pencil words
can be represented by lithography ?" I n the sheet
referred to the reader will observe traces of th in
pencil under the th of the Avord both; portions of
Enter Duke in pencil under the stage-direction.
Enter Duke Angerly, and under the correction ing,
for s in the word " parts," are traces of the same correction in pencil, Avhile the pa Avhich protrudes from
the left of the ink correction shcAvs that the Avhole
AVord painting Avas first written in pencil.
I n the stage-direction Venice still, the reader will
observe that the " old corrector " has yielded to his
habitual inclination to the right, and has thus fallen
into the pseudo-antique cursive of the letter signed
" S. DanyeU," which is given in facsimUe in sheet
no. I X .
'* Eeply, p. 21.
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RevicAvers of Mr.Hamilton's letters and book, haA'^e
fallen into a strang-e mistake, Avhich Avas first committed by Mr. R. Grant White in " The Atlantic
Monthly Advertiser" for October 1859, and has since
been repeated, and still more strenuously m-ged by
a writer Avho calls himself " Scrutator," in a pamphlet Avhich is characterized only by disingenuousness,
feebleness, and inconsequence. The mistake is this.
These writers assume that the primal evidence of
forgery, in the case of the ink corrections, is the fact
that they correspond with pencil-Avriting of a more
or less modern character, some of AA^hich respectively
underlie the ink corrections with Avhich they correspond. I t is then attempted to be shewn either that
the pencil-writing may be a cursive of the 17th
century, or that there are two pencil hands, of Avhich
the older only is ever found to underlie the ink.
I t is therefore inferred that, since that j^encil-Avriting-, AAdiich must have been written before the inkA^riting-, may be of the 17th century, the ink-Avritiiigitself may be as old as its character Avould lead one
to believe.
The primal
This is all wrong. The ptrimal evidence of forevidence of
gery lies in the ink-writing, AND IN THAT ALONE.
forgery.
All evidence that rests on the judgment of palseographists is necessarily of a kind Avhich is not susceptible of verification by any but palseog-raphic
experts. If Mr. Hamilton presents his readers with
a facsimile by Mr. Frederick G. Netherclift, any
one Avho has an eye and a pair of compasses may.
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by comparing the facsimile Avith the original, arrive
at an independent judgment on the fidelity of the
representation. But if Sir Frederic Madden pronounces an opinion that a particular piece of antiquelooking writing is not a g-enuine antique, but a
modern simulation, the public have but the alternative of accepting- Sir Frederic's ii^se dixit, or rejecting*
his skill as a palseographist. I n the case in question,
all the palseographists who have examined the manuscript are of one opinion. Sir Frederic Madden,
Mr. Bond, and Mr. Hamilton of the British Museum j
Sir Francis Palgrave, Deputy Keeper of Her Majesty's Public Eecords', Mr. W H . Black, formerly
Assistant Keeper of ditto, and Mr. T. Duffus
Hardy, Assistant Keeper of ditto; Professor BreAver,
Header at the Rolls, and several others of less note,
have unhesitating-ly pronounced the ink-writing spurious, on palseographic grounds, not a single palseographist having yet ventured to dissent fi-om that
decision. This conclusion having been arrived at,
the discovery of the pencil-Avriting-, which indeed
throAvs every other feature of this case into the shade,
becomes sig-nificant. With the knowledge already The secondacquired that the ink-writing is a modern simulation, offorgery!'^^
it becomes obvious that the pencil marks and notes
are the sug-gestions for corrections which in the vast
majority of cases have been followed. The only
motive Avhich could induce a critic to charitably
suppose, on the one hand, that the pencil-writing—
especially where it underlies the ink (!) —is a cursive
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of the 17th century, or, on the other, that one
hand wrote the corresponding- pencil-writing (longafter the ink-writing had been executed) for purposes of interpretation, and that another and an
older hand wrote those pencil corrections, Avhich
underlie the ink, for the direction of the scribe,—
the only conceivable motive for such kindly, but
far-strained suppositions vanishes, when Ave know (as
palseog-raphists do), or believe (as the public must
do, if they have any faith in palseography), that, by
the ink corrections alone, the fabrication is proved.
We are then at liberty to dismiss from our minds
the question—how can Ave reconcile these pencil
marks AA'ith a belief in the genuineness of the ink
corrections? and instead, Ave have to consider how
to explain the pencil marks and corrections, on the
assumption that the ink corrections are in a simuConclusions lated hand. W e are thus left to the conclusions of
graSiic^^^' ^^^' senses, which are these :—
questions.
jg^^ That all the pencil marks and corrections are
in one handwriting.
2nd, That that handwriting is one of our own
day.
There is as much intrinsic reason for doubtinothese conclusions, as for doubting whether a letter
Avhich has been addressed to me by a strang-er, is all
in one liandAvriting, and in a handwriting of my
OAAm d a y .

CHAPTER VI.
T H E P E E K I N S F O L I O . — T H E AVEAK POINTS I N M B . COLLIEE'S
E E P L I E S EESPECTINO I T .

As Avas expected, Mr. Hamilton's assaults on the
genuineness of the " old corrector " called Mr. Colher himself into the field. I n reply to the former
g-entleman's letters, and that of Professor Maskelyne, Mr. CoUier wrote two letters to the editor of ^i'- CoUier's
-;

,

.

.

" The Times," Avhich Avere published in the imj^ressions of that Journal of July 7th and 20th, 1859.
I n the first of these letters he plaintively sa^^s,
" I am determined not to make the poor remainder of my
life miserable by further irritating contests; this is the last
word I shall ever submit to say upon the subject in print; but
if the matter be brought before a proper legal tribunal I shall
be prepared in every way to vindicate my integrity."

I n despite of this somcAA'hat petulant VOAA', he Avrites
a second letter to " The Times " eight days later j
and after the publication of the Inquiry of Mr.
Hamilton, he publishes tAVO replies, one in " T h e
Athenseum " of Feb. 18th, 1860, and the other in the
form of a pamphlet, in order^ to use his own AVords,
" that the bane and the antidote may be taken to2-ether."^
fe
As I cannot reprint these replies at length, I
1 Eeply, p. 1.

four replies.
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shall adopt the plan of extracting- from' them such
remarks as bear upon the various questions involved
in the discussion of the Perkins Folio, allowing all
Mr. Collier's observations on other disputed manuscripts to stand over for separate examination.
I n the course of a careful consideration of Mr.
Collier's replies, I have found many points on Avhich
his rejoinders are most unsatisfactory, and some on
Avhich they are certainly entitled to Aveight. I purpose to deal Avith the former class only. With
these deductions, the readers of Mr. Collier's replies,
so far as they concern the Perkins Folio, may take
them for what they profess to be. The points to
Avhich I am bound to except are the foUoAAdng :—
I . The manuscript corrected folio seen by Dr.
Wellesley in Rodd's shop.
I I . The pencil-Avriting- in the Perkins Folio.
I I I . Mr. Maskelyne's examination of the manuscript notes and emendations of the Perkins Folio.
I V The alleged similarity betAveen the handwritings in the Bridgewater Folio and the Perkins
Foho.
V The " G. R. and Dutch Lion."
V I . Mr. Hamilton's " Hamlet" collations.
V I I . Mr. Collier's capacity for fabrication.
V I I I . The testimony of Mr. Dyce to the excellence of the emendations, and Mr. CoUier's option
What Folio of appropriating them.
did^D?^Wel- I- What folio it was that Dr. Wellesley saAv at
Kodd'sslwp? I^^f^<^'s s^^op it is impossible to say Avith certainty.
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Dr. Wellesley has informed me that he has inspected
the Perkins Folio, and is of opinion, that it is the
identical book : but he is not certain; nor does he
speak of an}^ special mark by which he is enabled
to establish the identity. But whether there be
any such mark or not, Ave cannot tell, OAving to Dr.
WeUesley's refusal to be cross-examined.
One reason there is which Avould lead to the belief that the Perkins Folio is not the book he saw
at Rodd's shop. If, as we learn from the Notes
and Emendations,^ Mr. Collier took the folio home,
it Avould seem that Dr. Wellesley could not have
seen it in Rodd's shop, unless he and Mr. Collier
were there together. Mr. Collier did not deviate
from this statement till after he had received Dr.
WeUesley's letter. Then he Avritesy^
" I t so happened, that just after I had left Eodd's, and had
secured my purchase by paying for it, leaving the volume to be
sent home, the Eev. Dr. H , Wellesley entered the shop, looked
at the book, and seeing the MS. notes, which I had not seen,
wished to become the possessor. Eodd informed Dr. Wellesley
that the old folio had been already sold^ for the very price I had
given for it."

I n his Reply^ Mr. Collier gives us this version of
the incident:—
" My frequent course was to call at Eodd's on my way from
Kensington, to see what he might have that was new and inte3 1st Edition, Introduction, p. vii.
3 The Athena)um, Feb. 18, 1860.
* This is Mr. Collier's construction of an ambiguous phrase
in Dr. WeUesley's letter.
^ Page 8.
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resting to me, and if the book or books I had bought were of
any size, to go on towards the City, and on my return to carry
away my purchase by an omnibus. I did not ordinarily give
Eodd the trouble of sending all the way to my house. Such I
feel pretty sure was the case with the Perkins folio: I left it
in the shop until my return, and then "took it home" with
another folio,"

Without wishing- to be hypercritical, I must say,
this looks something like cooking evidence. The expression, " I t so happened, that just after—" does
not rest on Mr. CoUier's memory (for, by his own
account he " had left Rodd's"), nor on the testimony
of any one else. Dr. Wellesley is unable to say when
it Avas that he paid Mr. Rodd this visit^ on the date of
Avhich so much depends. But, says Mr. Collier, it
was just after he had left the volume to be sent home.
This is ie^iimony pro re natd Avith a vengeance. I n
Notes and Emendations, Mr. Collier takes the folio
home. But when Dr. WeUesley's evidence turns up,
and it becomes possible to make that gentleman's visit
synchronize Avith Mr. Collier's departure from Rodd's
shop, then the testimony underg'oes a rifacimento ;
and it then turns out, that Mr. Collier left the folio
behind him: else hoAV could Dr. Wellesley have seen
it then and there ?
When Mr. CoUier Avrote his letter to " The Athenseum," he forgot having said in his Notes and Emendations that he took the book home. His attention
having been called to the discrepancy, he finds that
he left the book in Rodd's shop untU his return from
the city, and then took it home! What is this but
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?a\ ex post facto history? I n theology it is called ;
a harmony. But Mr. CoUier's hypothesis fails to ;
harmonize one discrepancy. If the book were left
to be called for, it Avas not left to be sent home.
I I . Mr. Collier nearly o'oes the leno-th of denyino* The fact and
n

•^

• .

•

1

T^

I .

origin of the

the very existence ot pencil-writing in the Perkins pencU-writFoho:—
^^s" What I mean to say is, that if such specks and spots of
plumbago be made, there is no word in our language to which,
with the smallest ingenuity, they may not be adapted."^

H e sa3^s " made," because he will hardly admit
that they have heew found.
Again :—^
" All I maintain is that the pencil-marks are so few, so small,
and so indistinct, that it is only by the exercise of the most
tortuous ingenuity that they can be transformed into words and
letters;"

I t is useless and childish to contend with facts.
I n reply to these denials of Mr. Collier's, I need
only cite three Avriters on his own side.—Mr. H .
Merivale'^ writes thus :—
" But then the mysterious pencil marks ! There they are,
most undoubtedly, and in very great numbers too."

The " Saturday" revicAver^ assumes their existence,
though he very g-rossly errs in saying that they are
not legible to the naked eye. " Scrutator" saj^s,
" The presence of the pencil no one who has examined the
book lately, at least with the aid of a glass, has denied.""'
6 Eeply, p. 21.
8 The Edinburgh Eeview, Ap. 1860.
10 Strictures, p. 7.

7 Eeply, p. 26,
» April 21,1860.
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I t is impossible to doubt that Mr. Collier really
believes in the existence of the penciUings ; else Avhy
should he nearly go the length of charging the
officers of the Museum with, having- first inserted
them, and then seduced Mr. Frederick G. Netherclift to torture them into Avords in imitation of Mr.
Collier's handAvritino- ?"
At any rate he is sure he never Avrote in pencil in
the folio. H e AATites:—'^
" I never made a single pencil mark on the pages of the book,
excepting crosses, ticks, or lines, to direct my attention to particular emendations."

And he further says,'^
" If there be upon the volume any penciUings by me, beyond
crosses, ticks, and lines, they wiU speak for themselves; they
have escaped my recollection."

This is certainly a very curious instance of defect
of memory. The simple fact is that, irrespective of
pencil emendations, notes, and suggestions, of Avhich
I shall speak hereafter, Mr. Collier has made very
free with the margins of the book, in writing upon
them in pencil such remarks as most editors, and all
methodical ones confine to their common-place books.
I have never kept any strict account of these remarks ; but, to substantiate my assertion, I have
jotted down a fcAV of them, which AVUI serve as a
sample of the mass, whose name is "legion."

" Eeply, p. 23.
'' The Times, July 7th, 1860.
" The Times, July 20th, 1859.
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Measure for Measure p. 70. c. 2
fire
note this.
Love's Labour's Lost. p. 133. c, 2/astiiig | I See Hamlet, 277.
„
p. 139, c. 1 MlVd hij I kingly See above " pure
scoffe".
All's well that ends well. p. 234. c. 2, to_A_success | trij So 1623
„
p. 256. c. 2. and beare bating | yet see 273
Hamlet.
p. 277. c. 2. fast in | lasting See LLL 133, This
is in Smith's—1765.

That all these pencil observations and scores of
others are in Mr. Collier's handAvritino" I cannot
for an instant doubt, as they are obviously in the
same hand in which the notes on the last board are
Avritten, and these Mr. Collier acknowledges to have
been written by himself.^'*
I t must be borne in mind that all such pencil
observations are of a distinct class from those Avhich
are connected with the ink notes and emendations, or
those which appear to be sug-gestions for emendations
not actuaUy adopted. All I Avish to say of these in
this place is that inasmuch as Mr. Collier's memory
has been shewn to be fallacious in respect of the one
class, surely it may be so in respect of the other.
I t is of the latter class that Mr. Collier endeavours
to discredit the existence at the time the book was
in his possession. H e AATites:—^^
" I exhibited the Perkins folio by candle light and by daylight,'^ and it was turned about in every possible direction by
1^ Letter to The Times of July 7th, 1860.
'^ Eeply, p, 25,
®
' " It was not perhaps convenient," writes Mr. Collier,
(Eeply, p. 10) to Mr. Hamilton, " to notice this daylight exhi-
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those who inspected it, and I never heard of an individual who
saw pencil-marks, until after the volume had been deposited in
the Manuscript Department of the British Museum."

We are further told that Mr. Collier never saw
any pencil marks Avhile the Perkins Folio Avas in his
hands ;^^ that the late Duke of Devonshire never
saAv any, nor a certain " intelligent Shakespearian
friend" of Mr. ColUer's, nor Mr. Netherclift, senior;
nor yet Avere they observed at the meetings of the
Shakspeare Society or the Society of Antiquaries in
1852-3.^^ But surely all these statements are consistent Avith Mr.Hamilton's theory. Do they not actually
form a part of it ? Of course, if Mr. Collier, as has been
insinuated, did fabricate the notes, having previous^
AA^'itten in the pencil directions, he Avould surely have
rubbed out the latter (i. e. for a time have rendered
them iuAasible), before exhibiting the folio for any
one's inspection, or inviting scrutiny to the manuscript notes. The fact that the penciUings Avere invisible in 1852-3, is quite consistent with the fact that
they became visible again after the lapse of five or six
years: for what is called rubbing out, is merely removing- some portions of the plumbago, and rubbing
up the fibre of the paper over the other portions of the
plumbago. The atmosphere Avhich affects the fibre
bition at all." The fact is, that no report of such an exhibition has been found. All we have is Mr. CoUier's invitation
in " Tbe Athenaeum," March 27, 1852, and his mention of three
exhibitions, before the Society of Antiquaries, in his affidavit,
" Eeply, p. 24,
'' Eeply, pp. 25 and 26.
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of the paper, Avill, it is Avell knoAvn, disclose some of
the plumbago so covered over: and thus
"Time will unfold what plighted cunning hides ;"

and pencil Avriting which has been rubbed out may
after a few years become legible again.
Mr. CoUier has another method of discrediting the
penciUings:—
" Is it not strange," he asks," if pencil-marks can be pointed
out, as supposed instructions for such words, and fragments of
words, as Mr, Hamilton has given us, that not the smallest
trace of pencil is to be found in connexion with the entire lines,
sentences, and parts of sentences, which abound in the Perkins
folio ?"^

H e then goes on to shcAV that this circumstance favours the supposition of the officers of the British
Museum having- fraudulently inserted, in pencil,
" specks and spots for the purpose of discrediting
the ink emendations," inasmuch as it would have
been easy to have applied them as hints for a lithographer in forming- short Avords, but impossible to
have done so by Avhole lines and sentences.^' Mr.
'" Eeply, p. 23,
^' Mr. Collier's insinuations and charges of fraud against his
opponents are none the less discreditable to himself because,
"moresuo" he qualifies them by such phrases as " I only suppose it," or " I cannot for a moment suppose," &c., or " I do
not at all mean purposely," or " I do not impute it," or " I am
bound here to acquit,^ &c., or " unknowingly I believe," and
various other " shows" of the like flimsy texture. They do not
serve to dissemble the malice of his charges ; but they amply
protect the writer against actions at law, which, I conceive, was
one reason why they were displayed.
I
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Collier must have taken leave of his senses if he supposed that by retorting- the charge of fraud, merely
b}^ way of speculation and Avithout adducing any
evidence, he could divert the public eye from the
facts of this case, and their bearing- on his own character. The public, as I have found from experience,
are slow to believe anything that discredits the good
name of a jmblic man: but Avhen once their suspicions
are aroused, no legerdemain can distract their attention : the}^ are then exacting judges of CAadence, and
unrelenting censors of him whom that evidence condemns. Nor Avill public connexions or private friendships avail him long-:—
*' When Fortunes in her shift and change of mood.
Spurns down her late belov'd, all his dependents
Which labour'd after him to the mountain's top.
Even on their knees and hands, let him slip down,
Not one accompanying his declining foot."

Putting aside Mr. CoUier's irrelevant retort, it is
easy to ansAver his objection. I t is not the length but
the feivness of the " Avhole lines and sentences," that,
in all probability, occasions the absence of the pencillings. A corrector using his pencil, as Mr. CoUier and
many others have done before, and Avill do again,
Avould find it necessai-}^ to pencil in the short corrections as a guide to the ink scribe (himself or another)
because they are so exceedingly numerous (from
twenty to thirty thousand), Avhile the " Avhole lines
and sentences," amounting only to eleven in all, would
be more conveniently inserted from pencil riders. This
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AA'ould be far preferable to Avriting so much in pencil
on a single maro-in, the obliteration of AA'hich mio-ht
be difficult or CA^en impossible, and the detection of
Avhich would be the ruin of the speculation. Surely
this is the true, as it is the obvious, explanation.
I I I . But Mr. CoUier would have us beheve that. Inferences
from Prof,

even admitting that the pencilling-s are bond fide, Maskelyne's
-in

^

^

, ' , 1

1

A'

examination

and ot a modern character, it has never been satis- of the MS,
factorily shcAvn that they underlie the ink. Mr. ^°*®^'
Collier writes :; —^^
" H e [Prof. Maskelyne] is mysteriously great upon the
question, whether in some places the pencil overlies the ink, or
the ink the pencil, apparently forgetting that if the pencil mark
overlies the ink, the pencil mark must have been made last:[!]
he admits, however, without reserve, t h a t ' in several places the
pencil stops abruptly at the ink.' Is not this decisive ? Why
does it " stop abruptly at the ink," but because the ink had
been previously written, and the person who made the pencilmark went no further than the ink would allow him ? Truly, all
this discussion about " the lustre of the plumbago," and about
the plumbago "just traceable under the ink," is too paltry and
puerile for a man of Mr. Maskelyne's scientific attainments;
and it almost makes one smile to read his grave and authoritative denunciation of the u in Richard LL, and of the " tick"
which " intersects each limb of that letter." If as, he tells us, the
pencil sometimes stops at the ink, there is an end of the question,
as far as every word so circumstanced is concerned."

Not at all. Mr. Maskelyne instances the case of
" a w in Richard I I . "
" A pencil tick," he says, " crossed the «, intersecting each
limb of that letter. The pencil was barely visible through the
'^ Eeply, p. 27
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firtit stroke, and not at all visible under the second stroke of the tt.
On damping off the ink in the first stroke, however, the pencil
mark became much plainer than before, and even when as much
of the ink-stain as possible was removed the pencil still runs
through the ink line in unbroken even continuity. Had the pencil
been superposed on the ink, it must have lain superficially upon
its lustrous surface and have been removed in the washing.'""

Here then is a case in Avhich the pencil line stopped
abruptly at the ink, as to one limb of the u, and yet
must have been written before that limb Avas written,
because that pencil line Avas found to underlie the
other limb of the w.
The question I V . Mr. Hamilton states that the manuscript
the writer of corrections in the BridgCAvater Folio,
in the Per" ^^^ ^^°^ ^^J modem, but, decidedly, by the same hand as
kins Eolio those in his [Mr. Collier's] more famous copy of the second
and the wri- -,.,• ,,24
terofthe
edition.

theMge^ To use "Scrutator's" elegant phrase. Lord EUeswater FoUo. niere " has knocked over one of the nine-pins," in
the following Avords, for permission to make use of
Avhich Mr. Collier thanks his Lordship :—
" There is no pretence, tohatever, for saying that the emendations in the Perkins Shakespeare are in the same handwriting
as those in my first folio : on the contrary, except as they are
(or profess to be") of the same period, they are gidte differentP"^

But I have authority for stating that this is a
garbled extract from the opinion Avhich Lord EUesmere Avrote for Mr. Collier, and Avhich (in its perfect state) he permitted Mr. Collier to make public.
'^ Letter in The Times of July 16,1859.
" Inquiry, p. 72.
"^ Beply, p. 45.
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But even if it were Lord EUesmere's ungarbled
opinion of the Avriting, Avhat is it AVorth ? Lord
EUesmere is entitled to his own opinion on the subject, and with that I have no Avish, as I have
no rig-ht, to interfere. The question, hoAvever, for
the public to consider is this—Is Lord EUesmere a
better judge of handwriting than the skilled palseographists of the British Museum ? I s it likely he
can be ? But to settle once for all the point of likeness or unlikeness betAveen the manuscript of the
Perkins Folio and that of the Bridgewater Folio,
I have given facsimiles of both in illustration of
Avhat appear to me some striking- features of resemblance.^*^
V We have seen that Mr. Hamilton found on The date of
the paper pasted within the cover of the Perkins mark m the
Folio the Avatermark of " a croAvn surmounting the ^ i S g .
letters " O. R." and the Dutch lion within a paling,
Avith the legend jiro patrid." I n addition to what
he says of this device in his first letter in " The
Times," he Avrites, in his Inquiry :~'^'^
" I have recently investigated this point minutely, and am of
opinion that tlie binding is even later than I had at first imagined. Paper of the same texture, and with the same watermark, was in common use from 1760 to 1780. See Haldimand
Correspondence, in the British Museum. I have seen a watei-.
mark almost identical in Dutch foolscap of the present day."

The point is not of much importance. But ]\Ir. Col''" See sheet of facsimiles, no. I I .
-' Pacre 133.
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lier has hung upon it a charge of dishonesty against
the officers of the Manuscript Department. H e
says,—^«
" The fly-leaf, with its " G. E . and Dutch Lion," so exultingly
dwelt upon by Mr. Hamilton, may easily have been inserted
even later ; but later or earlier, it has been abstracted from the
book; and when it came from the Manuscript Department, no
fly-leaf was found in it. I do not deny the " G. E . " nor the
" Dutch Lion ;" but, for aught that appears, all this was a pure
invention by Mr. Hamilton. He, or somebody else, has deprived us of the means of testing his assertion : as his " calf"
has been metamorphosed into a " sheep,"^^ so his " G. E . " may
by this time have been turned into C. E., and his " D u t c h
Lion " into an English one. Hence possibly, the present absence of the fly-leaf."

Here is a charge of theft,—theft of the most
odious kind', purloining- a ffy-leaf, because it bore
evidence against an opinion to Avhich the purloiner
had committed himself. With such apparent recklessness does Mr. Collier prefer the most serious
charges against the character of a rising- writer,
Avhose only offence is that he has been inconveniently
zealous in investigating- the origin of various manuscripts which, according- to his opinion, have for
years vitiated the biography and corrupted the language of Shakspere. JNTOAV on AAhat do Mr. Collier's charges rest? On the absence from the
'' Eeply, p. 28,
"^ This remark is in allusion to Mr. Hamilton's second letter, where he gives it as his revised opinion that the binding
was not in calf but sheep.
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Perkins Folio of a ffy-leaf to which Mr. Hamilton
expressly referred in his first letter in " The Times."
What are the facts ? I n that letter Mr. Hamilton
did not refer to any fiy-leaf. His AVords are : —
"The volume is bound in rough calf (probably about the
middle of George II.'s reign), the water-mark of the leaves
pasted inside the cover being a crown" &c.

I n his second letter he corrects the expression "rough
calf," and describes the binding as in "rough sheep."
" The fiy-leaf with its ^ O. R. and Dutch lion,'" is
an ex post facto invention of Mr. Collier's. I t is
ingenious, as it enables him to retort a charge of
purloining and dishonest}^ against Mr. Hamilton,
and no doubt has had its effect Avith general readers,
for whom it was expressly intended. I t is sufficient [
to say that Mr. Hamilton never mentioned a flj^-leaf
at all: that the Perkins Folio had no ffy-leaf when
it left the library at DeA'^onshire House: but that
" the leaves pasted inside the cover," are still there
to Avitness to the " G. R. and the Dutch lion."
Y I . JN^o reader of Mr. Hamilton's book, Avho The bearing
has the sUghtest interest in the Perkins Foho, canjf^*^^^^^^^^
feel otherAvise than STatefiil to him and Mr. Staunton ^^..J^^,- ^^
_
mil ton s Infer the table of the " Hamlet" collations. W e have quirymx the
divers versions of the contents of the Perkins Folio forgery,
from the pen of Mr. Collier, from not one of Avhich
is it possible to gather a correct notion of the
book. The collations of that single play are a perfect picture of the contents of the original, and a
just sample of the other plays in that A olume. Read
that table through, and you Avill have a thoroughlA'
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correct notion of the Avhole book.
Irrespective
of the question of g-enuineness of the manuscript
notes, the table is of the greatest value. But it has
a bearing on that question also, Avhich Mr. CoUier
fails to perceive. On the ^^ twenty-two pages Avith
the Old Corrrector's emendations of ^ Hamlet,'" [and
he should have added King Henry VI. P a r t I I . ]
he remarks,^"
" all that were really important [have] been pointed out
eight years ago, AVhat bearing this useless repetition can
have upon the question of authenticity, it would puzzle abler
men than Mr. Plamilton to explain. His real object was only
to prove my omissions;"

I t is, indeed, true that these collations have not,
nor Avere they intended to have, any direct bearingon the authenticity or genuineness of the Perkins
manuscript notes. Their indirect bearing is soon
shcAvn. Mr. Collier, as Ave have seen, calls the List
of Emendations appended to the Seven Lectures,
1856, " A list of every manuscript note and emendation," &c.; and in the Preface to the same Avork, he
speaks of this list as complete, and challenges his
readers to find so much as a sino'le omission. The
fact is, as I have already sheAvn, that his Complete
List does not contain half the notes and emendations
Avhich are legible in the Perkins Folio. Mr. Hamilton's object, clearly, ^^•as not merely to prove Mr.
Collier's omissions, but to substantiate one of two
things: either that the Perkins Folio had received

The xlthenaHuu, Eeb. 18, 1860.

See also Eeply, p. 23.
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large additions since 1856, or that Mr. CoUier had
deliberately and systematically stated Avhat he must
have knoAvn to be untrue; and I can only assume
that Mr. CoUier would accept the latter alternative ;
for he assures us that the omissions Avere intentional:
and from this it Avould appear that he does not regard
the Avant of veracity as a very serious defect.^^
The indirect bearing- of this alternative on the
questions of authenticity and genuineness is this:
If the first alternative be true, more than half the
emendations are not older than 1856 j and the rest,
being in the same hand, are thus proved to be
modern fabrications: If the second alternative be
true, no statement of Mr. Collier's can be believed.
^' Mr. Collier's notions of right and wrong seem very different from those of other honest men. Thus, at p. 53 of his
Reply, he says, " Whatever I may be, in the opinion of my
adversai'ies, I feel sure that he [Malone] was a man of honour
and principle;" having first told us (p. 47), that his (Malone's)
books, " the title pages of which he decorated with the old autographs [which he had cut from the Dulwich manuscripts], had
belonged to Dulwich College; for he contrived to persuade the
Master, Warden and Eellows, of that day, that Old Plays and
Old Poetry did not half so well become their shelves, as the
musty divinity, dull chronicles, and other volumes of the same
sort which he substituted. Hence the bulk of his collection ;
and he must have chuckled amazingly at his success in persuading unsuspecting people to make an exchange of works,
which would sell for hundreds of pounds, for others not worth
so many shillings," That is, according to Mr, Collier, a man
may be a swindler, and at the same time be " a man of honour
and principle" !
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One of the two must be true. Either is fatal to
Mr. Collier's pretensions for his folio.
Apart from
Y I L Mr. Collier, of course, repudiates the charge
the moral

question,

,

of fabricating' the manuscript notes, &c. He sajs,

could Mr,
I
.t
1.
1 -n
Collier have " I have had too much to do with my own plain round Engwritten the ijg]^ j^and (from which I never, even for a playful purpose,
MS. notes.P
,^
^ ,
n . n .
^- \ ^^
• attempted to vary) to be able to devote my time to the manufacture of public or private documents, and, as in the case of
the Perkins EoUo, to fill a volume of about a thousand pages
with innumerable notes, to say nothing of changes of punctuation in tens of thousands of places."

The statement in the parenthesis is untrue, if Ave
may believe Avhat Mr. Collier himself tells us in the
Preface to the Seven Lectures, 1856.^^ He there
says,
" My father taught me at an early age the use of abbreviated
characters, and I hardly know any species of instruction that in
after-life has stood me in greater stead,"

To write short-hand is surely to vary from his
" OAvn plain round English hand."
" jS'either," he writes,^* " have I ever enjoyed facilities absolutely necessary to such elaborate trickery. I n five out of
the eight houses I have occupied, since I married forty-five
years ago, I never had a study to myself: * * and when I
have had a study, I defy the world to show an instance in
which I ever turned the key of the door to prevent intrusion:"

Where was the occasion ? For he says in the
same letter:—
" For many years I seldom went to bed until other people
Avere rising,"
=' The Atheuajum, Eeb, 18, 1860,
'' The Athenajuin, Eeb. 18, 1860.

'' p. v.
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And for other facilities, he informs us that he
Avas an adept in removing- ink-stains, an art so profusely displayed by the " old corrector," though
time has often undone him in that respect. H e says,
" I myself have taken envelopes sent from difi'erent hemispheres east and west, and have obUterated the addresses by
the simplest application."^

However innocent Mr. Collier may be of the
charge of fabrication, surely these replies cannot be
said to give his case a better complexion.
Y I I I . I n his letter published in " The Times" What is the
p T 1
-nr /-i IT
•
01 J u l y / , 1 8 5 9 , M r . Collier w r i t e s : —

value of Mr.
Dyce's testimony, and
" I shall say nothing of the indisputable character of many of that of other
the emendations. The Eev. Mr. Dyce has declared, in his own critics, to the
1 1 ••
/• 1
1 • 11 1
exceUence ot
handwriting, that " some of them are so admirable that they the MS.
can hardly be coniectural," and, in the course of his recent im- emendations r
pression of the works of Shakespeare, he has pronounced such as
he unavoidably adopted, irresistible, indubitable, infallible, &e."
NOAV, to this I must say that whatever weight may
be accorded to the opinion of so ripe a scholar as
Mr. Dyce, I do not see hoAV it becomes overAA'helming, or irrevocable, because he has written it doAvn !
Mr. Dyce's opinion, hoAvever, on more than one
of the Perkins emendations, has been revoked.^*^
Surely a critic may change his opinion, despite
the lifera scripta.
Special and plausible emendations generally provoke love at first sight, and
ensure a favourable reception, too often a hasty
adoption. But these are just the very emendations
^^ Eeply, p. 55.

^ Dyce's Eew Notes, p. 8 1 .
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I Avhich are generally treated as paramours—em' braced as sources of gratification, and cast off" as
sources of corruption. Mr. Halliwell and the late
Mr. Singer have been as susceptible to the charms
of the Lights of the Perkins Harem as Mr. Dyce
himself, and Avith a like speedy repentance." But
Mr. Dyce has in his edition of Shakspere, finally
adopted several of the Perkins novelties. No doubt
of it. But he has adojited, besides some novelties
Avhich are indisputable and undisputed,^^ others
Avhich many critics believe to be utterly Avrong^
and some Avhich are the cast-offs of Messrs. HalliAvell and Singer. So that Mr. Dyce's judgment,
even as to the fcAV Avhich he has finally adopted,
is far from conclusive evidence that those few are
Avorthy to remain in the text.
Could Mr.
But Mr. Collier continues :—
CoUier have
appropriated " All this I might have appropriated to myself; and having
themby
^^j.^^. ^|^g corrected folio, 1632, I might have established for
burning tne
_
_
°^
folio in the myself a brighter Shakespearian reputation than all the comhrst m\ jxientators put together."
stance .P
|
^
°

\

The ansAver to this is obvious. Mr. Collier could
not, by having in the first instance destroyed the
Perkins Folio, have appropriated to himself the vast
bulk of the manuscript emendations therein, simph^
because the vast bulk of them are 7iot new. As to
^^ Notes and Queries, 1st Series, vol. v. pp. 436, 485, 556,
and the Editions of Halliwell and Singer.
^^ Such as " continue them,^'' vice " continue then,'''' in Lovers
Lahour's Lost, act v, sc. 2.
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those Avhich are UCAA^, hoAV many of them does Mr.
Collier believe that, in that case, the editors Avould
have adopted of absolute necessity into the text ? I
say ^ of absolute necessity,' " because " — I quote from
Mr. Arnold's first article in " Eraser's Magazine"—^^
" corrupt as the text of Shakespeare is acknowledged to be
in many places, few editors would venture to incorporate conjectural emendations, except in passages where no sense could
be made of the original; or where the alteration manifestly
recommends itself by its harmony with the context, and the
small amount of violence done by it to the printed text. Very
few of Mr. Collier's emendations are of this character; but
even as to those of less value, when they are brought forward
with the stamp of authority, we accept them, perhaps too
blindly, though often with reluctance, because we feel the
authority is too strong to contend against."

But destroy the source of the presumed authority, i. e. annihilate the authority, and all these
emendations " of less value," are at once rejected:
and Avith the fcAV stragglers that would then remain,
no editor or critic, not even one of Mr. CoUier's
" stuffed sufficiency," could create the reputation of
a Jackson or a Beckett.
Mr. Collier puts the case somcAvhat differently in
his Reply: —'^^
" To have suggested them would have made the fortune of
any man ; and, if I were the real author of them, what could
have induced me to foist them into an old folio and to give anybody else the credit of them.'"'

The answer is simply this; that of the emendations
that are noAV, very few indeed are of the indis"" January, I8C0.

"" Page 63.
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putable character. For the mass of those that were
ncAA^, Mr. CoUier, if he had invented them, could not
have obtained any consideration, unless he had invested them Avith the prestige of authority. By
foisting them into an old folio he might, certainly,
have given to emendations which, regarded as conjectures, are bad enough, sufficient Aveight with
those who accepted the authority, to supplant really
sound conjectural emendations, and, in most cases,
to supersede a better reading Avhich Avas already in
possession of the old printed text. And besides this,
he might, by a like insertion, have traded on the
gross capital of all the commentators that ever lived,
by putting a prodigious number of their emendations on the margin of his folio (as the " old corrector " has done); while the new emendations Avould
scarcely have afforded him a basis for a reputation
that could vie Avith even the third-rate editors, such
as Hanmer, or the third-rate commentators, such
as Grey. This is capable of direct proof.
Mr. Collier is not just or accurate in speaking- of
his rival editors. He says,—^^
" M r . Singer inserted many with very grudging acknowledgment, and adopted others, as if they were his own improvements : Mr. Knight behaved in a more straightforward
way, but availed himself of them. The Eev. Mr. Dyce has
been driven to the hard necessity of doing nearly the same,
with this salvo, that in order to discredit the Perkins folio, he
has asserted, unknowingly I believe, [!] that some of the best
changes of the text were contained in Mr, Singer's corrected
^' Eeply, p. 63.
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folio, when Mr. Singer never had a corrected folio that presented them, or anything like them." * * * [speaking of
" diseases " for degrees, " mirror'd " for married, and two other
emendations]"^ " The two first of these changes of text the
Eev. A, Dyce vindicates on the ground that they are supported
by corrections in Mr. Singer's folio, as well as in the Perkins
folio, when the fact is that Mr. Singer's folio has neither of
them."

'Now the fact seems to be this : when Mr. Singer
found an emendation in his own corrected folio, he
gave the emendation on that authority', and he no
AA^here, as far as I know, ever published any of the
Perkins emendations as his own. JN^or did Mr. Dyce
put forth his statements respecting- these emendations Avithout authority: both diseases for " degrees,"
and mirror d for " married," are stated by Mr.
Singer to be in his corrected folio, Mr. Collier's
rash contradiction notAA'ithstanding-.*^
As to the value of these two emendations and
several others which Mr. Collier has promoted to
the rank of stalking-horses, I shall have much to
say in support of in}?- opinion that they are all inadmissible, and nearly all prima facie bad. Mr. Collier not unnaturally regards these and many others
with admiration. " I f I forged them," he urges,
" Eeply, p 65.
« See Singer's Shakespeare Vindicated, pp. 112 and 198 : at
the same time, I must be allowed to express my surprise that
the public have not heard anything of this corrected folio
since Mr. Singer's death, though his large and valuable library
has been broufrht to the hammer.
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" the least they [his opponents] can do is to give me
credit for them."** But unfortunately this Avide
concession can hardly be granted, inasmuch as the
great bulk of them belong to the various editors and
commentators of Shakspere, both old and new.
Those that Mr. CoUier has a title to he Avill certainly
have the credit of. They Avill be found at pp. 194
and 195 of this work. As to these, Mr. Perkins
might have used toAvards Mr. Collier the words of
the late Earl of EUesmere, Avhen his Lordship forced
the BridgCAvater manuscripts upon him : " They
are as much yours as mine j consider and treat them
as your own."
*' Eeply, p. 32,

CHAPTER YII.
THE PERKINS EOLIO,—PHILOLOGICAL TESTS,

So soon as the manuscript corrections of Mr. Test-words
. .

and test-

.

word its ap-

Collier's folio, 1632, Avere promulgated, verbal critics phrases.
cast about for such intrinsic indications of genuineness
or spuriousness as those corrections might present.
The obvious method of testing- the genuineness of the
corrections Avas to select a Avord or phrase Avhich had
the appearance of being modern in sense, or idiom, and
by an induction of instances in AA^hich the Avord is employed by writers of the last two centuries to prove,
or at least to attempt to prove, the negative, that such
Avord or phrase Avas not in use at all, or in a particular sense, till a certain period', and of course if
that period were subsequent to the ostensible date
of the manuscript notes, the " old corrector" would
be deg-raded into a modern simulator.
IN^othing is so slippery as the proof of a negative. \,
I n the case of the fabrications of Chatterton, a s in those
of the Irelaiids, the spelling alone ought to have been
sufficient evidence of fraud; but in the absence of a
knowledge of obsolete orthography, the frequent
recurrence of yts or its ought still to have been
conclusive CAddence of the spuriousness of the ma- '^he test.

nuscripts. I n this case the negative was susceptible piled to the
of proof, and has since been proved. I t is this: geries,
the genitive its does not occur in English literaK
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ture till 1622. The first folio of Shakspere is the
earliest dated printed book in which the word is
found. Thus :—
" How sometimes Nature wiU betray it's folly ?
Lfs tendernesse ? and make it selfe a Pastime
To harder bosomes ?"—Winter's Tale, act i. sc, 2.

Dean Trench greatly understates the fact when he
says he believes it occurs but three times in all Shakspere.^ Pemble, who died in the year 1623, employs
the word in hisAvorks, 1635, p. 171, " I f faith alone
by its OAvn virtue and force," &c. if Ave may trust
the fidelity of the editor. I n all the printed books
that have been searched having a date prior to
1622, and they are legion, his, her, hit or it, are
employed in the sense of the genitive its.^ NOAV in
Vortigern and Rowena, its occurs jY^i^r times, in act i.
alone', viz. " its master-piece," " its nourisher,"
^^ its golden rays," and " its instinct j " and neither
his, her, hit, or it, in the sense of the genitive its,
ever occurs at all. Its then is a test-Avord that
conclusively proves that the Ireland manuscript Avas
of a later date than 1623, a conclusion sufficient to
prove it a forgery of the last centm-y. But though
1 EngHsh Past and Present, 1855, p. 9 1 .
~ I am aware that the dateless quarto of Hamlet, in the line,
" I t lifted up it head,"—(Act i. sc. 2.)
has its for the second " it." But before that case can be cited
against my position it must be proved that the quarto in question was printed before 1622, which I do not believe. I t is
generally assigned to the date 1607, on the strength of an
entry in the books of the Stationers' Company, which seems
to me to refer to the missing quarto of 1609.
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this point was missed in the case of the Ireland for- other tests
geries, yet others quite as conclusive were seized Jl^nd Eorg'eupon. Malone had a test-word or test-phrase for ^^^^•
nearly every document he examined. Thus,in a "Deed
of Gift to William Henry Ireland " is a narrative of
a Avater adventure in which the drunken Avatermen
" upsette" the barge. Of this Avord Malone says,
" i t has crept into our language, I think, within
these fcAV years, but certainly Avithin this century f^
Rolls and tea, brynge forward, and many others,
Avere simUarty employed by him as instruments for
the detection of forgery.
In like manner mig-ht the scholars of Berlin have A test-phrase
found conclusive evidence of the spuriousness of the iSus forgery!
palimpsest of Uranius, to Avhich I have already ad- 1
verted', for the manuscript contained the phrase
Kar €fiyi> ideaj/, which, in the intended sense of
" according- to my idea,'"^ does not occur in any ;
Greek writer of the age of Uranius, or of any earlier
time. But, strange as it may seem, the phrase did
not arouse the suspicions of those scholars.^
Now it Avas proposed to do by the manuscript
notes in the Perkins Folio just Avhat in these cases
had or should have been attempted.
3 Inquiry, 1796, p. 219,
* That is, wQ ip.oiyE doKEl. Oddly enough the word idea was
a test-word selected by Malone for proving the modern origin
of the verses to Queen EUzabeth (one of the Ireland forgeries)
where the line occurs—
" No words the bright idea can pourtraye,"
Lnquiry, 1796, p, 100, note.
» The Athena'um, Eeb. 16, 1856.
K 2
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The late Mr. Singer once thoug-ht he had found

test-word,

^. p

'^ , .

.,

, °

a satisiactory test-Avord m wheedling, into which the
manuscript corrector uuAvarrantably alters " wheeling," in Othello, act i. sc. 1 :—
" Tying her duty, wit and fortunes
To an extravagant and wheeling stranger
Of here and everywhere :"^

but, as Mr. Collier cautiously observes of this and
some other Avords, " it is not impossible, * * *
that they Avere in earlier use than our lexicographers
represent."^ In fact Samuel Butler employs it—^
" His business was to pump and wheedle''
P . ii. 0, iii. 1. 335.

and,
" Which ralliers in their Avit or drink
Do rather wheedle with than think."
P, in. c, i. 1. 759-60.

A book, called Tlie Art of Wheedling or Insinuation,
was published in 1679; and I believe it Avill be
found that the verb to wheedle occurs in Avorks published long anterior to these.
Mr. Staun- Another attempt to apply a test-word to the maword,
nuscript corrections Avas made by Mr. Staunton.
He long ago sug-gested to me that the emendation
of thirst, rice "first," in Coriolanus, act ii. sc. 1,^
Avas indicative of a recent origin of the manuscript
corrections. This criticism rests on these assump6
The
•^
8
*

Notes and Emendations, 1st ed, p. 449 ; 2nd ed. p. 467.—
Text of Shakspere Vindicated, 1853, p. 279.
Introduction to 1st ed. of Notes and Emendations, note.
Hudibras, 1663.
Notes and Emendations, 1st ed, p. 3 5 1 ; 2nd ed, p . 355.
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tions :—1st, that " complaint" in the sense of malady,
(i. e. the medical sense) was not in use till after the
middle of the eighteenth century j and 2ndly, that
the phrase " said to be something imperfect in favouring the thirst COMPLAINT," would be nonsense, unless
" complaint" were there employed in the medical
sense. Now I think the latter position indisputable;
but I have not examined a sufficiently large number
of instances to arrive at any decided opinion on the
former point. However it is not improbable that
this test-word may ultimately be found to be of
great value in the determination of the question of
the genuineness of the manuscript notes of the disputed folio.
Mr. HaUiweU remarks'^ that the word drench, ^r. HaUi•' weU s test-

which the " old corrector" substitutes for " dreo-s" in word.
a passage in The Tempest, act ii. sc. 2,
" tiU the dregs of the storm be past."

" appears to be more modern than Shakespeare's
time." Unless it can be shewn that it is more modern than the second folio, it will be of no use as a
test-word.
Mr. Dyce^^ has a similar argument on the " old ^^- Dyce's
, ,

.

corrector s alteration oi the line,
" This unheard sauciness and boyish troops,"
King John, act v. sc. 2.
*° Observations on some of the Manuscript Emendations, &c.
1853, p. 8.
" Strictures on Mr. Collier's New Edition of Shakspere,
pp. 97-98.

test-word.
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The " old corrector"^^ substitutes of for " and," apparently under the impression that " unheard" meant
%mheard-ofl The line then Avould mean—the King
does not fear harm from this tmheard-of sauciness
of troops composed of mere boys. This " old cor1 rector," then, Avas not old enough to know that in
Shakspere's day, and even later, "unheard" was
merely a mode of spelling ^mhair'd. "Unhair'd
j sauciness," then, does not require the conjunction,
which " unheard-of sauciness" does.
Again : those who accept either Mr. Staunton's
reading-,^^ or Johnson's first interpretation of the
soldier's speech in Timon of Athens, act v. sc. 4, and
especially of the tAVO lines :—
" Timon is dead, who hath outstretched his span.
Some beast read this : there does not live a man."—

Avill doubtless found an argument against the antiquity of the Perkins Folio, upon the substitution of
Warburton's rear'd, for " read."^^ For myself I entertain no doubts that, sooner or later, this argument
will be conclusive ag-ainst the antiquity of the manuscript notes. But until the leading- critics are unanimous in accepting the old text, the substitution of
'^ Notes and Emendations, 1st and 2nd ed. p. 210.
'^ Edition of Shakspere, vol. ii. p. 503.
" Notes and Emendations, 1st ed. p. 394; 2nd ed. p. 405.
Mr. Dyce, I trust, will be the last editor to adopt that most
execrable suggestion. From Mr. Dyce's note, I can hardly
think the alteration satisfactory even to himself.
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course proves nothing to the public against the antiquity of this alteration.
Again : the " old corrector's" substitution of kills
for " dies," in the following passage from As you like
it, act iii. sc. 5,—
" Will you sterner be
Than he that dies and lives by bloody drops ?" '*

looks very much as if he, like Mr. Collier of 1844,
did not know that " dies and lives" was a phrase
of common use in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, in the sense of, " subsistsfrom the cradle
to the grave f'' but Mr. Collier of 1858 stiU tenaciously clings to his eminently " droll" emendation
of dines, vice " dies."
Again: in a well known passage in 2 Hen. IV.
act iv. sc. 1, the " old corrector" has substituted report
of war for " point of war," apparently in profound
ig-norance that a point of war meant, and, indeedj
still means, a strain of martial music played on the
trumpet or the drum.^''
Even these examples, and I could give many
others (especially from Mr. Dyce's Strictures, passim),
form an important array of tests Avliich the " old corrector" has not passed, and by some of which he is
condemned. And yet, in the face of these, Avhich
(with one exception) I brought together in the most
'" Notes and Emendations, 1st and 2nd ed. p. 134.
'^ Notes and Queries, 1st Series, vol. vii. p. 542.
" Staunton's Shakespeare, vol. i. p, 603,
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prominent form in my Shakspeare Fabrications^^
the Avriter in " The Edinburgh Review" remarks
that it " is no common testimony to his [the supposed
forger's] strange ingenuity," that he " has escaped
the ordeal of test-Avords:" i. e. supposing that the
one which I have yet to mention should turn out to
be as g-reat a failure as that revicAver and the bellAvether Avhom he follows have conceived it to be.
A Avriter, who blunders AA ith a pitiable fatality, in
" The Saturday RevicAv,"^^ expresses the same view,
in still stronger terms:—
" Considering the reckless profusion with which the emendations of all descriptions, from the insertion of new lines down
to mere corrections of the punctuation and stage directions,
are lavished, this failure to detect intrinsic proof of fraud, in
the shape of literary errors and anachronisms, after the most
rigorous scrutiny, is evidence of no slight kind in favour of the
genuineness of the volume.'*

Mr. Brae's
test-word.

Assailed by
the Eeviews

This is the mere effusion of ignorance. A cursory perusal of chap. I. of my Shakspeare Fabrications, Avould have saved this Avriter from committing himself to such a statement.
One of the earliest attempts to prove the modern
origin of the manuscript notes of the Perkins Folio
by means of a test-Avord was made by Mr. A. E.
Brae of Leeds. His test-AVord was communicated to
the editor of "Notes and Queries "and myself in 1853,
and I made it public in my Shakspeare Fabrications.
Since then it has been ignorantly and wantonly
'' Chap.

April 21, 1860.
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assailed by every rcAnew that has taken cog-nizance of
the Collier controversy, with the single exception of
" The Literary Gazette." I t is, perhaps, to the credit
of certain of these journalists that they did not allow
their interests to interfere with their conscientiousness in shewing' no quarter to this test-word. Indeed
I do not know whether my coadjutors were not more
severe upon the unfortunate monosyllable than my
opponents. A little more caution hoAvever Avas to
have been expected. The test has sui-Adved their
onslaughts, and is still more vigorous than ever.
In Coriolanus, act iv. sc. 7, the folio g-ives us the The text in
(.-,-.

.

which it

lolloAvmg passage:—

occurs.

" So our virtue
Lie in the interpretation of the time,
And power, unto itself most commendable,
Hath not a tomb so evident as a chair
T' extol what it hath done."

In the corrected foho, 1632,^" the passage stands The Perkins
^

^

^

^

gloss.

thus:—
" So our virtues
Live in th' interpretation of the time.
And power, in itself most commendable,
Hath not a tomb so evident as a cheer
T' extol what it hath done."

Mr. R. Grant White was so enamoured of the Mr, E, G.
emendation of cheer, for " chair," that he ajjplied gloss.
himself to out-perkins Perkins, and proposed to read
the line in which that change was made—
" Hath not a tomb so eloquent as a cheer."
'"' Notes and Emendations, 1st ed. p. 361; 2nd ed. p. 366.
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But Mr. Richard Garnett^' proposes to read tongue
for " tomb," Avondering AAdth the revicAver of " The
Athenaeum" for August 20th, 1859, hoAv a tomb can
extol. Surely it is the chair Avhich is given to extol
what the man of power and Adrtue has done! I
should not Avonder if some future Perkins should
adopt all three suggestions, and instead of
" Hath not a tomb so evident as a chair,"

read,
" Hath not a tongue so eloquetit as a cheer !"

Meaning of
the Perkins

gloss.

I apprehend no intellio-ent person Avho reads the
T

.

passage, as corrected by Perkins, will doubt for an
instant that a cheer is there intended to be understood in the sense of a shout of applause. Among
the many reviewers Avho have assailed my criticism,
I have met with only one who did not tacitly assume this point. One, indeed,^^ ventured to say that a
cheer might mean countetumce or bearing, in the
passage in question. But the statement is characterized by nothing- but headlong blindness, and
does not merit serious refiitation.
I t struck Mr. Brae, upon reading- the passage,
" Hath not a tomb so evident as a cheer
To extol
. ".

that the word cheer Avas necessarily employed in a
modern sense, and immediately undertook a close
examination of the chronology of the words cheer
21 The Athenseum, Oct. 15th, 1859.
22 The Atlas, Sept, lOth, 1859.
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and cheers, the result of Avhich Avith some of the
details of the investigation he communicated to
me. That result Avas that a cheer, in the sense of
a shout of applause, was not in use till the present
century, and that consequently it is a test-AVord
which proves the manuscript notes of the Perkins
Folio to be of recent origin. Nothing that has
since been written upon the subject has in the
slightest degree invalidated the soundness of this
criticism.
I n the first place I must call attention to the dis- Distinction
tinction betAveen the use of three cheers, and a cheer, three cheers
in the sense of an audible expression of applause. ^^ ^'^ ^^^^'
Supposing that it could be shewn that the phrase
" three" cheers was employed to express shouts of
applause before A.D. 1750, and which I challenge
the world of letters to prove, it might still happen
that a cheer Avas not so employed until A.D. 1800,
or thereabouts, which I challenge the world of letters
to disprove. To confound three-cheers Avith a cheer,
Avould be as ignorant a proceeding- as to confound
the phrases " manning the yards,'"' and " manning
a yard." Before 1750, I find that three cheers is a
conventional phrase employed by sailors to express
a naval salute. On the contrary, a cheer did not
mean anything of the kind', nor do I believe that
any such a term Avas used by saUors till it became a
land expression for a shout of applause ', and that it
did not do till the present century.
'^'^ A nautical salute.
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The archaic meanings of cheer (subs.) are—
.
'
1. Countenance, bearing-.
e. g.

" Which publique death (receiv'd with such a cheare,
As not a sigh, a looke, a shrink bewrayes
The least felt touch of a degenerous** feare)
Grave life to Envie, to his courage prayse,"
Samuel Daniel's Civill Warres, st. 57.
(Works, 1602, fol. 8).

2. Comfort, cheerfulness.
e. g.

" The pretty Lark, climbing the Welkin cleer,
Chaunts with a cheerf^ Here peer—I neer my deer."
" Or, if they sing, 'tis with so dull a cheer
That leaves look pale, dreading the winter's near."
Shakspeare's Sonnets, x c v u .

" And when shee saw him there, shee sowned three times,
* * * so when she might speake, shee * * * said,
* yee mervaile, fair ladies, why I make this cheere' "
The Historie of Lling Arthur, in. p, 337 (1858).
*' Who forth proceeding with sad, sober cheare,"
Faerie Queen, L Canto xii. v. 21.

3. Sustenance, entertainment.
e. g.

The archaic

" Tou do not give the cheer "
Macbeth, act iii. sc. 4.

There is but one archaic meaning of three cheers,

meaning of
•
i
i j.
three cheers. ^IZ. a Uaval SalutC.
"* Gigenerous in the original.
^* With a cheer; i.e. with a gladsome energy, or as we now
say, ivith a ivill.
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I n my former Avork^^ I erred not on the side of expansion but on that of restriction. I asserted for a
cheer AA^hat was true only of three cheers, viz. that the
phrase was first used by saUors in the time of Queen
Ann ', not indeed in the sense of an acclamation
of applause, but one of encouragement, or salutation—in other words a salute. This part of my book The
was quoted by its revicAver in " The Atheneeum " of commits a
August 20th, 1859 ; yet in the face of my OAvn too ^l^^^^^.
conceding qualification a Avriter in " The Athenaeum"
of Feb. 18th, 1860, quotes from a work called '^The
Diary of Henry Teonge, Chaplain on board His Example
Majesty's Ships Assistance, Bristol, and Royal Oak, niary.
anno 1675 to 1679," an example in 1675 of three
cheers, as a naval salute; and strangely exhibits the
extract quoted as a refutation of my criticism.
Clearly, if that extract refiited my position, my own Eeply.
confession ^^ did so far more conclusively. Even if
^ I n my Shakspeare Fabrications (p. 11), I confessed that
a cheer did mean something audible " before it acquired the
admirative sense." In this I committed an error. I should
have said " three cheers meant something audible before even a
cheer acquired the admirative sense." I continued, " There is
no doubt the first use of a cheer in that sense was a nautical
use," This was a part of the same error, I should have said,
*' There is no doubt the first use of three cheers was a nautical
use," I added, " I n the time of Queen Ann sailors began to
use the term with a restricted meaning, viz. an acclamation of
mutual encouragement; but NOT of admirative applause."
I
should have said, " an acclamation of mutual encouragement or
salutation, but not of admirative applause."
*' The Shakspeare Eabrications, p. 11.
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" the time of Queen Ann," were an expression to be
interpreted literally, the period I indicated began some
fourteen years anterior to Teonge's first voyag-e.
If, on the other hand, the phrase be taken to mean
" the reign of Queen Ann," then, the ansAver is, that
if the phrase 3-cheares could upset the test (a cheer)
it 7vould do it as effectually if current in Queen Aim's
time, as twenty years sooner. Thus, in either case, to
all intents and purposes, my position is as effectually
refuted by my own admission, as by the example
adduced by " The Athenaeum," if refuted at all. I n
point of fact then, this now famous citation of the mrntical use of three cheers, in the Diary of that quaint,
and punch-drinking chaplain, Avas a mare's-nest, the
discover}^ of Avhich has been proclaimed with ffourish
of trumpets by the editor of " Notes and Queries," and
by the Avriters in "' The Edinburgh RcAdcAv" and " The
Saturday RevicAV." Teonge's Diary, in the first place,
does not contain more than one example of the use
of cheer, (subs.) and there it is used in the sense of
countenance or bearing.'^^ Secondly, it contains, not
merely eight, (as " The Athenaeum" has it), but twelve
examples of the use of three cheers. And to prevent
the possibUity of mistake I Avill cite them all.
" 21 June, 1675.
All the re-

" By 6 in the morning all our ladys are sent on shoare in our

maining
pinnace; whose weeping eys bedewed the very sids of the ship,
instances of ^
^^ The only phrase in which cheer occurs there is the following, " Lament, lament with dolefuU cheare," Teonge's Diary, p.
64. I n " The Saturday Eeview," (Ap. 21, 1860), it is positively
stated a cheer in the sense of a cry of applause, " is found several
times in a Diary written between 1675 and 1679." !
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as they went over into the boate, and seemed to have chosen three cheers
(might they have had their will) rather to have stuck to the ]^iarT^^^ ^
syds of the ship like the barnacles, or sheU-fish, then to have
parted from us. But they were no sooner out of sight but they
were more merry; and I could tell with whom too, were I so
minded.
As soone as the boate was put ofi" from the ship, wee honour
their departure with 3 cheares, 7 gunns, and our trumpetta
sounding."^

This is the example cited by "The Athenaeum ;"^°
Avith the exception that the writer omitted the
preamble, whereby he made it appear — Mr. Collier
Avould say "unintentionally of course" — that the
" 3-cheares" Avere given to extol the deeds of some
departing- crew: instead of Avhich, that salute was
given to animate a boat-load of weeping wives and
SAveethearts. Nor need the Avord " honour," as used
here, excite any doubt of the soundness of my criticism : for—
1st. It is playfully used of a grand naval salute
—P^(^yf'^('lly given by the captain and his crcAV to a
set of Availing- Avomen—to divert the grief of the
men, and to amuse and comfort " our mornefuU
ladys."
2nd. Honour does not necessarily bear a j^lciusivc
sense:-—is it not an every day conventionality meaning nothing ? Does not a lord honour his tenant by
shaking- hands AAdth him ? Does not a candidate thus
honour a voter ? Does not a Avriter feel honoured by
''' Teonge's Diary, p. 14.

™ Eeb. 18, 1S60.
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addressing his correspondent.^ And is there the
slightest approach in any of these cases to applause
for deeds performed ?
The foUoAving are the remaining eleven instances:
6th August, 1675,
The Sattee cuming up to us about 11 of the clock, the Syppio
and the Thomas and AVilliam (boath bound for Scanderoond)
com under our starne,and boath salute us; the first with 3 cheares
and 7 gunns, whom wee thank with 5; the other with 5 gunns
wee thank with 3 ; and so all part.—p. 51.
8th August, 1675.
Here wee find only on of our English shipps crusing about,
viz, the Newcastle, a 4*'' rate frigott; whom we salute with
3 cheares, and they answer in a like manner.—p. 5 1 .
6th December, 1675.
All the Alopeenes and Captaines dined on board us ; were
extreamly merry, wishing us thousands of good wishes, and
drinking our healths over and over againe. At 4 in the afternoone they all went oif: wee gave them 3 cheares, and 11 gunns;
every on of them haveing dranke Snt, George in a rummar as
he went over the ship syd ; so wee part.—p, 101.
8th March, 1675-6.
At 8 a clock our ship takes leave of Sir John,^' and salutes him
with 11 gunns and 3 cheares ; and he nobly saluts us with as
many: wee returne him thanks with 5, and so part;—p. 144.
20th April, 1676.
The Gaw, and the Create Bashaw cam to see our ship;
whom wee salute with 5 gunns and 3 cheares.—p, 151.
24th June, 1678,
This day Capt. Tho, Langston and his Cornett cam to see
our Capt. from Canterbury ; and wee were Yevy merry. They
went on shoare about 7 ; and at their going off wee gave them
3 cheares, and 7 gunns.—p. 243.
^' Sir John Narborouirh.
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17-18th July, 1678.
I made my scabbard new. The sam day the Lord Strandford and his lady, and her sister, and severall others, cam from
Sandowne Castle on board us. At their departure we gave
them 3 cheares and 9 gunns.—p, 245.
15th November, 1678,
The fleete proves to be our Newfound Land fleete : the Woollidge their convoy ; whoe gave us 3 cheares and 5 gunns. Wee
gave the sam ;—p. 264.
16th January, 1678-9.
** every Captaine departed from his old ship, and was received
into his new ship, with 3 cheares, and drumms beating, and
trumpetts sounding,"—p. 275.
23rd March, 1678-9.
About 3 the Woolwich and her 5 merchants com and joyne
with us ; so that now wee doe not feare aU the pickaroons in
Turca. Shee cam to our starne, and wee saluted her with 7 guns
and 3 cheares, shee did the same; we gave her 3 more, she did
the same ; we thanked them with on more, she did so too; and
so we sayle together.—p. 293.
23rd AprU [! ], 1679,
This day cam the Governor and many more brave fellows on
board us to see our ship. At their departure wee gave them
3 cheares and 15 gunns.—p. 301,
NOAV

it Avill be obvious to every impartial mind Remarks on
these ex-

that in each of these twelve examples the expression, amples.
3 cheares, has nothing- to do with applause. I t is a
mere naval salute ', and as such it is significant from
being- addressed to animated objects. I t may countenance, inspirit, encourage or comfort, in a AVord,
cheer the souls to Avhom it is addressed; but 3 cheers
to extol deeds done is literally preposterous, and Avas
never read or heard of till the latter half of the last
century
L
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The modern use of cheer, as a substantive, cer• i

• •

,

i
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i

•

M
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of cheer. taiuly Originated irom the practice among sailors oi
saluting Avith shouting repeated three distinct times;
and this being- always friendly and encouragingcame to be known by the conventional name of three
cheers.
Eesume of
My positious then are these :—that up to about
the facts.

1800 this threefold cry Avas not called " cheers" unless it Avas repeated thrice ', that in a conventional
form it Avas then knoAvn as " three cheers;" and that
up to about 1750 this phrase was not used to signify
three shouts on terrdfirmd, or by landsmen.
To cheer in England, and Saluer de la voix in
France, meant to utter three shouts by way of
salutation.
" Saluer de la voix
to salute with three cheers, &c,"—
Ealconer's Erench Appendix to his Sea Dictionary, (a new
edition, corrected, &c,, 1789.)
" To cheer . To salute a ship en passant by the people all
coming upon Deck and huzzaing three times : it also implies encourage or animate."—British Mariner's Vocabulary of Sea Phrases. Moore, 1801.

The use of

Here we haA^e the term huzzaing. Now I contend that before 1750, what we noAV call a cheer
Avas called, on land, a huzza. I cannot absolutely
prove this, but a large induction AAdiich I have made
has coiiA inced me that such is the fact.
Here are a fcAV instructive examples from the
reports of our Avars Avith France in 1743.
" Our Lines halted half Way to the Enemy to give the
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Soldiers Time to breathe; and having given a general shout or
Huzza, marched on to the Enemy with great Alacrity."—Gentleman's Mag. July, 1743, p. 383.
" The only Huzza the French gave was at their Eetreat, and
that but a feint one. Our Army gave such shouts before we
were engaged," &e.—Lbid. p, 386.
" Then the Eoot gave an Huzza, and fir'd very fast; but our
Men fir'd too fast for them, and soon made them retreat, and
then gave another Huzza and fired."—Lbid. p. 387.

There is also an account of an exploit, the retaking- of the standard at the battle of Dettingen,
related in the same volume^^ in these words :—
" Our brave dragoon instantly formed a design of retaking
it—made furiously towards the gens d'arms, and, presenting his
pistol, shot him through the Head. The standard happened to
fall into his arms—upon which he clapped it between his legs
and rode as fast as he could through the ranks of the Enemy,
in doing which he received five wounds in the face, head, and
neck, two balls lodged in his back, three went through his hat,
and he rejoined his regiment in a very weak condition, as may
be imagined, who gave him three huzzas on his arrival."

If the word " cheers" had then been in use on
terrdfirmd in a plausive sense, Avhere would it have
been so likely to be knoAvn and emploj^ed, as in the
English army composed, as it is, of men of all
grades and pursuits, and where so likely to have been
applied as to an exploit so gallant, and so notorious,
performed in the face of the Avhole army ?
But by 1769, I find "'three cheers " i n use on The use of
land J thus in the Report of the Shakspere JubUee^^ oifiandln'^
1769.
''' October, 1743, p. 552.

'' 11th Sept. 1769.
L 2
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in the " Gentleman's Magazine" for 1769, p. 422,
we readj—
" and Mr. Garrick, (whose behaviour exhibited the greatest
politeness with the truest liveliness and hUarity) [drank]
another [bumper] to the memory of the Bard, to which was
subjoined three cheers, at the instance of your humble servant."
NOAV the question here is, in Avhat sense Avas this
expression, " three cheers," used ? Was it an acclamation of applause ? I Avill not take upon myself to determine such a refinement of philology:
nor is it expedient. I do not Avish to be dogmatic j
but I am convinced that the expression three cheers
Avill not be found in use on land before 1750. I n
what sense it Avas used after that date up to 1800
is of no manner of consequence. The earliest use
Campbell's J have fouud of a cheer in the nautical sense is in
misuse of a

cheer.

Campbell's Battle of the Baltic, A^ hich I think Avas
first published in 1800. I n this we read,^*—
" Again ! again! again!
And the havoc did not slack.
Till a feeble cheer the Dane
To our cheering sent us back ;—"

But I cannot find that a cheer Avas employed in
the modern sense of a shout of applause till some
time after the beginning- of this century.
I n a case like this the most that can be done is
to raise a strong probability for the alleg-ed chronology of the word or phrase AA'hich is the subject of
'^ Stanza iv.
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the criticism. I t is then open to any opponents to
refute the position if they can, by the simple process of producing an instance of the Avord or phrase
before the presumed date of its introduction. We
haA^e seen how the writer in " The Athenaeum " has
attempted to do this by the present test-Avord and
failed. Let us now see how other periodicals have
dealt Avith the question.
A Aveekly paper called " The Bulletin " came out The article
in 1859. I t did not attain an extensive cu-culation, letm.
nor, judging- from the fcAV numbers Avhich I have
seen, did it deserve one. The number for June 11th
of that year contained an article on the Perkins Folio.
The Avriter pretended to prove that the manuscript
notes w^ere a modern fabrication, on the single
gTound that in Coriolanus, act 2, sc. 1, in the
passag-e, ~
" Your prattling nurse
Into a rapture lets her baby cry
While she chats him ;"

the corrector had superseded " chats" by cheers.
The Avriter in " T h e Bulletin" argued thus:—
" The verb ' to cheer,' in the amended passage, is used in its
modern sense of hurrahing or shouting approvingly. Now in
Shakspeare's time, and for 150 years afterwards—we believe
we might state a longer period—the word had no such signification, and therefore it is evident that the ' old corrector's'
alteration is a modern deception,"

On July 5th, of the same year, i. e. three days
after Mr. Hamilton's first letter had appeared in I'ettersigned
Looker-on"

" The Times," a long extract from " T h e BuUetin"inTheTimes,
article was re-published in " The Times," being pre-
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faced by a letter from a " Looker-on," beginningthus, " Let credit be given where credit is due," and
claiming for the Avriter in " The Bulletin" the credit
of being the first to prove that the manuscript notes
of the Perkins Folio are modern fabrications.
Considering that " The Times" had inserted
" Looker-on's" letter, and the extract fi*om " The
Bulletin " from ignorance or precii^itancy, I wrote
to the editor of " The Times " a short letter, temperately pointing out that " Looker-on's " claim on behalf of the writer in " The Bulletin" Avas founded on
a mistake; that the word cheer, was indeed an excellent test-AVord, and did occur in manuscript on the
margin of Coriolanus in the Perkins Folio; but that
the word was the 7ioun singular, not the verb', and
that the passage on which it Avas foisted by the " old
corrector" was one in the ivth act and 7th scene of
that play. Moreover I learn that a gentleman of
the highest critical attainments, unknown to me
addressed a letter to " The Times" in reply to
" Looker-on's" letter, pointing out, and provingthat the verb to cheer Avas used in Shakspere's day
in the sense of " hurrahing- or shouting approvThe Times ingly." Neither of these letters Avere inserted in
S S r
" The Times."
From this suppression of the truth it became
evident that the writer of the article in " The Bulletin," " Looker-on," and the staff of " The Times,"
had some common interest, Avhich rendered it highly
inexpedient that "The Bulletin" article should be
refuted.
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At this time the proof sheets of my little book on
The Shakspeare Fabrications were g'oing through
my hands; but I took no notice of " The Bulletin,"
deeming- that its mis-statements might be left to
oblivion, or, as it might happen, to refutation by
those who attributed to the paper a greater importance than I did.
" The Bulletin" itself expired shortly afterAvards;
but its mis-statements were destined to survive in
the pages of " Eraser's Mag-azine." Before adverting- to this part of the story, it is necessary that
I should state exactly the posture of the question at
the time of the publication of my little book.
The statements of " The Bulletin" are these:—
•' The verb ' to cheer' in the amended passage, is used in its
modern sense of hurrahing or shouting approvingly. Now in
Shakspeare's time, and for 150 years afterwards—we believe
we might state a longer period—the word had no such signification."

The first statement is " begged."
..^xTi--,

1 7

If " to cheer," The state•,.„-,

1

mentsofThe

ill the passage " VV hue she cheers him, be taken BuUetin rein the sense of to enliven, the sense is perfect, and
to cheer is used in an archaic sense. The second
statement is utterly untrue. To cheer in Shakspere's
day was used in the " sense of hurrahing- or shouting- approvingly." Thus, in Phaer's translation of the
^neid, the words, "Excipiunt plausu pavidos,"^^
is rendered
*' The Trojans them did chere—"

and this book Avas first published in 1558. So that
'* ^ n e i d . lib. v. 1. 575.
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" The BuUetin" article, and " Looker-on's" letter go
to what our transatlantic cousins descriptively call
*^' almighty smash."
Mr. Singer's The late Mr. Singer, in his Shakespeare Vindi^^^ '^ ^'
cated, 1853, p. 214, ventures to say of the emendation cheers, vice " chats," that
" it savours too much of recent times. * * * Cheers is
never used by Shakspeare in the sense of applauding."

Doubtless Mr. Singer Avas right in stating that the
verb to cheer is not used by Shakspere in the sense
of to applaud; but he committed an error in saying
that " it savoure too much of recent times." I t Avas
as familiar English in Shakspere's day as in ours.
These are the facts, then, as to the use of the verb
to cheer, in the sense of to applaud, and of the substantive singular a cheer, in the sense of an acclamation of applause. The former Avas familiar in Shakspere's day, the latter probably came into use in the
present century.
Mr. T. J.
In " Eraser's Magazine" for January last, in an
mistake and article OU " The Shakspeaidau Discovery," appeared
T^^tlon ^^" ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^
Shakspeare Fabrications, and in
particular on my remarks in vocem, cheer. The
writer saj^s,
•' Dr. Ingleby * * has been anticipated in his objection
as to the modern use of the word cheer, by Mr. Singer * *
and also by a writer in the Bulletin,"

Now I have shewn that both these Avriters make
an assertion which is not borne out by facts: the
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statements of the writer in " The BuUetin" being
AvhoUy reversed and disproved. Nor did I anyAvhere
put forth such a statement as that in " The Bulletin"
or even that of Mr. Singer, My statements related to
another word—not a verb at all—but a noun substantive—with the advantage that my position had not
(and has not) been disproved. I accordingly wrote
to the editor of " Eraser's Magazine" complaining- of
the injustice that had been done me, enclosing, for
insertion, a letter of simple facts. That letter was
not inserted. In the February number of " Eraser's
Magazine" the writer of the former article, in a note
to a second article on the same subject, makes the
amende as follows :—
" To cheer is, as was mentioned in the note in question, [i.e.
the note appended to the first article] as old at least as Dryden;
Dr. Ingleby shews in his letter that it was used in the time
of Shakespeare. A cheer is, on the other hand, clearly a word
of comparatively recent introduction."

This reads very Avell: but the verb to cheer, in
the sense of to extol or applaud by shouts, was NOT
" mentioned in the note in question, to be as old at
least as Dryden." The remark was on the verb to
cheer, in the other sense of to encourage by shouts.
What I did shew w^as that to cheer, in the sense of
to applaud by shouting, Avas used in the time of Shakspere, which has little in common Avith the statement
of the writer of that note.
I t is not difficult to understand how the Avriter in
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" The Bulletin" obtained the hint as to cheer being a
test-word for the manuscript notes of the Perkins
Folio. H e no doubt had heard of Mr. Brae's testword, and stumbled on the passage in the first act of
Coriolanus, instead of that in the fo^irth act', made
the verb (to cheer) the test-word, instead of the noun
substantive {a cheer), and by consequence, instead of
reaping fame," came to grief." So may such ill-g-otten gains ever prosper !
But why did the Avriter in " Eraser's Magazine"
take such pains to make it appear that I had told
him nothing ncAV? I n the note to the January
article he had coupled together tAVO statements.
1st. That I had been anticipated by "The Bulletin."
2nd. That to clieer, in the sense of to encourage by
shouts, Avas as old as Dryden. These tAvo statements are consistent, even if for Dryden he had
Avritten Shakspere. Now in the note to the February article he identified my statement (Avhich I
substantiated by proof) that to cheer, in the other
sense of to applaud by shouts, Avas as old as Shakspere, Avith his OAvn in the former note, Avithout telling
his readers in Avhat my statement differed from his :
leaving them in fact to infer that I had simply
found an earlier date for the verb to cheer in the sense
of to encourage by shouts, and thus leaving- the statement, that I had been anticipated, uninvalidated.
Whereas, what I stated and proA^ed completely invahdated that statement. H e thus at once avoided
the indignity of retracting his OAvn erroneous state-
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ment, and covered the retreat of the mysterious "Bulletin" peddler.
But it must be owned that one important concession is extorted from this writer :—
" Dr. Ingleby is undoubtedly right. **A cheer [in the sense
of an audible expression of admirative applause, for in no other
sense did I ever contend that it was modern] is * * clearly a
word of comparatively modern introduction. * * * Certainly
there was no intention to detract from the undoubted merit and
originality of Dr. Ingleby's argument on the use of the noun,"

This is, at least, an admission of the correctness of
my views on this point.
To the remarks on the " cheer" criticism in " The
Athenaeum" of February 18th, 1859,1 have already
fully replied.
Mr. CoUier, in his Reply, in a note, takes notice ^y- CoUier'
^

of this test-word.

i^ ./.'

^

He remarks :—^®

" that cheer was in use as a word of encouragement and approbation early in the reign of Elizabeth, and that the expression three cheers is found in Teonge's Diary from 1675 to 1679.
T e t we are told by the enemies of the Perkins folio that the
earliest use of three cheers was about 1806! Those who make
such unfounded objections come very ill provided to maintain
them."

I should think so. But where did Mr. CoUier encounter such a statement ? I never put forth anything- so absurd: nor, as far as I am aware, has
the result of my criticism been so mis-stated until
subsequently to the publication of Mr. Collier's
Reply.^'^
'"" Page 65.
^^ Thus in " The Athenseum," for April 21st, 1860, a writer

mistakes.
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The editor of " Notes and Queries" at last achieves

of the editor

,

of N'otes and the feat ol a leading article on the Shakspere Controversy,^^ Avhere in allusion either to Mr. Brae, or
myself, he says :—
" we then knew, as all the world knows now, that the test
word " cheer," over which there had been such a prodigious
cackling, was no test-word at all; and that, although a certain
learned gentleman fancied that he had proved that " cheer, as
an audible expression of admirative applause, could not have
been used before 1807," it did exist, and had existed sufiiciently
long to prove the curious ignorance of those who supposed it
only to date from the present century."

These assertions are easily made. Why does not
Mr. W . J . Thoms publish in his " Notes and Queries''
one example of a cheer in the specified sense of an
earlier date than 1800 ? I challeno-e him to do
so, or to confess that he " said the thing that Avas
not."
Mr.H.Meri- I must now brieffy notice Mr. H. Merivale's
take,
remarks in the " Edinburgh RevicAv,"^^ on the testword " cheer." He Avrites thus :—
" I t was reserved for Dr, Ingleby to attempt the boldest discovery in this line, and to meet with the most signal discomfiture.

His

test-word is ' cheer,' in the modern sense of an

applauding and encouraging cry. (Coriolanus, act iv. scene 7,
Avhere the corrector substitutes ' cheer'in this sense for 'chair.')
This, says Dr. Ingleby, is positively modern:"
says that I have " pledged [my] literary credit that the word
cheer mas, unknown in our language before 1808."
The "Edinburgh" reviewer (Ap, 1860), if more truthful, is
hardly more correct.
'« Second Series, vol, ix. p, 211,
^ April, 1860.
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My answer is short and decisive: that I never
attempted to appropriate the discovery of the testword cheer * the entire merit of that belongs to Mr.
Brae : that the test-Avord is not ^ cheer' in the modern
sense of an applauding and encouraging cry, but
in the sense of an applauding- cry only: that I never
said that the Avord in the sense of ". an applauding
and encouraging- cry" Avas modern. This is an
admirable specimen of the reckless inaccuracy of
rcAdewers. But that Mr. Herman Merivale's name
is a guarantee for his truthfiilness, I should conceive
that he had studied hoAV he could best misrepresent
the real state of the case, and my vicAVS on the testword. He closes his scanty and inaccurate remarks
on this subject by citing- Mr. Teonge again, evidently in the most childlike ignorance of what Mr.
Teonge's testimony really is; and adds : —
" We do not see how this is to be met, unless by adding a
noAV count to the prosecution, and charging that ' Teonge's
Diary,' a singular book enough,"" is also a forgery of Mr. Collier's."

Without Avishing to throw out any doubt as to
the genuineness of Teonge's Diary, I am bound to
remind my readers that it is not an old printed book;
it Avas pubhshed by Mr. Charles Knight in 1825.
The manuscript I have never seen. It is most probably genuine. But it certainly cannot carry the
same authority as a contemporar}^ printed book. I
"" Did Mr. Merivale ever see it p I should certainly think
not.
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am not aw^are that any question has ever been raised
as to its genuineness; but it is perfectly harmless,
and very entertaining, and for all I know it may OAve
its immunity to those very features. But, be it
g-enuine or spurious, the use of " 3 cheares" therein
is quite beside the present question.

CHAPTER V I I L
T H E PERKINS E O L I O , — M R . COLLIEE'S DEALIIT&S WITH THE
E M E N D ATioKs.

my Shakspea.re Fabrications, nor yet No direct
Mr. HamUton's Inquiry, directly charges Mr. Col- L^fry^
lier Avith fabricating the manuscript corrections of ^g^J'jfjj^j^r,
the Perkins Folio, or those of the BridgcAvater ^^Uier,
Foho. Mr. Hamilton indeed commits himself to
the opinion that aU the corrections of both folios are
b}^ one hand', and in that opinion I sincerely concur.
In my former work on the subject I pass a judgment upon the identity of the pencil-writing in the
body of the Perkins Foho, with that on the board at
the end. I there say:—
NEITHER

" Mr. CoUier admits that on the board at the end of the folio
he wrote various words, and made several notes, which he never
attempted to erase; and he challenges a comparison of the
pencil-writing in the body of the folio with those notes. I have
compared them; and must say candidly, that a comparison of
the two, if it can support a conclusion (for inference from handwriting alone is always a doubtful matter), can lead to no other
conclusion than that one hand wrote both."*

Mr. T. J. Arnold in his second article in " Eraser's
Magazine,"^ appears not to understand what pencillings in the body of the foho I refer to. NOAV the fact
is, that when I wrote the passage which I have just
cited, it had not occurred to me that there Avere two
handwritings in pencil in the book.^ " Scrutator," in' P, 77.
^ Feb. 1860.
^ There are two handwritings in ink, viz. tbe " old corrector's"
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deed, finds three such handwritings there ; but it is
difficult to say Avhat he Avould not find, if his case
required it. I Avill noAV be more explicit. I find
Three classes three classes of expressions in pencil:—1st, Corfn^hTper-* rcctious of the text, AvhoUy or partially correspondingkms Folio. ^y[i\^ [j^i^ corrections j 2nd, Apparent corrections of
the text, not adopted in ink j 3rd, References to
other parts of the folio, and to other books—and
other remarks, ticks, lines, &c.
The irresisI f Mr. Collier had been dead and buried 50 years,
tible infer-

.

.„

,

i rx-i/-.

T

n

ence.

I' e. it we Avere noAV m A.D. 1910, 1 do not
think it would liaA^e ever entered into the thoughts
of reader, critic, commentator or editor, who might
use this copy of the second folio, that more than one
hand Avrote these various penciUings. I further say
that all the penciUings of the first class are so obviously in one hand, that any person Avho doubts it,
including "Scrutator" if indeed he does doubt it
bond fide, must be out of his senses. And I further
say, that the penciUings in all three classes appear to
me to be in one handAvriting-, and to differ only in the
fact that those in class 3, are (like the pencil-Avriting011 the board at the end) plainer, apparently more
recent, than those in classes 1 and 2.
Mr. Collier's j f ]VIi-. Collier be innocent of the charge of Avriting^^
the penciUings in classes 1 and 2, it must be alloAved
that he is the most unlucky among- mortals, and that
modern antique, and a genuine handwriting of the last century,
in which the dramatis personce of Hen. Y are written. See
sheet of facsimiles, no. Xl.
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he has acted in respect of these pencilling-s like a
man—
0T(^ (ppivag
QeoQ ayei Trpog arav'

He begins his reply to a charge which nobody had Mr, Collier's
directly brought against him, by making allegations presumed
which his opponents Avould be very Avilling to admit. %Zf^^
Here are tAvo of them: 1st, as to the ink corrections—
" These manuscript notes I never altered, added to, nor
diminished."*

Granted', but did he make them as they stand ?
2nd, as to the penciUings—
" I declare most positively, in the face of the whole world, \
that, while the Perkins folio was in my hands, I never saw a '
pencil-mark in it that I had not made myself, . ." ^

Nor anj^body else—if Mr. Collier had really made
them all!
But he does, indeed, very lamely deny both the
imputations. He sa^^s, speaking of other books :—
" I have even sometimes resorted in the fij-st instance to
pencil, and when next I had a pen and ink at hand, I have
written in ink over my own penciUings. * * *
That I did so in the case of the Perkins folio I utterly and
absolutely deny ;"^
" If I wanted to be sure not to forget to look at a particular
passage in Malone, or in any other commentator, or if I wished
to note something that required again to be examined in the folio,
I took the ordinary method with a pencil that I always kept at
hand; but that I thus added the slightest hint with reference
4 Eeply, p . 19.

^ jjeply, p. 24.
M

^ Reply, p. 20.
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to any projected alteration of the language of the poet I deny
in the strongest form in which it is possible to clothe a denial."'''
Verdict on
the pencUwriting.

Unfortunately for Mr. Collier, the evidence against
him, derived from the writings in the Perkins Folio,
is of a very damnatory character ', and the similarity
between the pencil-writing Avliich Mr. Collier repudiates, and the pencil-Avriting- AA^hich he owns, is
of a most startling closeness. Indeed, similarity is
a feeble AVord to express the resemblance in question.
On this point some of Mr. Frederick G. Netherclift's facsimiles, prefixed to Mr. Hamilton's book,
are incompetent to guide opinion. The peculiar
character of the handAvriting in pencil is not ahva^^s
preserved in the lithograph.^
If the reader will here turn to sheet no. Y he
7 Eeply, p, 24.
^ How far it is possible by Uthography to simulate the
characteristics of handwritings I am not prepared to say.
Whether the failure to which I allude in Mr. Erederick G.
Netherclift's facsimiles is a fault inseparable from lithography,
or whether it is due to a want of fidelity in the tracings, I will
not undertake to decide. But this I must say, that having examined all those facsimiles which are on Mr. Hamilton's frontispiece with the originals in the Perkins Eolio, by the aid of
compasses, I have found that several of them differ from their
prototypes, both in the proportions of their parts, and in the
inclination of the lines. I n particular I will instance the pencil
words Wall and aside, and the ink Avord God. None of these
can be called facsimiles without great Ucentiousness of expression. The word aside, and the phrase us now, both of which
appear in Mr. E. G. Netherclift's sheet, have been facsimUed
by Mr. Ashbee (see sheet no. V.) The reader who has access
to the originals may judge how far that artist has been sue-
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Avill observe the extraordinary resemblance betAveen
Mr. CoUier's Avriting and that of the " old corrector."
Here Ave have a note in pencil by Mr. CoUier, compared with several AVords in faint pencil, which correspond (more or less) with the " old corrector's"
manuscript notes in ink. Here too we have the Avord
aside, taken from the references written in pencil
on the leaf pasted inside the second board of the
Perkins Folio, which Mr. CoUier acknoAAdedges to
have Avritten: and to this I have annexed the word
aside, taken from a pencil note on the margin of the
folio, corresponding Avith the " old corrector's " manuscript word in ink. Further, on sheet no. I Y we
have a facsimile of the G Avhich Mr. Collier wrote in
pencil opposite the fifth of the additional facsimiles,
Avhich he printed for private circulation; and side
by side Ave have no less than seven of the " old corrector's" G's in ink, not Avritten, hoAA^ever, in his
usual character.
We have seen how far Mr. Collier's case is com- internal evi1 1 , .

1

•1

n ^

'

deuces tend-

promised by the internal evidences oi the manuscript ing to inculnotes of the Perkins Folio. Let us now inquire Collier. ^"
whether the corrections, irrespective of the character
of any of the writing, in any way connects Mr.
Collier with the fabrication of the notes. I t must
be borne in mind that direct proof is wanting', and
cessful: at any rate the two lines, representing some pencilwriting of Mr. Collier's will probably be found to contain a
proportional amount of disparity; so that the two writings
may be fairly compared.
M 2
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in its absence Ave must be content Avith any circumstantial evidence Avhich may be competent to raise
a degree of probability, of more or less magnitude,
that Mr. Collier was the poAver that set in motion
the machinery, if not comprising Avithin himself the
sole agency, by Avliich the fabrication of the notes
Avas effected.
Now it so happens that in four cases, Mr. Collier's
conduct has not been that which Avas to have been
expected from a man who Avas in no Avay connected
Avith the fabrication.
I speak of the late Mr.
Singer's emendation of rother's, vice " brother's," in
Timon of Athens, act iv. sc. 3 ; of the late Mr. W
Sidney Walker's emendation of infinite cunning,
vice "infuit comming," in AlVs well that ends well,
act V. sc. 3 J of Mr. Dyce's emendation of uptrimm'd, vice " untrimm'd," in King John, act iii.
sc. 1 ; and of the stag-e direction. Writing, in Hamlet,
act i. sc. 4. I will take these four cases seriatim.
"brother's"
I . Mr. Singer's correction Avas first published
V. rather s.
by him in 1842, when it appeared in " T h e Athenaeum" for May 14th of that year. I n Mr. Collier's
edition of 1841-1844^ he gives Mr. Singer the fuU
credit of this correction (with a mistake, hoAvever, in
the reference), and adopts it in his OAvn text. For
this disinterested act he afterAvards takes credit in a
communication to " Notes and Queries."^" H e there
reminds Mr. Singer—
^ Vol. vi. p. 559.

'" 1st Series, vol, vii. p. 216, Eeb. 26, 1853.
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" that there was no reluctance on my part to give M E . SiNaEK
full credit for a very happy emendation."

For this recognition of Mr. Singer's claim Mr. Collier afterAvards indemnifies himself. The emendation
being found on the margin of the Perkins Folio, Mr.
Collier communicates the fact in his Notes and
Emendations, 1853,^' in the folioAving words:—
" Again, for " brother's sides " we have " rother's sides" properly substituted;"

Nor in the supplementary Notes is there any reference to Mr. Singer.
I I . On April 17th, 1852 (only three weeks after "infuite ^^
Mr. Collier's last letter in " The Athenaeum,") a letter infinite cun-'
was pubhshed in that periodical fi-om Mr. W. N. ^^^^'
Lettsom, communicating Mr. W. Sidney Walker's
emendation. NOAV in " The Athenaeum" of Jan. 31st,
Feb. 7th, and March 27th, 1852, Mr. CoUier had
already made known what he considered for the
purposes of advertisement the most prepossessingexemplars of the manuscript corrections of the Perkins Folio; but infinite cunning Avas not one of
them.
On the 29th of May following-, a communication
fi-om Mr. CoUier, dated "May 22, 1852," was published in " Notes and Queries,"^^ Avhere, in reference
to a prior article of Mr. Singer's, Mr. Collier asked
that gentleman to inform him
" 1st Ed. p. 392; 2nd Ed. p. 402.
'^ 1st Series, vol. v. p. 509.
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" where the proposed emendation, referred to by him in " N .
& Q.," vol. v., p. 436., in AlVs Well that ends Well, infinite
cunning for " infuite comming," of the folio 1623, is to be met
with ?"

Mr. Collier adds: —
" If it be in the Athenceum it has escaped my observation, although I have turned over the pages of that able periodical carefully to find it. I have a particular reason for wishing to trace
the suggestion, if I can, to the source Avhere it originated."

No reply from Mr. Singer ever appeared in " Notes
and Queries." In fact nothing further transpired
on the subject until the appearance of Mr. Collier's
Notes and Enendations in the month of January
foUoAAdng-, AAdien the emendation of " infinite cunning" was not mentioned in the introduction as
among the examples of sound and self-evident emendation, but Avas introduced^^ in the foUoAving innocent manner:—
" on the evidence of the manuscript-corrector, as well as common sense, we must print the passage hereafter,—
" Her infinite cunning, with her modern grace.
Subdued me to her rate."
This appears to be one of the instances in which a gross
blunder was occasioned, in part by the mishearing of the old
scribe, and in part by the carelessness of the old printer. The
sagacity of the late Mr. Walker hit upon this excellent emendation. See Athenseum, 17 April, 1852."

If the importation of this reading into the Perkins
Folio Avere, in fact, made before that book came
into Ml'. Collier's possession, there are four points
A\ hich excite my unqualified astonishment.
'' 1st and 2ud Ed, p, 169,
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1. That Mr. Collier did not select this as an
original specimen of the Perkins emendations—
being, as it is, the best, or certainly in the opinion
of every qualified person, one of the best that the annotations comprize. Like Mr. Singer's " rother's,"
(Avhich, however, I am not in the least disposed to
adopt,) it has received the stamp of approval from
Mr. Dyce and Mr. Staunton, by being unhesitatingly installed in the text of their editions. The
late Mr. Singer also spoke of it in terms of unqualified admiration,^" and adopted it in his latest text.
If it should occur to any one that perhaps Mr.
ColUer did not select this emendation for special
and prominent approval, because it had been already
suggested in print, I beg to remind such an objector
that the emendation of " ethicks," vice " checks,"
in the Taming of the Shrew, act i. sc. 1, Avas so
selected by Mr. Collier; and yet that it had been
introduced into the text of no fewer than five editors
(the earliest being- that of the Rev. J Rann, 1787),'''*
and was independently suggested by Mr. Justice
Blackstone.
2. That Mr. CoUier himself, using " The Athenaeum" for his medium of communication Avith the
public, and naturally expecting communications on
the subject of his revelations to appear in that periodical, yet asked Mr. Sing-er, in " Notes and Queries,"
" Notes and Queries, 1st Series, vol, v. p. 556.
'* Observations on some of the Manuscript Emendations, &c.
by J, 0, HaUiweU, 1853, p. 14.
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where the emendation was to be found, because, if
in " The Athenaeum," it had escaped him!
3. That Mr. Collier did not see that it was his
duty as well as policy even then to make knoAvn his
discovery, that the emendation A\ as on the margin
of his folio.
4. That when his Notes and Emendations did
finally appear, not a word in explanation of this
extraordinary oversight in his first examination of
the folio, or of his subsequent discovery, Avas to be
found j nor was it mentioned in the Introduction as
an instance of felicitous emendation; but, on the
contraiy, this emendation, the most important by
far in the whole collection, is smuggled into that
work in the most diffident manner, and Avith far less
approbation bestoAved upon it than is lavished on
nine-tenths of the conjectures with which this unhappy book is crammed.
These are the improbabilities with which we have
to contend in vindicating Mr. Oolher's good faith in
this instance,
"untrimm'd'* H I . Mr. Dyce's emendation of uptrimm'd, vice
v.iiptrimnid. ,.
untrimm'd," Avas first divulged by Mr. Singer in
"Notes and Queries" for July 3, 1852;''' and it has
been adopted by Mr. Sing-er and Mr. Staunton. Mr.
Dyce of course adopts it in the text of his edition,
and in his Few Notes,^'' speaks of it Avith the same
mixture of confidence and modesty Avith which
'' 1st Series, vol. vi. p. 0.

" p. 87.
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Theobald broached his now famous emendation of
busie-less, vice " busie lest," in The Tempest; yet I
must say with the utmost respect for both these
critics, that I cannot accept either the one alteration
or the other. I beUeve, with Mr. Staunton's second
thoughts, that untrim^ned Avas an epithet formerly
applied to brides, in technical reference to the fashion
of wearing the hair loose over the shoulders. Mr.
Dyce's emendation is on the margin of the Perkins
Folio. Mr. Collier did not publish it till 1856, when
it appeared in his List of every manuscript note and
emendation, ^c, appended to the Seven Lectures, ^c.
IY. In "Notes and Queries,"'^ for March 13th, The stage1852, an article was published, bearing Mr. Brae's Writing.
well known initials (A. E. B.), and for the first time
calling- in question the place of the stage direction
("Writing-"), which in all modern editions stands
opposite the line,
" At least I'm sure it may be so in Denmark;"

in Hamlet, act i. sc. 4. This article is one of the first
importance, if it be regarded merely as afifecting our
judgment on that much disputed point, the character
of Hamlet. Coleridge, as is well known, deduced
from the "tables" scene, the inference that Hamlet's \
sanity became first disturbed immediately after the
disappearance of the Ghost, and that Hamlet's incipient insanity is manifested in an absurd action :
viz. the jotting- down of a generalized truth—
(" That one may smile and smile and be a viUain,")
'' 1st Series, vol. v, p. 241.
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on his material tables, because he had SAVorn to Avipe
all such " from the tables of [his] memory," and to
retain there only one thing, the Ghost's " commandment."
NOAV it is obvious, that if Shakspere did not intend Hamlet to jot doAvn the line,
" That one may smile and smile and be a villain,"

but, on the contrary, to "make note of" the Ghost's
parting- injunction,
"Adieu, adieu, adieu, remember me !"

there is an end of the absurd action, and one ground
upon which the hypothesis of Hamlet's insanit}^ has
been built, is " SAvagg-ed."
I mention these matters thus particularly—
1st. Because in the AAdiole course of " Notes and
Queries," Avith one very trifling- exception (which is
a note signed M.,'^ and is on a subordinate point
incidentally touched on in A. E . B.'s article), not a
singde note or comment on that article has ever been
admitted into that periodical.
2nd. Because Hamlet's character has lono- been
regarded by the Avorld, and by critics in particular,
as the most interesting of Shakspere's masterpieces •
and A. E . B.'s article has so direct a bearino- on our
judgment thereupon.
Let us, then, distinctly understand A. E . B.'s
reading. I t is this ', the line,—
" That one may smile and smile and be a A'illain!"
'^ Vol, V. p. 285.
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is an admirative comment on the fact, that, at least
in Denmark, there is a man Avho " murders Avhile
he smiles."^^ So in Cymbeline, act i. sc. 1, we are
presented Avith the fact that the king's two sons have
been stolen, and the " 2nd Gentleman's " admirative
comment on this is,—
" That a king's children should be so convey'd.
So slackly guarded ! "

Hamlet's speech is broken from excitement and impulse. H e begins to say that he must set " i t "
doAvn ', but does not say Avhat. Then comes his admirative comment on the King's smUing viUainy;
then the statement of the known instance. " So uncle,
there yon are !" means, " So uncle, that's your little
game, is it!"
Then checking himself, he says,
" NOAV to my word" (or " Avords," as the 4to. 1603
has it), i.e. the thing- Avhich he is to set doAA n.
" Meet it is I set it down," * * *
" Lt is, ' Adieu, adieu, remember me !' "

A. E. B., accordingly, gives these directions for
punctuating the passage :—
" After " set it down," a fuU stop ; after " and be a villain,"
a note of admiration; the stage direction " (writing)" to be removed two lines lower down."

The passage Avould then stand thus:—
" O villain, viUain, smiling damned viUain!
My tables ! meet it is I set it down.—
That one may smile and smile and be a villain !

20 3 Hen. V I . act iii. sc. 2.
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At least I'm sure it may be so in Denmark;
So uncle there you are !—now to my word ;
It is * Adieu, adieu, remember me.' [Writing^
[He kisses the tables.'] I have sworn it."

Now, I repeat, it Avould be difficult to overrate
the importance of this change : and the suggestion is
one which involves merely a change of punctuation
(for the stage direction is not in any old copy), and
is besides recommended by its consistency and
beauty.
For a long time I remained unconvinced by A.E.
B.'s argument, simply because I could not regard
the phrase
" That we may smile and smile, and be a viUain."

as an admirative comment. M}^ hesitation, hoAvever,
has vanished. I now see that the only difference of
construction between that and the line
" That a king's children should be so convey'd,"

is, that in the latter, the speaker's wonderment is on
a FACT—the fact of the indignity of the theft: while
in the former the speaker's wonderment is on a POSSIBILITY—the possibility of the incongruity of his
uncle's character. Therefore the one speaker wonders " that it should be so:" the other " that it
may be so."
This remarkable article having- been greeted Avith
an honourabl}^ distinctive silence, A. E. B. subsequently asked in " Notes and Queries," for Sept. 18,
1852,^1
"' 1st Series, vol. vi. p. 270.
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" I n what edition was the stage direction * (writing)' at the
conclusion of the Ghost scene in Hamlet, first inserted ?"

To this question no reply ever appeared. In
" Notes and Queries," for Feb. 19, 1853,'' A. E. B.
reverts to the subject of his question, and says :—
" Perhaps M E . COLLIEE will do me the favour to answer it,
particularly as his annotated folio is remarkably rich in " stage
directions."
Before taking the liberty of putting the question so directly
to M E . COLLIEK, I awaited an examination of his recentlypublished volume of selected corrections, in which, however,
the point upon which I seek information is not alluded to."

In " Notes and Queries," for Feb. 26, 1853,'^ Mr.
Collier writes:—
" Domestic anxieties having unavoidably detained me in this
place [Torquay] during the last three or four months, I am
necessarily without nearly all my books. My corrected foUo,
1632, is one of the very few exceptions; and as I have not the
No, of " N, & Q." to which A, E, B. refers, I am unable to
reply to his question, simply because I do not remember it.
To whomsoever these initials belong, he is a man of so much
acuteness and learning, that although I may deem his conjectures rather subtle and ingenious than solid and expedient,
I consider him entitled to all the information in my power,
I do not, of course, feel bound to notice aU anonymous speculators (literary or pecuniary); but if A. E. B. will be good enough
to take the trouble to repeat his interrogatory, I promise him
to answer it at once."

Now what is all this about ? Surely in Mr. Collier's nursery English this is a "mighty fuss,"
^^ 1st Series, vol. vii. p, 178.
*^ 1st Series, vol. vu. p. 216.
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about a very slight matter. H e Avrites as if A. E . B .
had solicited him to undertake some onerous task,
and as if the repetition of the " interrogatory" Avere
itself a very serious tax on A. E . B.'s time and good
nature—" if he AAdll be good enough, to take the
trouble, to repeat," &c.! But Avith all Mr. Collier's
guarded politeness two things Avere manifest. 1st,
That he Avished to depreciate A. E . B.'s abilities as
a critic. 2nd, That he meant to put off sine die
answering an inconvenient question: in a Avord to
provide a means of present delay, and, if necessary,
of prospective subterfuge.
A. E. B . having waited tAVo months to give Mr.
Collier time to return to his books, Avrote to the
editor of " Notes and Queries:"—
" I now no longer hesitate to ask the Editor for an opportunity of again inserting it [the query], trusting that a sufiicient excuse wiU be found in the importance of the subject, as
affecting the fundamental sense of a passage in Shakspeare."

This note Avas accompanied with a private communication to the editor, expressly desiring that the
original query might (in compliance Avith Mr. Collier's request) be reprinted at the foot of the note.
The note duly appeared in " Notes and Queries" for
May 7, 1853,'* but not in its integrity.
I t Avas, I
have no doubt, necessary to make secure the retreat
which Mr. Collier seems to have contemjolated -, and
this Avas noAV done by not repeating the original
^* 1st Series, vol. vn. p. 449.
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query; and accordingly, the AVords " inserting- i t "
AA^re supplanted by the Avords " referring to it."
Truly Mr. Collier had a friend in need in the editor
of " Notes and Queries." The editorial shears may
at times perform the feats of a magician's wand.
I n August, 1853, in reply to a remark of Mr.
Collier's in " Notes and Queries,'"^ I Avrote to him,
plainly charging him Avith having forfeited his
jDlight to " a well-knoAvn anonymous correspondent"
in " Notes and Queries,"
But this champion of the little band, AA^ho had
from the first assailed the Perkins imposition, had
strangely faded from Mr. Collier's memory.
In
his rejoinder, dated August 10, 1853, he writes,—
" I am not aware that I " ever forfeited my plight" to any
correspondent, anonymous or avowed; but my memory may
foil me,"

What a convenient memory is this of Mr. Collier's ! H e had declared, as we have seen, almost
in the same words, only six months before, Avhen
replying to this very " anonymous correspondent,"
that he does not answer his query " simply because
I do not remember it;" and yet, Avhen the same
memory is applied to the Coleridge Lectures, it
recalls without effort, and Avithout hesitation, the
minutest details across a vast of forty years ! I t
must not be lost sight of in this inquiry, that only
three months before Mr. Collier's letter to me, Avhen
^ 1st Series, vol, viii. p, 73.
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the second appeal, g-arbled as it Avas, did appear,
his name, in large type, appears thrice on two independent pages of the same number of " Notes and
Queries," in Avhich there is a paper from himself.
However, the fact is, that Mr. Collier did profit
by the subterfuge thus furnished him, and never did
reply to A. E . B.'s query.
This was a short-sighted policy. I n December,
1853, I Avent to the British Museum to make some
collations of Hamlet quartos, and I availed myself
of the occasion to search the various editions of that
play for the first appearance of the stage-direction
" (Avriting-) j " and it came to pass that, working upwards, I first came upon it in Rowe's edition, 1709.
That RoAve should have been the first to introduce
it, is a proof that it rests not upon any nice critical
appreciation of the character of Hamlet. RoAve
Avas a A^ery small critic, and Avas not a man to originate such a reading, unless from ignorance; but
that his edition is the first in which this stage-direction appears is, I doubt not, the very reason Avhich
rendered the question of A. E . B . so inconvenient
to ansAver. Now it was evident, that if after all it
should turn out that it was so introduced, it would
add another strong* suspicion as to the modern fabrication of the Perkins annotations.
But the fact was still more suspicious than the
simple existence of the stage-direction could have
been.
On June 4th, 1859, I went to the British Mu-
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seum, for the purpose of examining- the Perkins
Folio. Among- a vast number of passages which I
examined, I turned to the " tables" scene in Hamlet,
expecting to find the stage-direction, " (writing)"
opposite the line,
" At least I'm sure it may be so in Denmark."

but there Avas no such manuscript note to be found
anywhere. I then held up the leaf against the
light, but could not in that manner perceive an
erasure. I then examined the rio-ht-hand maroin
by reflected light, and fancied there Avas an appearance as of an erasure skilfully effected. I appealed to Mr. Staunton, and also to Mr. Ward of
the Dei^artment of Manuscripts ; but neither of these
gentlemen could see any erasure. At this time Sir
Frederic Madden had left, so I postponed fm-ther examination of the supposed erasure till my next visit.
On the 6th of that month I ag-ain visited the
Department of Manuscripts, and pointed out to Su'
Frederic Madden the place where I suspected there
had been an erasure. H e saw it at once; and on
my telling- him AA hat word I suspected to have been
once there, he said that he could even then see a
W , or at least faint traces of AA^here that letter had
been. A t my request he then applied to the suspected place the hydro-sulphate of ammonia; and |
even before it was dry, the letters Wri became visible ! Yet the acid took so little effect, that Sir
Frederic Madden immediately said there could not
be much iron in the ink in Avhich the AVord had
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been written. When the place had become dry,
the entire word Writing was faintly legible. Subsequently all had faded but Wri g, and now Wri
is all that can be made out.
I t is most instructive to review the real state of
this case.
1. The original query was proposed in the same
number of " Notes and Queries," with and Avithin a
page or two of a paper by Mr. Singer, which was
responded to by 3Ir. Collier within the week: hence
his attention Avas particularly engaged upon the identical number of Avhich he afterwards pleads entire
forgetfulness,
2. At the same time, Mr. Collier was such an attentive reader of " Notes and Queries," that not even
casual remarks escaped reply from him. Thus Ave
find him on the 20th of November commenting upon
the incidental mention by Mr. Singer (only the
week before) of an emendation made by Mm twentyfive years previously; but when asked, directly and
by name, on the following- 19th of February, to answer the query proposed four months before, Mr.
Collier pleads inability to do so, because he has not
with him the number containing- it! He also pleads
that domestic anxieties have detained him in Torquay three or four months, the latter being precisely
the interval from the first proposal of the query,
althouodi Ave have seen him in the interim correcting proofs for the press, and needlessly commentingwdthin the Aveek upon matters not so obviously connected AAdth his forthcoming volume.
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3. NOAV, supposing Mr. CoUier's excuse literally
true, would it not have been infinitely easier to obtain the back number by return of post, than to ask
the querist, in a roundabout way, through the pages
of " Notes and Queries," to " be good enough to take
the trouble to repeat his interrogatory "? Such a
demand, even supposing it bond fide, must have
appeared to any person of ordinary sense too absurd
and preposterous to notice!
4. Nevertheless, the querist, although doubtless
amused with the shuffle of the request, did at length
comply Avith it, first having given Mr. Collier three
months to refer to the original quer}^, had he chosen
to do so. Then, as a last resource, he did " take
the trouble to repeat his interrogatory," at least he
intended the editor of " Notes and Queries," or one
of his printers' assistants to take that slight trouble j
but, to his great surprise, his note was altered by
the editor, and his rencAved appeal to Mr. Collier,
so altered, Avas published in " Notes and Queries " of
May 7, 1853, without a heading, and without being
accompanied, as requested, by a reprint of the original query: such treatment being significant, when ;
it is recollected that the editor of that periodical
Avas and still is the declared partisan of Mr. CoUier !
Fifthly : This last appeal Avas never responded to
by Mr. Colher, although he had said that
" if A, E, B, would be good enough to take the trouble to repeat his interrogatory, I promise to answer it at once,"

And A. E. B 's article, his original and both his reN 2
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peated queries, as Avell as the notes of Mr. Collier
and " M." were excluded from their leg-itimate place
in the General Index to the first tAvelve volumes of
" Notes and Queries j " notAvithstanding the fact that
I took the trouble to point out to the editor the omission of one from its proper division in the Index to
vol. v., and the mistake in the entry of another in
the Index to vol. vi., at the time that I contributed
a list of omissions towards the completion of the
General Index.
Finally, The stage direction Avhich Avould have told
such tales has been skilfully erased!
All these four cases Avere made public in my Shakspeare Fabrications, yet, up to this present time,
Mr. Collier has vouchsafed no reply to the prima
facie case AA'hich is implied in them. This is my
apology, if apolog*y be needed, for again bringing
them before the public. They still challenge examination and re2:)ly.
" Wonderful Another circumstance which, it is conceived, should
between Mr. liave its Aveiglit ill the question of Mr. Collier's bona
the ^^l^cov-fidf'S, is that of Avhich Mr. Singer made a point in
rector."
|^-g /^^^^ gj Shakespeare Vindicated^^ viz. that there
is a " Avonderful sympathy" betAveen Mr. CoUier and
the " old corrector," shcAvn by the number of Mr.
CoUier's original suggestions Avhich have found their
Avay into the Perkins Folio. Whether that number
is sufficiently great to justify the expression, " AVOU''^ Page 146.
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derfai sjmipathy," is a matter of opinion. I think it
is : and thouo-h it cannot be said that a laro-e number
of such coincidences necessarily inculpates Mr. Collier, yet it may well be sufficiently large to raise a
strong probabihty either that Mr. Collier's suggestions are not independent of the " old corrector's"
emendations, or that the " old corrector's" emendations are not independent of Mr. Collier's suggestions. I t must be presumed that the foUoAving list Mr, CoUier's
J

I ' l l

c

•

•1

1 1

emendations,

does not include any cases ot coincidence bet\A'een apparently
the Perkins notes and those orio-inal sugo-estions of^^^p^^^^'^^^^
o

&C5

Mr. Collier's, in which he had, apparently unknoAvn
to himself, been anticipated by other editors or critics. Such cases are very numerous : for instance—
MEASUEE FOE MEASFEE.

Act iii, sc. 2, " What say'st thou, trot"—i7vth, ColUer, ed. 1844, vol. ii. p. 59.
TAVELETH N i a H T .

Act V. sc. 1. " Tlien cam'stin smiling"—17iou, Collier, ib. vol. i. p. cclxxxvi.

I n neither of these cases does Mr. Collier make any
allusion to Jackson; and yet in both he is anticipated by that dreary old printer; and both are on
the margins of the Perkins Folio. See also ColUer's
ed. 1841-1844, voL i. p. 69 j vol ii. pp. 57, 74,81,
129, 139, 142, 149, 208, 209, 215, 227, Sec, vol.
iii. pp. 63, 873, &c.; so also A-OI. vn. pp. 277, 411,
582, &c. ', and vol. viii. p. 74, and other places too
numerous to mention; Avhere the orig-inal suggestions of Mr. CoUier, Avhich have been forestalled by

not new.
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other writers,'-' jump Avith the emendations of the
Perkins Folio.
Nor does the ensuing list comprize the sugg-estions of that mysterious personage the Rev. Mr.
Barry, as contained in the notes to Mr. Collier's
edition of 1841-1844^ and which in several places I
have found to tally Avith the Perkins corrections.
This is making a large deduction from the total
number of coincidences between Mr. Collier's orio-inal suggestions, and the " old corrector's" manuscript emendations, which would certainly amount
in the gTOSs to more than sixty. After making the
deductions I have indicated, the following- is the
remainder.
Mr. Collier's Mr. ColUer's readings Avhich are both original
emendations
original and aild IICAV.
new.

'^
-p^T^ i„ ^.
lolio text.

'^
T. 1 •
T
Perkins readmg.

Collier's
j . , ,„..

MEASURE TOK M E A S U E E .

Act iv. sc. 2,—That wounds th' tmsisting postern

resisting

ii. 73

Act. i. sc. 1.—To seek thy help by
beneficial help

hope

ii, 118

Act v. sc, 1.—And thereupon these
errors are arose

all

ii. 177

COMEDY OE E E E O E S .

••" Among these are emendations of Lord Chedworth, Eowe,
Warburton, Pope, Johnson, Mason, Theobald, and others ; but
we do not find in Mr, Collier's notes the slightest hint that
these commentators and editors had forestalled him, any more
than in Mr. Perkins' margins we are led to suppose that those
very emendations had been proposed by Mr. CoUier.
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LOVE'S LABOUE'S LOST.

Act v. sc. 1,—Do you not educate
your youth at the charge house

large

ii. 318

have

ii, 421

impress

ii. 431

gone

iii, 194

MiDsuMMEE N I G H T ' S D E E A M .

Act iii. sc. 1,—The flowers of odious
savours sweet
Act iii. sc. 2.—This princess of puie
white
TAMING OF THE SHEEAV.

Act V. sc. 2.—When the raging war
is come
AYINTEE'S TALE,

Act ii. sc. 1.—I would land-damn him lamback
lamback
Act iv. sc. 2.—Doth set my pugging
prigging
tooth on edge

iii. 456
iii. 488

K I N G JOHN.

Act iii. sc. 3. — Sound on into the
drowsy race of night

eare

iv. 53

ElCHAED I I .
Act V. sc. 5.—Now, sir, the sound

for

iv. 211

V
Act i, sc. 2.—To tame and havoc

tear

iv. 476

1 H E N . YI.
Act V. sc. 3.—Mad natural graces

Mid

V. 95

2 H E N . VI,
Act iii. sc. 1.—Eor he's inclin'd as is
the ravenous loolves

wolf

v. 153

HEN.

COEIOLANUS.

Act i. sc. 3.—At Grecian sword contenning

contemning

vi. 154

passing

vi. 407

EOMEO AND J U L I E T .

Act ii. sc, 2.—The \&,zjpujing clouds
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Foho text.

-n 1 •
JPerkins readmg.

Collier's
-^^ ^g^_^_

HAMLET,

Act i. sc. 3.—Roajning it thus

Running

vii, 216

Mr. ColUer's Besides these seventeen literal coincidences there
can-ied out are Several remarkable sug-gestions of misprints, upon
kfnsf^" ^^' which emendations are actually made in the Perkins
Folio. I give one of these as a sample of Avhat I
mean :—
In Macbeth, act v. sc. 3, Macbeth says to the
doctor,
" Canst thou not minister to a mind diseas'd,
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow,
Eaze out the written troubles of the brain,
And with some sweet oblivious antidote
Cleanse the stufFd bosom of that perilous stuff
Which weighs upon the heart ?'*

Propositions for the remedy of a supposed defect
in the fifth line (Adz. the tame and senseless repetition
of the AVord stuff), I beUeve, invariably turned upon
I an alteration of the word stuff'd, till Mr. Collier, in
I his edition, 1844, vol. vii. p. 177, well says that,
] " The error, if any, rather lies in the last word of the
line." This Avas certainly a noAV and I think important light. The " old corrector " has profited by
it. He reads,—
\
•
\

" Cleanse the stuff'd bosom of that perilous grief
Which weighs upon the heart."

I am so heterodox as to think this a fine reading.
I do so, 1st, because it restores perfect sense and
beauty to what I believe to be a vile corruption.
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2nd. Because ^'^ftuff" is an easy misprint for
griefi", or griefe, in old writing.
3rd. Because grief, in the language of the old
medical writers, did weigh on the heart, and stuff
the bosom.-^
I must further add, that besides the emendations
of Mr. Collier given in the foregoing list, I find in
the notes to his edition of 1841-1844, about fortyfive original readings of which not one is to be found
in the List of every manuscript note and emendation,
&c. (1856). But I am far from being satisfied but
that some of them are not on the margins of the
Perkins Foho.
The last point to which I will call attention in The short,1 •

1

,

.

,T

(.

,

'i_,

• hand m the

tins chapter is the presence oi words written mperkins
short-hand, in pencil, on the margin of the Perkins ^ *^^^^'
^ See, for instance, the following passage in Daniel's Qiceen's
Arcadia, (1606), act iii, sc. 2 : —
" that layes upon my heart,
This heavy loade that weighs it downe icith griefe."
Ex. Ibid,: act iv. sc. 1;
" perhaps it pleas'd her then
To cast me up in this way of [i.e. off] her mouth
From of [i.e. off] her heart, least it might stuffe the same."
Grief is sickness, malady : when Mr, Dyce then, asks (Few
Notes, &c. p . 132), if the manuscript corrector's alteration
does not introduce a great impropriety of expression—"CLEANSE
the bosom of GEIEE ? " the answer is plain ; certainly n o t : for
he evidently does not mean cleanse the bosom of grief, but of
a grief—i. e. a sickness.
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Folio. Mr. M. Levy has made knoAvn in the pages
of " The Literary Gazette,"'^ the fact that in Coriolanus, act V. sc. 2, under the Avords, ^^Nay, but
fellow, feUoAV," the stage-direction " struggles, or instead noise," is AATitten in pencU in the short-hand
of John Palmer's system (Avhich is called an improvement on that of John Byrom), first published
in 1774, We have already seen^'' that Mr. Colher
Avas taught short-hand by his father, and it is to
say the least a very suspicious circumstance that
Mr. Colher refuses to say what system of shorthand he has been accustomed to use. Certainly if
Mr. Collier's systeni should turn out to be that
published by Palmer in 1774, we should have a new
circumstance in this case, which would be of itself
enough to create the strongest suspicions of foul
play on Mr. Collier's part; and taken with the
other evidence set forth in this chapter Avould be
sufficient to coiwict him of the forgery of all the
manuscript notes in the Perkins Folio.
^ March 17,1860.

=" See p, 134 of this work.

CHAPTER IX.
THE PEEKINS FOLIO.—VALUE or THE EMENDATIONS.

I HAVE already, more than once, in reply to Mr. Mr, Collier's
CoUier's statements about and claims for his " old ginSty for^
corrector," reminded (or informed) my readers that rector!" '^'^
his assumption of the novelty, to say nothing of the ,
exceUence (which I reserve for discussion), of the /
emendations in the Perkins Foho is not borne out 'by facts.
Mr. Halliweir accounts for Mr. Collier ig-noring His own
in so very many cases coincident criticisms, on the plrtSuy^'^acgeneral ground that he,
counted for.
" compiUng his volume of Notes with unusual rapidity, and
under circumstances which rendered access to many books
exceedingly inconvenient, * * * overlooked numerous early
paraUel conjectures;"

But Mr. Halliwell rightly remarks, that it is not so
obvious why Mr. CoUier should so often
" have ignored coincident suggestions on the very page of his
own edition to which he was referring."
1 Observations on some of the Manuscript Emendations, &c.
1853, p. 13,
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CoUatiou IS the process Avhich brings these defaults
-^r

r^ n-

•

to light ^ hitherto Mr. Collier has enjoyed an immunity from detection, in a vast number of cases,
for a very obvious reason. The fact is, that collation is a very irksome task, and few who profess to
perform it, ever do. I have verj?^ little faith in the
professions of editors that the}' have re-collated the
old copies : for, first, I am assured that fcAv even go
through the form of collation, but trust to their Lennens, and other Avorks of the kind: and, secondly, I
am confident that fe\A' of those who do collate bestow
upon the operation the time and methodical pains,
necessary to insure the tAvo qualities Avhich alone
give a collation any value, viz. exactness and completeness. I have, for instance, verified Mr. Collier's
collations of Hamlet, in the quarto 1603, and the folio
1632 ', and as to parts of the jDla}^, I have compared
his collations with several other early quartos, and I
can positively say that his collations are not to be
relied upon. I am not sure that all men have the
ability to collate ', but I am sm-e that no man can
collate correctly Avithout special training-.
NOAV, in determining the question of the originality
of the " old corrector," even in a single play, one has
^^ perform the operation of making- out a list of all
the manuscript emendations of that play in the
Perkins Folio (for none of Mr. Collier's lists can be
relied upon), and then that of collating- the list so
formed Avith the leading editions and commentaries.
Who would not shrink from such a labour ? Mr.
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Staunton himself did not go through this toU iii ^^."g faWe'^of
preparing his collations for Mr. Hamilton's Inquiry, the MS, alT

•

1

1

1

T i l

1

terations m

I t is true that these gentlemen did make an exhaus- Hamlet.
tive list of the manuscript emendations in Hamlet.
They could hardly have chosen a more thickly annotated i^lay. I t is also true that Mr. Staunton
collated this list Avith one of the Variorum editions,
and Avith Jennens; and probably verified many of
the collations by reference to particular editions and
commentaries.
This indeed could have been on
slio-ht labour. But it Avas not enough to insure
perfection: the collations in Mr. HamUton's Inquiry,^ are not perfect. For instance, the lines
" N o Eaiery talkes, &c."3

and
" Eoaming it thus, &c,"*

in the first of Avhich the " old corrector" cancels the
" 1 •" and in the second, for " Roaming," substitutes
Running, are p)assed over Avithout reference to any
old or modern edition. NOAV the fact is that the first
correction is found in all the early quartos, and the
second is an original emendation of Mr. Collier's,
and is in the text of his edition 1841-1844.^
But let us suppose that Ave have at last a play, The value of
^^ ^

.

A - ; statistics of

corrected by Perkins, collated with every known quantity.
3 Page 34.
^ p^ge 35.
* Page 37.
^ The presumed absence of any coincidence in the collations
of this play between the " old corrector" and any modern critic,
has been made a point of by Mr. Merivale in " The Edinburgh
Eeview, April, 1860."
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edition and commentary. HOAV much forwarder
are we in determining- the amount of originality in
the " old corrector ?" Does change merely for
change's sake, do wanton alterations made with the
single object of displa3dng a vast quantity of marginal readings, prove the possession of any original
poAvers of verbal criticism ? Certainly not. Any
fool can mar Shakspere's text; and because he may
have overlaid the text Avith an immense number of
readings, by the exercise ofunintellig-ent comparison,
he is not to be credited with original genius. On
the contrary, if Ave find that he has marred 99 readings for one he has amended, the inference is that he
stole that one emendation, and that the 99 blunders
or Avanton changes are his OAVU.. What then, after
all, is the use of a table of collations of the " old corrector's" labours, sheAving hoAv many readings have
been traced to knoAvn sources, and how many appear
to be novelties ? Supposing- two-thirds of the changes
are UCAV, what is the inference? I s it not plain that
any available inference depends not merety on the
statistics of quantity, but on the value of those changes
Avith Avhich he is credited. No mere preponderance of
quantity can prove him to have possessed originaUty
in the proper sense of that Avord. For instance, Ave
read in Love's Labour's Lost, act iii. sc. 1,
" No salve in the male, sir."

The " old corrector" changes " the male" into them
all, as Tyrwhitt did. Supposing- he did not get this
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reading from TyrAvhitt, it certainly does not prove
that the " old corrector" possessed any extraordinary
intelligence. But it does prove him to have been as
ignorant as T3a-whitt must have been (when he made
this alteration) of the meaning of a male—viz. a
wallet for herbs.^ This is an unusually favourable
specimen of the manuscript corrections. The result
of a lengthy examination Avliich I have made of
them is, that the majority shew less inteUigence
than the preceding; and that, if Ave exclude additions
to the text made for the purpose of eking out lines,
furnishing rhymes, and modernizing AVords, Avhich
in truth make up the vast bulk of them, their prevailing- characteristic is that of altering (often in the
most clumsy and stupid manner) phrases, the sense
of which is perhaps not veiy obvious, so as to invest
them Avith an obvious senseless meaning; and this
by the process of changing words in the text into
others but little or not at all like them, and ad dingto them ad libitum such letters or words as are
necessary to piece out the ncAV sentences. Here is
an example of Avhat I mean. How many hundred
more might I not adduce!
" So you to study now it is too late.
That were to climb o'erth' house t' unlock the gate."

The " old corrector" cobbles this into,
" So you by study now it is too late,
Climb o'er the ho\x^e-top to unlock the gate."
^ See Collier, Coleridge and Shakespeare, pp, 70-76,
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To inquire AAdiat felicity or appropriateness is in
such an alteration, would be a mere Avaste of time:
but to inquire hoAV such changes prove originality in
Mr. Perkins (except indeed original vulgarity and
wantonness) is most instructive : for we thereby learn
that no statistics of quantity can establish his claim
to originality, in the proper sense of that word : and
that the " old corrector" did not emendate as conscientious critics do, but laboured only to make a
display of quantit}', " as though he had foreseen the
use that might afterAvards be made of it."^
Conjectural
NoAA', supposiug that WO liavc evidence that he
S h e text AVorked Avith this motive: let us inquire Avhat faciliof Shak
ties the text of Shakspere provides for a miscreant
spere
so disposed. I n point of fact I have, just by Avay of
experiment, put myself in his shoes ', and I find that
Avithout the exercise of much intelligence, by a mere
verbal comparison and an observance of grammar,
it is possible to turn out emendations, as good as the
average of the "' old corrector's," as fast as my late
friend Mr. Cross turned out his acari. The folioAVino' table exhibits the result:—
TEXT.

CORRECTION.

Tempest.
It should the good ship so have swallowed, and
The freighting souls within her.
(Act I. sc. 2.)
One midnight
Fated for the pui-pose, (Ibid.)

It should the good ship so have
swallowed, and
The frightened souls within her,
One midnight
Suited for the piu'pose,

7 Collier, Coleridge and Shakespeare, p. 45.
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COKEECTION.

Two Gentlemen of Verona.
If so, I pray thee, breathe it in mine
If so, I pray thee, breathe it in mine
ear,
ear,—
As ending anthem of my endless do- An ending anthem of my endless dolour.
(Actui, sc. 1,)
lom-.
As you Like it.
*ffoo(Zmycomplexion!(Actra.sc,2.)
Hood my complexion!
Winters
Tale.
Make't thy question, and go rot!
Make't thy question, and go, do't!
(Act II, sc, 1,)
Apollo's angry; and the heavens
Apollo's augury and the heavens
themselves
themselves
Do strike at my injustice.
Do strike at my injustice.
(Act in, sc. 2.)
King
Bedlam, have done. (Act ii, sc. 1.)
Creatures of note for mercy-lacking
uses.
(Act IV. sc. 1.)

John.
Beldame, have done.
Creatures fo naught for mercy-lacking uses.

J K. Hen. LV
AVhy, thou whoreson, impudent, em- Why, thou whoreson, impudent, de'
^ rascal,
(Act in, sc, 3,)
boshed rascal,
LL K. Hen. LV.
That ever in the haunch of winter
That ever in the choir^ of winter
sings
(Act IV. sc. 4.)
sings
Like a rich armour worn in heat of Like a rich armour worn in heat of
day,
day,
That scalds with safety.
That scathes with safety.
(Act IV. sc, 4,)
K. Hen. VLLL.
that their very labom*
that their very labour
Was to them as & painting.
Was to them as a panting,
(Act I, sc. 1.)
*
In faith, for little England
In faith, for little England
You'd ventm'e an evibalUng:
You'd venture an ennobling,
(Act II, sc. 3.)

* The reader may suppose this to have been written partly
on an erasure where an erased word (say, chaunt or haunts) is
still legible! The Perkins Eolio has very many such indications
of ixErayoia. If such " second thoughts are best," " bad is the
best."
O
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TEXT.

CORRECTION.

Troilus and Cressida.
And appetite, an universal wolf

And appetite, an universal wolf

Must make perforce an universal
prey,
And last eat up himself. (Act i. sc. 3.)
Thefool slides o'er the ice that you
should break.
(Act i n . sc 3.)

Must make perforce an universal
prey.
And lust eat up himself.
The foot slides o'er the ice that you
should break.

Timon of Athens.
but moves itself
In a wide sea of rvax: (Acti, sc. 1.)
Leaving no tract behind.
(Ibid.)
*But only painted, likeliis varniah'd
friends ?
(Act iv. sc. 2.)

but moves itself
In a wide-waxing sen:
Leaving no track behind.
But only transient hke his vanish'd
friends?

Romeo and Juliet.
but the kind prince,
Taking thy part, hath rash'd aside
the law.
(Act III. sc, 3.)

but the kind prince,
Taking thy part, hath pushed aside
the law,

Julius Ccesar.
O then by day
Where wilt thou find a cavern dark
enough
To mask thy monstrous visage?
(Act II. sc. 1.)
Brtittis. Kneel not gentle Portia,
Portia. I should not need, if you
were gentle Brutus, (Act ii, sc, 1,)
To keep with you at meals, comfort
your bed,
(Act ii. sc. 1.)

O where by day
AVilt find a craven visard dark
enough
To mask thy monstrous visage?
Brutus. lineel not gentle Portia,
Portia. I should not kneel, if you
were gentle, Brutus.
To help your meals, consort with you
at bed.

Macbeth.
But float upon a wild and violent sea
UacJi way and move (Act iv. sc. 2.)
Profit again should hardly draw me
here.
(Act v. sc. 4,)

But float upon a wild and violent sea
Which way we move.
Profit m-gain should hardly draw me
near.

Hamlet.
though I am native here,
And to themannm' born,it i,s a custom
(Act I, sc, 4,)
And for the day confin'd to fast in
fires,
(Act i. sc. 4.)
Nay, 'tis twice tn^o months, my lord.
(Act III. sc. 2.1
O my ofience is rank, it smells to
heaven,
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't.
(Act III. sc. 3.)
*
If it be so Laertes,
J45 how should it be so? How otherwise?—
(Act IV. sc. 1.)

though I am native here,
And to the manor born, it is a custom
And for the day confinedya*^ to fires
Nay, 'tis quite two months, my lord.
O my ofience is rank, it smells to
heaven,
And earth doth still cry out upon my
fact ;
It hath the primal eldest curse upon't,
If it be so Laertes,—
How should it not be so? How
otherwise?—
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CORRECTION.

Othello.
(as it is a most pregnant and unforced (as it is a most pregnant and enforced
position,)
(Act ii. sc. 1.)
position,)
And shut myself up in some other
And shunt myself upon some other
course,
(Act in. sc. 4 )
course,
O bahny breath, that dost almost
O balmy breath, that dost ahnost perpersuade
suade
Justice to break her sn-ord.
Justice to break her word.
(Act V. sc. 1.)
Anthony and Cleopatra.
AA^at of death too.
What of death too,
That rids our dogs of languish ?
That rids om- days of anguish ?
(Act V. sc. 2.)
Cytnbeline.
find find
The ooze, to shew what coast thy The ooze, to shew what coast thy
sluggish crare
sluggish craft
Might easiliest harbour in?
Might easiliest harbour in?
(Act IV, sc, 2.)
bring thee all this;
bring thee all this;
Yea and furr'd moss besides, when
Yea and fetch moss besides, when
flowers are none, (Act iv, sc. 2.) flowers are gone.
* having found the back-door open
having found the back-door open
Of the unguarded liearts. Heavens,
Of the unguarded harts. Heavens,
how they wound! (Act v. sc. 3.)
how they wound !
You good gods, give me
You good gods, give me
The penitent instrument to pick that
The penetrant instrument to pick
bolt,
(Act V, sc, 4.)
that bolt.
SONNET

LXXVI.

(Allusion
to tobacco !)
Why write I still all one, ever the Why write 1 still all one, ever the
same,
same.
And keep invention in a noted weed ? And steep invention in a noted weed ?'

All these alterations belong to only one class of
corrections, and that class contains a very small
proportion of the manuscript emendations in the
Perkins Folio. Yet those are just the chang-es
which require some amount of ingenuity—little as
9 Two I have struck out of my list, which I had discovered
in the Perkins Folio.

Perhaps it may not be superfluous to

remind my readers that in order to perceive the plausibility of
some of the foregoing " corrections," it is necessary to read
and study the context which I have no room for here. I allude
especially to those to which an asterisk (*) is prefixed.

0 2
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it may be. I t may be judg-ed then, how little sagacity has to do with the perpetration of the residue
of the manuscript emendations, which are the great
C^lassifica- majority. To shcAV this more plainl}^, I propose to
manuscript divide the manuscript emendations of the Perkins
alterations,

^ o l i o i u t o claSSCS.

I . Alterations of Avords supposed to have been
misprinted. Here is a Avide and legitimate sphere
of conjectural criticism. There are but tAVO considerations that give a conjecture a value as a probable restoration, viz. (a) Similarity in the conjectured word to the trace of the misprint, and (jS)
Thorough fitness in the conjectured word to satisfy
the utmost requirement of the passage.
Example :—it will not cool my nature.
Twelfth Night, act i. sc. 3.
Correction by Theobald:—it will not curl by nature.

I I . Insertions of words or phrases supposed to
have been omitted by mistake. Here is a smaller,
but still a legitimate sphere of conjectural criticism ',
as in so many cases, in Avhich a word is omitted, the
context supplies abundant CAddence of the nature of
the omission. But no editor ought to admit such
conjectures into his text, except Avhere the evidence
in their favour is overAvhelming-. I n general they
should be relegated to the notes: since from the
nature of the case it is but seldom that the evidence
is sufficient', and the more numerous the wantingAvords are, the less is the probability that the lost
phrase will be supplied verbatim, and the less there
is to g-uide conjecture in that Avider exercise of ingenuity.
Accordingly, conjecture here is apt to
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sink into a mere exercise of ingenuity', and its
happiest efforts are often clouded with doubt.
Example:—Ltem, She is not to be fasting.
Two Gentlemen of Verona, act iii. sc, 1.
Correction by Eowe: Ltem, She is not to be kissed fasting,

I I I . Omissions of words supposed to have been
inserted by mistake. Here again is a very Umited
but legitimate sphere of conjectural criticism. I t
is only where a word has been repeated, as if caught
by the compositor from a contiguous or proximate
word (as from a word in the same, or in a next higher
or lower line), that its omission would be justifiable,
and then only with a view to eliminate some obvious
corruption of the text.
Examples:—King, father, royal Dane : oh oh answer me,
Hamlet, act i, sc, 4.
Corrected by Eowe from the 4tos.:—
King, father, royal Dane: oh answer me.
One chief speech in it I chiefly remember,
lbid. act ii. sc. 2.
Corrected by Eowe from the 4tos.:—
One speech in it I chiefly remember.

IY. Transpositions; substitutions of the plural for
the singular, or vice versa; alterations in the tense
of a verb by the simple addition or omission of a
letter (as s or d) ^ and other such simple, but material changes of the text.
Y Changes of punctuation and spelling.
Y I . Insertions of or changes in stage-directions,
names of speakers, and divisions into acts and scenes.
The manuscript alterations of the Perkins Foho J^g^f^^^
being divided into these classes, it is found that
class I. contahis the greatest number of changes,
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and class I I I . the least. I t is also found that
class I . is for the most part filled with substitutions of words or phrases for others not understood by the " old corrector," or reckoned obsolete
by him, and so liable to be not understood by
readers; and that class I I . is filled Avith additions
to the text Avliich are altogether uncalled for, and
could only have been inserted for the purpose of
mending: (accordino- to the " old corrector's" notions
of improvement) the poet's measure, and introducinga foot or a rh^mie where in all probability none Avas
desio-ned. I n a Avord—that in classes I . and I I . the
" old corrector" is not playing the editor but the
censor, and a Aery ig*norant and tasteless censor he is.
The system
ct classitica-

J y,-^

j-^^^y t^ve the play of Hamlet, and distrix J
y

tion appHed butc the luanuscript readings as the}- are gdven in
to the manu-

, .,

^ A

n -nir

TT

M

?

-r

•

•

script altera- the table at p. 34 ot Mr. Hamilton s Inquiry into
tions in

xi

Hamlet,

these SIX classes.
I Avill simply premise that in class I . I have
given the printed reading-of the folio 1632 in the
first column3 the Perkins gloss in the second column;
and the names of editors and commentators who
have anticipated the Perkins reading in the third
column. Where the names of tAvo or more editors
or commentators are given, it is to be presumed
that they independently suggested the reading opposite Avhich their names stand. The pairs of alterations Avhich are printed in italics are synonymous.
Throughout the six classes I have indicated those
manuscript alterations Avhich have been more or less
obliterated from the Perkins Folio by an asterisk (*)•

•

i
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Hamlet.
CLASS

Folio 1632.
now [struck]
*beating
*[seiz'd] on
*return'd
*design'd
foreknowing
beare
*his
nightly
*beteene
who?
bestiU'd
his [temple]
watchmen
cheff
Eoaming
bonds
slander
sonnet
your soveraignty of
*fast in
despatcht
hurling
four
sallets
*received
passion in

oppression
becke
pratling

Perkins.

I.

Commentator or editor.

new [struck]
Steevens
tolling
[seiz'd] in
remain'd
then sign'd
foreknowledge
bathe
this
nightlike
let e'en
Theobald
whom
Johnson
bechiU'd
the [temple]
Hanmer
watchman
Steevens
choise
Eunning
Collier
bawds
Theobald
squander
Eowe
summit
you of your soveraign
lasting
Heath
despoiled
hurting
Hanmer
for
Pope
salt
conceived
[Hanmer and
passionate
Capell read
passioned.}
transgression
backe
[Theobald reads
painting
paintings}
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Folio 1632.
his [guard]
a [suite]
cart
*seasons
it now
hesitate
rac'd
my [afiiair]
prize
silence

Perldns.
a [guard]
no [suite]
carr
poisons
her vow
must take
rais'd
the [affair]
purse
sconce

Commentator or editor.
Jennens
Eowe

Theobald
Steevens

Hanmer and
VV aLULlXLUi-L

set
send
step
stoop
time
fum^
set
see
Johnson
hops
hopes
Lord
King
goe to thy [death-bed^1 gone to his [death-bed]
of [all Christian souls] on [all Christian souls] Johnson
stood
sole
his [envy]
hir [envy]
deduced
reduced
Taugan
Tou'
sad
sage
splenatick
spleenative
Theobald
and [Dog]
the [Dog]
be [rashness]
to [rashness]
know
owne
Pope
paule
faile
Johnson
Asses
Assis
(4tos. read sesequell
sement
quent.)
be thrown
*he throw
scene
same
63

41

22
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In this class there are also ninety corrections which
have been derived from the old copies. Mr. H. Merivale, in " The Edinburgh Review,"^" complained of
Mr. Hamilton for having selected a play for examination which exists in so many early quarto editions :'^
inasmuch as even supposing that the " old corrector"
did derive his readings fi-om manuscript or conjecture, those readings, if right, must have often coincided with the early quartos : and the greater might
be the number of quartos with various readings, the
greater amount of coincidence would result. By
separating those readings which agree with the readings of the old copies, this objection is obviated.
CLASS

4to. 1604.
fo. 1632.
Perkins.

II.

The perfume and suppliance of a minute
No more,
The suppliance of a minute; No more.
The suppliance of a minute; but no more.

d' f 1 fi92 X ^^^

^^^^ given countenance to his speech,

Perkins.*

And hath given (qu. giv'n) countenance to it in his
speech,

4to. 1604.
fo. ] 632.
Perkins.

Looke too't I charge you, come your wayes.
Look too't, I charge you ; come your way.
Look too't, I charge you; so now come your way.

4to. 1604.
fo. 1632.
Perkins.

0 most pernicious woman.
Oh most pernicious woman!
Oh most pernicious and perfidious woman!

" April, 1860.
" He modestly says three. There are in ifictfive quarto editions published before 1612, if we count the missing 4to. of
1609, and do not count the dateless 4to.
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4to, 1604.
fo. 1632.
Perkins.

To keepe those many many bodies safe
To keepe those many bodies safe
To keepe those verie many bodies safe

4to. 1604.
fo. 1632.
Perkins.

a certaine convocation of politique wormea
a certaine convocation of wormes
a certaine convocation ofpalated wormes.

4to. 1604.

4to. 1604,
fo, 1632,
Perkins.

Woo't weepe, woo't fight, woo't fast, woo't teare
thy selfe
Woo't weepe ? woo't fight ? woo't teare thy selfe ?
Woo't weepe ? woo't fight ? woo't storme or teare
thy selfe ?
lie doo't, doost come heere to whine ?
lie doo't. Dost thou come here to whine ;
lie doo't Ile doo't. Dost thou come here to whine;

4to. 1604.
fo. 1632.
Perkins.

Tis dangerous when the baser nature comes
Tis dangerous when baser nature comes
Tis dangerous when a baser nature comes.

4to. 1604.
fo, 1632.
Perkins.

Heere Hamlet take my napkin rub thy browes,
Here's a Napkin, rub thy browes,
Here is a Napkin, rub thy browes my sonne,

4to. 1604.
fo, 1632,
Perkins,*

Is strict in his arrest, 6 I could tell you,
Is strick't in this Arrest) oh I could tell you,
Is strick't in this Arrest) oh I could tell you all.

fo. 1632.
Perkins.

In this class there are also eighteen corrections
derived fi-om the old copies. All, but one, of the
specified eleven additions Avere obviously made to
eke out the measure of the heroic lines. The last
{fill) was intended to perfect the line.
Had I but time, oh I could tell you,

the " old corrector" having struck through the portions of lines included in the parenthesis,
(as, this fell sergeant, death.
Is strict in this Arrest,)
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CLASS I I I .

{

Hora. Haile to your Lordship.
TT

T

1^4-

n

Ham. I am glad to see you well;
Hora. Haile to your Lordship.
Ham. I am glad to see you well :
Perkins.
Hora. Hail to your Lordship
Mam. I am glad to see you:
4to. 1604. And shall I coupple hell, o fie, hold, hold my hart,
fo, 1632,
And shall I couple hell ? Oh fie: hold my heart;
Perkins.
And shall I couple hell ? O fie: hold h e a r t ;
4to, 1604. Why what an Asse am I, this is most brave,
fo. 1632.
Who ? what an Asse am I ? J sure, this is most
brave,
Perkins,
Why what an Asse am I, this is most brave,

fo. 1632.

In this class there are also nine corrections derived from the old copies.
The contents of the other three classes I shall not
specify, but only the number of alterations in each.
The six classes, accordinglj', thus stand :—
CLASS,

I.
II.
III.
IVV.
VI.

N O . of changes.

.
.

.

153
29
12
33
99
94
420

There are, also, half a dozen anomalous glosses,
not included in these classes.
I do not propose to weary the reader wdth an
analysis of all these alterations. Not one of those
to which the name of no editor or commentator is
appended has been received into any edition of Shak-
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spere, with the exception of tAvo of Mr. Collier's
editions, where of course many of them will be found
advocated and explained by their admiring sponsor.
I shall, however, examine at length some of those
emendations of the Perkins Folio, on which Mr. Collier has, as it Avere, rested the credit of his " old corrector."
Many of the glosses in class I. appear to have
been arrived at by a leg-itimate, though ver}^ infelicitous and not very intelligent exercise of conjecture.
The design
In the third chapter of my former work I pointed
III. o^The out several instances in which the " old corrector's "
F^ica-^^ emendations appeared to me to have been manufactions.
tured by an ingenious use of parallel passages in
Shakspere. My object Avas to raise a presumption
against the corrector having obtained them from
any authoritative source, in opposition to those who,
judging of the critical powers of others by their own,
had pronounced the emendations such as no critical
sagacity could have arrived at.
Charges of
In this courso I was taken to task by writers in
Gazette^anY " The Literary Gazette" and " The Saturday Belellew!^ view." The reviewer of " The Literary Gazette'"'
reminds me
** that there is no style of emendation so trustworthy as that
which is derived exclusively from an author himself. To explain
Shakspeare by Shakspeare is only acting on a maxim of which
we should have expected no classical scholar to forget the
value."
" Sept. 17, 1859.
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This remark would have been in point, and ofJ.^P^J^o^
1

•£• T 1

1

1 1

n

i>

Literary Ga-

value, it 1 had exposed the process oi manufacture zette.
of the Perkins emendations AAdth the object of disproving them. But my object was to shew that,
were they good or bad, right or wrong, they were
to be referred to conjectural criticism, and consequently that there was no need to suppose that the
" old corrector " had (as Mr. Collier and others believed) access to manuscript or better copies than
we possess. Indeed I expressly endorsed one of
the emendations which I considered to have been
so arrived at, believing it to be a restoration of the
text of Shakspere.
The writer in the " Saturday Be view "^^ makes a
similar observation. He says,
" D r . Ingleby undertakes to show the " p r o c e s s " by which
some of the more important emendations have been " manufactured." But he succeeds only in showing that they are supported by very subtle analogies of expression in other passages
of Shakspeare. Did it not occur to him that if the emendations were true they would be Shakspeare's, and that Shakspeare would write like himself?"

I t certainly did not escape me that if the emeu- E-eply to
1

•

/

^/

»

,

The Satur-

dations were real restorations (or " true, as the day Review,
reviewer oddly phrases it), they would be Shakspere's ! But though Shakspere sometimes wrote
like himself in the same play, I am convinced that
his richness of thought and " infinite variety" of
expression was such, that an emendation in one play,
arrived at by the consideration of a parallel passage
" April 21, 1860.
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in another, is far fi-om being a reliable means of
restoring the corrupted word or phrase.
^'^^T^T^l^® Among the various examples I adduced in illusin Winter s

Tale.

~

_^

^

tration of my position, Avere tAvo of the ten or eleven
" lost lines," for the recovery of Avhich Mr. CoUier
invokes the gratitude of his generation.^^ One of
these was inserted in Winter's Tale, act v. sc. 3.
Leontes, who is standing Avith Perdita, Antigonus,
Paulina and others before the statue of Hermione,
says,
" Do not draw the curtain.
No longer shall you gaze o n ' t ; lest your fancy
May think anon it moves.
Leontes.
Let be, let be.
Would I were dead, but that methinks already —"
" And then he broke the sentence in his beart
Abruptly, as a man upon his tongue
May break it, when his passion masters him,"^*
Raulina.

Had he finished AV'hat he had begun he Avould doubtless have said,
" Let be, let be.
Would I were dead, but that methinks already
It does move."
14 Ii Truly," as the reviewer in " Blackwood's Magazine,"
(August, 1853), weil says, " we must be thankful for small
mercies ! Mr. Collier may be assured that the A'ery thing which
Leontes says most strongly, by implication in this speech is,
that he is not stone looking upon stone."
In amusing contrast to this intelligent note, a wiseacre in
" The North American Eeview," (April, 1854), gravely tells us
tbat " it would almost argue insanity to doubt [the] genuineness" of the new line!
' ^ I d y l l s o f t h e K i n g . p. 47.
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Plainly methinks already is antithetical to think anon.
Though we have here an example of aposiopesis, yet
the context clearly shews what Leontes intended to
have said Avhen he began,
" Would I were dead, but that methinks already—"

where his very thoughts were broken off" by his emotion. If Shakspere had supplied the missing- words,
as he might very well have done without interfering*
with the music of the lines, Ave should rather have
been losers than gainers. We should have lost one
of the subhmest instances of implied passion, in all
Shakspere.
We can fancy, then, in what a state of dulness
the perceptions of the " old corrector" must have
been when it occurred to him to interpolate the
line,
" I am but dead stone looking upon stone."

The passage accordingly stands thus: —
" Let be, let be.
Would I were dead, but that methinks already
L am but dead stone looking upon stone.
W h a t was he that did make it ? " &c.

Mr. Staunton's remarks^^ on this piece of taAvdry Mr. Staunare so excellent, that I shall offer no apology for
quoting them at length.
" To a reader of taste and sensibility, the art by which the
emotions of Leontes are developed in this situation, from the
moment when with an apparent feeling of disappointment he
first beholds the " so much wrinkled " statue, and gradually becomes impressed, amazed, enthralled, till at length, borne along
by a wild, tumultuous throng of indefinable sensatious, he
' ' Edition, vol. iii. p. 250.
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reaches that grand climax where, in delirious rapture, he clasps
the figure to his bosom and faintly murmurs,—
" 0 , she's warm !"
must appear consummate. Mr. Collier and his annotator,
however, are not satisfied. To them the eloquent abruption,—
" •—but tbat, methinks, already—
What was he that did make it ?"
is but a blot, and so, to add " to the force and clearness of the
speech of Leontes," they stem the torrent of his passion in
midstream and make him drivel ou.t,—
" Would I were dead, but that, methinks, already
L am but dead, stone looking upon stone." !
Can anything be viler ? Conceive Leontes whimpering of himself as " dead," just when the thick pulsation of his heart could
have been heard ! and speaking of the statue as a " stone " at
the very moment when, to his imagination, it was flesh and
blood! Was it thus Shakspeare wrought ? The insertion of
such a line in such a place is absolutely monstrous, and implies,
both in the forger and the utterer, an entire incompetence to
appreciate the finer touches of his genius. But it does more,
for it betrays the most discreditable ignorance of the current
phraseology of the poet's time. When Leontes says,—
" Would I were dead, but that methinks, already—"
Mr. Collier's annotator, and Mr. Collier, and aU the advocates
of the intercalated line, assume him to mean,—"• I should desire to die, only that I am already dead or holding converse
with the dead ;" whereas, in fact, the expression, " Would Lwere
dead," &c. is neither more nor less than an imprecation, equivalent to—" Would L may die," &c. ; and the King's real meaning, in reference to Paulina's remark, that he will think anon
it moTOs, is " j\Iay I die, if I do not think it moves already."
I n proof of this, take the following examples, which might
easily be multiplied a hundred-fold, of similar forms of speech:—
"
and, would I might be dead,
If I in thought—" &c.
The Two Gentlemen of Verona, Act I V Sc. 4.
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'' Would Lhad no being.
If this salute my blood a jot."
Henry VLLL. Act II., Sc. 3.
" The gods reluke me, but it is a tidings
To wash the eyes of kings."
Antony and Cleopatra, Act V., Sc. 1.
" Would L with thunder presently might die
So I might speak."
Summer's Last Will and Testament.
"
Let me suffer death
If in my apprehension—" &c,
BEATJMOKT and F L E T C H E R ' S Flay of

'.'Night-Walker,"

the

Act III., Sc. 6.

" Would Lwere dead" &c.
" If I do know," &c,
BEN JONSON'S Tale of a Tub, Act I I , , Sc, 1."

The " old corrector," then, committed here three The " old

, ,
,
blunders.

corrector's"
three blun-

Ist, H e mistook the phrase, " W o u l d I were "^^^^ ^ °^^dead, but that methinks," &c. for a Avisli for death;
whereas it was a common adjuration, like the JcAvish
form, " God do so to me and more also if I do not
think, &c."
2ndly, Thus mistaking the adjuration, " Would I
Avere dead," he entirely overlooked the obvious reference of " You'll tliink anon," to " Methinks already."
3rdly, H e failed to observe that it is at this moment that Leontes begins to believe that the statue
is living- flesh and blood; Avherefore he makes
Leontes speak of it as " dead stone."
The result of his abominable patchAvork is, in fact,
p
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susceptible of only one meaning-, viz. God is my witness that methinks I am already only dead !
And this is the restoration Avhich Mr. CoUier tells
us Ave may be thankful for.^^
Mr, Dyce's
Howevcr strauge it may appear, it is neverthenote:
less a fact that Mr. Dyce once thought the line
supplied by the " old corrector," " Shakspearian:"
but it is infinitely more astonishing to learn that he
noAV thinks it " too Shakspearian !" Surely Mr.
D^^^ce is quite wrong in implying that Shakspere,
" Avliose variety of expression Avas inexhaustible,"
Avould not have repeated himself. If one g-eneralized truth in Shaksperiau criticism be more certain and unexceptionable than another, it is this—
that in the same play Shakspere frequently repeats
the same expression, especially if it be an unwonted
one Avith him. Thus, " best" occurs many times in
the Tempest; " father" or " mother," used in a
symbolical sense, several times in Cymbeline; " comfort," in the sense of strengthen, several times in
Winter's Tale; " shows," in the sense of ajyparel,
and " assay," in the sense of rescue or onset, occur
frequently in Hamlet, and so on.
The fact is that Mr. Dyce, like Mr. CoUier, does
not seem to have been aAvare of the phrase, " Avould
I Avere dead," being an adjuration, and nothing more.
Had he known this, he Avould hardly haAC found
anything Shaksperiau in the ncAv line. I believe that
13 Notes and Emendations, 1st and 2nd Ed. p. 197.
1^ Eew Notes, p. 81, and Strictures, p. 88.
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Mr. Dj^ce is perfectly correct in his version of the
process of manufacture of this precious " restoration." The " old corrector " observed, that Leontes
has 23reviously said,—
" Does not the stone rebuke me
For being more stone than it ? O royal piece.
There's magic in thy majesty, which has
My evils conjur'd to remembrance, and
Erom thy admiring daughter took the spirits,
Standing like stone tvith thee."

And from the lines in italic type he readily manufactured the line,—
*' I am but dead stone looking upon stone,"

and the line AA^hich it supplanted,—
" I am but dead looking upon dead stone."i5

Another of these miraculously fehcitous lines was The new line
inserted in Coriolanus, act iii. sc. 2. Here Yo- ^^ ^o>"^^^<^^

mis.

lumnia entreats the hero in these words,—
" Pray be counsell'd;
I have a heart as little apt as yours,
But yet a brain, that leads my use of anger
To better vantage."

There is an obvious hitch here. " Apt" it is true
might be strained to bear the sense of j^Uable. But
the difficulty is in the words " my use of anger."
This should have reference to something preceding;
Avhich is not the case, since the attempts to bend
the Avills of obstinate people, (" headstrong- wills "^'^)
15 See p, 89,
16 So the late Mr. W Sidney Walker reads the passage in
Measure for Measure, act i. sc, 4.
13

Q
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does not of necessity, or by implication, provoke their
nng-er. Mr. Staunton very ing-eniously proposes to
substitute of mettle for " as little." " A heart of
apt mettle," is indeed sense : but " mettle" is temper,
and is therefore not equivalent to " anger."
So the difficulty still remains. The " old corrector " evades it by interpolating- a line ; and a most
ingenious one it is. Let us rcAdew the process by
Avhich it must haA^e been manufactured.
" Use of anger " or " anger'' Avould, in all probability have occurred in the lost line, if there had
been one', for Yohimnia emj^loys the phrase " use
of anger" apparently in apposition to a foreg-oingphrase of the same purport. To illustrate this, let
us consult the following passage in the Merchant
of Venice, act iii. sc, 2 :—
" T e t look, how far
The substance of my praise doth wrong this shadow
In underprizing it, so far this shadow
Doth limp behind the substance."

Here is a like apposition.
that the line,

Now let us suppose

" The substance of my praise doth WTong this shadow "

had been omitted by the compositor', and that, in
consequence of the recurrence of " his shadow," in
the next line, which he duly printed, he did not perceive the omission of Avhich he had been guilty.
The passage then Avould stand thus:—
" Yet look, how far
I n underprizing it, so far this shadow
Doth limp behind the substance,"
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Every intelligent reader would perceive that
something had been omitted here. Some critics
would convert " s o " into how, [more Bowe and
cobblers like him •) but I apprehend a critic of a
little more than ordinary skill, even if he did not
succeed in recovering the lost line, would readily
manufacture one extremely like it.
H e could not fail to perceive, 1st, that the Une
lost is substantially this:—
" My estimate of this shadoto wrongs it;"

and, 2ndly, that " this shadow," must end the line,
to account for the misprint having escaped correction. He Avould then reconstruct the line—perhaps
thus:—
" My estimate of it wrongs this shadow ;"

or rhythmically,
" The purport of my censure wrongs this shadow."

By a very felicitous conjecture, guided by a not
unusual Shaksperiau antithesis, he might be led to
put substance for " purport j " and his ear might
lead him to put a monosyllable for " censure," followed by doth—and he Avould recover the lost line.
I g-rant that this Avould, under all the circumstanc'es, be an unlikely result; and that inasmuch
as satisfactory verification is impossible, conjectural
criticism cannot be alloAved the license of guessing
at lost lines, except for the purpose of illustration
and exposition.
The " old corrector " observed this method of con-
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jecture in the passag-e in Coriolanus—" As little
apt as yours." To do Avhat ? he asked : To forego
the use of anger, under provocation.
He Avould thus easily arrive at the line,
" To brook control without the use of anger;"

or,
" To brook reproof without the use of anger;"

" use of anger," in either case closing- the line, in
order to account for the compositor overlooking- the
misprint. But neither of these lines can be what
Shakspere Avrote : " Avithout the use of anger," is
quite unshaksperian. Coriolanus' demeanour was not
a use Avith a view to a vantage of some sort, but the
natural effect of anger not repressed, behaved or
regulated under the purpose of volition. It Avas this
defect in Coriolanus that Brutus urged the people to
take advantage of:—^^
" You should have ta'en the advantage of his choler,
And pass him unelected."

Again,
" If, as his nature is, he fall in rage
With their refusal, both observe and answer
The vantage of his anger."

I should therefore prefer to read.
Vol. " I have a heart as little apt as yours
To brook reproof, and not bewray my anger.
But yet a brain that leads my use of anger
To better vantage,"

While, therefore, I have shcAvn how the " old
corrector" manufactured his line, I have assigned
'' Act ii. sc. 3.
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valid reasons AA^hy the line Avhich he manufactured
could not have been written by Shakspere.
As I have said ', these tAvo examples Avere given in
my former work : but they have received a more matured and more extensive consideration in these pages.
These have been repeated, simply because they are
the two most remarkable of the entire lines derived
from the Perkins Folio. I shall not avail myself of
any other examples, shewing the process of manufacture of emendations, which have already appeared
in my Shakspeare Fabrications.
I Avill now proceed to consider some of the emendations on Avhich Mr. Collier has staked the " old corrector's " credit', and which he has made his chevaux
de bataille in his Reply, p. 64, as well as in the Introduction to his Notes and Emendations. I shall shew
conclusively that these have been conjecturally arriA^ed at, and are besides totally unworthy of adoption.
I n the Merchant of Venice, act iv. sc. 1, Shylock " Vv^ooUen,'
is enumerating the involuntary affections resulting- uiien.
from the presence of odious objects :—
" Some men there are love not a gaping pig;
Some, that are mad if they behold a cat;
And others, when the bag-pipe sings i' the nose
Cannot contain their urine : for afiection.
Master of passion, sways it to the mood
Of what it likes or loathes. Now, for your answer—
As there is no firm reason to be render'd.
W h y he cannot abide a gaping pig;
Why he, a harmless necessary c a t ;
Why he, a looollen bag-pipe, &c."
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So the folio. The " old corrector " reads bollen
for " AVOoUen," a word Avhich he might have obtained from his Bible', but at any rate, as a reader
of Shakspere's poems, he could not have failed to
have associated the passage under consideration
Avith one in The Rape of Lucrece.
" Here one, being throng'd, bears back, all boll'n and red,"

Mr. Dyce's

Mr. Dyce adopts bollen, vice " AvooUen," in preference to Steevens' swollen; and is as firml}^ conAdnced as I am that ^^ AVooUen" is a corruption.
The reason Mr. Dyce Avell explains to be,
" that Shylock does not intend the most distant allusion to the
material which either composed or covered the bag-pipe ; "

Monck Ma- and he quotes Monck Mason's note,
son's note,
" it is to be observed, that it is not by the sight of the bagpipe that the persons alluded to are affected, but by the
sound."

How, in the face of this remark, Mr. Dyce can have
adopted the " old corrector's" bollen surpasses my
ability to understand.^® If, as is CAddent, it is the
'^ The physical fact referred to in the text of the Merchant
of Venice, is a frequent subject of remark with Elizabethan
writers. Thus, in The Optick Glasse of Humors, 1607, folio
70, we read, " Julius Scalliger relates a mery tale of a certaine
man of good esteeme, that sitting at the table at meate if he
chaunc'd to beare the lute plaid upon, tooke such a conceit at
the sound or something else that he could not hould his urine,
but was constrained eft to" * * * the catastrophe beiug
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sight of the pig or the cat that affects some men,
and the sound of the bag-pipe as it " sings i' the
nose," that affects others, surely CapeU's suggestion CapeU's
must at least be near the trace of the lost word,
viz. wauling, Mr. Brae and myself independently
proposed the same reading, neither being- aAvare of
having been anticipated by Capell. But Mr. Brae Mr, Brae's
did not rest satisfied with wauling ; five years consideration enabled that excellent critic to make it
edge nearer to the existing misprint by taking waul
in the shape of a passive participle in en, i.e. waulen,
or waullen—or even wollen, which would almost coincide with the existing AVord. The bag-pipe beinginanimate cannot, strictly speaking, 7vaul, but to
sound at all it must be made to rvaul. I t is therefore heard wauleii, rather than wauling. Similarly,
'^ fallen " is a neuter verb Avith a participial construction ; and it is also similar in sound,
I am not yet convinced of the expediency of this
after-refinement upon wauling, and should think
waulin' a perfectly satisfactory emendation j in comparison Avith Avhich swollen and bollen are very
bad.
somewhat too graphically and broadly described for modern
" ears polite," So in Every Man in Ms Humour, act iv. sc, 1,
E. Knowell asks,—
" What ails thy brother ? Can he not hold his water at
reading a ballad ?
Wellbred. 0, n o ; a rhyme to him is Avorse than cheese, or a
bagpipe:"
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Probably Mr. Dyce, as a Scotsman, scouted CapeU's suggestion, on the ground of its being- somewhat uncomplimentary to the " martial noise" of
his fatherland.
HoAvever that may be, it is the
most expressive epithet that could be found for that
most distressing sound, Avherein to find music or
take pleasure one must surely have first acquired a
very peculiar taste and vei-}' considerable nerve.
" Degrees"
I n 2 Hen, IV act i. sc. 2, Falstaff" is deploringV. diseases. his being victimised at once by the Avant of money
and the " evils " of ag-e and youth. H e says,
" A man can no more separate age and covetousness than he
can part with young limbs and lechery : but the gout galls the
one, and the pox pinches the other; and so botli the degrees
prevent my curses."

I n both the Perkins Folio and Mr. Sing-er's correeled folio, " degrees " is superseded by diseases.
That both correctors obtained this from the foUoAA"ing speech of Falstaff is evident:
" I can get no remedy against this consumption of the purse:
borrowing only lingers and lingers it out,'^ but the disease is
incurable. * * * ^ pox of this gout! a gout of this pox!
for the one or the other pinches my great toe. I t is no matter
if I do halt; I have the wars for my colour, and my pension
shall seem the more reasonable. A good wit will make use of
anything : I wiU turn diseases to commodity."

Hence it might be very plausibly inferred that these
" This passage shews that Mr. J . Hayward is in error in
supposiug that the verb to linger is not transitive. See his
Translation of Faust, 4th ed. 1847, Preface, p. XA'ii.
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are the " diseases " which " prevent," or g'o before,
Falstaff''s curses.
Plausible as this emendation unquestionably is,
it by no means clears the passage', and is besides
totally devoid of the characteristic humour of Falstaff*.
In Troilus and Cressida, act in. sc. 3, in a speech " Married "
,

,.

,

.

.

.

^' mirror'd.

of Achilles, the Perkins Folio has a correction Avhich
has been adopted by all modern editors. The hero
sa3's,
" The beauty, that is borne here in the face
The bearer knows not, but 2° commends itself
To others' eyes: nor doth the eye itself
(That most pure spirit of sense) behold itself.
Not going from itself; but eye to eye oppos'd
Salutes each other with each other's form.
Eor speculation turns not to itself.
Till it hath travel?d, and is married there.
Where it may see itself."

Here the Perkins corrector substitutes mirror'd
for " married f and Mr. Singer's corrected folio has
the same emendation.
I have no doubt both correctors obtained the hint
for this alteration from Julius C(Bsar, act i. sc. 2,
Avhere Cassius asks :—
" Tell me, good Brutus, can you see your face ?
No, Cassius; for the eye sees not itself.
But by reflexion by some other things.
Cassius.
'Tis just:
And it is very much lamented, Brutus,

Brutus.

20

Understand if, immediately before " commends,"
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That you have no such mirrors as will turn
Your hidden worthiness into your eye,
That you might see your shadow,"

Mirror'd for " married," is just one of those emendations Avhich beg'uile the judgment, lull criticism,
and enlist our love of the surprizing and ingenious.
But it is not sound. I t is so plausible that Avere it
the original Avord of the text, no one could find fault
with i t : but it is otherAvise Avhen it is an alien challenging- admission, to the exclusion of the present
occupant: Ave must not then be dazzled by j)lausibility • Ave must ]3robe it beneath the surface, and only
admit it on tAvo conditions : — 1 . The supplanted
Avord must be incapable of good interpretation.
2. The substitute must be free from all chance of
favouring misinterpretation of that which it seems
to improve. NOAA^, in the present case, I do not think
that either of these conditions is fulfilled by mirror'd.
The question turns upon this. I s the reflexion meant
to he figurative or 7'eal? Now in the passage I have
quoted from Julius Ccesar, the word " reflexion" is
certainly used in its physical or moral sense:
" the eye sees not itself
But by reflexion"

There mirrors is used figurative^. But in the
passag-e in Troilus and Cressida no optical reflexion
is described upon which a figurative use of mirror'd
could be founded: the eye is not here described as
seeing' itself by reflexion; but it
" Commends itself to others' eyes."

and
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" eye to eye opposed
Salutes each other with each other's form."

So that there are two pair of eyes regarding each
other^ Whereas if the notion were that of optical
reflexion, it Avould be the eye's ownfoim that Avould
salute it, and not another's. Therefore I say that
inasmuch as the eye arrives at a knowledge of its
own form b}'' seeing a fellom eye, the original expression " married," i. e. fellowed, is more in harmony with the context than the Perkins emendation.
Suum cuique. I t is due to Mr. Brae, to say,
that until I had received his defence of the original
text I Avas ensnared by this specious and most ing-enious emendation. The defence I have given is
substantially his OAA'II.
" Bosome
I n Coriolanus, act iii. sc. 1, the hero says,
*' They [the people] know, the corn
Was not our^' recompense, resting well assur'd
They ne'er did service for ' t : being press'd to the war.
Even when the navel of the state was touch'd.
They would not thread the gates : this kind of service
Did not deserve corn gratis : being i' the war.
Their mutinies and revolts, wherein they show'd
Most valour, spoke not for them : the accusation
Which they have often made against the senate.
All cause unborn, could never be the native^*
Of our so frank donation. AVell, what then ?
How shall this bosom multiplied digest
The senate's courtesy ?"

"^^ Query,/or, vice " o u r , "
^2 Yov " native," Monck Mason reads motive.

multiplied'
V. bisson
mitdtitude.
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In the folio " bosom" is spelled bosome. For
" bosom multiplied," the " old corrector " reads bisMr. Singer's SOU 7nultitude. Ou tliis emendation being commutheKkins lUcated by Mr. Collier to " The Athenseum,"^^ the
reading,
|^^g j\jj.^ Singer immediately gave in his adhesion
to it.'^
Mr. HalliMr. HalliAvell,^' speaking of this reading, says,—
well's adop-

tion,

^

^

^

_

^^J

.' }

" This, more than any other, gives hopes of important results ; and it does something more than this : it opens a reasonable expectation that the MS. corrector had, in some
cases, recollection of the passages as they were delivered in
representation. Once establish a probability of this, and
although many of the corrections must still be looked upon as
conjectural, the volume will be of high value. The correction
" bisson multitude " seems to me to be clearly one of those
alterations that no conjectural ingenuity could have suggested."

This is certainly a curious note. Surely the correction in question Avas an obvious one : for this
reason • previously, in the same play,^*' Menenius
has said to the tribunes,
" What harm can your bisson conspectuities glean out of
this character, if I be known well enough t o o ? "

In the folio " bisson" here is spelled beesome.
Beesomc has been corrected into " bisson" by the
editors. With this example under the nose of a
critic, he could not fail to sugg-est the application of
=^
^'
•'
''

March 27th, 1852.
Notes and Queries, 1st Series, vol. v, p, 436.
Notes and Queries, 1st Series, vol, v. p. 481..
Act ii. sc. 1.
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the same correction to " Bosome multiplied," and
Avlien once " bosome " had been turned into bisson,
it would be the next thing to impossible to avoid
perceiving the plausibilit}' of changing- " multiplied "
into 7nultitude; and the " old corrector's " emendation is arrived at by a pure conjectural process.
The publication of Mr. Singer's and Mr. HalliAvell's adhesion to this remarkable emendation at
once called Mr. Brae into the field. I t Avould be
impossible for me to give the reader of this work an
adequate notion of the poAver of A. E. B.'s paper in
'' Notes and Queries,"^^ Avithout copious extracts
from it: so I prefer giving in extenso the five
grounds on which he rejected bisson 7nultitude.
" 1. Because the apologue of the "belly and the members," A.E. B.'s
in the first scene, gives its tone to the prevailing metaphor defence of
throughout the whole play. Hence the frequent recurrence of
such images as " the many-headed multitude," " the beast with
many heads butts me away," " the horn and noise of the monster," " the tongues of the common mouth," &c,; and hence a
strong probability that, in any given place, the same metaphor
will prevail.
2. Because in Coriolanus there are three several expressions
having a remarkable resemblance in common, viz.:
" multiplying spawn,"
" multitudinous tongue,"
" bosom multiplied,"
and the concurrence of these three is strongly presumptive of
the authenticity of any one of them.
3. Because, in the speech wherein bosom multiplied occurs—•
-' 1st Series, vol. vi. p. 26.
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the matter in discussion being the policy of having given corn
to the people gratis—when Coriolanus exclaims, " AVhoever
gave that counsel, nourished disobedience, fed the ruin of the
State;" these two words of themselves, seem intended to be
metaphorical to the subject: but wlien he goes on to inquire,
" how shall this bosom multiplied digest the senate's courtesy,"
it becomes manifest that digest continues the metaphor which
nourished and fed had begun. And if, in addition, it can be
shown that bosom was commonly used as the seat of digestio7i,
then the inference appears to be irresistible, that bosom inultiplied is a phrase expressly introduced to complete the metaphor.
Now, that bosom was so used, and by Shakspeare, is easily
proved. Here is one example, from the Second Part of Henry
IV. act i. sc. 3,
*• Thou beastly feeder
disgorge thy glutton bosom."
But I shall go still further : I assert that Shakspeare nowhere has used digest in the purely mental sense; that is,
without some reference, real or figurative, to the animal function of the stomach. Certainly there is one seeming exception ;
but even that, when examined into, arises from a palpable misinterpretation, which, when corrected, returns with redoubled
force in favour of the assertion, I refer to the apologue of
" the belly and the members," already alluded to, in which the
following passage is, in all the editions, as far as I am aware,
pointed in this way :
" The senators of Eome are this good belly.
And you the mutinous members : Eor examine
Their coimsels and their cares ; digest things rightly.
Touching the weal o' the common ; you shall find
No public benefit, which you receive,
But it proceeds, or comes, from them to you.
And no way from yourselves."
If this reading were correct, it would doubtless afford an
example of the use of digest in the abstract sense; but it is in
reality a gross misprision of the true meaning of the passage.
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and is only another proof of how far we are still from possessing
a correctly printed edition of Shakspeare. The proper punctuation would be this :
" The senators of Eome are this good belly.
And you the mutinous members !—Eor examine—
Their counsels, and their cares digest things rightly
Touching the weal o' the common!—You shall find"—&c.
" For examine " is introduced merely to diversify the discourse, and to fix the attention of the listeners f^ it might be
wholly omitted without injury to the sense: but in the passage
as it now stands, examine is made an effective verb, haviug for
its objects the counsels and cares of the senators; while digest
is made auxiliary to and synonymous with examine, and, like it,
is in the imperative mood, as though addressed to the people,
instead of being, as it ought to be, in the indicative, with
counsels and cares for its agents. I t is a curious instance of
how completely the true sense of a passage may be disturbed
by the misapplication of a few commas.
Digest, therefore, in this passage, as elsewhere, is in direct
allusion to the animal function. The very essence and pith
of the payable of " the belly and the members" is to place in
opposition the digestive function of the belly with the more
active offices of the members; and the application of the parable is, that " the senators are this good belly," their counsels
and their cares digest for the general good, and distribute the
resulting benefits throughout the whole community. This, is
the true reading; and no person who duly considers it, or who
has compared it with the original in Plutarch, but must be
satisfied that it is so.
4. Because, since digest is thus shown to have been invariably used by Shakspeare with reference to the animal function,
'^^ Like the expression just above,
" if you do remember,—
I send it through the rivers of your blood," &c.
(C, M, I.)
Q
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bosom multiplied, having close relation with that function, is in
strict analogy with the prevailing metaphor of the play j while,
on the other hand, bisson onultitude has no relation with it at
all; and therefore, had the latter been the genuine expression,
it would have been associated, not with digest, but with some
verb bearing more reference to the function of sight,^^ than to
that of deglutition and concoction.
5, Because I cannot perceive why there should be any greater
difficulty in the metaphorical allusion to tlie bosom multiplied
digesting the senate's courtesy, than to the onultitudinous tongue
licking the sweet which is their poison. There is, in fact, such
a close metaphorical resemblance between the two expressions,
that one can scarcely be doubted so long as the other is received as genuine."

The effect of this masterly note on Mr. Singer,
Mr. HaUiAveU, and Mr. D3^ce, was very different.
Mr. Singer's Mr. Singer,^° at once urges a " fatal objection,"
tion" ° ^^^' to -A-. E. B.'s reading,
" The accusation
Which they have often made against the senate,
*
*
*
*
*
*
How shall this bosome multiplied digest
The senate's courtesy ? Let deeds express
What's like to be their words:"

ancTobvi^^^^-

" the context," he says, " requires a plural noun."
To AA^hich A. E. B. rcplics^^ by quoting from the
same scene,^^
" at once pluck out
The multitudinous tongue, let them not lick
The sweet which is their poison:
"" " Bisson " is the A, S, Risen, blind. (C. M. I.)
^ Notes and Queries, 1st Series, vol. vi. p. 85,
^' Notes and Queries, 1st Series, yol. vi. p. 154.
^* Coriolanus, act iii. sc. 1.
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and remarks^ that " the dominant antecedents
throug-hout the whole speech to such words as
they, them, their, &c., is the people," in this question of Brutus, which occurs a fcAV hues previousty:
" Why, shall the people give
One that speaks thus, their voice?"

Mr. Singer then surrendered at discretion, and in Mr, Singer
his ncAV edition printed " bosom multiplied."
Mr. Halhwell, more cautious, brought forward Mr. HaiiiIT

no objections, fatal or otherwise, but took time to Ji^j^^^ ^^^"
consider. In his Observations on some of the Maimscript Emendations, &c. 1853,^^ he confesses that
his previous conviction (that the emendation in
question had been derived from purer sources than
we noAv possess)
" was greatly disturbed by an interesting article on the passage by 'A, E, B , ' (in the Notes and Queries), and further
reading has furnished reasons that justify the gravest doubts
as to the propriety of its reception."

On the other hand, in charming contrast to these Mr, Dyce's
two recantations, Mr. Dyce adopts with praise the
emendation, bisson multitude, and in a note on the
phrase, " digest things rightly," remarks that
" a writer in Notes and Queries, vol, vi, 27, defending the gross
corruption of the folio in act iii. sc. 1, " Bosome-multiplied,"
rests a portion of his very weak argument on the present passage,"
"^ Page 15.
Q 2
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Mr, Staun-

J^^^ Staunton inserted the new reading in his

ton s

. .

final

decision.

.

,

,

,

'^

edition, but he did so with some hesitation: and he
informs me that he is now convinced that the old
reading ought not to be disturbed.

CHAPTER X.
THE BEIDGEWATEE MANUSCEIPTS.

THE manuscripts, whose genuineness has been
either disallowed or simply called in question by
professional palgeographists and record-readers, consist of (a) six documents which have been collected
into one volume (and this for facility of reference
I shall call the Shakspere Volume)', and (|3) some
accounts of rewards and payments to persons of the
Queen's Household and to Players during Queen
Ehzabeth's stay at Harefield, which occur in a volume of Household Expences in the handwriting of
Sir Arthur Maynwaringe. Besides these there are
other documents which demand investigation; but I
shall confine myself for the present to the two classes
which I have specified.
AU the documents in these classes (in number Mr, CoUier
seven) were brought to light by Mr. Collier. That coverer and'
g-entleman has, in various works, published the nar- J;^eTss^
rative of their discovery. The following* extract is
fi-om his Ne7v Facts, 1835, p. 6 :—
** I should begin by stating that the most interesting of
them are derived from the Manuscripts of Lord EUesmere,
whose name is of course well known to every reader of our history, as Keeper of the Great Seal to Queen Elizabeth, and
Lord Chancellor to James I. They are preserved at Bridge-
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water House ; and Lord Erancis Egerton gave me instant and
unrestrained access to them, with permission to make use of
any literary or historical information I could discover. The
Eev. H . J . Todd had been there before me, and had classed
some of the documents and correspondence ; but large bundles
of papers, ranging in point of date between 1581, when Lord
EUesmere was made Solicitor G-eneral, and 1616, when he retired from the office of Lord Chancellor, remained unexplored,
and it was evident that many of them had never been opened
from the time when, perhaps, his own hands tied them together.
Among these, in a most unpromising heap, chiefly of legal
documents, I met with most of the new facts respecting Shakespeare, which are the occasion of my present letter."

Mr. Collier gives a more circumstantial account
of the discovery of the documents in question, in his
Reply.^
" I admit without reserve, that the weakest part of my ease
relates to the finding of Shakespeare documents among the late
Earl of EUesmere's MSS. at Bridgewater House. And why
is it the weakest part of my case ? Eor this sole reason, that
I never could have had any direct corroboration of my own
testimony as to the discovery of them : nobody was with me at
the precise moment, although the noble owner of tlie papers
had been in the room only a few minutes before. * * *
I never suspected the papers to be anything but what they
pixrported to be, and the moment I discovered them and had
hastily read them over, I carried them to the Earl of EUesmere
(then Lord Erancis Leveson Grower) and read them to him. At
his Lordship's instance I copied them, and left both originals
and copies with his Lordship. Going again to Bridgewater House
(I think it must have been on the very next day, for I was all
eagerness to pursue my search) I overtook his Lordship about to
1 Paee31i.
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enter the door, having just alighted from his horse. H e told me
that he had seen Mr. Murray, the publisher, who offered to give
me ^650 or sClOO (I believe the smaller to have been the sum)
if I would put the documents into shape and write an Introduction to them. I declined the proposal at once, saying that
I could not consent to make money out of his Lordship's property. Lord EUesmere appeared a little surprized at my hypersqeamishness, and replied, with his habitual generosity, that
the documents were as much mine as his, for though I had
found them in his house, but for me, they might never have
been discovered till doomsday. * * *
* * * l^rom Bridgewater House I took all the papers,
originals and transcripts, to Eodd's, the bookseller, where
we examined them carefully; and although I at first agreed that
he should sell some copies of them when printed, I afterwards
(upon my own principle, as stated to Lord Ellesmere) altered
my resolution, and only a few New Facts were passed over
Eodd's counter to his customers."

The six manuscripts in the Shakspere Yolume, ^^Jf -^^t?^
are :

I. A statement of the value of the shares of
Shakespeare and others in the Blackfriars propert}^,
upon avoiding- the Playhouse, (n. d.)
I I . A letter addressed to Sir Thomas Egerton,
signed " S. DanyeU." (n. d.)
I I I . A Memorial of the Blackfriars Players, to
the Privy CouncU. (Nov. 1589.)
IV. A Report by tAvo Chief Justices on the right
of citizens within the precinct of the White and
Black Friars to exemption from certain charges.
(Jan. 27th, 1579.)
Y A Warrant appointing- Eobert Daborne,
WiUiam Shakespeare, and others, instructors of the

Shakspere
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Children of the Revels to Queen Elizabeth. (Jan. 4th,
1609.)
Y I . A letter to Sir Thomas Egerton signed H ,
S. (n. d.) " vera copia."
The four
The first paleeographical examination of these six
cai^ximina- documcuts was made b}^ the Rev. Jos. Hunter, and
tions.
j^j-j.^ ^Y^ JJ ^ ;gl^^]^^ formerly Assistant Keeper of H e r
Majesty's Public Records ', but neither of these most
competent judges have publicly expressed any opinion on the genuineness or spuriousness of the manuscripts. Mr. HalliAvell subsequently examined them,
and, thoug-h prepossessed in favour of the genuineness
of one of them (the H . S. letter), came to the conclusion that nos. I,, I I I , , Y. and Y I . are spurious, and
that in j3articular no. Y is an obvious forgery. Mr.
HaUiweU's views on these manuscripts Avere made
knoAvn in 1853, in three forms : 1st, The first volume
of his folio Shakespeare, p. 185 j and 2ndly, Curiosities of Modern Shalisperia7i Criticism, 1853, in
Avhich, at p. 20, is a report of the remarks on the
Bridgewater House manuscripts Avhich had been
already published in the folio Shakspere j Avhile, 3rdly,
in his Observations 07i the Shaksperian Forgeries at
Bridgewater House, 1853, he committed Mr. W .
H . Black to the opinion that the H . S. letter,
"even as seen in the facsimile, is open to great suspicion :"

and gave his OAVU opinion in these Avords :—
" I have examined all the documents, and will pledge myself
to the opinion that they are fabrications ."^

I apprehend, hoAvever, that this remark Avas not in2 Pao-e].
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tended to apply to all the six manuscripts, but to
certain of them, which only Mr. HalliAvell had inspected.
Another palseographic examination of these six
documents was made in 1859, by Sir F. Madden
and Mr. N. E. S. A. Hamilton. The conclusion
those gentlemen arrived at was, that no. IY. was
g-enuine j but that the other five manuscripts were
spurious, and probably forgeries (in contradistinction
to copies of genuine manuscripts) executed by one
scribe. These views Avere published by Mr. Hamilton in his Inquiry, 1860, p. 82.
These manuscripts at Bridg-ewater House have
been subsequently examined by several skilled Record Readers, viz. Mr. Richard Gairdner and Mr.
W. B. D. D. TurnbuU on one occasion, and by
Professor BrcAver and Mr. T. Duffus Hardy^ on
another occasion', and every one of these gentlemen
entertains the opinion that all the documents in the
Shakspere Yolume, with the exception of no. IY.,
are forgeries, as well as the other manuscript at
Bridgewater House of Avhich I shall hereafter give
an account; and Professor Brewer is understood to
have come to the conclusion that no. IY. is also
spurious J while the other palseographists mentioned
simply doubt its genuineness, and Sir F. Madden
and Mr. Hamilton are convinced that it is genuine.
3 The reader may consult Mr. Hardy's pamphlet, entitled
A Review of the Present State of the Shakespearian Controversy, 1860, (pp, 54—60), for that gentleman's opinions on
these six documents seriatim.
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Let us take the six documents seriatim.
I, The valua- I. This is verbatim as foUoAvs : —
tion of shares
in the BlackEor avoiding of the playhouse in the Blacke Eriers.
f i ™ pro- jj^pj,^ Eichard Burbidge owith the Eee and is
perty.
alsoe a sharer therein His interest he
rateth at the grosse summe of 1000" for |-19331^ 6^ 8"^
the Eee and for his foure Shares the
summe of 933ii 6^ 8"^
Item Laz Eletcher owith 3 shares w'^^ he rateth ^
at 700'i that is at 7 yeares purchase for / nn.(\\i
echo share or 33" 6^ 8*^ one yeare w^'^ an ^
other
J
Item W . Shakspeare asketh for the wardrobe "N
and properties of the same playhouse 500'^ / i4,Qqii rs cd
and for his 4 shares the same as his fel- C ^^"^^
lowes Burbidge and Eletcher 933" 6^ 8^1 J
Item Heminges and CondeU echo 2 shares
933" 6« 8^
350"
Item Joseph Taylor one share and an halfe
350"
Item Lowing one share and an halfe
Item foure more playeres w*^^ one halfe share |
4d
vnto echo of them
j. 466" 13^
Suiha totalis

6166 13 4

Moreover the hired men of the companie demaund some
recompence for their greate losse and the Widowes and Orphanes of players who are paide by the sharers at divers rates
& proporcons soe as in the whole it will coste the Lo, Mayor
and Citizens at the least
7OO0"

This document, as it appears to me, contains internal evidence of its spuriousness. It is, to me,
quite incredible that the value of the goodAAdll, wardrobe, and properties of the Blackfriars theatre should
be Avortli so larg-e a sum as £6166. 135 Ad, Avhich
at the present day would be equal to betAveen
£80,000 and £40,000. It is proportionally incredible that the Avardrobe and properties could be worth
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£500, which would be UOAV represented by a sum of
between £5000 and £6000 !
As to the manuscript itself, the paper is of a later
date than the time to Avhich the document professes
to belong; and the supposition of its being- an early
copy of a genuine original manuscript, involves a
very improbable presumption, that at so early a date,
documents of this kind were considered as of sufficient interest, in a literary point of view, to be copied
for preservation. For no other purpose can Ave
suppose such a copy to have been made. But the
character of the writing is decisive on the question
of genuineness. I^o the practised eye it betrays its
spuriousness at a glance.
I I . This is verbatim as folio AVS :—

II. The letterto SirT.

To the Right honorable Sir Thomas Egerton Knight
Lord Keeper of the great Scale of England
I will not indeavour Eight Honorable to thanke you in
words for this new great and vnlookt for fauor showne vnto
me whereby I am bou.nd to you for ever & hope one day
with true harte and simple skill to prone that I am not vnmindfuU. Most earnestly doe I wishe I could praise as your Honour
has knowne to deserue for then should I like my maister
Spencer whose memorie your Honor cherisheth leaue behinde
me some worthie worke to be treasured by posteritie. What
my pore muse could performe in haste is here set downe and
though it be farre below what other poets and better pennes
have written it commeth from a gratefuU harte and therefore
maye be accepted, I shall now be able to Hue free from those
cares and troubles that hetherto haue been my continuall and
wearisome companions. But a little time is paste since I was
called vpon to thanke yo^ Honor for my brothers advancement
and nowe I thanke you for my owne w'^^i' double kindnes

Egerton
DanveU *
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will alwaies receive double gratefullnes at both our handes.
I cannot but knowe that I am lesse deseruing then some that
sued by other of the nobilitie vnto her Ma^^^ for this roome if
M, Drayton my good friend had bene chosen I should not have
murmured for sure I am he wold have filled it most exceUentlie
but it seemeth to myne humble iudgement that one which is
the authour of playes now daylie presented on the publick stages
of London and the possessor of no smaU gaines and moreover
himself an actor in the kinges companie of Commedians could
not with reason pretend to be m' of the Queenes Ma^^^^ Eeuelles
for asmuchas he wold sometimes be asked to approue and allowe
of his owne writings. Therfore he and more of like qualitie can
not iustly be disappointed because through yo^ Honors gracious
interposition the chance was haply myne. I owe this and all
else to yo^" Honor and if euer I haue time and abilitie to finishe
anie noble vndertaking as god graunt one daye I shall the worke
will rather be yo'^ Honors then myne God maketh a poet but
his creation wold be in vaine if patrones did not make him to
Hue Yo'^ Honor hath ever showne yo^' selfe the friend of desert
and pitty it were if this should be the first exception to the rule
I t shall not be whUes my poore witt and strength doe remaine
to me though the verses w<=^ I nowe sonde be indeede noe proofe
of myne abUitie I onely intreat yo'' Honor to accept the same
the rather as an earnest of my good will then as an example of
my good deede I n all things I am yo'^ Honors
Most bounden in dutie and
obseruance
S

DANTELL^

* Mr. Collier, in his Neio Facts, p, 49, gives the signature as
" Samuel DanyeU;" and in the twenty-second line above the
signature he gives ''who" instead of " which" [written at length,
not "w^.^"]. These, and some seventy other less material variations suggest the question whether Mr. Collier did not use some
other draft of the letter for his Neio Facts. A few errors of
spelling will probably be found in the middle of my transcript,
in consequence of the original being inaccessible to me when
this sheet was revised.
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This, according to Mr. HalliAvell, is a late copy;
If it be such, no original is known to be extant. Sir
Frederic Madden and Mr. Hamilton consider it to
be, like the last, not a copy, but a " manifest forgery." The handwriting, they consider, is not a
genuine hand of any known period.
I I I . This is verbatim as follows:—

III, The

These are to sertifie yo'^ right honorable LI that her Ma*^ ^^^ Blackpoore playeres James Burbidge Eichard Burbidge John Lane- friarsPiayers.
ham Thomas Greene Eobert Wilson John Taylor Anth.
Wadeson Thomas Pope George Peele Augustine PhUlippes
Nicholas Towley WiUiam Shakespeare William Kempe William Johnson Baptiste Goodale and Eobert Armyn being all
of them sharers in the blacke Fryers playehouse have neuer
giuen cause of displeasure in that they haue brought into their
playes maters of state and Eeligion vnfitt to be handled by
them or to be presented before lewde spectators neither hath
anie complainte in that kinde ever beene preferred against them
or anie of them Wherefore they truste moste humblie in yo'
LI consideracon of their former good behauiour beinge at all
tymes readie and willing to yeelde obedience to anie comaund
whatsoever yo' LI in yo' wisedome maye thinke in such case
meete, &c.
Nov., 1589.

Mr. HaUiweU says of this,^—
" The most important of all, the certificate from the players
of the Blackfriars' Theatre to the Privy Council in 1589, instead
of being either the original or a contemporary copy, is evidently
at best merely a late transcript, if it be not altogether a recent
fabrication.
The question naturally arises, for what puq^ose could a
document of this description have been copied in the seventeenth
Curiosities, &c. p. 22.
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century, presuming it to belong to so early a period ? I t is
comparatively of recent times that the slightest literary interest
has been taken in the history of our early theatres, or even in
the biography of Shakespeare ; and, unless it was apparent that
papers of this kind were transcribed for some legal or other
special purpose, there should be great hesitation in accepting
tlie evidence of any other but contemporary authority. The
suspicious appearance of tliis certificate is of itself sufficient
to justify great difficulties in its reception ;"

There is one point connected Avith this certificate
or memorial; viz. that it is exactly in the same hand
that wrote the manuscript notes of the Perkins Folio.
Mr. Hamilton, indeed, has mentioned this in general
terms; but let any one compare the facsimile of it
(on sheet no. X) with the facsimiles of tAA^' o of the
long-er pieces of ink-AATiting in the Perkins Folio,
on the same sheet; and he Avill surely entertain no
doubt that one hand Avrote both.
IV. A EeI Y This is verbatim as follows:—
port by
The opinions of the two Chief Justices of either bench
two Chief
Justices on
concerning the Jurisdiccon authoritie and libties
the right of
claymed by the Cittizens of London within the precincte
residents
within the
of the late dissolved houses of the white and black
precincts of
Fryers of London delivered the xxvii*^ of Januarie 1579.
the White
and Black
Imprimis it appeareth to us as well by good evidence old preFriars to
sidents and other good prooffes that the soile of the said
certain exemptions.
Fryers is scituated within the precincte of the Cittie of London,
And that aU fynes recoveries and other recordes for assurance
of landes and Tenements in the said Fryers doe allwaies
passe within the Cittie.
That all robberies m.urders feUonies forcible entries breaches
of peace and all other matters of the Crowne comitted or
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or don within the precincte of the said Fryers oughte to be
enquired of and determined within the Citty of London.
That all locall offences trespasses and causes rising or growing in the saide precincte of the said Fryers oughte to be
enquired and tried in y*= Citty of London,
That the enquests of wardmote may and oughte to enquire of
disorders and abuses in the Fryers as in the rest of the
Cittie.
I t m that all arrests attachem*^ sumons distresses aiid serving
of any proces of lawe within the said precincte and of and
upon any bowse or person inhabiting within the same
shalbe executed by the officers and mynisters of the Citty
of London as in other places within the said Citty are usually
executed.
I t m that the Lo: Mayor and Sherrieffes of London for the
tyme being maye use and exercise within the said precinctes
iurisdiccons and correccons of weightes and measures assize
of bread ale and wyne as in other places within the said
Cittie of London.
Nevertheless wee think that forasmuch as wee find that allwaies
in tymes past when the said two houses of the Fryers had
their being the Inhabitants of the same have had and enioyed their liberties and priviledges following viz* To be
free of and from all taxes and fifteenes, all chardges of scott
and lott, and of watch and warde. All offices of Constables
Scavingers and such like offices of chardge of the Citty (other
then the chardges of paving and clensing of the lands and
waies within the said precinctes) That the same shalbe enioyed and contynued by them as it hath byn heretofore used
by them.
CHRISTOPHER W E A T E
JAMES DYER.

Mr. HalhAvell passed no particular opinion on
this document: nor does it even appear that he ever
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saw it. Sir F . Madden and Mr. N. E . S. A. Hamilton in last November considered it g-enuine. P r o fessor BrcAver and Mr. T. Duffus Hardy examined
it last spring-; and AvhUe Professor BrcAver considers it spurious, Mr. Hardy merely says that " its
g-enuineness seems questionable." But lately Sir
Frederic Madden has again, at my request, subjected
the document to a second and more careful scrutiny,
and he informs me that it is his " decided opinion
that no. I Y . isj^crfectly genuine," and that he " c a n
perceive no cause whatever to doubt its g-enuineness."
Still it is obvious, however, on the face of it, that it
is not the original document, but a (contemporary)
copy.
V. The Warrant appointing Daborne,
and others,
instructors
dren of the
Revels.

Y This is verbatim as folio AVS :—
Eight trustie and wellbeloved &'c James &c To all Mayors,
Sheriffes, Justices of the peace &c Whereas the Queene our
dearest wife hath for her pleasure and recreacon appointed her
seruauntes Eobert Daborne &c to prouide and bring vppe a
conuenient nomber of children who shalbe called the children
of her Ma*^* reuelles Knowe yee that W e haue appointed and
authorized and by these presentes doe appoint and authorize the saide Eobert Daborne Willim Shakespeare Nathaniel
Field and Edward Kirkham from time to time to prouide and
bring vpp a conuenient nomber of children and them to instruct
and exercise in the quaHtie of playing Tragedies Comedies &c
by the name of the children of the reuelles to the Queene
within the blacke Fryers in our Cittie of London and els where
within our realme of England. Wherefore we wUl and commaund you and everie of you to permitte her said seruauntes to
keepe a conuenient nomber of children by the name of the
children of the reuelles to the Queene and them to exercise in
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the qualitie of playing acording to our Eoyall pleasure Prouided allwayes that noe playes &c shalbe by them presented
but such playes &e as haue receiued the aprobacon and allowance of our Maister of the Eeuelles for the tyme being And
these our Ires shalbe yo' sufficient warraunt in this behalfe
I n Witnesse whereof &c 4P die Jan". 1609
Bl F r and globe
W h F r and parishe garden
Curten and fortune
Hope and Swanne

All in & neere
London

Proude pouertie
Widdowes mite
Antonio kinsmen
Triumph of truth
Touchstone
Mirror of life
Grissell
Engl tragedie
False Friendes
Hate and lone
Taming of S
K. Edw 2
Stayed

Of this Mr. Halliwell gives the following ac- j^j.. Haiiicount:—«
^.^ii'« opinion on the
" This document is styled by Mr. CoUier ' a draft either for ^^^J™^
a Patent or a Privy Seal.' I t is not a draft, for the lines are
written book-wise, and it is also dated; neither is it a copy of a
patent, as appears from the direction, ' Eight trustie & welbeloved;' but, if genuine, it must be considered an abridged
transcript of a warrant, under the sign-manual and signet, for
^ Curiosities, p. 22.
R
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a patent to be issued. Now if it be shewn that the letters
patent to ' Daborne and others' were granted on the same
day on which Lord EUesmere's paper is dated; and if it be
further proved that the contents of the latter are altogether
inconsistent wdth the circumstances detailed in the real patent,
it wUl, I think, be conceded that no genuine draft or transcript, of the nature of that printed by Mr. CoUier, can possibly
exist.
I t appears that the following note occurs in an entry-book
of patents that passed the Great Seal while it was in the hands
of Lord Ellesmere in 7 James I.:—* A Warrant for Eobert
Daborne and others, the Queenes Servants, to bring up and
practice Children in Plaies by the name of the Children of the
Queen's Eevells, for the pleasure of her Majestic, 4° Januarii,
anno septimo Jacobi.' This entry may have suggested the
fabrication, the date of the questionable MS. corresponding
with that here given ; though it is capable of proof that, if it
were authentic, it must have been dated previously, for the
books of the Signet Office show that the authority for Daborne's warrant was obtained by the influence of Sir Thomas
Munson in the previous December, and they also inform us
that it was granted ' to Eobert Daborne, and other Servauntes
to the Queene, from time to time to provide and bring up a
convenient nomber of children to practize in the quality of
playing, by the name of the Children of the Eevells to the
Queene, in the White Fryers, London, or any other convenient
place where he shall thinke fit,' The enrolment of the instrument, which was issued in the form of letters patent under the
Great Seal, recites, ' Whereas the Queue, our deerest wyfe,
hathe for hir pleasure and recreacion, when shee shall thinke it
fitt to have any playes or shewes, appoynted hir servantes
Eobert Daborne, Phillipe Eosseter, John Tarbock, Eichard
Jones, and Eobert Browne, to provide and bring upp a convenient number of children, whoe shalbe caUed Children of hir
Eevelles, Know ye that wee have appoynted and authorised,
and by theis presentes do authorize and appoynte the saide
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Eobert Daborne, &c,, from tyme to tyme, to proAdde, keepe,
and bring upp a convenient nomber of chUdren, and them to
practice and exercise in the quality of playing, by the name of
Children of the Eevells to the Queene, within the White Fryers
in the suburbs of the Citty of London, or in any other convenyent place where they shall thinke fitt for that purpose.'
This patent is dated January 4th, 7 Jac. I,, 1609-10, so that
any draft, or projected warrant, exhibiting other names than
the above, could not possibly have had this exact date. I t will
be observed that the names, with the exception of that of
Daborne, are entirely different in the two documents, and this
company of children was to play at the Whitefriars, not at the
Blackfriars. The fabricator seems to have relied on the supposition that the entry relative to " Daborne and others " referred to the latter theatre; and consequently inserted the
name of Edward Kirkham, who is known to have been one of
the instructors of the children of the Eevels at the Blackfriars
in the year 1604. There is, in fact, no reasonable supposition
on which the Ellesmere paper can be regarded as authentic.
Had no date been attached to it, it might have been said that
the whole related merely to some contemplated arrangement
which was afterwards altered; although even in that case, the
form of the copy would alone have been a serious reason against
its reception. In its present state, it is clearly impossible to
reconcile it Avith the contents of the enrolment just quoted.
Fortunately for the interests of truth, indications of forgery
are detected in trifling circumstances that are almost invariably neglected by the inventor, however ingeniously the deception be contrived. Were it not for this, the search for historical
truth would yield results sufficiently uncertain to deter the
most enthusiastic enquirer from pursuing the investigation."

Mr. Hamilton calls the Daborne Avarrant such a
" manifest forg-ery,"
" that it seems incredible how [it] could have cheated Mr,
R 2
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Collier's observation, even under the circumstances of excitement described by him as consequent upon [its] discovery."^

Mr. Hamilton remarks, AA^hat must be plain to
CA^ery one AA^ho compares the facsimile of the Daborne
warrant with those of the manuscript emendations
in the Perkins Folio, that the same hand that wrote
the one wrote the other. In particular, the letters
E, S, J, and C, are formed in the same peculiar
pseudo-antique manner in both these fabrications.
The fact is that the scribe, in posting up the corrections in the Perkins Folio, sometimes alloAved
his hand to degenerate from the character of no.
I I I . of the Shakspere Yolume, to the less artificial
hand of no. Y
I t has been very recently discovered by a lawAvriter, Avith whose name I am not acquainted, that
this document has a gilt edge, Avhich is a most suspicious circumstance ; and Sir F. Madden has since
found that the leaf has been cut from some book,
the marks of the penknife used for that purpose
being stiU visible. It is not improbable that it will
ultimately be discovered from what book in the
Library at Bridg-ewater House this folio fly-leaf
has been taken.
The Letter
YI. This is ve7'batim as folio AVS :—
Egerton
^ J verie honored Lo the manie good offices I haue receiued
signed H, S, at yo' Lps handes wh<=^ ought to make me backward in asking
further fauors onely imbouldeneth me to require more in the
same kinde. T o ' L p wilbe warned howe hereafter you graunt
anie sute seeing it draweth on more and greater demaunds
7 Inquiry, p. 82.
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this w'=^i now presseth is to request yo' Lp in all you can to be
good to the poore players of the blacke Fryers who call them
selues by authoritie the Seruantes of his Ma**^ and aske for the
proteccon of their most gracious maister and Soueraigne in this
the tyme of there treble. They are threatened by the Lo
Maior and Aldermen of London never friendly to their calling
w^^ the distrucc5n of their meanes of liuelihood by the pulling
downe of their plaiehouse w'^'^ is a priuate theatre and hath
never giuen ocasion of anger by anie disorders. These bearers
are two of the chiefe of the companie one of them by name
Eichard Burbidge who humblie sueth for yo' Lps kinde helpe
for that he is a man famous as our english Eoscius one who
fitteth the action to the worde and the word to the action most
admira.ly. By the exercise of his qualitie industry and good
behaviour he hath become possessed of the Blacke Fryers playhouse w''^ hath bene imployed for playes sithence it was buUded
by his Father now nere 50 yeres agone. The other is a man
no whitt lesse deseruing fg,uor and my especial friende till of
late an actor of good account in the companie now a sharer in
the same and writer of some of our best english playes w'^^ as
your Lp knoweth were most singulerly liked of Queue Elizabeth when the cumpanie was called vppon to performe before
her Ma*i^ at Court at Christmas and Shrove tide His most
gracious Ma*i^ King James alsoe since his coining to, the crowne
hath extended his Eoyall fauour to the companie in diners waies
and at sundrie tymes This other hath to name William
Shakespeare and they are both of one conn tie and indeede
aUmost of one towne both are right famous in their qualities
though it longeth not of yo' Lo granitic and wisdome to resort
vnto the places where they are wont to delight the publique
eare. Their trust and sute nowe is not to bee molested in
their waye of life whereby they maintaine them selues and their
wines and families (being both maried and of good reputac5n)
as well as the widowes and orphanes of some of their dead
fellows.

T o ' Lo. most bounden at coin
I I . S.

Copia vera.
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Mr. HalliAvell has the following remarks on this
letter and no. I.^
" Although the caligraphy is of a highly skilful character,
and judging solely from a fac-simile of the letter, I should certainly have accepted it as genuine, yet an examination of the
original leads to a different judgment, the paper and ink not
appearing to belong to so early a date. It is a suspicious
circumstance that both these documents are written in an
unusually large character on folio leaves of paper, by the same
hand, and are evidently not contemporaneous copies. Again
may the question be asked, Why should transcripts of such
papers have been made after the period to which the originals
are supposed to refer ? It is also curious that copies only of
these important records should be preserved;"

Mr. Hamilton, Avhile admitting^ that the H . S.
letter "manifests some dexterity of execution," unhesitatingly pronomices it a forgery, an opinion
in Avhich Sir F . Madden very strongly concurs. I
must confess that the matter of the letter Avould have
made me doubt its authenticity long before I received
any suspicion of its genuineness from the writing.
We shall find, hoAvever, that all doubt is removed
by the very striking resemblance between no. Y I . and
one of the Duhvich manuscripts. Sir F . Madden,
like Mr. HalliAvell, is strong-ly of opinion that the
same hand Avrote nos. I . and Y I . This may indeed
be the case: but the latter is far better executed
than the former.
Mr. CoUier's Mr. ColUer denies having- forged any of the six
specting^'he documeiits iu the Shakspere Yolume. H e says,^°
H. S. Letter
^ Curiosities, &c, p. 24.

" Inquiry, p, 82.

'" Eeply, p, 44.
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'* While, therefore, I freely acknowledge the finding of those
documents, the forgery of them I as firmly deny."

His other replies to the charges of Mr. Halliwell
and Mr. Hamilton are as brief, and touch particularly only one of the BridgeAvater manuscripts in tbe
Shakspere Yolume, viz. no. YI. On the subject of
that Mr. Collier has been more communicative than of
any of the others. Suspicions of its genuineness had
crossed the minds of several persons, even before Mr.
Joseph JNTetherclifthadfacsimiliedit; Mr. Rodd, as I
have good means of knoAving, suspected it to be a fabrication, and Avas not disposed to accept Mr. Collier's
account of its discovery. These rumours must have
reached Mr. Collier himself, and it is probable that
he spoke to Mr. Joseph Netherclift of the prejudice
AA hich existed in some minds against the genuineness
of the H. S. letter: for we learn from Mr. Collier,
that Mr. Joseph Netherclift, before making- any
tracing of the manuscript, offered his testimony on
Mr. Collier's side, in these Avords:—
" If at any time you happen to want a witness that it is a
genuine document, I wiU be that witness.""

And Mr. Joseph JN^etherclift has already partly redeemed his promise. He has shewn himself quite
ready to encounter the terrors of professional broAVbeating- in Mr. Collier's behalf, and has, in a truly
Roman spirit, sacrificed the ties of kindred at the
shrine of his patron saint.^^
" Eeply, p. 40.
12 See Mr. Netherclift's letter to The Athenaeum of Feb. 25,
1860,
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The rest of Mr. Collier's remarks on the H. S.
letter relates to certain opinions expressed by Messrs.
Halliwell and Dyce. Critics who pretend to judge
of the genuineness of manuscripts by facsimiles, without consulting the originals, have only themselves
to thank for the odium of having encouraged the
reception of forged documents, and for the just severity with which Mr. Collier complains of his having
been misled by their precipitation.^^ The opinions
of these gentlemen were absolute and unequivocal.
Mr. Dyce, in a letter to Mr. ColUer, says,
" The facsimile has certainly removed from my mind all
doubts about the genuineness of the letter."

Mr. HaUiweU says,'*
" the fac-simile of that portion of it relating to Shakespeare,
which the reader will find at the commencement of this volume,
will suffice to convince any one acquainted with such matters
that it is a genuine manuscript of the period. No forgery of
so long a document could present so perfect a continuity of
design; yet it is right to state that grave doubts have been
thrown on its authenticity, A portion of the fac-simile wUl
exhibit on examination a peculiarity few supposititious documents would afford, part of the imperfectly formed letter A in
the word Shakspeare appearing by a slip of the pen in the
letter/immediately beneath it."'-"^

13 Eeply, pp. 41-42.
>4 Life of Shakespeare, 1848, p. 224.
15 I n the Preface (p. xiii), speaking of " t h e iUustrations and
facsimiles," Mr. HaUiweU tells us, "Nothing has been copied
which will not bear the test of the strictest examination," and
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Mr. Collier writes :^^
" Mr. HaUiweU then refers to Mr. Wright, who also had
seen the original, as a highly competent judge of such matters,
a point few wiU dispute; and he subjoins in a note, " I n the
Library of the Society of Antiquaries, No. 201, Art, 3, is
preserved ' a copye of the comysion of sewers in the countye
of Kent,' marked as vera copia, and singularly enough
written apparently by the same hand that copied the letter
o f H . S."

I have taken the trouble to examine this copy
commission, and must beg to differ toto ccelo with Mr.
Halliwell on this point. There appears to me to be
no more resemblance between the writing of the H . S.
letter and that of the copy commission, than between either of these, and any other document of
the period written in the same character.
(j3.) The volume of the accounts of Sir Thomas statement of
Eg-erton's Household Expences is, with the excep- rewards and
tion I am about to mention, entu-ely in the fine PJ^^^^^^.^^^
handwriting of Sir Arthur MaynAvaringe, and every QueenEHzastatement of accounts is signed by him. I n the Harefield,
middle of this volume has been foisted a sheet of Maynalleged payments to officers of the Queen's house- "^^"^s®hold and players, bearing the signature of " Arthur MayuAvaringe." The following is a verbatim
copy : ~
(p. xiv), that " nothing of the material [sic} which is not unquestionably genuine is here perpetuated." I t is amusing to
find that the first facsimile is from tl^e H . S. Letter !
>*' Eeply, p. 43.
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Receyvid of vo"" LOP at yorkehowse — v Eeceyvid of yof lo? at Harefield
— liii i j v l i u
Whereof Disbmsed by yo'' LOP« apojTitment
as by bills and by my booke
apeareth

particularlye

cc
3 August 1602 Deliuered to m'' Steward at Harefield
Eewardes; to seueraU offices in her ma'* house } ^
s d
and to particuler persons there
J bcvi xii iiii—
6 August 1602 Rewardes; to the vaulters players and dauncers ^ li
s d
Of this x" to Burbidges players for Othello— S Ixiiii xviii x
Rewarde; to m''Lyllyes man w<=''brought y'= lotte- ^ s
rye boxe to Harefield: and m"" Audr Leigh
5 x
s
xl
Eewardes; to Tentkeepers
10 August 1602 Payde; to mercers, y'= Imbroderer, silkeman ^ U
and the Queenes taylor
•
J Lxxv
e
payde; to the Gold,smith part for y Anchor
5 vm
and for other matters ^ - ^ — —
Ii
payde; to the Goldsmith for badges
xxix
payde; to the lynnan Draper for broune can- li
vas i)art of W^^^' was not vsed
:
xvii

li
280

payde; to y London Butler for hyre of > li s
Damaske & Dyaper and knyves
J xv vii
e
e
payde; for y caryage of y Turkye carpetts
fi-om Harfield to m^ Garwayes howse
Ee warde; to m"" Garway his men for
s
removing of the same
x—

i;

Soe remayneth due to yo^ LOP
") 11
s d
in my handes ^Tpon this accompt
/ Ixxii xix x
this 20: August 1602 the somme of j
Ai-th Maynwaringe
^ li s
d
20 August 1602 Payd more by me for Lotterie guiftes as by my booke
and by bill also apeareth; beinge paide to m"" Stewarde J 18-—2 — 9
Soe remayneth now due to yo LOP in 1 ,.
my hands vpon this accompt this said >
20 August 1602 . the sonune of
3
Arth Maynwaringe

The paper is endorsed thus:
Maynwaringes accompt.
Alone for Disbursment
about Harfield.
1602.

s
d
17 — 1

Or-'

.'^^

I

-^^c?^

^s ^ M - -^ i
>^c
i , \jrv 'y

^

rv

^

^
?',

^i

^
•Jrj

yofh^crvAVuAhJif^uif^il-uL^'jiilhtrii.iMffin.ni'rify
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This document was first communicated by Mr.
Collier, in his Ne7v Particulars.^'^ He there says,
" I have found proof that OtheUo was written, not in 1604,
according to Malone's Chronology, (Shakesp. by Boswell, iii,
401,) but certainly as early as 1602. In the month of August,
of that year, it was played by the company usually performing
at the Blackfriars theatre in the winter, and at the Grlobe in the
spring, summer, and autumn.
This important fact I learn from the detailed accounts preserved at Bridgewater House, in the handwriting of Sir Arthur
Mainwaring, of the expences incurred by Sir Thomas Egerton,
afterwards Lord EUesmere, in entertaining Queen EUzabeth
and her Court for three days at Harefield. * * *
I t is indisputable, from this evidence, that Othello was acted
at Harefield in 1602 : consequently, Malone's conjecture of
1604, as the date of its composition, must be wrong."^^

In his Reply,^^ Mr. CoUier says,
" My object [in conversing with the Eev. H . J . Todd] was
to gain from him some information respecting the MS. where
the performance of " Othello" before the Queen at Sir Thomas
Egerton's was mentioned. Mr. Todd was very deaf, and I could
learn no more from him than that he knew that such a circumstance was mentioned in some MS. I n fact, part of the direction of a letter to the Eev. Mr, Todd remained between the
leaves to keep the place, when I saw the book."

To say the least, this method of explanation which
the reader Avill find resorted to by Mr. Collier in the
case of one of the Dulwich manuscripts is the most
unsatisfactory conceivable and is necessarily fraught
with suspicion. It is just as if a witness Avere called
for the defence, in a suit', and on his being com'' Page 57.

'' Page 59.

i^ p^ge 35^ note.
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mitted for perjury, the defendant were to complain
of that committal, on the ground t h a t " Mrs. Harris"
had a high opinion of the witness's character.
The genuineness of this page of accounts was
I T T *

i

M I

IT

nations.

•

c -\r

not publicly impugned until the publication oi Mr.
Hardy's pamphlet.^*' Last spring hoAvever an experiment Avas made on the suspected document. Several
of the statements of account in the volume, and the
suspected one also, Avere laid before Mr. Richard
Gairdner, Assistant Keeper of Public Becords, Mr.
W. B . D. D. TurnbuU, an accomplished amateur in
palaeography, and Mr. N. E . S. A. Hamilton, papers
being placed over all the writing except the signatures. Each of these three palseog-raphists in succession examined the signatures, and each independently
selected that which is at the foot of the disputed
page of accounts, and pronounced it a forgery ! Sir
E- Madden has also very recently examined these
accounts, at my request, and he pronounces them "' a
shameful forgery." Of the correctness of this conclusion the reader may form an opinion by comparing the facsimile of the impugned document Avith
that which I have had made of some of the genuine
Avriting and of a genuine signature of Sir Arthur
Maynwaringe.
The ink che- This forgery is not written in ordinary ink. The
Sstedf
constituents of the colouring- matter in this case are
probably similar to that of the Perkins Folio. On
apptying the hydrosulphate of ammonia to one of the
2° See Mr. Hardy's Review, p. 60.
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forged sig-natures the colour remained unaffected:
Avhence it foUoAvs that the colouring- matter contains
no iron. On the other hand, on the application of the
same chemical to some genuine Avriting of Sir Arthur
Maynwaringe's the black of the ink in Avhich it is
written was considerably intensified, a result which
proves that its colour, Uke that of all common inks,
is due to the presence of iron.
The writing of this forgery is, in all probabihty, Identity of
by the same hand as the manuscript notes of the tings of the"
Perkins Folio, the Certificate of the Blackfriars ^^^^^g'^^^^^^ ^^
Players, the Petition of the Blackfriars Players, ^^^ ^^^•
and the Daborne Warrant.

CHAPTER X L
T H E DULAYICH MANUSCRIPTS.

THE Library of Duhvich College contains a considerable number of manuscripts of very questionable genuineness, and not a foAV which, having- been
subjected to palseographical examination, have been
condemned as forgeries. Those which I propose to
consider in the present chapter may be thus enumerated :—
I. Some A'^erses addressed to Edward Alleyn, (n.d.)
I I . A list of players appended to a letter of the
Council to the Lord Mayor, (n. d.)
I I I . A letter addressed to HensloAve, signed
John Marston, (n. d.)
IV. A Complaint or Memorial from certain inhabitants of the liberty of Southwark, (July, 1596).
Y An Assessment for the poor of the liberty of
SouthAvark, (April 6, 1609).
And to these may be added a genuine document,
but one that has been falsified, if not tampered Avith,
by Mr. Collier, viz.:
Y L A Letter to Edward Alleyn from his wife,
(Oct. 20, 1603).
There is no evidence that any of these documents
except no. IY. (as to which there is some httle doubt)
was knoAvn to Malone. Mr. Collier, indeed, says,^
that the Assessment (no. Y.) Avas knoAvn to Malone;
1 Letter in the Athenajum of Eeb. 18, 1860.
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and I am also aAvare that Mr. Collier^ professes to
liaA^e evidence in his possession that the List of
Plaj^ers (no. IY.) was also known to Malone: but
the former statement is a ^^ total mistake 3" and the
evidence in the latter case is such as cannot be received, as I shall hereafter shcAV.
I beheve aU these documents were first madejfseson
Edward

public by Mr. CoUier. I will take them seriatim.
I . These verses are verbatim as follows :—
" Sweet Nedde nowe wynne an other wager
Eor thine old frende and fellow stager.
Tarlton himselfe thou doest excell
And Bentley beate and conquer Knell
And nowe shall Kempe orecome aswell.
The moneyes downe the place the Hope
Phillippes shall hide his head and Pope.
Eeare not the victorie is thine
Thou still as macheles Ned shall shine.
If Eoscius Eichard foames and fumes
The globe shall haue but emptie roomes
If thou doest act, and Willes newe playe
Shall be rehearst some other daye
Consent then Nedde, doe vs this grace
Thou cannot faile in anie case
Eor in the triall come what maye
AU sides shall braue Ned AUin saye"

I t is not difficult to perceive on what material this
AATetched doggerel was constructed; viz. on a letter
to Edward Alleyn, signed W .P., inserted in Boswell's Malone,^ which alludes to a wager laid b}^
AUe^m that he would equal, in acting, his predecessors KNELL and BENTLEY. It concludes thus:—
3 Eeply, p. 53.

3 yol. iii. p. 335.

AUeyn.
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" if you excell them, you will then be famous ; if equall them,
you win both the wager and credit; if short of them, we must
and will sale, N E D ALLEN STILL."

Mr. Collier introduces these verses to the public
in his Memoirs of Edward Alleyn.^ After quoting
the letter of W P., and some- authentic verses on
the subject of it, he tells us that
" there is another paper of a very similar kind, apparently referring to the preceding, or to some other like contest, but
containing several remarkable aUusions, which Malone did not
notice. Perhaps it never met his eye, or perhaps he reserved
it for his Life of Shakespeare, and was unwilling to forestal
that production by inserting it elsewhere. I t seems to be of
a later date, and it mentions not only Tarlton, KneU, and
Bentley, but Kempe, Phillips, and Pope, while AUeyn's rival
Burbage is sneered at as " Eoscius Eichard," and Shakespeare
introduced under the name of Will, by which we have Thomas
Heywood's authority (in his " Hierarchie of the blessed Angels,"
1635, p. 206) for saying he was known among his companions."

And subsequently, Mr. Collier remarks:
" "We need feel little hesitation in believing that the couplet
" and Willes newe playe
SbaU be rehearst some other daye,"
refers to Shakespeare; but it may be doubtful whether we
should take the word " rehearst" in the sense of a private
repetition before public performance, which then, as now, it
signified, or in the more general sense of acted."

Mr. Hamilton^ says that these verses are
" a forgery from beginning to end, although executed loith
singular dexterity."

It appears to me to be one of the Avorst executed
of all the fabricated documents. A very slight tre'

* Page 13.

!•

" Inquiry, p. 95.

I
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mulousness is observable throughout the document,
Avhich it was quite impossible to reproduce in the
facsimile', but which at once betrays the fact that
it was written sloAvly from an alphabet Avith which the
writer was not too familiar: a conclusion confirmed
by the peculiarity ofthe various letters. Mr. Collier's
reply is still more curious than the charge,—which
in substance he admits—alleging as a reason that
" it now seems to [him] that the reduplication of consonants
and other points of orthography in it, might possibly raise
suspicion."^

The '^ reduplication of consonants," which Mr.
Collier now thinks such a suspicious cu-cumstance,
occurs in only five difierent words among the one
hundred and thirteen of which the piece consists—
viz., Nedde (tAvice), wynne, excell, Phillippes, and
triall: and not one of these forms of spelling-, except,
perhaps, the last proper name, is extraordinary in
writing- of the time !
IL

T h i s is Verbatl7n

a s follows :

" K s Comp
Shaksp'«
Eletcher
PhiUips
Condle
Hemminges
Armyn
Slye

The List of
Players appended to a
tetter from
Mayor.

6 Eeply, p. 54.
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Cowley
Hostler
Day"?

The existence of this list Avas first made public in
a note to the 3Iemoirs of Edivard Alleyn. ^
Mr. Collier says,
" Malone appears to have reserved another circumstance, of
very considerable importance in relation to Shakespeare, for
his life of the poet. To the last quoted document [i. e. a letter
from the Council of the City of London to the Lord Mayor,
dated 9 April, 1604], but in a diiferent hand and in difl^erent
ink, is appended a list of the King's players. The name of
Shakespeare there occm's second; and as it coiUd not be
written at the bottom of the letter of the Council to the Lord
Mayor, &c. prior to the date of that letter, it proves that up
to 9th April, 1604, our great dramatist continued to be numbered among the actors of the company. Hitherto the last
trace we have had of Shakespeare as actuaUy on the stage, has
been as one of the performers in Ben Jonson's " Sejanus,"
which was produced in 1603."

Mr. Hamilton writes,^
" Any one who will compare the character of the hand in
which the " List" is written, with the letter signed H. S. in
the Bridgewater library, wUl probably arrive at the conclusion
I have done that they are by the same hand."
7 This List is given on the sheet of facsimiles no. XVL, where
it will be observed that the name of Shakspere is evidently
written with an eye to that appended to the seal of the mortgage deed. There the reason for the abbreviation was the
narrowness of the slip of parchment on which it was written ;
no such reason exists in the case of the " List."
* Page 68.
^ Inquiry, p. 96.
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My readers may compare the facsimiles on sheets
nos. X I I I . and XYL, and judge for themselves of
the correctness of Mr. Hamilton's opinion, in which
I coincide. Among other similarities in the forms of
the letters to those characterizing- the H . S. letter,
is the very remarkable g in ^^ Hemming-es."
Mr. Collier's first reply to this charge of spurious- Mr. CoUier'i
ness was founded on the mistake of confounding
this impugned document with no. Y This error
he points out in his Reply,^'^ and takes credit for his
candour and truthfulness. The fact, however, is
that he had been accused of intentio7ially misstatingthe subject of Mr. Hamilton's charge, and had no
option but to correct the mistake. Mr. Collier there
says,
" The " list of players," which Mr. Hamilton charges as a
modern addition to a genuine document, I saw and quoted with
the other papers; and if the names were forged, I can only say
that they must have been upon the instrument when it was
seen by Malone before 1796, although he did not extract it,
reserving it, perhaps, (as I said in my Memoirs of Edtvard
Alleyn) for his Life of Shakespeare. My materials for those
Memoirs were in great part collected while I was engaged on
my History of English Dramatic Poetry and the Stage; and I
can most distinctly aver that the "list of players" was then
extant, and that it was seen by Mr. Amyot, who accompanied
me in one of my earlier expeditions to Dulwich. I myself
state (Mem, of Alleyn, p. 67) that the " Hst" itself is " in a
difierent hand and in difierent iuk," which I need not have
mentioned if I had not wished to produce all the circumstances

'" Page 52.

s 2
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regarding it, that would enable a correct judgment to be formed
of its authenticity. Moreover, to set this matter completely
at rest, I have now before me Malone's copy of his Lnquiry
(8vo, 1796), as annotated by him for a second edition : it is
full of scribbled scraps and notes with information, not contained in the first edition, and on the back of a letter addressed
to " Mr. Malone, Queen Anne Street, East," is the very Hst of
players in question. Therefore, whether it were or were not
an addition subsequent to the date of the original document
to which it is appended, it is certain that it was seen by Malone
very many years before I was at Dulwich."

Eejoinder to

(Jould Mr. ColUcr have been so blind as not to

them.

see that, if he were the forg-er his opponents believe, the mere mention (without production) of this
^'^ letter addressed to Mr. Malone, Queen Anne Street,
East," with the list of players on the back, Avould
only be another circumstance of suspicion', and
that the alleged memorandum, if it really existed,
Avas as likely to be a forgery of Mr. Collier's as the
" list of players" itself? H a s it not a strong family
likeness to '^'^ the direction of a letter to the Rev.
Mr. Todd/' which Mr. Collier saj^s he found Avithin
the leaves of the volume of accounts of Household
Expences at BridgcAvater House, " to keep the
place" wdiere the forged document had been inserted ?
If Mr. Collier be innocent of this charge of forgery, he has certainly taken the shortest and most
efficacious means of fostering the suspicions which
his previous conduct had aroused. I t is certainly
not incredible that this list on the back of the letter
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toMalone (if such a letter be in existence) may be in
Malone's handAvriting. But, who Avill beUeve that,
who already believes that the ^^ hst" at Dulwich
was written by Mr. ColUer ? Let Mr. CoUier deposit
this letter with Sir F- Madden or Sir Francis Palgrave for public inspection if he reaUy wish to rebut
the present charge. But it is note-Avorthy that Mr.
CoUier never takes that mode of clearing himself
which a man of sense, strong in the consciousness of
innocence, Avould naturally take.^^ If he possess the
means of rebutting- this odious charg-e, it is sm-ely
little short of insanity to withhold it.
I I I . This is verbatim as folio AVS : —
" M'- Hensloe at the rose on the Bankside

SS-Sst^rto

If you like my play of Columbus it is verie well & you

signed "John
Marston."

shaU giue mee noe more than twentie poundes for it but If nott
hy tliis Bearer
lett mee haue it againe as I knowe the kinges Men wUl freelie
giue mee asmuch for it and the profitts of the third daye
moreover
Soe I rest yours
John M a r s t o n "

This was also made public by Mr. Collier in his
Memoirs of Echvard Alleyn, where he says,^^
" Similarly, in the case of that abominable imposition, the
Seven Lectures, attributed by Mr. CoUier to Coleridge, Mr.
Collier withholds the production of any of the short-hand notes
which he professes to have, and which is the only conceivable
evidence of the genuineness of the lectures.
'^ Page 154, note.
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" it refers to a play by Marston on the subject of Columbus,
of which we hear on no other authority. I t is one of the scraps
of correspondence between Henslowe and the poets in his employ, existing at Dulwich College, of the major part of which
Malone has given copies, but omitting the subsequent, which is
certainly one of the most interesting in the whole collection."

Mr. Hamilton pronounces this letter a forgery.
This it unquestionably is. The signature, which he
considers Uke Marston's, is to my sight A^ery different. The reader may here judge for himself by
comparing the facsimiles on sheet no. XY.
In this case there is one circumstance in wliich
the manuscript resembles the notes in the BridgeAvater and Perkins Folios. Mr. Hamilton tells us,^^
" I soon noticed the existence of numerous modern pencil-marks
underlying the ink, and on looking closely into the document,
detected that the whole of the letter had been first traced out in
pencil after the same fashion as the pencilling in the annotated
folio of Shakspere's Plays, 1632 ;"

The Comtafninhabiiii^erty^o?'
Southwark.

That this is the case my readers may judge for
themselves, by inspecting the adjoining facsimile of
the letter. Mr. ColUer prudentty passes over this case
of proven fraud Avithout a single remark.
I Y Tliis cousists of a single sUp of paper, contaiuiug a Ust of Certain alleged inhabitants of the
liberty of Southwark, in the year 1596. Whether
^}jjg niauuscript was pubhshed by Mr. Collier before
his edition of Shakspere, 1858, Avas issued, I do not
knowj at any rate I have not been able to find
earlier mention of it in any work of Mr. Colher's.
'^ Inquiry, p. 94.
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Whether Malone referred to it in his Inquiry is a
matter of grave doubt. Mr. Collier introduces it to
liis readers in the folioAving words:—^*
" But Malone teUs us—" From a paper now before me,
" which formerly belonged to Edward Alleyn, the player, our
"poet appears to have lived in Southwark, near the Bear" Garden, in 1596."* He gives us no farther insight into the
contents of the paper; but he probably referred to a small slip,
borrowed with other relics of a Hke kind, from Dulwich College,
many of which were not returned after his death. Among
those returned seems to have been the paper in question, which
is valuable only because it proves distinctly, that our great dramatist was an inhabitant of Southwark very soon after the
Globe was in operation, although it by no means establishes
that he had not been resident there long before. We subjoin it exactly as it stands in the original: the hand writing is
ignorant, the spelling peculiar, and it was evidently merely a
hasty and imperfect memorandum.
" Inhabitantes of Southerk as haue complaned this
of
JuUy 1596
M"^ Markis
M^" Tuppin
M'^ langorth
WUsone the pyper
M"^ Barett
M^ Shaksper
Phellipes
Tom son
Mother Golden the baude
Nagges
Eillpott and no more and soe well ended "
" Life of WUliam Shakespeare, 1858, chapter x. p. 126.
* Inquiry into the authenticity of certain miscellaneous papers and legal documents, 1796, p. 215.
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This is the whole of the fragment, for such it appears to be,
and without farther explanation, which we have not been able
to find in any other document, in the depository where the
above is preserved or elsewhere, it is impossible to understand
more, than that Shakespeare and other inhabitants of Southwark
had made some complaint in July 1596, which we may guess,
was hostile to the wishes of the writer, who congratulated himself that the matter was so well at an end."

With Mr. HalliAveU^^ I am strongly disposed to
think that Mr. CoUier is mistaken in supposing that
Malone's reference was to this paper j for Malone
evidently meant to say that he had a paper before
him containing a reference to the Bear-Garden at
Southwark, which is not mentioned in the ^'- Complaint" of ^^Mr. Shaksper" and ^^Mother Golden
the baude " !
Be that as it may, this document was last spring
examined by Mr. HamUton, Professor BroAver, and
Mr. T. Duffus Hardy, Avho aU pronounced it an
abominable forgery.
Y This is verbati7n as foUoAVS:—
Assessment " A brief noat taken out of the poores booke contayning the
of^the'lSber- ^^"^^^ °^ ^^^ thenhabitantes of this liberty w'^^ are rated and
ty of South- assessed to a weekely paim* towardes the reHefe of the poore.
wark.
^g i^ standes nowe encreased, this 6*^^ day of apriU 1609. Deliuered vp to PhiUip Henslowe Esquior churchwarden, by
Erancis Carter one of the late ouerseers of the same Libertie"

(Then foUoAv the names of fifty-seven persons, with
the amounts set opposite their names in Avhich they
are rated j and among- them we find these three),—
15 Life of Shakespeare, p. 163, note.
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" PhUHp Henslowe esquior assessed at weekely
Ed Alleyn assessed at weekely
TT

M^ Shakespeare

TT

W

TO

vj
vj
^S*

vj '^

This document was first published by Mr. Collier
in his Memoirs of Edward Alleyn, 1841,^^ (p. 91),
and has been received as genuine up to the spring
of this year, when Mr. Hamilton, Professor Brewer,
and Mr. T. Duffus Hardy examined it, and unhesitatingly pronounced it a modern forgery. I t is
certainly a very clumsy business. The writing is
an extremely bad imitation of a 17th century hand 5
and it is on a piece of paper which had once served
for the flyleaf of a book, as is evidenced by one of
the edg-es being red. I t Avill be remembered that
similarly the gilt edge of the Daborne Warrant is
one of the circumstances which concur with the suspicion of forgery which the writing- excites.
The g-enuineness of no. Y of the Duhvich Manuscripts, as far as I am aware, was not pubhcly impugned till the publication of Mr. Staunton's exceUent
Life of Shakspere.^^ I t is an unquestionable forgery.
I have given a facsimile of it on sheet no. X Y I L Mr.
Collier, erroneously conceiving that Mr. Hamilton
had impugned its g-enuineness, writes—^^
" Mr. Hamilton also faUs foul of other biographical materials
which I met with, and which xmquestionably exist in the same
charitable Institution [i. e. Dulwich College]. One of them is
a Player's Challenge,'^'' collated by Mr. HaUiweU, and printed
" See Mr. Ashbee's facsimile for the rest.
" Page 17.
" Page 31.
'' Athenaum, Eeb. 18, I860.
*" He means the Verses on Edward AUeyn.
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by him in 1848, as a genuine relic, of the same kind as several
others that have come down to our time. Another is a sort of
assessment to the poor of Southwark, dated 6th of April, 1609,
in which Shakespeare appears as a contributor; and surely it
is enough for me to say of this document, that it was seen by
Malone when I was only seven years old, as he has himself recorded in his ' Enquiry,' 8vo. 1796, p. 215."

This statement I believe to have produced a considerable impression on the public mind, as nobody
supposed that Mr, Collier would assert the thing
that was not, where detection was so easy. But
the fact is that the Assessment for the Poor of
Southwark Avas not (as I have said) called in question by Mr. Hamilton in his Inquiry ; but he might
safely have done so, for it is a very modern fabrication, nor does Malone's Inquiry, either at p. 215,
or at any other page of that interesting work, contain any allusion whatever to such a document!
I n his Reply^^ Mr. Collier quotes from p. 215 of
Malone's Liquiry the foUowing passage:—
" We see hence that Shakspeare had no motive to reside in
the Blackfriars before this period [March 1604-5]. The truth,
indeed, I believe is that he never resided in the Blackfriars at
all. Erom a paper now before me, which formerly belonged to
Edward Alleyn, the player, our poet appears to have lived in
Southwark, near the Dear-Garden, in 1596. Another curious
document in my possession, which will be produced in the History of his Life, afibrds the strongest presumptive evidence that
he continued to reside in Southioark to the year 1608."

Now AAdiat has this extract to do with the Assessment in question, which is dated April 8th, 1609?
Even according to the obsolete ecclesiastical reckon^' Page 46.

m
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ing, the year 1608 ended on March 24th of that year,
so it is plain that Malone referred to some other
document.^^
Y I . The following is a verbati7n copy of aU that The Letter
remains of the postscript to a long and interesting- AUeyn from
letter addressed to Edward Alleyn by his most ex- ^""^ ^^^^•
cellent wife—one of those that Solomon failed to find
among- ten thousand, and in Shakspere's day were held
to '^ mend the lottery Avell" an there were ^^ one born
but for every blazing star, or at an earthquake."^^
once more fai'weU till we meete w'=' I hope shall not
be longe. this xxi"" of October [1]603.
Aboute a weeke agoe ther[e] [cam]e a youthe who said he was
M'' Frauncis Chalo[ner]s man [& wou]ld have bon'Ow[e]d xM to
•bought

have things for [hi]s Mri[s]

[tru5]t hym

Cominge w"'out
token.
I wotdd have
[i]f I bene sue[r] "^^

d

and inquire after the feUow and said he had lent hym a horse. I
feare me he gulled hym thoughe he gulled not ^^

The line which divides the postscript marks the
'^'^ Mr. ECamilton appears to regard it as a suspicious circumstance that Mr. Collier attributes the absence of certain documents from Malone's Lnquiry to the circumstance that he had
reserved them for his Life of Shakspere, (see Hamilton's Lnquiry, p. 95). But it is beyond question that Malone did
reserve several documents for his Life of Shakspere, which he
might have appropriately introduced in support of the statements in his Inguiry. Eor two examples, see Malone's Inquiry,
1796, p. 215.
23 All's well that ends well, act i. sc. 3.
2* Mr. Halliwell reads these four words "
I bene sur " ;
Mr. Hamilton reads them, " & I bene s u " With all the
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bottom of the first page of the letter; the words
^^ and inquire," are at the top of the second page.
Mr. CoUier's l>^ow in Mr. ColUer's Memoirs of Edward Alleyn,^^
falsifiedver-

sionofit.

-, .

-,

n

i T i i i i

J.

• J.

Avhere this letter was T-T9t pubhshed, the postscript
is given verbatim as follows, but not broken into
Unes to correspond with the original.
noe more, FarweU till we meete, which I hope shall not
be longe. This xxth of October 1603.
" Aboute a weeke a goe there came a youthe who said he was
Mr. Frauncis Chaloner who would have boiTowed xU to
have bought things for
and said he was known
unto you, and Mr. Shakespeare of the globe, who came
said he knewe hym not, onely he herde of hym that he was
a roge
so he was glade we did not lend him
the monney
Richard Johnes [went] to seeke
and inquire after the fellow, and said he had lent hym a horse.
feare me he gulled him, thoughe he gulled nDt us."

I

This alleged transcript was introduced by the
following remarks:—
" Of this date [20th October, 1603] we have a very interesting
letter from Mrs. Alleyn to her hiisband, written and subscribed
by the person ordinarUy employed ; it is remarkable, because it
contains a mention of Shakespeare, who is spoken of as " of the
Globe;" and though it throws no new Hght upon our great dramatist's character, excepting as it shews that he was on good
terms with AUeyn's famUy, any document containing merely
his name must be considered valuable. The paper on which
the letter was written is in a most decayed state, especially at
respect due from me to such authorities, I must say that I am
quite certain the true lection is what I have given. The s in
xM and that in [trus]t I have had printed in itaHc type to
indicate that only portions of those letters are left. Mr. CoUier
and Mr. HamUton agree in giving a wrong date to this letter.
'* Page 63.
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the bottom, where it breaks and drops away in dust and fragments at the slightest touch.^^ The notice of Shakespeare is
near the commencement of a postscript on the lower part of the
page, where the paper is most rotten, and several deficiencies
occur, which it is impossible to supply: all that remains is extremely difiicult to be deciphered."

That is a matter of experience. I am probably
far less practised in record-reading than Mr. Collier,
yet I find no difficulty at all in reading " all that
remains" of this most interesting letter.
My
readers, however, may judge for themselves from
the accompanying facsimile ; in verification of which
they may consult the original at Dulwich College,
or Mr. Fairholt's facsimile in Mr. HaUiweU's
Cui'iosities of Modern Shaksperian
Criticism^^
or Mr. Frederick G. ]>[etherclift's facsimile in
Mr. Hamilton's Inquiry?'^
To Mr. HalliAvell
belongs the credit of exposing Mr. Collier's falsification of this letter: yet he did so in such
very gentle terms that a careless reader, who did
not examine the facsimile, would infer that Mr.
Collier had done nothing worse than (to use Mr.
Collier's own words) ^^ misreading some utterly unimportant Avords." Mr. Hamilton is bolder, and
plainly charg-es Mr. Collier Avith falsification. Mr.
^^ I t is impossible that this could have been the case;
paper even now shews no symptoms of crumbling into dust.
is torn, indeed, and portions are wanting, where the paper
aU the appearance of having been eaten away by an acid:
it is far from being rotten.
^ Page 29.
'' Page 86.
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Mr. CoUier's ColUer's replies are very curious.
repHes concorning the useum, ^'' he writcs :—

letter from
Mrs. AUeyn.

In " The Atlie-

[«] '* A. much-decayed letter has been preserved m the Library
[at Dulwich College] from Mrs. AUeyn to her husband, dated
Oct. 3, [sic} 1603, and in one part of it, according to my reading,
she mentions having seen " M r . Shakespeare of the globe." [/3]
I t is admitted on aU hands, that the letter is very rotten, and
that portions of it are deficient in this place ; but the gist of
the imputation is, that Shakespeare was never spoken of in it,
but that I, taking advantage of the defects in the old paper,
purposely misrepresented the matter. I t is added'*" that for
the accomplishment of this fraud, I misread and misrepresented
the contents of the letter. Now inasmuch as the old decayed
paper is here indisputably defective, Mr. Hamilton could not
possibly know whether Shakespeare's name had or had not
been visible when I saw the letter thirty years ago.[y] I may
or may not have mis-read some utterly unimportant words,[^]
nor does it signify at all, as regards his biography, whether
Shakespeare was or was not in Southwark on the 3rd of October,
1603; but I assert most distinctly, that the name was contained
in this part of Mrs. AUeyn's letter, and a dear and dead friend
of mine could bear witness to the fact were he fortunately now
alive."

In liis Reply,^^ Mr. Collier writes:—
" One of the first documents I looked at was, I think, a letter
from Mrs. Alleyn to her husband, dated 3rd [sic} Oct., 1603,
upon which has now been founded the charge that I interpolated
a passage not met with in the original. I t was in one place in
so decayed and crumbling a condition from the efiects of damp
and time, that I was obliged to handle it with the utmost cau'' Eeb. 18, 1860,
^^ I apprehend this addition is a clerical error.
is a mere repetition of the last clause.
'' Pace 47-50.
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tion. I did not read it nor examine it closely until afterwards,
how long I do not pretend to say, but a friend, now unfortunately dead, was with me, and we then read as follows, in the
latter part of the letter."

[Here follows Mr. Collier's version of the postscript as in Me7noirs of Ed7va7xl Alleyn, 8vo. 1841,
p. 63.]
[/3] " Now the question is, and the only question of the
slightest importance (though that is in truth of little moment)
whether the name of " Mr. Shakespeare of the globe" occurred
in the most rotten and fragmentary part of the letter at the
time when I copied it. Whether it did or did not is not of the
smallest interest, as regards the biography of our poet, especially as there were two, if not three, other Shakespeares " of
the Globe" Theatre, then resident in Southwark. However, the
charge is that from the mere love of deception (for I could have
no other motive) I imagined the part of the letter in Avhich the
name of Shakespeare occurs, and corrupted the immediately
adjoining portions for the purpose of giving my invention support.
I t is indisputable that since I first saw and copied the letter
at Dulwich, portions of it have crumbled away and entirely disappeared ; so that Mr. Hamilton's account of the contents differs
from mine : he accuses me not only of inaccuracy, but of fraud
and wilful misrepresentation, [y] I do not deny that it is possible I misread some utterly unimportant letters or words : the
paper was in such a state of demolition that it was extremely
difficult to make any sense out of the latter part of i t ; but I
did my best to give a faithful transcript, and I am absolutely
certain that "Mr. Shakespeare of the globe" was spoken of in it,
and in the way I stated [g] * * * Mr. Hamilton insists
that the name of Shakespeare never was to be seen on any part
of the paper which is now rotted away; but how can he tell
whether it did or did not exist there, when he cannot deny
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that much of what was originally written on that part of the
paper has been utterly annihilated P"

To the allegations which I have distinguished by
Greek letters, I will reply seriatim.
Eejomder to The statement marked (a) is not accurate. In the
* ^™*
letter referred to, Mrs. Alleyn does not, according to Mr. ColUer's reading, or any one else's reading, mention " having seen' Mr. Shakespeare of the
globe';" but simply that Mr. Shakespeare of the
globe '^ came
said he knew him not," &c.
I t is strang-e that Mr. Collier even garbles his own
falsified version of this letter.
(/3) Admitting the defective and decayed state of
the bottom of the first page of this letter, it is certainly NOT the gist of the imputation that Shakspere was never spoken of in it. Mr. Hamilton
never made any such a statement. His statement^^
is that
" portions of the three damaged lines are stiU legible, which
are incompatible with the Shakspere paragraph,"

That is the gist of the imputation. Neither Mr.
Hamilton nor any one else who does not remember
the letter in a more perfect condition than that in
which it is at present can say whether or not Shakspere's name was originally in the letter. For all
we know to the contrary Ben Jonson's name may
have occupied one of the missing portions. But, be
this as it may, the only portion which is defective
'' Inquiry, p. 88.
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contains enough that is perfectly legible to render
it certain that Mr. Collier's paragraph about ^^ Mr.
Shakspeare of the globe," never was there. Fortunately NO ENTIRE LINE IS WANTING. Counting from
and after the words " things for," the last four lines
on the page contain nine entire words which are still
perfectly legible. None of these words are in Mr.
Collier's version of those last four lines. Mr. Collier's
Aversion of those portions contains forty-five words,
(besides one in crotchets) not one of which is found
among the nine yet remaining. But more than this.
I n the identical place where Mr.Collier tells us that he
and his friend read ^^ unto you and M"* S/««^e5peare"
(which is half a line) ^'^ cominge w^'out token .
"
yet remains unimpaired, and perfectly legible.
(7) This extraordinary falsification is to Mr. Collier nothing more than misreading some utterly
unimportant words!
(p) What Mr. Collier's object may have been in
perpetrating* this falsification, it is quite impossible
for any one but himself to say : but admitting what
he contends for, that it does not signif)^ at all, as
regards Shakspere's biography, whether Shakspere
was or was not in Southwark on the 21st of October,
1603, it still would be doubtless an interesting fact,
(if it were a fact at all), as Mr. CoUier points out,^^
that Shakspere ^^ was on good terms with AUeyn's
family"; but the anecdote has nevertheless a significant bearing, as we shall shortly see.
^' Memoirs of Alleyn, p. 62.
T
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(e) This statement is incorrect, as Mr. Collier, Avith
Mr. Hamilton's Inquiry before him, had the means
of knowino-.
Mr. CoUier's But Mr. Collier further says,34
replies continned.

^ .
.
[C] " Let it not be forgotten that if my object had been to
commit the imputed fraud, nothing could have been more easy
than for me to have rubbed away a little more of the crumbling
paper, and who then could have detected the trick ?"

And ag-ain:—^^
[rj] " Here allow me to ask this question: If I had purposely
misstated the import and contents of the letter, adding that
it was in a state of ruinous decay, what would have been the
natural course for me to have pursued ? Would it not have been
to bave left the letter as it was, in the hope that when it was
next seen and consulted, as much of it might have disappeared
as possible? Instead of doing so—instead of leaving it still
to be exposed to the action of air and accident, I carefully enclosed it in paper, and either I or my friend wrote on the
outside, that within was a document of value which should not
be roughly handled, * * as if to make sure that the next person who opened the paper should see that I had been guUty of
fraud. [^] If, indeed, I had so misrepresented the contents of
the crumbling relic, what was to prevent my rubbing away a
little more of the old paper, and who then would have been
able to detect the trick I had played ?"

Further
rejomder.

^ ^ *^ ^^^^ paragraphs marked (^) and (i,) taken
together, I havc simply to call the reader's attention to the fact that they are inconsistent. If, as in
(rj), the " natural com-se" for Mr. Collier to have
taken for avoiding- detection Avas " to have left the
letter as it was," he certainly would not have jaelded
" The Athenffium, Feb. 18, 1860.

^' Ptenly, p. 50.
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to the temptation described in (^), Adz. "to have
rubbed away a little more of the crumbling- paper."
To the sing-le paragraph marked (V), I remark
further, that the paper not being in a crumbhng
state, Mr. Collier must have done something- more
than ^' rubbed" at it; he must have torn out the
tell-tale portions, and that would have been as easily
detected as performed. I n the second place, I Avill
quote the reply of a writer in " The Critic."^'^
" What have we to do with motives when we have facts which
are not to be controverted ? Mr. Collier very aptly and clearly
sees how he might have removed the proofs; but he does not
deny that he is the author of the spurious version, and in that
and in the original the proofs still exist. If we are to say that
it is impossible that an educated man can be guilty because he
has not destroyed the traces of his guilt, then can no educated
man be convicted of anything whatever—then have D': DODD,
M r . EAIJNTLEEOT, and Sir J O H N D E A N P A U L been wrongfully

condemned."

In reply to the sing-le paragraph marked (v), I
must inform the reader that the envelope is still in
existence; but that the superscription, so far fi-om
being, as Mr. Collier says, in his own writing, or even
in that of Mr. Amyot,^^ the " dear and dead friend"
referred to, seems to be in that of Mr. Halliwell, who,
"" March 3, 1860.
^ The editor of " Notes and Queries" says, without qualification, that the superscription is in Mr. Amyot's writing. No
one who has ever seen Mr. Amyot's writing could, I am positive, trace the slightest resemblance between it and that in
which the superscription is written.
T 2
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I beheve, enclosed the letter in it since the pubhcation
of Mr. CoUier's Memoirs of Edward Alleyn.
The outy question remaining to be considered in
relation to this letter, is. Whence did Mr. CoUier
obtain the anecdote about Shakspere's purse-proud
sneer at the poor hack who " would have borrowed x^""
of Mrs. Alleyn ? Did Mr. Colher invent it ? Not
a bit of it. I do not believe the story to date from
recent times. At present I have not been successful in tracing it to head-quarters', but it was characteristically (possibly in a genuine form) cited by
a writer in the " Prospective Eeview,"^^ Avho, so far
from thinking, as Mr. ColUer does, that '^ it is not
of the smallest interest as regards the biography
of om- poet," pronounced it " the only antiquarian
thing which can be fairly called an anecdote of
Shakespeare " ! The " Prospective Review " gives
the anecdote in these words :
" Mrs. AUeyne, a shrewd woman in those times, and married
to Mr. AUeyne, the founder of Dulwich ELospital, was one day,
in tbe absence of her husband applied to on some matter by a
player who gave a reference to Mr. Hemmings, (the "notorious"
Mr. Hemmings the Commentators say), and to Mr. Shakespeare of the Globe, and that the latter, when referred to, said,
" Yes, certainly, he knew him, and he was a rascal, and good-fornothing,"

The Review calls this reply " the proper speech
of a substantial man."
^ Vol. ix. p. 446.

CHAPTER X l l .
T H E EOEGED STATE P A P E E .

the libraries of Devonshire House, Bridgewater House and Dulwich College, one of the bi-anch
repositories of Her Majesty's Public Records, viz.
the State Paper Office in Duke Street, Westminster,
is a locus in quo the forg-er's handiwork is visible.
I n fact, there is one document contained in a parcel
marked ^Bundle, No. 222, Ehzabeth, 1596,' which
is a forgery.
This forged State Paper purports to be a peti- The Petition
tion from the OAvners and players of the Blackfriars and players
Theatre to the Privy Council, (n. d.) and from Mr. ffiSs'^hea'CoUier's account a reader mio-ht infer that it Iiad^T^.^^the
BESIDES

"

,

.

Privy Coim.-

been discovered by himself. H e gives the following cU.
account of it in his History of English Dra7natic
Poetry and Annals of the Staged
" The Blackfriars Theatre, buUt in 1576, seems, after the
lapse of twenty years, to have required extensive repairs, if indeed, it were not, at the end of that period, entirely rebuilt.
This undertaking, in 1596, seems to have alarmed some of the
inhabitants of the Liberty ; and not a few of them, ' some of
honour,' petitioned the Privy Council, in order that the players
might not be allowed to complete it, and that their farther performances in that precinct might be prevented. A copy of the
^ Vol. i. page 297
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document, containing this request, is preserved in the State
Paper Office, and to it is appended a much more curious
paper—a counter petition by the Lord Chamberlain's players,
entreating that they might be permitted to continue their
work upon the theatre, in order to render it more commodious, and that their performances there might not be interrupted. It does not appear to be the original, but a copy, without the signatures, and it contains, at the commencement, an
enumeration of the principal actors who were parties to it. They
occur in the foUowing order, and it will be instantly remarked,
not only that the name of Shakespeare is found among them,
but that he comes fifth in the enumeration:—
' Thomas Pope,
' Eichard Burbage,
' John Hemings,
' Augustine Phillips,
* WiUiam Shakespeare,
* WiUiam Kempe,
* WiUiam Slye,
* Nicholas Tooley.
This remarkable paper has, perhaps, never seen the Hght from
tho moment it was presented, until it was very recently discovered. It is seven years anterior to the date of any other authentic record, which contains the name of our great dramatist, and
it may warrant various conjectures as to the rank he held in the
company in 1596, as a poet and as a player.*
* Malone had nothing upon which to found himself, but the
list of actors in some of Ben Jonson's plays, and the eumeration in the licence of 1603. The name of Shakespeare is, in
the latter, preceded only by that of a person (Lawrence
Eletcher) not mentioned iu 1596, as having anything to do
with the company : Burbage, PhUHps, and Hemings, who stand
before him in 1596, were postponed to him in 1603, to such
importance does he seem to have risen in the interval. It ia
not necessary to point out other diflierences.
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I t is in these terms :—^
' To the right honorable the LI of her Ma^^s jj^ost honorable priuie Counsell
' The humble petition of Thomas Pope Eichard Burbadge
' John Hemings Augustine PhUlips WiUm Shakespeare WUlm
' Kempe WUlm Slye Nicholas Tooley and others seruaunta
* to the right honorable the L. Chamberlaine to her Ma*"'—
* Sheweth most humbly that yo' petitioners are owners and
* players of the priuate house or theater in the precinct and
' libertie of the Blackfriers w*^'^ hath beene for manie yeares
* vsed and occupied for the playing of tragedies commedies his' tories enterludes and playes That the same by reason of
* hauing beene soe long built hath falne into great decaye and that
* besides the reparation thereof it hath beene found necessarie to
* make the same more conuenient for the entertainement of audi* tories comming thereto That to this end yo*" petitioners haue
* aU and echo of them putt downe sommes of money according to
* their shares iu the saide theater and vp*^ they haue iustly and
* honestlie gained by the exercise of their qualitie of Stage
* players but that certaine persons (some of them of honour)
'inhabitants of the precinct and Hbertie of the Blackfriers
' haue as yo'^ petitioners are enfourmed besought yo"^ honorable
* Lps not to permitt the saide priuate house anie longer to re* maine open but hereafter to be shut vpp and closed to the
* manifest and great iniurie of yo"^ petitioners who haue no other
' meanes whereby to maintaine their wiues and famUies but by
* the exercise of their qualitie as they haue heretofore done.
* Eurthermore t[h]at in the summer season yo' petitioners are
* able to playe at their newe buUt house on the Bankside callde
' the Globe but that in the winter they are compelled to come to
*the Blackfriers and if yo'honorable Lps giue consent vnto that
' w*'^ is prayde against yo' petitioners they AVUI not onely whUe
~ I have corrected Mr. CoUier's version of this State Paper,
as I did that of the Complaint of certain inhabitants of Southwark, at p . 275 of this work.
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' the winter endureth loose the meanes whereby they nowe sup' port them selues and their families but be vnable to practise
* them selues in anie playes or enterluds, when calde vpon to
' performe for the recreation and solace of her Ma^^^ and her
* honorable Court as they haue beene hertofore accustomed. The
' humble prayer of yo' petitioners therefore is that yo' honble
* Lps will graunt permission tofinishethe reparations and altera' tions they haue begunne and as yo' petitioners haue hitherto
' beene well ordred in their behauiour and iust in their deal* inges that yo' honorable Lps wiU not inhibit them from acting
' at their aboue named priuate house in the precinct and Hbertie
' of the Blackfriers and yo' petitioners as in dutie most bounden
* wiU ever praye for the encreasing honour and happinnesse of jo^
' honorable Lps."

This document Avas also published by Mr. Halliwell in his Folio Edition of Shakspeare,^ as a genuine document, and he there gives a facsimile of it
executed by Mr. Ashbee. The fact is that its spuriousness Avas not suspected till the Avinter of 1858-59
when it excited the suspicions of Mr. Staunton.
These suspicions Avere at once communicated to Sir
F. Madden, who did not seem to attach much weight
to them. Ultimately Mr. Staunton induced Mr.
Hamilton and Mr. Hardy to accompany him to the
State Paper Office, Avhen both those gentlemen
unhesitatingly pronounced the document a forgery
executed by the same hand as appears in such
^'^ Avanton heed " and elaborate stupidity on the margins of the Perkins Foho.
Mr. Hamilton'' says of this pseudo-State Paper,
" Its execution is very neat, and with any one not acquainted
3 Vol. i. p. 137.

4 Inquiry, p. 96.
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Avith the fictitious hand of these Shakspere forgeries it might
readily pass as genuine. But an examination of the handwriting generaUy, the forms of some of the letters in particular,
and the spurious appearance of the ink, led me to the belief
not only that the paper [i. e. document] was not authentic,
but that it had been executed by the same hand as the fictitious
documents already discussed."

This conclusion is point blank denied by Mr. H.
Merivale,^ who recklessly asserts that,
" The handwriting is not only not the handwriting of the Corrector, but it is of an essentially different character and period."

As this assertion can be very easily disproved, I Palseogra1

p ' 1 1 1

T

-11

•!

i'i

phicexami-

nave lurnished the reader with the evidence on which nations of it.
the judgment of the palseog-raphists rests, in the
shape of three facsimiles, viz. of the State Paper in
question, of two of the longer pieces of manuscript
in the Perkins Folio, and of the Certificate of Players
at Bridgewater House. These three facsimiles are
on sheet no. X. The reader is thus enabled by
inspecting one sheet to form an opinion for himself
on the identity of the handwritings j on this point
there can be, I apprehend, but one intelligent opinion.
But independently of any such inference, the document in question is a condemned forgery. On the
30th of January last, in obedience to the instructions
of the Master of the Rolls, five paleeographists, viz.
Sir Francis Palgrave, Sir Frederic Madden, Professor
Brewer, Mr. T. Dufifus Hardy, and Mr. N. E. S. A.
Hamilton met at the State Paper Office, and having
5 The Edinburgh Eeview, Ap. 1860, vol. cxi. p. 484.
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subjected the document to a palaeogTaphic examination arrived at the foUoAving- unanimous decision on
its character, which is appended to the document.
^f^fi ^^Y^^^^ " ^ e , the undersigned, at the desire of the Master of the
ing pal^o- EoUs, have carefuUy examined the document hereunto annexed,
graphists
purporting to be a petition to the Lords of Her Majesty's
question of l*i"ivy CouncU, from Thomas Pope, Eichard Burbadge, John
its genuiae- Hemings, Augustine Phillips, WUliam Shakespeare, WUliam
ness.
Kempe, William Slye, Nicholas Tooley, and others, in answer
to a petition from the Inhabitants of the Liberty of the Blackfriars; and we are of opinion, that the document in question is
spurious.
30th January, 1860.
(Signed.)
F E A . PALGEAVE, K.H., Deputy-Keeper
of H . M . Public Eecords.
E R E D E E I C MADDEN, K.H.,

Keeper of

the

MSS., British Museum.
J . S. BEEWEE, M.A., Eeader at the RoUs.
T. DuFEus H A E D T , Assistant Keeper of
Eecords.
N . E . S . A . HAMIETOK, Assistant, Dep.

of MSS., British Museum.
" I direct this paper to be appended to the undated docu-;
ment now last in the Bundle, marked 222, Eliz. 1596.
2nd February, 1860.
(Signed.)
JOHN EOMILLT, Master of the EoUs."

It is a remarkable instance of the fact that the
same evidence affects different kinds of mind differently, that with full knowledge of the foregoingopinion arrived at by tive eminently qualified palseographists taken from several departments of the
state, the editor of " Notes and Queries " arrives at
this conclusion, respecting- the document in question.
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" in all probability it is genuine f^ and that simply
because Mr. Lemon, one of the juniors of the Record
Office, at the request of the editor of " The Athenseum," contributed to the columns of that periodicaF
the following- effusion, which Mr. CoUier dignifies
with the name of an '^ important and indisputable
piece of evidence."®
" State Paper Office, Eeb. 14, 1860. ^ ^ Lemon's
Dear Sir,—In reply to your question, I beg to state that if^*?^ *Vil^
the Petition of the Players of the Blackfriars Theatre, alluded Athen»um.
to in your note, was weU known to my father and myself, before Mr. Payne ColHer began his researches in this Office. I
am pretty confident that my father himself brought it under
the notice of Mr. Collier, in whose researches he took great
interest.
I am very faithfuUy yours,
E. LEMON.

" The Editor of the Athenseum."

I t must at first strike every one as extraordinary
that the editor of " The Athenseum," Avhile he Avas
examining Mr. Lemon, should have omitted to ask
that palseographist whether he believed the Players'
Petition^ to be a genuine document. But on second
thoug'hts that omission Avill cease to surprise any
one : for it is now beyond a doubt that even if Mr.
Lemon had refrained from denouncing the document
as spurious, he had too much honesty and knowledge
combined to alloAV him to speak of it otherwise than
6 Notes and Queries, March 24,1860.
7 Eeb. 18, 1860.
» Eeply, p. 59.
^ quasi 1596.
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as a very suspicious affair. Much as both Mr.
Lechmere and Mr. Lemon have been ^^ badgered"
to pronounce an opinion counter to the sentence of
Sir F- Palgrave, Sir F. Madden, and Messrs. Hardy,
Brewer and Hamilton, they have found it expedient
to preserve an unbroken silence ; well knowing that
they could not conscientiously dissent from the verdict of forgery, however much they might be disposed to acquit Mr. Collier of all participation in it.
But Mr. Lemon, in his anxiety to exonerate his
father's friend from that serious charge, if he proves
anything, proves too much. He says,
" I am pretty confident that my father himself brought it under
the notice of Mr. ColHer, in whose researches he took great
interest."

Mr. CoUier's

Mr. ColUer hunts the gam^ thus started by Mr.
Lemon: he says,"
" Mr. Lemon, senior, undoubtedly did bring the Players' Petition imder my notice, and very much obliged to him I was,
that he took so much trouble to assist me in my literary investigations."

If this be true, it indeed vindicates Mr. Collier's
character from the charge of having forged this
State Paper; but it does so by utterly destroying
his credit for accuracy. It seems that Mr. CoUier,
as we have seen, was the first person to publish this
forged document.
He writes:—
10 Eeply, p. 59.
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" This remarkable paper has, perhaps, never seen the light
from the moment it was presented, until it was very recently
discovered."

f^ Very recently discovered "—i. <?. recently in 1831,
can hardly be understood to mean that the document
had been discovered three—much less, sixteen—years
before that date. Now, the period when Mr. Colher
"beg-an his researches," at the State Paper Office, was
in the year 1827 or 1828, according to his account.^^
Therefore, according to Mr. Lemon, the document
in question Avas Avell known to himself and his
father before 1828 at latest. Nay, further; since
Mr. Lemon was not in the State Paper Office from
1825 to 1835, the document in question must have
been knoAvn to him (if at all) before 1825. Consequently, not only had it "seen the light," but was "well
known " sixteen years before the period when, according to Mr. Collier, it was first discovered.
Certainly it may be said that Mr. Collier had
made a mistake in supposing that it was recently
discovered when he began his researches at the
State Paper Office; but to my mind it is much
more likely that Mr. Lemon, who Avas not in the
State Paper Office at that time, has committed an
oversight in speaking positively to a circumstance of
which he could not have had any personal knowledge : and that such is the case will be apparent
from the following-considerations:—(I quote from
Mr. Hardy's tract)—''
11 Eeply, p. 56.

'* Eeview, &c. p. 49.
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Mr. Hardy's " He is only " pretty confident," he says, that his father first
remaij:s.
brought this document under the notice of Mr. Collier; but
he speaks positively, or at all events seems to do so, as to the
fact that this document " was weU known to his father and
himself before Mr. CoUier began his researches in the office."
Now it seems no more than reasonable to suppose that if he is
only " pretty confident" in the one case, he can hardly be more
than '' pretty confident" in the other, which is more distant in
point of time, and dating [sic} from a period prior to the alleged
commencement of Mr. ColUer's researches at the State Paper
Office in 1829; a period at which, if we are not much mistaken,
Mr. Lemon had nothing whatever to do with the State Paper
Office in an official capacity, he having resigned his situation
there in 1825, at the direction of the Under Secretary of State,
" in order that he might devote his time exclusively to the
Commission for printing and publishing State Papers," to
which he had been appointed Assistant Secretary. This office
he held untU 1835, in which year he was appointed Second
Clerk in the State Paper Office.
" Under these circumstances, without meaning the slightest
offence to Mr. Lemon, we cannot but be of opinion that he has
spoken somewhat too hastUy upon subjects which could hardly
have come within his knowledge ; viz., the existence of one document in particular, out of very many thousands, at a certaiu
period of time, upwards of thirty years ago, the period of
Mr. Collier's first admission into the State Paper Office ; if indeed his letter can be construed to speak positively as to
the latter point, which, after all, seems somewhat uncertain.
Mr. Lemon, doubtless, is speaking the truth to the best of his
belief; but not one iota beyond this can we admit.
" B u t supposing for a moment that the "Players' Petition"
was a genuine document, and that the fact of its existence had
been discovered by Mr. Lemon [senior], his first duty, on such
discovery, would be [sic} to communicate the fact to Mr. Hobhouse, the head of his office, and to make an entry of the pur-
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port of the document in the official Eepertory. There is no
evidence that he did either; on the contrary, the Petition was
never heard of by the pubHc untU Mr, Collier printed it in 1831.
Viewing the matter, too, as one of feeling, and laying aside all
considerations of duty, if Mr. Lemon, Senior, had indeed discovered this precious document, and been convinced of its
genuineness, no reasonable doubt can be entertained that he
would have been too eager to announce the fact to the public,
and that the whole of literary England would have rung with
the intelligence of his good fortune. He, of all men, was not
the person to conceal it from the chief of his office, from his
colleagues, from his personal friends, and from the whole body
of Shakespearian scholars. He was much too alive to the pleasure of congratulation to have kept such a discovery a secret
for a period of four years (1825 to 1829), and then to have
communicated it to Mr. CoUier, at that time an unknown individual, and recently introduced to him by a mere acquaintance.
Such, however, is Mr. Collier's statement. But how comes it
that he never thought of this before ? One would certainly
suppose that Mr. Collier would have made some mention (as
he has done in instances where Mr. Lemon* had introduced a
document to his notice) of Mr. Lemon's kindness in placing a
document of such surpassing interest as this before him; but, on
the contrary, not the slightest allusion is there made to him in
connexion with the "Players' Petition," although Mr. CoUier
states that it had been very recently discovered in the State
Paper Office. Why should he then have concealed the fact
that he now vouchsafes to tell us ?"

Yet one Uterary man, professing some knowledge
of palseography, (though his profession is singularly
* " The Minute in the Eegisters of the Privy CouncU (pointed
out to us by Mr. Lemon) is this," &c. Again, " This new and
valuable piece of information was pointed out to us by Mr.
Lemon."
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behed by his obvious ignorance and incompetence)
has been found to defend the genuineness of this
^£.f;^: pseudo-State Paper. Mr. H. Merivale writes :~^^
^^^'

" Sir Prederic Madden and Mr. HamUton have actually certified that a document, in the State Paper Office is a spurious
document; although its authenticity has since been confirmed
by evidence which appears irresistible." " I n spite of this verdict, to which Sir E. Madden and Mr. HamUton have pledged
whatever reputation they enjoy as palseographers, the authenticity of the paper is stUl maintained by the best authorities in
the State Paper Office to be equal to that of any other document in the collection; and this opinion is curiously confirmed
by the fact, that there are spots of corrosion by rust on the
paper, which have eaten away not only the paper but the ink,
showing that the writing as well as the paper is old."

Mr Hardy's

To these allegations Mr. Hardy gives the foUoAV-

" I n the first place, there is abundant reason for denying
that " t h e authenticity of the paper is still maintained by the
best authorities in the State Paper Office." Of the three Assistant Keepers of Public Eecords at the State Paper Branch
Office, Mr. Lechmere, the chief, has hitherto declined to offer
any opinion at all upon the subject; Mr. Lemon himself can
at most be said to have expressed only by implication his belief in its genuineness; while the remaining Assistant Keeper,
Mr. Hans Claude Hamilton, has stated his conviction that the
so-called " Players' Petition" is an indubitable forgery.
" Again, it is not the fact that " t h e r e are spots of corrosion
by rust in the paper, which have eaten away not only the paper
but the i n k ; " though, if there were such, it would point to an
exactly opposite conclusion, as we could convince the Eeviewer
in two minutes, by affording him ocular demonstration. Eur13 The Edinburgh Eeview, April 1860, vol. cxi. pp. 455
and 484.
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ther than this, our belief is, that the liquid with which the
document was written was not what is commonly called ' ink,'
or, at all events, the ink in use at that period.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
" As Mr. Collier and his supporters, however (notwithstanding the contradiction previously noticed), seem to hesitate at
maintaining that the Players' Petition is genuine, it w^ould be
little better than a work of supererogation to prove that it is
spurious. W e therefore content ourselves with asserting that,
be it original or copy, it was not written in the reign of Elizabeth or of James the First,—reigns which, of course, we particularly mention, because the handwriting is ostensibly an
imitation of the handwriting of that period, and the context is
intended to bear reference to the first of them. The orthography of the petition, the ink or pigment in which it is written, are not of those reigns, and the writing itself is tainted
with clerical anachronisms; while the paper is, to all appearance, the fly-leaf cut out of a book, and certainly would never
have been used either for an original Petition to the Council,
or for an official copy of one. These assertions the officers of
the State Paper Office, it is believed, will not be disposed to
contradict. As yet they have shown no inclination to do so—
(for even supposing Mr. Lemon's memory to be accurate in
every respect, his evidence goes no way whatever towards establishing the genuineness of the document),—though, on the
other hand, the reserve shown by them on this point (with the
exception of Mr. H . C. HamUton), is not unlikely to be misconstrued as seeming to give countenance to the statements
circulated in reference to the great literary value of this spurious production. That they entertain such an opinion in reference to it, it would really be an iU compliment to suppose; but
if so [i.e. if they do], why did they not, immediately upon reading the certificate impugning the genuineness of the document,
send to the Master of the EoUs a counter-certificate, declaring
their own belief in its genuineness, and protesting against such
a certificate beiug appended until further consideration had been
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given to the subject ? Why, in such case, have they aUowed
Mr. Collier's assertions to be caUed in question, and himself
defrauded of that testimony, whatever its value, to which he
has a right at their hands, if they believe in its genuineness ?
This, if ever there was one, is a matter in which the semblance
even of a mistake should not be allowed to exist."

I t is worth noticing that in Mr. Merivale's
rejoinder to Mr. Hardy's Revieiv, in '' The Athenseum,"'^ he carefully eschcAA'S all reference to the
remarks of Mr. Hardy which I have quoted j fi-om
which it may be reasonably inferred that they are
unanswerable. Mr. Merivale does indeed mention
the Players' Petition, but for no other purpose than
to reply to an aUegation of Mr. Hardy's respecting
the constitution of the Record Office ; AAdiich, indeed,
has a bearing, though a yerj subordinate one, on
the question at issue : but on the question of the
authenticity or g-enuineness of that State Paper, or
on the collateral question of the judgment thereupon
of the officials of the State Paper Office, which in
" The Edinburgh RevicAv " he had grossly misrepresented, Mr. Merivale has not a word to say,
but prudentty, perhaps, backs out of a discussion
AA'hich has not hitherto brought him any KV8O9, and
the further entertainment of Avhich could not possibly bring- him any credit, unless he Avere candidly
to confess that he had rashly stated what he had no
means of knowing- to be true. Such candour is not to
be looked for till time has made an oblivion of those
private interests Avhich are opposed to the truth.
'* August 25, 1860.

CHAPTER X I I I .
SUPPOSITITIOUS AND SUSPECTED DOCUMENTS.

the documents which have been already
considered, there are at least seven cases in which
documents, cited or quoted by Mr. Collier, have been
searched for in the depositories indicated by him,
and cannot be found. These alleged documents
are,
1. A Certificate of the Justices of the Peace of
the County of Middlesex about the Blackfriars,
(assigned date Nov. 20, 1633).
2. A letter from Samuel Daniel, the poet.
3. A letter signed ^^ W . Ralegh."
4. A manuscript description of an impersonation
in a masque.
5. A Petition from the Inhabitants of the Liberty
of the Blackfriars to the Privy Council, (assigned
date 1576).
6. A Petition fi-om the Inhabitants of the Liberty
of the Blackfi'iars to the PriAy CouncU, (assigned
date 1596).
7. A letter from Lord Pembroke, (assigned date
August 27th, 1624).
BESIDES

IJ2
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The first three of these documents ought to be at
Bridgewater House, if they be not purely mythical:
No. 4, if it ever existed, ought to be at Devonshire
House : and the last three_, unless they are myths,
ought to be in the State Paper Office. But none
of these can be found in the localities specified. Let
us consider them seriatim.
TheCertifi1. XMs document was published by Mr. Colher
cate from the ,
;:
. .
:
, .
Justices of m his Neiv Facts, p. 27, Avhere it is given verbatim
the Peace for
/,-,-,
the County aS lollOAVS : ~
of Middlesex
about the
Certificate from the Justices of the Peace of the County of
Islackiriars.
.
•'
Middlesex about the Blackfryers.
May it please your Lordshipps. According to the order of
this honorable Board of the 9th of October last wee haue had
diners meeteings at the Blacke-Fryers, and haueing first viewed
the Playhouse there, we haue called vnto us the chiefe of the
Players, and such as haue interest in the said Playhouse and
the buildings thereunto belonging (which wee alsoe viewed)
who pretendinge an exceeding greate losse, and allmost vndoing
to many of them, and especially to diners widowes and orphanes
hauing interest therein, if they should be remoued from playing there, we required them to make a reasonable demaund of
recompense for such interest as they or any of them had
therein: Whereupon their first demaund being in a grosse
sume of 16000^i wee required them to sett downe particularly
in writing how, and from whense such a demaund could arise,
and gave them time for it. At our next meeteing they accordingly presented vnto us a particular note thereof which
amounted to 21,990^ But wee descending to an examination of their interest in their houses and buildings they there
possess, and the indifferent valuation thereof, haue with their
owne consent valued the same as followeth.
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First for the Playhouse itselfe, whereof the Company hath
taken a Lease for diners yeares yet to come of Cuthbert Burbidge and William Burbidge (who haue the inheritance thereof)
at the rent of 50'^ per Ann, wee value the same after the same
rate at 14 yeares purchase, as an indifferent recompence to the
Burbidges, which cometh to 700^*.
For 4 Tenements neare adioyning to the Playhouse, for the
which they receive 75^ per Ann rent, and for a voide piece of
ground there to turne coaches in, which they value at 6^ per
Ann, makeing together 81" per Ann, the purchase thereof, at
14 yeares likewise, cometh to 1134".
They demaund further in respect of the interest that some
of them haue by lease in the said Playhouse, and in respect of
the shares which others haue in the benefit thereof, and for the
damage they aU pretend they shall sustaine by their remoue,
not knowing where to settle themselves againe (they being 16
in number) the sume of 2400^^ viz to each of them 150"
But wee conceive they may be brought to accept of the sume of
1066" 13s. 4d. which is to each of them 100 markes.
All which we humbly leave to your Lordshipps graue consideration. Tour Lordshipps most humbly to be commanded.
HE:

SPILLEE.
W I L E . BAKER,
HuMPHEET S M I T H ,
LAWE. WHITAKEE,

20 Nov. 1633.1

WiLLM. C H I E D E .

^ Ten years before, according to one of the Bridgewater
Manuscripts (see page 246 of this work) the value of this property was

For 20 shares
„ the Fee
„ wardrobe and properties

£ s.
4666 13
1000 0
500 0

d.
4
0
0

366166 13 4

[But in
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Mr. Collier^ makes special mention of the discovery of this document, apartfi-omhis general remarks
on the Bridgewater manuscripts : he says,
" Besides the manuscripts found at Bridgewater House,
which formed the main substance of my New Facts, another
document (at what date I am uncertain) subsequently turned
up in the same collection, which rendered it most probable that
the account of the claims of the Players and Proprietors of the
Blackfriars Theatre, on their proposed removal from that precinct was authentic: Lord EUesmere insisted that I should
keep it, as it was no necessary part of the other documents.^
I t was a sort of summary of the account of the claims, in an
Italian hand of the period, and underneath, in the hand-writing
of Sir G-eorge Buck, the Master of the Eevels to James I . was
his memorandum that the Players and Proprietors demanded
more than their interest was worth by £1500 : he first wrote
d6200O, but subsequently altered the sum to £1500."

With the knowledg-e ah-eady acquired of the spuriousness of the valuation of the shares of the BlackBut in the Document of 1633, where the valuation of wardrobe and properties does not appear, we have,
For 16 shares
„ the Fee

^62400
^61834
364234

T e t these proprietors first demand 3616,000, and afterwards,
^21,990 ! Or, according to Mr. Collier's account of Sir Greorge
Buck's Memorandum, 366234 and 365734!!
2 Eeply, p . 39.
3 From this it might be inferred that Mr. CoUier accepted
this document, and has it at present in his possession. If so,
and if it be not one of the Perkins series, it would be best for
all parties that he should send it to the Eecord Office or the
British Museum for examination.
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friars proprietors at Bridgewater House, Ave might
be led to suspect the spuriousness of this document
also (if any such exist) on internal evidence. Nevertheless this may be an unjust suspicion, and the
document on production may turn out to be genuine:
and if so, it is conceivable that it may have furnished
the hint for the fabrication of the one at Bridgewater House.
2. A second letter from Samuel Daniel, the poet. The snpposiis introduced to our notice by Mr. CoUier in his New signed ^
Facts' in the foUowing words :—
'j)ln^lf
" At Bridgewater House are preserved two original letters
from Samuel Daniel to Lord Ellesmere, both of them very interesting, but one of them especially so, inasmuch as one paragraph in it refers expressly to Shakespeare, though not by
name. They are both without dates, but circumstances enable
us, I think, to fix them- pretty exactly.
*
*
*
*
*
*
" Tou will observe that Daniel [in the first letter ^] adverts
to his "brother's advancement " by the instrumentality of Lord
Ellesmere; and the principal object of the second letter of the
same poet, preserved at Bridgewater House, is to thank the
Lord Keeper for " this preferment." What was the nature of
it we are not informed, but it was probably procuring for him
a Patent for a company of theatrical children: there is no
doubt that this letter was shortly anterior in point of date
to that above quoted. Daniel also mentions his incomplete
poem, " The Civil Wars between the Houses of Tork and Lancaster," which he intended to bring down to the reign of Henry
V I I . , but never carried further than the marriage of Edward
I V The letter contains nothing regarding Shakespeare, but
* Page 47—53.
5 This is given at length at p. 247 of this work.
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at the same time, it is so interesting, on account of the distinguished writer, the subject, and the person to whom it was
addressed, that I shall not hesitate to insert a copy of it.
Communications of the kind, by poets of eminence of that day,
are the rarest, and to me the most precious, reHcs.
" " Eight honorable. Amongst all the great workes of your
worthynes it will not be the least that you have donne for me
in the preferment of my brother, with whome yet now sometimes I may eat whUst I write, and so go on with the worke I
have in hand, which Grod knowes had long since bene ended,
and your Honor had had that which in my harte I have prepared for you, could I have but sustayned my self and made
truce within, and peace with the world. But such hath bene
my misery, that whilst I should have written the actions of
men, I have been constrayned to live with children; and contrary to myne owne spirit put out of that scene which nature
had made my parte. For could I but live to bring this labor
of mine to the Union of Henry VII., I should have the end of
all my ambition in this life, and the utmost of my desyres: for
therein, if wordes can worke any thing vppon the affections of
men, I will labor to give the best hand I can to the perpetuall closing up of those woundes, and the ever keeping
them so, that our land may lothe to looke over those blessed
boundes (which the providence of Grod hath set vs) vnto
the horror and confusion of farther and former claymes.
And though I know the greatnes of the worke requires a
greater spirit then myne, yet we see that in theas frames of
motions, little wheeles move the greater, and so by degrees
turne about the whole, and God knowes what so pore a Muse
as myne may worke vppon the affections of men. But howsoever I shaU herein show my zeale to my country and to do that
which my soule teUs me is fit. And to this end do I now purpose to retyre me to my pore home, and not againe to see you
till I have payd your Honor my vowes; and wiU onely pray
that England which so much needes you may long injoy the
treasure of your councell, and that it be not driven to complayne
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with that good Eoman videmus quibus extinctis
jurisperitis,
quam in paucis nunc spes, quam in paucioribus facultas, quam
in midtis audacia. And for this comfort I have received from
your goodnes I must and ever wUl remayne your Honors in
all I ame,
SAMUEL D A N T E L . " "

I see nothing in the contents of this letter to throw
any doubt on its genuineness. But, be that as it
may, the letter cannot be found at Bridgewater
House.
3. Of the letter signed " W . Raleg-h," we know The letter
no more than Mr. Collier tells us in his Catalogue ^/Sfwh "
Early English Literature forming a p)ortion of the
Library at Bridgewater House, 1837 j where this
letter is given in extenso, and subjoined to it is a
facsimile of the signature. From its entry here it
is evident that the letter, if it were not a mj^th, was
in Lord EUesmere's library in 1837 ', and it ought
to be there noAV : but it cannot be found. I f found,
it Avould probably turn out to be spurious; for the
signature has no resemblance in the world to that
of Sir Walter Ralegh.
I have given a copy of
Mr. Collier's facsimile in sheet no. I L , and along-side of that I have placed the impossible E in the
Ralegh signature, and the almost exactly similar E
which occurs in the emendation Eid, vice '^ And", in
the Bridgewater Folio. B y means of this monstrous
letter we are enabled to trace the chain of forgery
from the Perkins Folio through the Bridg-ewater
Folio, to the perpetration of the abomination at the
foot of the Ralegh letter.
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4. Mr. Hamilton^ calls attention to the suspi^

_ _^

cious character of the lang-uage of a description
Avliich Mr. ColUer states that he discovered at
Devonshire House annexed to a collection of designs for masques, by Inig-o Jones, The foUoAvingis Mr. Collier's account of the discovery :—
" When first I obtained permission to look through the
Bridgewater MSS. in detail, I conjectured that it would be
nearly impossible to turn over so many state-papers, and such
a bulk of correspondence, private and official, without meeting
with something illustrative of the subject to which I have devoted so many years ; but I certainly never anticipated being
so fortunate as to obtain particulars so new, curious, and important, regarding a Poet who, above aU others, ancient or
modern, native or foreign, has been the object of admiration.
When I took up the copy of Lord Southampton's letter and
glanced over it hastily, I could scarcely believe my eyes to see
such names as Shakespeare and Burbage in connection in a
manuscript of the time. There was a remarkable coincidence
also in the discovery, for it happened on the anniversary of
Shakespeare's birth and death. I will not attempt to describe
my joy and siu-prise, and I can only liken it to the unexpected
gratification I experienced two or three years ago, when I
turned out, from some ancient depositories of the Duke of
Devonshire, the original designs of Inigo Jones, not only for
the scenery, but for the dresses and characters of the different
^ Inquiry, p. 84, note. Also at p. 104, Mr. HamUton calls
upon Mr. CoUier to produce a document (containing the play
of Eichard II., and the EebeUion of the Earl of Essex) the discovery of which the latter had communicated to " The Athenseum," of Dec. 6th, 1856, leaving his readers to suppose that
it was in his own possession. The fact is that the document in
question is in the State Paper Office, and is genuine.
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masques by Ben Jonson, Campion, Townsend, &c, presented at
Court in the reigns of our First James and Charles. The
sketches were sometimes accompanied by explanations in the
handwriting of the great artist, a few of which incidentally
illustrate Shakespeare, who however was never employed for
any of these royal entertainments: annexed to one of the
drawings was the following written description, from whence
we learn how the actor of the part of Falstaff Avas usuaUy
habited in the time of Shakespeare.
' Like a Sir Jon Falsstaff: in a roabe of russet, quite low,
with a great belley, like a swolen man, long moustacheos, the
sheows [shoes] shorte, and out of them great toes like naked
feete: buskins to sheaw a great swolen leg. A cupp coming
fourth like a beake—a great head and balde, and a little cap
alia Venetiane, greay—a rodd and a scroule of parchment."'^

Neither these desig-ns—nor any one of them—
nor the '^ annexed" description can be found at
Devonshire House.
5. All we knoAV about this memorial is from a The supposiremark of Mr. Collier's in his History of English f^ars PetlHramatic Poetry,^ from which we learn (if Ave can *^°^ °
'
be said to lea7m anything- at all) that this memorial was in the State Paper Office in 1831, and that
to it was annexed the spurious petition of the Blackfriars Theatre, of which I have given an account
in the last chapter. No such memorial, however, is
in the State Paper Office now 3 nor, as far as can
be ascertained, was any such a document ever
there.
6. For an acquaintance with this petition, we The supposititious Blacka
7 New Facts, p. 38—9.

» yol. i. p. 297.
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friars Peti- are indebted to Mr. Collier, Avho gives us the foUoAVtionofl596. .

:?

&

ing account oi it:—^
" T h e orders of the Common Council of 1575 drove the
players, at least for a time, from places within the jurisdiction
of the city authorities, and without delay they sought a situation beyond that jurisdiction, but at the same time as near as
possible to its boundaries. For this purpose they fixed upon
the Precinct of the dissolved Monastery of the Blackfriars,
and here James Burbage (who, with others, obtained the
licence of 1574, already inserted) bought certain rooms near
the houses, at that time, occupied by the Earl of Sussex, Lord
Chamberlain, and Lord Hunsdon, who succeeded him in that
office: these rooms he converted into a play-house; and while he
was in the act of making the alterations, a petition to the Privy
Council was prepared by certain of the inhabitants, praying
that Burbage might not be allowed to proceed in his enterprise.
I t was signed by the Dowager Lady Elizabeth Eussel, by Lord
Hunsdon, and by twenty-eight other inhabitants of the Liberty
of Blackfriars, and it set out the particulars above given in
the following form.
* To the right Honble the Lords and others of her Mafi'^^
* most honble privy CounceU.
' Humbly shewing and beseeching your Honours: the Inha' bitants of the Precinct of the Blackfryers London.
That
' whereas one Burbage hath lately bought certaine Eoomes in
' the same Precinct, neere adjoining unto the dwelHng houses
' of the right honble the Lord Chamberlaine, and the Lord of
' Hunsdon; which Eomes the said Burbage is now altering,
' and meaneth very shortly to convert, and turn the same into
* a common Playhouse; which wiU grow to the very great
' annoyance and trouble, not onely to aU the Noblemen and
' Grentlemen there about inhabiting, but also a general incon' venience to all the inhabitants of the same Precinct, both
^ History of English Dramatic Poetry, vol. i. p. 226.
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' by reason of the great resort, and gathering together of all
' manner of vagrant and lewde persons, that under cuUor of
' resorting to the Playes, wiU come thither and work all man' ner of mischiefe, and also to the great pestring and filling up
' of the same Precinct, if it should please God to send any A^si' tation of sicknesse, as heretofore hath beene; for that the
' same Precinct is already grown very populous. And besides
' that the same Playhouse is so neere the Church, that the
* noyse of the drummes & trumpetts Avill greatly disturbe and
' hinder both the Minister, and the Parishioners in tyme of
' divine service & sermons. I n tender consideration whereof,
' as also for there hath not at any tyme heretofore been used
' any Common Playhouse within the same Precinct; but that
' now aU Players being banished by the Lord Maior from play' ing within the Cittie, by reason of the great inconvenience
' and ill rule that followeth them, they now thinke to plant
' themselves in the Liberties. That therefore it would please
' your Honours to take order, that the same roomes may be
' converted to some other use, and that no Playhouse may be
' used or kept there. And your suppliants, as most bounden,
' shall & will dayly pray for your Lordships in all honor and
' happiness long to live.' "

This document is not in the State Paper Office,
and is not knoAvn to have ever been there. The
authorities there are understood to repudiate it altogether. If it ever had an existence, Avhich is, to
say the least, very doubtful, it must have been spurious. No petitions- to the Privy Council of that
period were signed by such an overAA'helming array
of names, as would seem to have been appended to
the one in question,—viz., those of thirty persons,
tAVO being " of rank." But further than this: it
was the custom of that period to present petitions
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unsigned: of which a g-reat many may be seen in
the Record Office.
The supposi7 This letter is cited by Mr. CoUier in his New
titioiis letter

from Lord

_

^

''^

Particulars^'^ in the folioAving- words :—

Pembroke.
" I t appears by an original letter from Lord Pembroke, then
Lord Chamberlain, dated the 27th of August, 1624, preserved in the State Paper Office, and which was discovered
there only recently, that the King's Players at the Globe were
silenced for about a week, and that they were not allowed to
play again until they had given bond in ii300 not to repeat
the performance of the Game at Chess." ^^

This letter, like the tAvo petitions, last-mentioned,
is not to be found in the State Paper Office. From
its contents, it Avould appear to be a fabrication,
unless indeed it be altogether mythical, and never
had any pen and ink existence.^^
" Page 49 note.
^^ Middleton's Game at Chess gave offence to the Spanish
Ambassador. The Globe Players produced it in August, 1624.
'* I t must be further mentioned that at page 190 of Mr.
Collier's Catalogue of Early English Literature, &c. (referred
to at page 309 of this work) that gentleman caUs attention to
a unique copy of Marlow's Hero and Leander, Edition 1629,
" containing some peculiarities of Marlow in the hand-writing
of Gabriel Harvey." Where is this copy? Does it really
exist ? If so, whoever has it now should at once submit the
writing to a palaeographic scrutiny. I have no doubt that a
great number of these fabrications yet remain unsuspected.

CHAPTER
THE

XIY

VIJSTTAGE.

LET US HOAV look back on the ground we have Eecapitniatraversed. We have passed in revicAv the arguments adduced ag-ainst the genuineness and authenticity of the manuscript corrections in a coj)y of the
folio edition of Shakspere, 1628, and in one of the folio
edition of 1632 : ^ and Ave have seen on what grounds
it has been affirmed that these tAvo sets of corrections are by one hand, A'iz. (a) the similarity of the
ink-writing in the one to that in the other; (j3) the fact
of nearly half the corrections in the former being in
the latter also; (y) the concurrence of two sets of corrections being both AAa-itten upon pencil instructions',
and (g) both sets of corrections being discoA'ered and
turned into " hard cash " by one man. We have
also examined the claims to genuineness and anti^ Mr, H . Merivale, in the Edinburgh Eeview (April 1856,
vol. c m . p. 360), thus gracefully and fairly describes Mr. Collier's discovery of this folio :—" If we were told by some
scholiast of ancient days, that Aristarchus the critic, Avhile
wandering in the market-place of Alexandria with his head
full of Homer, had piirchased a bargain of figs, and, on returning home, found them wrapt up in a papyrus containing the
genuine text of the poet, we should smUe at the simplicity of
the myth; and yet the romance of Mr. Collier's discovery is
almost as marvellous."—For once I cordially agree with Mr.
Merivale: except that for "almost as marvellous," I propose
to read quite as incredible.
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quity of seven documents, deposited in the Library
at Bridgewater House, of six documents preserved
—or rather left to the ravao-es of dirt and mischance
—in the archives of Dulwich CoUeg-e, and of one
document in the State Paper Office. W e have seen
that as to six of the former seven, and five of the
other six, and the State Paper in question, the palseographists of all our pubUc depositories are unanimous
in the imputation of spuriousness.
W e have further seen hoAV all these cases are
connected, more or less, incAdtably together. The
questions now to be considered are these:—Did one
man fabricate all these classes of manuscript matter ? Who is specially pointed at as the fabricator ?
The hinge on which the answer to these questions
turns is the Perkins Folio. For this reason, among
others already mentioned, I have devoted the greater
part of the foreg-oing pag'es to the discussion of that
one case: and for that reason I must UOAV again call
attention to the external evidences of forgery in
that case. All that the internal CAddencescan do—
and this they do 7nost unequivocally—is to demonstrate that some of the manuscript corrections are not
so old as, from the character of the hand in which
they are written in ink, one Avould be led to infer—
indeed, that they are very modern j — and that
some of them, in connection Avith the conduct of
him who first discovered them and made them
pubhc, betray the source from Avhich, as Avell as
the person by Avhom, they had been surreptitiously
obtained. Bat the extrinsic evidence goes much
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farther than this, and is more direct than the internal evidence can be. I n Avhat does it consist ? As
I have said,^ the primal evidence of forgery here lies
in the ink-Avriting : our proverb says, " When doctors differ Avho shall decide?" But here we have a
case in Avhich, fortunately for the speedy settlement
of the question, the " doctors" are unanimous. All
the palseographists of the Department of Manuscripts of the British Museum, of the Rolls, the Public
Record Office, and the State Paper Office, Avho have
spoken at all, have denounced the genuineness of
the ink-Avriting*. No wonder Mr, H . Merivale, who
is so bent upon conserving his own opinion of 1856,
if not of saving his friend Mr. Collier, would fain discredit palseography altogether j ^ but he might as
Avell attempt to discredit astronomy, and insist on
the orbitual motion of the sun.
W e have then the established fact of the spuri- The comousness of the ink-notes. Then the pencil-marks v^^^^d inference.

and AVords are indeed significant. Independently of
the evidence of the ink-notes written beside or over
those penciUings, our senses and common sense concur
in the decision that the latter are written in a very
7nodern cursive, which, I may add, in m}^ opinion
indisting-uishably resembles Mr. CoUier's ordinary
handwriting. W e may now reverse the process of
reasoning, as Mr. Hamilton did,"* and say that
3 Page 114 of this work.
^ The Athen^um, August 25, 1860.
* See the note at p. 109 of this work.
X
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because in particular cases the ink-writing is over,
(i.e. on the top of) the pencil-writing, the pencilwriting, thoug-h a modern cursive, must have been
Avritten before the ink-notes. This argument of preceThe^se of deuce of the pencil-Avriting over the ink-Avriting, is
Panton.
Avell illustrated by a case cited in " The Critic,"-^
where it is given in the following AVords:—
" A curious case in Ulustration of this occurred twenty-two
years ago, when Mr. THOMAS W I L L I A M S and his two servants
were tried for forging the will of Mr. JOITES P A N T O ' . I n the
course of the trial it was proved that the will was written upon
the paper which had once contained some plans of property
drawn in pencU, and the charge on behalf of the pi-osecution
was, that the deceased had signed these plans in iuk, and that
the prisoners, having rubbed out the pencilled outlines, had
written the wiU upon the sheets of paper above the signature.
At the trial, Mr. NETHEBCLTFT, senior, was himself a very important witness, and his testimony which was of considerable
length, occupying nearly thirty pages of the printed report of
the case, went entirely to prove and that upon oath that,
although the pencil marks had been rubbed out, they were still
there, and he could make them out distinctly tmder the ink
writing of the will. I n the course of his summing up, Mr.
Baron PAEKE very pertinently told the jury that " i f the pencil
writing is under the ink, as it seems to be, it is impossible it
could have been written after."

The argument from the modern-looking pencil
marks and Avords to the apparently older, but really
more recent ink-writing, is the popular mode of
verifying the palseog-raphic conclusion that the inkwriting is in a simulated hand. The primal arg-u5 March 3, 1860.
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ment from the ink-writing (which is the one mainly
relied on by the palseographists), proves that the inkwriting is, in a double sense, an imposition. The
popular argument from the pencil-Avriting proves
that the ink-writing (old as it looks to inexperienced eyes) was written after it. These conclusions
taken tog-ether, prove that the pencil-marks and
Avords Avere instructions for a fabrication of Avhich
the ink-words are the elements.
This result is naturally one that Mr. Collier's par- The Editor
tisans have desperately striven to evade. Every nteum draws
scheme that ingenious and disingenuous men could J-Q^,^^ "^^enconceive, they have essayed, to obviate, if it Avere
possible, the seemingly inevitable conclusion, that Mr.
Collier, who, it would appear, Avrote the pencU instructions, must have concocted, if not executed, the
AAdiole imposture. The editor of " The Athenseum "
first tried to set up a counter authority. He had
no fear of his men. The FelloAvs of the Society of
Antiquaries would vouch for anything if necessary.
But he reckoned without his host. In "The
Athenseum" of Sept. 16,1859, the editor announced
that the Duke of Devonshire had " permitted fom*
eminent Fellows of the Society of Antiquaries to
make a careful investigation " of the Perkins Folio;
that the folio was then in the hands of the Duke's
solicitor; that the four gentlemen in question would
make known the result of their investigation in their
own way; but that the facts they had elicited
tended to prove hoAV hasty and superficial had been
x2
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the inquiry which had resulted in the impeachment
of the genuineness of the notes. This statement,
which, as far as concerned the Duke's permission, was
a pure fabricatio7i, was immediate^ contradicted, on
authority, in "The Literary Gazette," and "The
Critic," and also in at least two provincial newspapers. The authoritative contradiction in one of
the latter having been communicated to the editor
of" The Athenseum,^' he, in the week foUoAving-, most
positively reiterated his previous statement. The
Duke of Devonshire, as I have said, never granted
" permission to four eminent Fellows of the Society
of Antiquaries to make a careful investig-ation" of
the foho; but Avithout waiting for any such permission, I beUeve some of the Fellows did examine the
folio, and the result was such that they did not deem
it prudent to take the field against the palseographists
of the British Museum, the Rolls, the Public Record
Office, and the State Paper Office.
General con- Here then we have a case in which 80,000 maclusions on

.

the Contro- nuscript notcs, written on the vacant spaces of a copy
versy.
^^ ^^ sccoud folio of Shakspere, are simulations of
handwritings of the seventeenth century, and \A ritten
sometimes on the top, sometimes by the side of half
obliterated pencil marks and words—such penciUings
being in almost every case instructions for the superposed, or at least after-written, ink corrections.
Here then—in the correspondence of the pencil and
ink—we have the key-stone of the arch. To the
penciUings is attached Mr. Collier's "plain round
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Eng-lish hand," in Avhich, indeed, those penciUings
appear to be invariably written, and to the various
forms of the ink-Avrithig are attached (in order of
cogency),
1st. The two documents facsimiled on sheet no. X.
and that on sheet no. X Y I L
2nd. „ document on sheet no. X I L
orci. „
„
„ „ „ IA.
4th. „
„
„ „ „ XIV.
5th. „ documents on sheets nos. Y I I I . and
X I I I . , and the 1st on sheet no. XYL
6th. „ document on sheet no. Y I L , and the
2nd on sheet no. XY.
7th. The ink corrections of the BridgCAvater Folio,
for AA'hich see sheets of facsimiles nos. I. and I I .
On this 7th class hangs the Ralegh letter, of the
signature to which a facsimile is given on sheet no.
II.«
NOAV in this chain the following- links are perfectly indisputable:—
Mr. Colher's handAvriting=the pencil-writing of
the Perkins Folio=the ink-writing of the Perkins
Folio=the Certificate of the Blackfriars Players-=
the Petition of the Blackfriars Players=the Assessment for the Southwark poor. This portion of the
^ The second document on sheet no. XVI. I will not undertake to class. It is the only manuscript in the series as to
which it is possible to doubt the connection with the other
forgeries ; yet it is the worst executed, and most easily detected
of aU.
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chain alone connects Mr. Collier, on very strong- probable evidence, Avdth the fabrication of the manuscript
corrections of the Perkins FoUo, with the fabrication of one of the Bridgewater House documents, and
with that of one of the Dulwich College documents,
as well as of a State Paper. So far I cannot say
that I entertain so much doubt as to justify even the
verdict of not-proven. Imagine a stranger to this
unhappy controversy approaching it on this side:—
1. One man discovered two folios corrected in
manuscript, and (to put the case mildly, say) three
documents bearing- on the life of Shakspere.
2. .AU the annotations and documents so discovered are forgeries.
3. All the annotations of both folios, and all the
documents, appear to be in one handwriting-, (or in
other words one man forged them all).
4. Lying underneath or alongside the ink-corrections of one of the folios, are found pencil instructions
for those corrections in one man's handAvriting.
NOAV in the first and fourth sections, two men are
spoken of. Add to those,
5. The two men spoken of are one man.
6. The man in question occupied the foremost
place as editor of Shakspere, and commentator on
Shaksperian literature.
At this point the stranger I have supposed could
have but one point to urg-e wh}^ that editor should
not be credited with the whole fabrication ', it is
this: Can it be beUeved that a man of Mr. CoUier's
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moral character could have done this ? I s not character to be aUowed its weight against the accumulated circumstantial e\udence ? I t remains then but
to add,
7 The editor in question has been already convicted of falsifying a document (viz., the letter, the
essential part of which is given in facsimile on sheet
no. X Y I I L ) , which so falsified was made to have a
curious and interesting- bearing on the life and character of Shakspere ; but in its pristine integrity had
no such bearing on Shakspere.
NOAV this is the case against Mr. Collier. I t is
on this evidence that he stands charged with beinghimself the TrapadiopdcoTrj^ (as De (Juincey Avould
have called him) of the Perkins Folio, and the concoctor and prime instigator, if not the fabricator, of various documents, all bearing on the life
of Shakspere.
Mr. Collier's partisans have also The Editor
. n i l

•'

oftheAthe-

laboured to deliver him from the 7th position: nsenm again
but, as might be expected, with no success. The misrepreeditor of " The Athenseum," finding the case hope- s^^*^^^^^^less, resorted here, as in the case of the Perkins
Folio, to the g-rossest misrepresentation. Like a prudent man, he relied on no facsimiles, but went off to
DulAvich CoUege, where the Master shcAved him the
famous letter of Mrs. Alleyn, in which Mr. Collier
had contrived to
" find void places in the paper
To steal in something to entrap her"—

or rather to entrap a confiding public in general, and
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the Shakespeare Society in particular. Well, Avhat
did the editor of " The Athenseum" take by his
motion ? Why, he verified Mr. F. G. Netherclift's
facsimile of the postscript. Mr. H. Merivale, without taking that trouble, had, shortly before,' insinuated doubts of the fidelity of the facsimile. The
editor of " The Athenseum" satisfied himself, by
inspection, that the original contained the same
damnatory evidence as the facsimile. HaAdng arrived at this painful conclusion, he ag-ain attempted
to defend Mr. Collier from the imputation of havingfalsified the letter, and, to do this, he resorted to the
g-rossest misrepresentation. In the very next number of " The Athenseum,"^ he Avrote :—
" Since our article of last week on the Collier controversy,
we have been to Dulwich, and by the courtesy of the Eev.
Alfred Carver, have seen Mrs. AUeyne's letter. The paper is
worn and rotten; at the lower end, where the words " Mr.
Shakespeare of the Globe " were found by Mr. Collier, most of
all. Nearly the whole of three lines has dropt away, so that the
fragments ivhich remain are incapable of yielding any decisive
proof either way."

When the editor of a periodical of such a position
as that of " The Athenseum " has recourse to misrepresentation to support a falling- cause, it may well
be inferred that the cause is in extremis!
Mr. CoUier's Qf all the offeuces with Avhich Mr. CoUier stands
present posi-

tion.

i i f i - -

c i

-nt i •

•

i

charged, the labrication oi the Perkins notes is the
AVorst. Shame to the perpetrator of that foul hbel
on the pure genius of Shakspere ! The texts of
7 Tlie Edinburgh Eeview, AprU, 1860.

§ February 25th, 1860.
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Shakspere and of the English Bible have been justly
regarded as the two river-heads of our vernacular
English. Galhcisms are constantly percolating- into
it, as our social changes demand the admixture (for
no other changes can render the use of French
words necessary, much less expedient), and its purity
is being constantly violated by the importation of
native and (still worse) American slang, and the
cant and shibboleth of professions and sects. To
the texts of Shakspere and of our Bible Ave must
cleave, if Ave would save our language from deterioration. Yet it is one of these texts that a tasteless
and incompetent peddler has attempted to corrupt
throug-hout its wide and fertile extent. What is
the result ?
" The fiy-blown text conceives an alien brood,
And turns to maggots what was meant for food."^

The other fabrications merely vitiate our Elizabethan history. That is a grave offence, but less
grave than the other. T H E MAN WHO LIES UNDER
THESE APPALLING SUSPICIONS IS THE RECIPIENT

OF A GOVERNMENT PENSION. I S this scandal to
continue ? Is no tribunal to be constituted by the
Government for the investigation of the charges preferred ag-ainst Mr. Collier ? His friends as well as
his opponents have urg-ed him to refer his case to
arbitration:
wq o£ TrerpoQ rj OaXdacnog
KXvdwV

CLKOVU VOvQiTOVfliVOQ

^ Dry den's Eeligio Laici.

^tXwV.
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For reasons best knoAvn to himself he evades inquiry.^'' If the case is not to be referred to a literary
tribunal, it may now be considered as practically
settled.
The complete view comprized in the foregoing
pages will hand down to posterity the real merits
of this case. On these merits it will sooner or later
receive the adjudication of the public. They are
not likely to be far from doing justice in the long
run. To them I gladly commit the task of returning a verdict according to the evidence adduced.
One word more I AAdll offer in anticipation of a
possible charge against me—viz., that of striking a
man who is down. Mr. Colher is not down. H e
is not, indeed, upon his legs : but he is bolstered
up by the officious aid of his numerous partisans
and friends. When they " let him slip down " " we
will not strike another bloAV. " Non nostrum est
KelpevoLs iirep^aLveLV.
1° It would have been better for him to have sooner taken the
advice of his OAvn heraldic motto—" Ben tacer parlar bene.'*
It is now too late.
" See page 126 of this work.

APPENDIX.
I COULD not, Avithout "travelling out of the record," have introduced into the body of this work the
substance of the two charges which Mr. Collier has,
by way of retaliation for a supposititious injury,
brought ag-ainst Sir Frederic Madden, forasmuch as
those charg-es relate to matters in no way connected
Avith the alleged Shakspere Forgeries. Sir F. Madden's reply was published in " The Critic," and has
certainly not been cu-culated as extensively as Mr.
Collier's attack. Accordingly I reprint Mr. Collier's
charges, and Sir F. Madden's letter, by way of
Appendix. The latter, indeed, contains a narrative
of facts which I have already given in chapters
I I I . and Y.J but I do not see that anything is to
be g-ained by omitting any part of that letter, so it is
here reprinted in extenso.

ME. COLLIEE'S CHAEGES AGAINST
SIE F. MADDEN.
How and why the Manuscript authorities of the British
Museum have been heated into such animosity towards me I
cannot pretend to explain. I was always upon good terms Avith
Sir F. Madden, whom I have known for more than a quarter of
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a century, and upon two occasions I was of some service to him.
Of one of them I can say no more; but of the other I may remark that it occurred within the last two or three years, and it
was when he had involved himself in an awkward scrape by
purchasing manuscripts, which he ought to have known had
been dishonestly come by. They had in some way escaped
from Lord EUesmere's Collection, and the most obvious and
important of them had actually been printed in a volume, with
which Sir F . Madden ought to have been well acquainted.
The late Earl Ellesmere heard of the strange circumstance, put
the matter into the hands of his solicitor, and asked me to inquire of Sir F , Madden as to the facts. I did so; and finding,
as I of course expected, that Sir F . Madden had innocently,
though (sic) ignorantly and most incautiously, become possessed
of the documents, they were restored to the noble owner, and the
matter was dropped. Sir F . Madden showed me some of the manuscripts he had thus purchased, possibly aU. One of them was an
entire volume relating to the Mint in the reign of Elizabeth, with
the handwriting of Sir Thomas Egerton (afterwards Lord ChanceUor and Baron Ellesmere) on nearly every page, which Sir F .
Madden, with his great skUland experience in palasography, might
have recognized; and the other was a very remarkable document on parchment—so remarkable, that it is astonishing how
Sir F . Madden could have become possessed of it without suspicion. I t was an Address from all the Members of Lincoln's
Inn to the Queen in 1584, declaring that they would defend
her to the last against Spain, and against aU her open or concealed enemies ; and the very first name at the bottom of the
instrument (and it contained very many) was that of Sir
Thomas Egerton, then SoHcitor-General. This document was
printed at fuU length in the Egerton Papers by the Camden
Society in 1840, and when it was printed it attracted much attention. Nevertheless, Sir F . Madden had bought the original;
and the late Earl of Ellesmere wished the matter to be investigated, though, as far as I am aware, it was never his design
to prosecute. Eeally and truly, if Sir F . Madden had then
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been indicted for receiving stolen goods, knowing them to have
been stolen, it might have gone hard with him. I should willingly have been one of his witnesses to character.
Some men can forget an injury who never can forgive an
obligation ; but I assure Sir F . Madden that he was not in the
slightest degree indebted to me on the occasion : [" upon two
occasions I was of some service to him. Of one of them I can
say no more; but of the o t h e r " & c See p. 328!] all along
the Earl of Ellesmere was convinced that the Keeper of the
Manuscripts had only acted carelessly, not criminally. The
crime indeed lay elsewhere. Therefore I cannot for a moment
suppose," &c., onore suo.—Reply, pp. 28—30.
" and if the Trustees of the British Museum would give me
leave, I could promise, with no other means, to expunge every
vestige of the famous signature, "WUlm Shakspere," in the
Montaigne's Essays by Florio, 1603, for which alone Sir F .
Madden paid out of the public purse no less a sum than
£1S0."—Reply,
p. 55.

S I E E. M A D D E N ' S
EEGM " T H E

EEPLY,

C E I T I C " EOB M A R C H 24,

1860.

THE SHAKSPEEE DOCUMENTS.

To the Editor of the Critic.
Sill,—I have been veiy unwilling to enter into tlie arena on
which the question respecting the SHAKSPEBE forgeries has
been so warmly debated ; but the language used by Mr. COEEiEK in his recently-published "Eeply " to Mr. HAMILTON'S
" I n q u i r y " leaves me no longer any choice. Silence woiUd
now only be weakness, and a sense of duty compels me to
notice what a sense of injury might probably have induced
me to pass over in silence. The audacity of the statement made
by Mr. COLLIER, if not contradicted, might well pass curi-ent
with the multitude as the proof of his confidence in a good
cause—
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Nam, cum magna malse superest audacia causa,
Creditur a vsxvUiis fiducia.

Mr. CoLLiEB is not content with using the legitimate weapons of defence, but has not hesitated to ascribe to myself and
others the most unworthy motives for the opinions we have
given. H e has gone even further; he has, in no obscure terms,
insinuated (although, in his usual style of writing, pretending
to disbelieve the insinuation) that the penciUings on the margins of the COLLIER Folio " originated " at the British Museum,
and did not exist in the volume before it was entrusted to my
care; and if " a fancy " shotUd cross the mind of any one that
those pencUlings resemble his own handwriting, the likeness,
Mr. COLLIEE says, can only be explained by the circumstance
that his hand was familiar to many at the Museum ! In answering this accusation, I beg to give a narrative of the circumstances which led to the COLLIER Folio having been placed in
my hands by his Grace the DUEIE of DEVONSHIRE.

During the summer and autumn of 1858 Dr. MANSFIELD
IN&LEBY and Mr. STAUNTON had called more than once on me,
to ask my opinion of the genuineness of the notes of the " Old
Corrector," as printed by Mr. COLLIEE, and also at the same
time to express their opinion, from internal evidence, that the
notes were of recent origin. So far from my having at that
time " aided the case " against Mr. COLLIEE, as falsely asserted
by him (p. 70 of his Eeply), I call upon the two gentlemen
above named to bear witness whether I did not express my
great surprise at their statement, and manifest the utmost unwillingness to believe that so large a body of notes could have
been fabricated, or, if fabricated, could escape detection. These
interviews, however, led me to address a request to Mr. COLLIEE, on Sept. 6, 1858, that he would procure me a sight of
the Folio, which of itself ought to prove that I could at that
time have entertained no doubt of his integrity in the matter.
To this request I never received any answer, nor indeed, to the
best of my belief, did Mr. COLLIEE write to me at all subsequently ; and, although I thought it strange, yet I certainly
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never took ofience at it. I resolved, however, in my own mind,
to prefer my request to the DUKE of DETONSHIEE himself;
but official and other business constantly interfered to prevent
my carrying out my intention until May, 1859, when Professor
BODENSTEDT was introduced to me by Mr. W A T T S of the

Mu-

seum, and having expressed his great desire to see the Collier
Folio, I promised them to gratify, if possible, their and my own
Avishes on the subject, as well as to give several of my Shaksperian friends an opportunity of exam.ining the volume. Accordingly, on the 13th of May, I wrote to the D U E E , requesting the loan of the volume for a short time, and by his Grace's
Hberality it was sent to me on the 26th of the same month,
late in the day. In the evening of the same day I wrote letters to Professor BODENSTEDT, the Eev. A. D T C E , Mr. W

J.

THOMS (a friend of Mr. COLLIEE), and I believe Mr. STAUNTON,

inviting them to see the volume.
Having thus succeeded in obtaining the volume, my next
step was to examine it critically on palseographic grounds, and
this I did on the following morning very carefully, together
with Mr. BOND, the Assistant-Keeper of my Department, and
we were both struck with the very suspicious character of the
writing—certainly the work of one hand, but presenting varieties of forms assignable to different periods—the evident painting over of many of the letters, and the artificial look of the
ink. The day had not passed before I had quite made up my
mind that the " Old Corrector" never lived in the seventeenth
century, but that the notes were fabricated at a recent period.
On the 28th Mr. DYCE came to see the volume in my study;
on the 30th, Mr. FOESTEE ; on the 31st Professor BODENSTEDT ; and on the 1st and 2nd of June, Mr. BEUCE (another

friend of Mr. COLLIEE). On the latter day, also, Mr. HAMILTON called my attention to the numerous words deleted in the
margin, either with an acid or rubbed out, apparently with the
finger, and many more half effaced. The motives of the " Old
Corrector" in this proceeding began to appear most enigmatical. One instance I recall to mind (not noticed by Mr.
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COLLIEE, but certainly important to form an opinion of the
" authority" of the Corrector) was in " A s Tou Like i t "
(act iii. sc. 4), where Eosalind says, " His kissing is as full of
sanctity as the touch of holy bread." The " Old Corrector"
had written "beard" in the margin as the emendation, and
then partially rubbed it out. This weak and unnecessary correction was, in fact, suggested by Warburton, from Avhom, in
my humble opinion, it was borrowed. From the commencement of June not a day passed without the volume having
been inspected constantly in my study by literary and other
persons, and almost always in my presence. There was no
preference given, nor am I aware that any special " invitations," besides those already mentioned, were sent out (as Mr.
COLLIEE says) to any one to come and examine the book.
I t was on the 6th of June, when Dr. MANSEIELD INGLEBY

was examining certain passages of the volume very closely,
that he first directed my attention to a pencil mark which appeared to him to be under the i n k ; but I did not then pursue the inquiry. Within a week, however, afterwards, M r .
HAMILTON again spoke to me on the subject of the penciUings
he had discovered on the margins, some of which seemed to be
underneath the writing. On this being pointed out to me, I
again looked through the volume page by page, and was inexpressibly astonished to discover hundreds of marks of punctuation and corrigenda in pencil, more or less distinct, in an
apparently modern hand, which were evidently intended as a
guide to the " Old Corrector," and in all cases followed by a
corresponding alteration of the text in ink. Entire words
were also found written in pencil by the same hand, followed
by a similar correction in ink; and to my eyes, as well as to
those of Mr. BOND and Mr. HAMILTON, it seemed undeniable
that several of these penciUings did underlie the ink. The
scientific assistance of Professor MASKELYNE (who now saw
the book for the first time) was then suggested, and the result
of his examination by the microscope was to prove the fact,
which to a practised eye had previously appeared all but cer-
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tain. Now then I would ask, by whom and at what time
could these recent pencUlings have been made ? Certainly not
at the Museum. I t is a simple impossibility ; but if any further denial is required, I declare positively that the whole of
these penciUings, together with the ink notes, must have been
in the volume when it was first sent to me, and that during
the time it was in my care it was kept in the strictest custody.
The charge so boldly advanced by Mr. COLLIEE, that ' t h o u sands of specks and atoms" might have been made in the
A^olume in the Department of Manuscripts, and then construed
into letters, as well as his insuiuation that the fac-simUe, so
faithfuUy executed by the lithographer, Mr. F . NETHEECLIFT,
jun., and published by Mr. HAMILTON, is unfair or imaginary,
are absolutely and wholly void of foundation. But, writes Mr.
COLLIEE, he expected different treatment from Sir F . MADDEN.
And wherefore ? I t is true that for nearly thirty years I had
been on terms of literary friendship with Mr. COLLIEE ; but
is it on that account I am not to be allowed to give an opinion
on a forged document, if he happens to have printed it ? Other
editors and lovers of SHAKSPEEE have been and are still my
friends, besides Mr. COLLIEE, and why I should disregard
their wishes, for the sake alone of Mr. COLLIEE and his " Old
Corrector," I am at a loss to conceive. From my official position, I felt bound to examine the volume and give a conscientious opinion of it, and to that opinion I adhere. The most
absurd reasons have been assigned by Mr. COLLIEE and his
party for my conduct—in one place, that I was hostile to him,
because he had been proposed to be the Head of the Museum;
and in another, because he had given his folio Shakspere to the
D U K E of DEVONSHIEE, instead of depositing it in the Museum!
As to the former, I can only say, I never heard of such an intention until I read it in the Athenceum of the 18th of last
February; and as to the latter, I assert that I knew not that
the folio had been given to the D U K E , until so informed by
Dr. INGLEBY, in

1858.

I now proceed to notice some other portions of Mr. COLY
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LIEE'S *' Eeply," which are equally at variance with the facts.
At p. 18 (and previously in the Athenceum) he speaks of Mr.
PAEEY'S visit to me on the 13th (not 14th) of July, and, in

regard to that gentleman's opinion respecting his own folio,
makes the following extraordinary misrepresentation : " When
he went there (to the Museum) on the 14th July last, for the
purpose of inspecting the PEEKINS Folio, in the presence of Sir
F . MADDEN, Mr. HAMILTON, Mr. MASKELYNE, and others, he

may easily have been confused by the rapid passing and repassing
of the folios of \Q2Z and 1632 before his eyes; and at last he
may not have been able to remember which edition had really
been his own book. H e spoke to the best of his memory, but
his memory was bad ; and he may have been, as it were, cajoled
out of his oion conviction." This is really too bad ; but I wiU
not condescend to retaUate, otherwise than by a plain statement of facts. Mr. PAEEY came of his own accord to see me,
and I received him in my study. On his entry, there was no
one else present, and I placed the COLLIEE Folio on the table
before him, and requested him to examine it and tell me if it
was the copy formerly in his possession. Mr. PAEEY looked
at it externally and internally, and then, without the slightest
hesitation, declared that it ivas not his book, and that he had
never been shown this folio by Mr. COLLIEE. His only doubt
seemed to be whether this was really the copy that had been
represented as once belonging to himself. I was astonished
at this declaration, and sent for Mr. HAMILTON, who having
been introduced to Mr. PAEEY, the latter repeated his statement, and, at my request, wrote down as foUows:
British Museum, July 13, 1859.
On being shown an old edition of Shakespeare's plays, I think I can positively say that it is not the book which Mr. Gray gave me in or about 1806.
Sir Erederick Madden stated to me that this copy of Shakespeare, which he
now produces to me, was once in Mr. Colher's possession.
(Signed)

FKA'. CIIAS. PASKT.

I may add that Mr. PAEEY declared, in the hearing of Mr.
HAMILTON and myself (as he subsequently did to othei's), that
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this volume was of the edition 1623; that it was in smooth
dark binding, with a new back lettered with the date; that it
had no writing on the upper cover, was not so thick, and had
a broader margin. Will this satisfy Mr. COLLIEE ? If not,
and as a complete refutation of the juggling trick, of which
Mr. COLLIEE has ventui*ed to accuse me and my colleagues, I
have since received the following letter from Mr. PAEEY :
March 12, 1860.
I have this instant received your note requesting me to say whether the
statement made by Mr. Collier in the Athenceum of Feb. 18 last, namely,
that you had confused me by passing and repassing several folio Shakespeares before me, was time. 1 have no hesitation whatever in flatly contradicting that assertion. While 1 was conversing with you on the subject,
you brought a large old book and placed it on the table. I looked at it
several times whilst Ave were speaking together, and was greatly surprised
when at length you took it up and said that was the book in question. I
felt perfectly assm-ed that I had never seen that book before. I also now
must add that you did not show me any other book whatever, or speak of
any other book on that occasion.
I am, &c.
(Signed)
F. C. PARRY.

I n another part of the " E e p l y " Mr. COLLIEE speaks of
what he terms " a mighty fuss" made by Mr. HAMILTON in
his first letter " regarding the water-mark on the fly-leaf;"
and then proceeds distinctly to charge Mr. HAMILTON, " or
somebody else," with the crime (for crime it would be) of
having abstracted this fly-leaf from the volume. I deny the
charge. I t is a pure invention. No fly-leaf was in the book
when I received it, nor does Mr. HAMILTON speak of any flyleaf, but only of the " water-mark of the leaves pasted inside
the covers." Mr, COLLIEE is pleased to convert these leaves
into a " fly-leaf," and then to accuse some person in my Department of abstracting a leaf that had no existence!
As to the personalities indulged in by Mr. COLLIEE towards
myself, my answer shall be as brief as is consistent with a due
explanation of the facts. For the sake, apparently, of diverting the attention of the public from the real points at issue,
he has not scrupled to bring a charge against me which he
Y 2
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must have known to be false. H e commences by asserting
that on two occasions he was " of some service to me," but of
one of these he " can say no more." W h y not ? I call upon
Mr. COLLIEE to speak out. Surely there is no service reaUy
rendered to me by Mr. COLLIEE that he need be reluctant to
mention, or I myself, if true, to acknowledge. But with regard
to the other service, he refers to the purchase by me of certain
documents which " had escaped from Lord ELLESMEEE'S collection," and his charge is, that I bought manuscripts which
" I ought to have known had been dishonestly come by." H e
then proceeds t h u s : " The late Earl ELLESMEEE heard of the
strange circumstance, put the matter into the hands of his
solicitor, and asked me to inquire of Sir F . MADDEN as to the
facts. I did so, and finding, as I of course expected, that Sir
F . MADDEN had innocently, though ignorantly and most incautiously, become possessed of the documents, they were
restored to the noble owner, and the matter was dropped."
Mr. COLLIEE then concludes that, " if Sir F MADDEN had
been indicted for receiving stolen goods, knowing them to have
been stolen, it might have gone hard with him." Never was
any transaction so wilfully misrepresented ! The facts are
these : I n October, 1854 (not two or three years ago, as Mr.
COLLIEE states) some circumstances occurred which induced
me to doubt whether a number of loose papers and an original
document on parchment in a very damaged state, which had
been purchased some time previously from a person of great
apparent respectability (and who stated he had bought them at
Shrewsbury), were fairly come by, and whether the parchment
document might not have " escaped " from Lord ELLESMEEE'S
library. As soon as this doubt arose I wrote to Mr. COLLIEE,
and requested him to come as soon as possible to examine these
manuscripts, as I wished to communicate the result to Lord
ELLESMEEE before I brought it to the notice of the Trustees.
IMr. COLLIEE came a day or two afterwards, and was shown
the whole of the documents purchased. Mr. COLLIEE then
wrote to Lord ELLESMEEE, who knew nothing of the matter,
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bui riApressed his obligation to myself; and it was only by
means of a letter from the individual of whom I had bought
the papers (communicated to me by Mr, COLLIEE) that it was
ascertained how they had been lost. I t was at my suggestion
that Lord ELLESMERE applied to the Trustees for the restoration of the manuscripts; and it was not till after the meeting
of the committee, on the 11th November, that Lord ELLESMEEE thought of referring the matter to his solicitor, and, after
some legal discussion, the whole of the manuscripts were finally
restored to Bridgewater House. What the " service " was, rendered to me by Mr. COLLIEE in this affair, I am at a loss to
understand. On the contrary, I have good reason to believe
that Mr. COLLIEE prejudiced Lord ELLESMEEE'S mind agaiust
me. I had acted throughout openly and without reserve. I
had bought the manuscripts of a respectable individual; I was
quite unconscious of the real ownership ; I was the first subsequently to suspect i t ; and then took all the steps in my power
to assist in the restoration of the manuscripts to the owner.
But Mr. COLLIEE says, that, though " innocently," I obtained
the documents " ignorantly;" and that I " ought to have been
well acquainted" with a volume of " Egerton Papers," published by the Camden Society in 1840. Now, I have to observe that this volume was printed thirteen years previous to
the purchase of the papers, that it is a quarto of 485 pages,
and that it contains no less than 219 miscellaneous articles on
all sorts of subjects. I n this volume were printed two (and
two only) of the whole collection of manuscripts purchased.
Is it not requiring rather too much, even of the most accurate
memory, to recall to mind two papers in the middle of a thick
quarto volume, after such a lapse of time ? Could Mr. COLLIEE himself do it ? But the real fact remains to be told. I n
the year of the publication of the Camden volume, I was too
much occupied by literary labours to be able to devote much
attention to works not connected with them, and when I received Mr. COLLIEE'S volume from the Camden Society, I did
what I doubt not some other members might have done, that
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is to say, place it on a shelf of my library unopened. I n confirmation of what I have above written, I can produce letters
and reports stiU in my hands; and Sir H E N E Y ELLIS and Mr.
HAWKINS (both of whom were consulted throughout) would,
I am confident, confirm my statement. And so much for the
*' obligation" which INIr. COLLIEE says some men (meaning
myself) can never forgive !
There is one more point I must mention before I conclude,
although a very slight matter. At p. 53 of his " Eeply," Mr.
COLLIEE alludes to the autograph signature of SHAKSPEEE in
FLOEIO'S Montaigue, which he declares he could easily " expunge," if permitted, and for which, he says, " Sir F . MADDEN
paid out of the public purse no less than 130Z." I certainly
wrote an article in 1837, to endeavour to prove this signature
to be genuine, and Mr. COLLIEE himself (" Life of Shakespeare," p. ccxxxvi. edit. 1844) fully admits it to be so; but
as to the purchase for the Museum, I had nothing to do with
it. I t was bought by the Head of the Department of Printed
Books, and has belonged ever since to that Department.
The literary public, I am sure, wiU not take much interest
in personal disputes of this kind; and I think it would have
been a far preferable course if Mr. COLLIEE and his friends
had proposed the nomination of a tribunal of competent persons, who should hear and examiue the evidence connected with
the whole of the SHAKSPEEE forgeries, and pronounce definitely on them.
I am, Sir, your obedient servant,
F.

British Museum, 20th March, 1860.

MADDEN.

TPIE BIBLIOGRAPHY
OF THE

SHAKSPERE CONTROYERSY.
N.B. An asterisk (*) prefixed to the title of a book or an article indicates that it is in favour of the genuineness of the manuscript notes in the
Perkins Folio; or of any of the documents in question. On the contrary, a
dagger (f) indicates that it is against their genuineness. The absence of both
signs is an indication of neutrality.

I.—BOOKS A N D P A M P H L E T S .
*The History of EngHsh Dramatic Poetry to the time of
Shakespeare: and Annals of the Stage to the Eestoration, by
J . Payne CoUier, Esq., F.S.A. 3 vols.
1831
* New Facts regarding the Life of Shakespeare, in a letter to
Thomas Amyot, Esq., F.E.S. Treasurer of the Society of
Antiquaries, from J . Payne CoUier, F.S.A. .
1835
(25 copies also were piinted on large paper.)
* New Particulars regarding the Works of Shakespeare, in a
letter to the Eev. A. Dyce, B.A., Editor of the Works
of Peele, Greene, Webster, &c. from J . Payne CoUier,
F.S.A.
.
. 1836
(25 copies also were printed on large paper.)
* A Catalogue, Biographical and Critical, of early EngHsh Literature ; forming a portion of the Library at Bridgewater
House, &c. Edited by J . Payne Collier, Esq., F.S.A. 1837
* Further particulars regarding Shakespeare and his Works, in
a letter to the Eev. Joseph Hunter, F.S.A., from J . Payne
CoUier, F.S.A.
1839
(25 copies also were printed on large paper.)
* Memoirs of Edward AUeyn, Founder of Dulwich CoUege: including some new particulars respecting Shakespeare, Ben
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Jonson, Massinger, Marston, Dekker, &c., by J . Payne Collier, Esq., F.S.A.
1841
Printed for the Shakespeare Society.
*Eeasons for a New Edition of Shakespeare's Works, containing
notices of the defects of former impressions, and pointing
out the lately acquired means of Ulustrating the Plays,
Poems, and Biography of the Poet, by J . Payne Collier,
Esq., F.S.A.
1841
2nd Edition, 1842.
* The Works of Shakespeare. Edited by J. Payne ColHer, Esq.,
F.S.A., 8 vols.
1841—1844
The AUeyn Papers. A CoUection of Original Documents,
illustrative of the Life and Times of Edward AUeyn, and of
the early English Stage and Drama. With an introduction
by J. Payne Collier, Esq., F.S.A.
.
. 1843
Printed for the Shakespeare Society.
* Notes and Emendations to the text of Shakespeare's Plays,
from early manuscript corrections in a copy of the folio, 1632,
in the possession of J . Payne ColHer, Esq., F.S.A.
1852
Printed for the Shakspere Society, pp. 512.
Pubhshed January, 1853.
2nd Edition, pp. 528, 1853.
Translated into German, by Dr. Leo (1853), and forming the substance of Dr. Juhus Frese's supplementary volume of Shakespeare's
Dramatic Works (1853), and of Dr. Delius' "English Theatre in
Shakspeare's Time."
A Few Eemarks on the Emendation, **Who smothers her
with painting," in the Play of Cymleline. Discovered by Mr.
ColUer, in a Corrected Copy of the Second Edition of Shakespeare. By J. O. HaUiweU, Esq., F.E.S., &c.
1852
Petulantly replied to by Mr. CoUier in the addenda to his Notes and
Emendations, 1st Edition.
f Curiosities of Modern Shaksperian Criticism. By J. O. Halliwell, Esq., F.E.S., &c.
1853
This is an able exposure of the misrepresentations of a review of
Vol. I., of Mx. HalHwell's Folio Shakespeare, in " The Athenseum."
This rejoinder was noticed in that periodical for August 13,1853, where
the writer refuses " to retract or to alter" any of his statements. These
articles fonn a most instructive example of the excess to which the
partisaijship of reviewers can run.
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t The Text of Shakespeare Vindicated from the interpolations
and corruptions advocated by John Payne CoUier, Esq., in his
Notes and Emendations. By Samuel Weller Singer. 1853
This was the first pubhcation that took the field against the genuineness of the Perkins manuscript notes, on internal evidence. It has the
vu'tue of earnestness, and the vice of intemperance. In a critical point
of view it is nearly valueless. It was severely reviewed in " The Athenffium," May 28 and June 4th, 1853.

Observations on some of the Manuscript Emendations of the
text of Shakespeare, and are they copyright ? By J, 0 . Halliwell, Esq., F.E.S., &c.
. 1853
\ Observations on the Shaksperian Forgeries at Bridgewater
House; illustrative of a facsimile of the spurious Letter of
H . S. By James O. HaUiweU, Esq. pp. 8.
1853
Printed " for private circulation only."

A Few Notes on Shakespeare; with occasional remarks on the
emendations of the manuscript corrector in Mr. CoUier's
copy of the folio, 1632. By the Eev. Alexander Dyce
1853
A few Words in reply to the Animadversions of the Eev. Mr.
Dyce on Mr. Hunter's " Disquisition on the Tempest"
(1839) ; and his " New Illustrations of the Life, Studies and
Writings of Shakespeare" (1845) ; contained in his work enti_
tied " A Few Notes, &c. &c." By the author of the Disquisition and the Illustrations
.
1853
* Old Lamps, or New ? A plea for the original Editions of the
Text of Shakspere: forming an introductory notice to the
Stratford Shakspere. Edited by Charles Knight
1853
* The Plays of Shakespeare. The text regulated by the old
copies, and by the recently discovered folio of 1632. By J.
Payne CoUier, Esq., F.S.A., 1 vol.
1853
" It would almost seem that the one volume had been printed from
some modern copy, (certainly it is not from Mr. CoUier's own edition
in eight volimies) with the insertion of all the alterations that had been
pubhshed in Notes and Emendations ; that afterwards the volume had
been collated with the foho of 1632, and where any fmiher deviations
from that text had been discovered in the one-volume edition, they had
been inserted, first in the margin of the folio (!), and then in the "List"
of all the MS. Emendations." Mr. T. J. Arnold.—Eraser's Magazine,
Feb. 1860.
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t Shakespeare's Scholar, being Historical and Critical Studies of
his Text, Characters and Commentators, with an Examination of Mr. Collier's FoHo of 1632, by Eichard Grant
White, A.M.
1854
Keviewed in " The Athensemn" for September 9th, 1854.
I Literary Cookery, with reference to matter attributed to
Coleridge and Shakespeare. A letter addressed to " The Athenseum." W i t h a postscript containing some remarks upon
the refusal of that journal to print it.
1855
For this pubhcation Mr. ColUer prosecuted the publisher, and faUed.

* Seven Lectures on Shakespeare and Milton. By the late S. T.
Coleridge. A List of all the MS. Emendations in Mr. Collier's Folio, 1632, and an Introductory Preface. By J. Payne
ColHer, Esq.
.
1856
It was against forestalled extracts from these seven lectures as
pubhshed by Mr. CoUier, in " Notes and Queries," that the pamphlet
called Literary Cookery was directed. The " List" was added, 1 suppose, to make a smaU book saleable at a large price.

* The Works of Shakespeare. Edited by J. Payne Collier, Esq.,
F.S.A., 6 vols.
1858
This Edition was a signal disgrace to the Eepublic of Letters.
is in no sense an Edition of Shakspere.

It

f Strictures on Mr. Collier's New Edition of Shakespeare, 1858.
By the Eev. Alexander Dyce
1859
A severe but just exposm-e of Mr. ColUer's misrepresentations of Mr.
Dyce's Works. Mr. CoUier feigns not to reciprocate the maUce of his
quondam friend, and says " 1 stUl say of him as the great Saint said of
the greater Sectary, ' I loved thee once; I almost love thee still.' "
{Reply, p. 67.) Would not Edgar's phi-ase be more in point, " Wine*
I loved deeply; Dyce dearly."? {Lear, iii. 2.)

f The Shakspeare Fabrications, or the MS. Notes of the Perkins
Folio shewn to be of recent origin, with an Appendix on
the authorship of the Ireland Forgeries, By C. Mansfield
Ingleby, Esq., LL.D.
1859

* I mean of course the metaphorical wme of Shakspere's genius, commonly called " the flow of soul."
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f An Inquiry into the Genuineness of the Manuscript Correction in Mr. J. Payne Collier's annotated Shakspere, Folio,
1632; and of certain Shaksperian Documents likewise pubHshed by Mr. ColHer. By N . E. S. A. Hamilton
1860
* Mr. J . Payne Collier's Eeply to Mr. N . E. S. A. Hamilton's
" Inquiry" into the imputed Shakespeare Forgeries
1860
•f-The Preface to Mr. Staunton's Edition of Shakespeare's
Works, (1857-1860.)
.
May, 1860
t The Life of Shakspeare, by H . Staunton
May, 1860
* Strictures on Mr. N . E. S. A. HamUton's Inquiry into the
genuineness of the MS. corrections in Mr. J. Payne Collier's
annotated Shakespeare, FoHo, 1632. By Scrutator
1860
A very remarkable pamphlet! It is thickly studded with Latin
phrases. Of these one only extends to three words, and one only to
four AYords; the former containing two bad blunders, and the latter one.
So much for Scrutator's scholarship. As for his honesty, see p. 25,
where he teUs us that " the tail" of the Alleyn Letter " is gone;" though
he knewfromthe facsimile that it was not; and defends the geniuneness
of the letter, well knowing that nobody had ever questioned it. The
whole pamphlet is a proof ad nauseam of the writer's incapacity and
inexperience.
I A Eeview of the present state of the Shakespearian Controversy. By Thomas Duffus Hardy, Assistant Keeper of the
Public Eecords
1860
•j- Collier, Coleridge, and Shakespeare. A Eeview. By the
author of " Literary Cookery"
1860
This may be regarded as thefinishingstroke in the demolition of
the genuineness of the "Seven Lectures," which Mr. Collier in 1856
published as Coleridge's.
In 1854, "The Athenseum" (October 6th) caUed "Literary Cookery," "a mere waste of words." In 1860 (August 11th), the same
journal caUs " ColUer, Coleridge, and Shakespeare," a " mere waste
of passionate words." It would be difficult tofinda pubhcation which
is more thoroughly characterized by calmness and dehberation.
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IL—AETICLES I N PEEIODICALS.
f T H E NEOLOGY OE SHAKSPEAEE.

A Lecture delivered by Dr.

Ingleby, at the Theatre of the Birmingham and Midland
Institute, November 24th, 1856, reported in " T h e Birmingham Journal" for November 29th, 1856. The manuscript
notes of the Perkins Folio are here pronounced to be fabrications.
* Article in " The Athenseum," July 9th, 1859.
t Article in " The BuUetin," June 11th, 1859.
f A NEW AEEAiEE DU CoLLiEE. " The Saturday Eeview," July
23rd, 1859. This is an exceedingly smart and witty article
ironically vindicating Mr. Collier's integrity. I t speaks of
the Perkins Folio as " a volume which, under the name of the
CoUier folio Shakspeare, wUl probably have a chapter in
history to itself next in place to that of a certain diamond
necklace
; the main difference, perhaps, being in the
uncertainty as to who plays the part of Cagliostro in the
events which that chapter wiU record." Hence the very
curious heading.
fME. COLLIEE'S SHAKSPEAEE (signed, Eton, W W T.), " The

Bulletin," July 23, 1859.
fLiTEEAEY FoEGEET. " T h e New Tork Daily Tribune," Aug.
6th, 1859. The writer thus sums up his case:—"Thus
faUs to the ground a literary imposture which, from the
fame of the author to whose works it related, and the distinguished position of its first and most eminent dupe
and innocent apostle, Mr. Collier, has excited a more
general interest in the reading world than any other upon
record. I t s author, who must be a very clever and dextrous feUow, may be yet alive, and chuckling, like his prototype Ireland, over the creduHty of his victims. B u t
how characteristic it is of dear old England that he
should have been obliged to wait so long to be found out!
Who believes that, had that old folio been brought for-
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ward in New-York instead of London, five long years
would have elapsed before the array of internal evidence
against the authority and the antiquity of its corrections
produced by the American critic [Mr. E . Grant AVhite],
would have been sustained by the tests of the microscope
and the laboratory."
This is by far the richest joke that has ever been perpetrated in connection with this controversy. I n 1854, Mr.
E. Grant White, it seems, demolished—in pure Yankee,
" catawampously chawed up"—the " old corrector," on
internal evidence only; and in 1860, that same critic
maintains in " The Athenseum " the genuineness of the
manuscript notes! I n 1859, Messrs. HamUton and Maskelyne are hailed as the demolishers of the " old corrector," on external evidence; and in 1860, these very
gentlemen who sneer at "dear old England," for having
allowed five years to elapse before they subjected the
volume to a palseographic or scientific examination, republish, in the form of a pamphlet, Mr. Collier's two
replies, and send over to England a cart load of the
reprint for gratuitous circulation among the dupes of
Messrs. Hamilton and Maskelyne! Yerily these Americans are comical fellows.
f T H E SHAKESPEAEE CONTEOTEESY. •'The Universal Eeview,"
Saturday, September, 1859.
f Two short articles in " T h e Literary Gazette," Sept. 24th,
and October 1st, 1859.
* T H E COLLIEE-FOLIO SHAKESPEAEE. Is IT AN IMPOSTUEE ?—

A clever defence of the genuineness of the manuscript
notes of the Perkins Folio by Mr. E. Grant White, in
" The Atlantic Monthly Advertiser," October, 1859. I t
is to be hoped that Mr. White's "Prolegomena," will
contain something more satisfactory on this subject than
the article in question. But I am sure that whatever he
writes wiU be conscientious, genial and gentlemanly.
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fTHE SHAKESPEAEIAN DISCOTEEY, by T. J . Arnold, Esq.,

Police Magistrate. "Eraser's Magazine," January, 1860.
I T H E • OLD COEEECTOE,' by T. J . Arnold, Esq., " Eraser's
Magazine," February, 1860.
*THE

IMPUTED

SHAKSPEAEE

COLLIEE'S E E P L Y .

FOEGEEIES.

Mr. J .

PAYNE

" The Athenaeum," Feb. 18,1860.

t Article in " The Press," Feb. 25,1860.
* T H E SHAKSPEAEE CONTEOVEESY.

" N o t e s and Queries,"

March 24, 1860. (2nd Series, vol. ix. p. 210.)
t T H E SHAKSPEEE DOCUMENTS. A long and important letter
from Sir F . Madden, K.H., Keeper of the Manuscripts of
the British Museum. " The Critic," March 24, 1860.
The letter is reprinted in the Appendix to this book.
f A F E W POINTS CONNECTED WITH THE SHAKESPEAEE DOCU-

MENTS.
* Mr.

" The Critic," March 31, 1860.

COLLIEE AND H I S SHAKSPEEE.

" The Saturday E e -

view," AprU 21, 1860.
I T H E ALLEGED SHAKSPEAEE

FOEGEEIES.

" The

Literary

Gazette," AprU 28, 1860.
f Mr. COLLIEE'S E E P L Y , by T. J . Arnold, Esq.

" Eraser's

Magazine," May, 1860.
f T H E SHAKSPEAEE CONTEOTEESY.

" The Literary dazette,"

May 12, 1860.
f T H E SHAKESPEAEE DOCUMENTS. A letter from T. J . Arnold,
Esq. " The Critic," May 26, 1860.
* A Letter in " The Atheuffium," August 25, 1860, from Herman Merivale, Esq. (signed " An Edinburgh Eeviewer")
in reply to Mr. T. Duffus Hardy's " Eeview of the present
state of the Shakespearian Controversy."

III.—EEYIEWS I N PEEIODICALS.
Among the numerous notices of Mr. Collier's Notes and
Emendations, the following seem most note-worthy,
*Tl>e Athenseum, January 8th, 1853.
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f Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, August, Sej^tember, October, 1853.
Three slashing articles manifesting intelligence and good sense. But
the writer did not give himself time to anive at a sound judgment, and
if had not "more zeal than knowledge," he, at least, aUowed his zeal
to overrun his discretion.

The North British Eeview, February, 1854.
This reyiew does not exhibit much critical sagacity.

*The North American Eeview, April, 1854.
This article is higlily praised in tlie foUowing paper in " The Edinburgh Eeview," but " for which of his vices," it woukl be difficult to say.
A more wretched affair never disgraced periodical.

* The Edinburgh Eeview, April, 1856.
Besides these reviews, I may notice two articles in the Literary Gazette, for January 8th, and June 11th, 1853. The
first is a review of Notes and Emendations, and the second of
that and Mr. Hunter's Few Words (or Many Words, as it
should be called from its title-page). The first article
favours Mr. Collier's book—the second is dead against it.
The Athenseum has two reviews of Singer's Text of Shakspere
Vindicated, May 28th, and June 4th, 1853; both pro-ColIierite,
of course; and the Literary Gazette has a neutral review
of that work (and Mr. Dyce's Few Notes), June 4th, 1853.
Besides these reviews, which relate directly to Mr. Collier's
Notes and Emendations, I will simply mention two that
have an indirect bearing on the subject, and are worth perusal, viz. An article on Mr. Dyce's Shakspere in the Quarterly Eeview, January, 1859, and an article on Mr, E . G.
White's Shakspere, in the North American Eeview, January,
1859.
These articles have, of course, no reference to the controversy which arose out of the publication of Mr. Hamilton's
Lnquiry, and my Shakspeare Fabrications.
The following is a tolerably complete list of Eeviews of those
works:—
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Eeviews
* The
* The
* The
t The

of Dr. Ingleby's Shakspeare Fabrications.
Athenceum,
Aug. 20, 1859.
Critic,
Aug. 27, 1859.
Atlas,
Sept. 10, 1859.
Literary Gazette, Sept, 17, 1859.

The Hamilton Correspondence in The Times.
t From Mr. Hamilton,
July 2, 1859.
,
Looker-on
» S>
t ,
#
, Mr. ColHer
» 7,
„ 16,
t !, Prof. Maskelyne
» 16,
t ,, Mr. Hamilton
*
, Mr. CoUier
„ 20,
August 1,
t ', Mr. Parry
t ,, Sir F . Madden March 22, 1860.
Eeviews of Mr. Hamilton's Lnquiry,
t The Critic
* The Athenceum
t The Critic
t The Critic
t The Literary Gazette
t The Spectator
t The Spectator
t Colburn's New Monthly Magazine
f The Neio Quarterly Review

Feb. 11,1860.
Feb. 18, 1860.
Feb. 25, 1860.
March 3, 1860,
March 17, 1860.
Feb. 25, 1860.
March 3, 1860.
April, 1860.
April, 1860.

Eeviews of Mr. Collier's Reply.
t The Critic
March 17, 1860.
* The Literary Gazette March 24, 1860.
Eeview of Mr. Hamilton's Lnquiry, Dr. Ingleby's Shakspeare Fabrications, and Mr. Collier's Reply, collectively.
* The Edinburgh Eeview, April, 1860,
This review is from the pen of Mr. Hennan Merivale. It professes
to be a continuation of an article in " The Edinburgh Eeview" for April,
1856.
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SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES.
. 16, 1. 7.—As to Shakspere's authorship of parts of The Two
Noble Kinsmen, see " The Quarterly Eeview," vol, 83, p. 403
(1848).
. 104,1. 4.—The account given in " The Gentleman's Magazine " for March, 1856 (vol. 45, New Series, p. 269), might
have authorized me in carrying the parallel stiU further.
W e there read, " Another statement says that the pencil
marks on which the Uncials were traced came out plainly
by these tests."
144, note ^.—Though the first edition of Hudibras bears the
date 1663, it must have been published in the previous
year; for we learn from Pepys' Diary, under Dec. 26,
1662, that he feU into discourse with a Mr, Battersby " of
a new book of drollery in use, caUed Hudibras."
He
bought a copy the same day for 2* Qd, but growing
" ashamed of i t " he sold it shortly after for 1^ Qd. On
Feb, 6,1662-3, however, he bought another copy.
181,1, 2.—Mr. HaUiweU unaccountably says of the monstrous compound busy-less, " i t is so naturally (though
perhaps not quite grammatically) formed, its rare occurrence is not, iu itself, a sufficient reason for its rejection."
(Fo. Shakespeare, Yol, I.) Probably n o t : but it wUl be
time enough to discuss that point when Mr, HaUiweU has
made good his allegation of the " r a r e occurrence" of the
word in question by producing a single instance of its use
in any author of the period. I n the meantime I must be
aUowed to say that busy-less, so far from being " naturally
formed," is a compound (manufactured by Theobald—

z
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probably when he was half-drunk—) which violates at once
the rules of English grammar and the genius of the EngHsh language. Dusy-less could not have meant unemployed,
unless busy were either a noun substantive meaning employment, or an intransitive verb meaning to labour.
p. 198, 1. 4.—In fact soon afterwards a similar stage-direction
is inserted in ink, " Long and selfe struggling." See Perkins Folio, p. 57, col, 2, See also the facsimile of the
shorthand, on sheet no. IY,
p. 239,—Mr. Dyce's adoption of bisson multitude.
Mr. Dyce persists in the ordinary punctuation. Had he
consulted either the original text of Plutarch, or even
North's translation of it, he would have been saved from
this wretched blunder. I t is wonderful that Dr. Farmer
should have missed the point; for he would have been only
too glad to have included this case in his list of blunders
into which the poor simpleton Shakspere had been betrayed
through the ambiguity of some of North's expressions.
Shakspere simply could not have written the ignorant perversion of the sense and meaning of the text in Plutarch
—even according to North—which Mr, Dyce's punctuation would impute to him.

THE END.

G. NORM.VN, r i U N T E K , M.UDEN LANE, COVENT GARDEN.

COEEECTIONS.
Before perusing this work the reader is requested to make
the following corrections:—
p,
p,
p,
p,
p.
p.
p,
p.
p.
p.

16,1, 18.—After copies insert having the title
27, 1, 8.—Before Shakspere insert the plays of
54, last line of note *.—For the read some
97, 1. 8.—Before rather read which he preferred to do
123, note'"—Transfer the ["] from the second to to the first to
126, 1. 1 of extract.—For Fortunes read Fortune,
135, 1, 4 from bottom.—For special read specious.
150,1. 2 from bottom.—Before immecHately read he
151, 1. 15.—For " three " cheers read " three cheers "
152.—After the first example in class 2, add Sylvester's
Duhartas, S^ii day, l^t week, p. 105, ed, 1618
p. 201, 1. 10.—For on read no
p. 215.—Erase the last example in Class III. and in the next
line for nine read ten
p. 217,1. 9.—After manuscript read copies
p. 232, 1. 10 from bottom.—For moral read real
p. 244,1. 9.—For have 7^ead has
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